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Summary of amendments
8th edition
Integrated the description of all switch model.

Item

Changes

1.2.2 External View of the LANSW module

• Models for Compute Blade 500 were added.

2.2 Accommodating Conditions

• “Table 2-22:Maximum Numbers of Filter Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per port range)” was
added.
• “Table 2-24:Maximum Numbers of QoS Entries in layer3-2 Mode (per port range)” was
added.
• “Table 2-60:Maximum Number of Addresses for DHCP/BOOTP Relay[OS-L3SA]” was
added.
• “Table 2-62:Setting Conditions of DHCP Server[OS-L3SA]” was added.
• “Table 2-69:Correlation between the Number of route entries and the Maximum Number
of Neighboring routers (RIP/RIPng, OSPF/OSPFv3, and BGP4/BGP4+) in IPv6 unicast
priority mode” was added.
• “Table 2-70:Maximum number of configurations that can be set” was added.

14.1.5 Port Allocation for Frame
Transmission

• “Table 14-2:Port Allocation for Frame Transmission” was added.

16.1.5 Limiting MAC address learning
[OS-L3SA]

• This item was added.

16.1.7 Clearing the MAC address table

• This item was added.

16.2.4 Configuring the number of MAC
address learning [OS-L3SA]

• This item was added.

18.11 Layer 2 Relay Block Function
Overview

• This section was added.

18.12 Configuration of Layer 2 Relay Block
Function

• This section was added.

20.3.4 Operation when path switchback is
suppressed and cleared

• This item was added.

20.4.5 Operation when path switchback is
suppressed and cleared

• This item was added.

20.5 Multi-Fault Monitoring Function for
Ring Protocol

• This section was added.

20.6.8 Usage with link-down detection
timers and link-up detection timers

• This item was added.

20.6.9 Inhibited Configuration for Ring
Protocol

• A description of (4) was added.

20.6.10 Prohibited configurations for the
multi-fault monitoring functionality

• This item was added.

20.6.11 Configurations in which both ring
ports of a master node are shared links

• This item was added.

23.3.5 IGMP instant detachment
functionality

• This item was added.

In addition to the above changes, minor editorial corrections have been made.
7th edition
Addtion of some product code.

6th edition
The BladeSymphony server name has been changed to Hitachi Compute Blade.

5th edition
Model Name addition

4th edition
[Ver. 10.7]
Item

Changes

2.2 Accommodating Conditions

• The description of the combined use of Ring Protocol and the spanning tree was added in
" (5) Spanning Tree."
• The description of "(10) Web Authentication" was modified.
• "(11) MAC Authentication" was added.
• The description of "(15) L2 Loop Detection" was added.The description of "(15) L2 Loop
Detection" was added.
• The rendezvous point count and BSR candidate count in "(23) IPv4 Multicast" were
changed.

4.2.9 Customizing the command line
interface (CLI) setting

• This item was added.

7.2.2 Applicable Functions and Scope of
RADIUS/TACACS+

• NAS-IPv6-Address Description added.

10.1.8 Setting when using IPv4/IPv6
multicast and IGMP/MLD snooping at the
same time

• This item was added.

13.2.4 Shutting Down Ethernet

• The description of the server blade model was added in the notice.

13.2.7 Setting the linkup detection timer

• This item was added.

13.4.1 Function List

• Notes on the "(6) Note on connecting 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T" was
changed.

13.5.1 Setting Ethernet

• "Table 12-13 Operation decided by combining speed of line and duplex.” was cadded

13.5.2 Setting Flow Control

• The description of the flow control setting common to all ports was added.

13.5.3 Setting automatic MDIX

• This item was added.

13.6 Server Connection Port Overview

• The name of the LAN controller used to connect between the server connection port and
server blade was changed.

13.7.2 Setting Flow Control

• The description of the flow control setting common to all ports was added.

13.9.1 Setting Flow Control

• The description of the flow control setting common to all ports was added.

14.1.5 Port Allocation for Frame
Transmission

• The port-channel load-balance parameter was added for port assignment at frame
transmission.

15.3 Coexistence of Layer 2 Switch
Function and Other Functions

• The description of Web authentication and MAC authentication was added.
• Ring Protocol was deleted from "Table 14-3 Restrictions for the Spanning Tree."
• The multiple spanning tree and GSRP were deleted from "Table 14-4 Restrictions for
Ring Protocol."

17.7.3 Cooperation with Layer 2
Authentication Function

• The description of the MAC Authentication was added.

18.9 Describing the VLAN debounce
function

• This section was added.

18.10 VLAN debounce function
configuration

• This section was added.

19.12.3 Loop Guard

• The description of "(2) Notices on Loop Guard" was changed.

20.6.1 Using the VLAN mapping

• This item was added.

20.6.2 Using forwarding-delay-time of
control VLAN

• This item was added.

21.1.2 Ring Protocol Setting Flow

• The description of the combined use with the spanning tree was added in "(1) Stop of the
Spanning Tree."

21.1.4 Setting Control VLAN

• "(1) Setting Control VLAN" was added.
• "(2) Setting the Control VLAN Forwarding Transition Time" was added.

Item

Changes

21.1.5 Setting VLAN Mapping

• The description of the setting of the data transfer VLAN used within the ring network was
added in "(1) New VLAN Setting."

22 Using together Ring Protocol and the
spanning tree/GSRP

• This chapter was added.

In addition to the above changes, minor editorial corrections have been made.

[Ver. 10.5.A.A]
Item

Changes

1.1 Features of the LANSW module

• The description related to the 10Gbps Lan Switch Module was added to "(1) High-speed
communication"
• The description of Ring Protocol was added to "(7) High reliability"

1.2 System Models

• The description related to the 10Gbps Lan Switch Module was added.

2.2 Accommodating Conditions

• The description related to the 10Gbps Lan Switch Module was added.
• Accommodating Conditions of Configuration Command with the "mac-based-vlan
static-only" Command Specified was added to "(b) MAC VLAN" of "(4) VLAN"
• Number of VLAN with VLAN group in "(6) Ring Protocol" was changed.
• The description of Number of patterns for detecting the TCP/UDP port number was added
to "(8) Filter, QoS"
• Conditions when authentication screens are changed, was added to "(10) Web
authentication".
• The description of "(10) Web authentication" was added.
• The description of "(12) IEEE802.3ah/UDLD" was added.
• The description of "(14) Number of interfaces" was changed.

5.1 Configuration

• Config Value of Server Connection Ports was changed, when introducing the LANSW
module.

6.1 Overview of Login from Remote
Operation Terminal to the LANSW module

• Config Value of Server Connection Ports was changed, when introducing the LANSW
module.

6.2.3 Changing the IP Address Set for This
Device

• This chapter was added.

7.1.2 Outline of Login Control

• The description of the number of remote users allowed to access the LANSW module was
changed.

7.2.2 Applicable Functions and Scope of
RADIUS/TACACS+

• The description related to the local command authorization was added.

7.2.4 Command Authorization Using
RADIUS/TACACS+/Local

• The description related to the local command authorization was added.

7.3.4 Setting Command Authorization
Using RADIUS/TACACS+/Local

• The description related to the local command authorization was added.

13.7.1 Set value of server connection port

• "13-18 A speed of the server connection port and a set value of duplex" content was
changed.

13.1 Ethernet Overview

• The description related to the 10Gbps Lan Switch Module was added.

13.2 Configuration Common to Ethernet

• The description related to the 10Gbps Lan Switch Module was added.

13.4 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/
1000BASE-T Overview

• The description related to the 10Gbps Lan Switch Module was added.

13.5 Configuration of 10BASE-T/
100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T

• The description related to the 10Gbps Lan Switch Module was added.

13.8 10GBASE-R Overview

• This chapter was added.

13.9 Configuration of 10GBASE-R

• This chapter was added.

14.2.5 How to Set Link Aggregation to
Server Connection Ports

• This chapter was added.

17.8.4 Setting the Extended Number of
MAC Addressed Registered

• This chapter was added.

17.10.2 Setting VLAN as Layer 3 Interface

• This chapter was added.

19.1.6 STP-Compatible Mode

• This chapter was added.

19.4.3 Setting PVST+ Topology

• Default Values of 10Gbit/s Path Cost was added to "19-10 Default Values of Path Cost".

19.7.3 Setting Single Spanning Tree
Topology

• Default Values of 10Gbit/s Path Cost was added to "19-14 Default Values of Path Cost".

Item

Changes

19.10.3 Setting Multiple Spanning Tree
Topology

• Default Values of 10Gbit/s Path Cost was added to "19-18 Default Values of Path Cost".

20 General Description of Ring Protocol

• This chapter was added.

21 Configuration and Operation of Ring
Protocol

• This chapter was added.

23 General Description of IGMP snooping/
MLD snooping

• The description of IGMPv3 was added.

24 Setting and Operation of IGMP
snooping/MLD snooping

• The description of IGMPv3 was added.

In addition to the above changes, minor editorial corrections have been made.

[Ver. 10.5.A]

Unreleased
[Ver. 10.5]

Unreleased
[Ver. 10.4]

Unreleased
[Ver. 10.3]

Unreleased
[Ver. 10.2]

No Change
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Introduction
Intended

products and software versions

This manual describes models Compute Blade Built-in LAN Switch Module. It also describes the functions of Compute Blade
Built-in LAN Switch Module’s software Ver. 10.5 and 10.7 and 11.6. Software functions supported by software OS-L3A and
OS-L3SA is also described.
Please read the manual carefully and thoroughly understand the instructions and cautions contained herein before operating the
device. Keep the manual in a location close at hand for easy reference when necessary.
A common function to all models is described in this manual as long as it doesn't refuse especially.
When use Compute Blade 2000 and 500, please read the description of Compute Blade 320 to Compute Blade 2000 or 500.
A peculiar function to Compute Blade 2000 and 500 or either Compute Blade 320 is shown respectively by the following
marks.
[CB 2000]:
It is a function that supports it by the model of Compute Blade 2000 and 500.
It is a function not to support in the model of Compute Blade 320 or a description that doesn't correspond.
[CB 320]:
It is a function that supports it by the model of Compute Blade 320.
It is a function not to support in the model of Compute Blade 2000 and 500, or a description that doesn't correspond.
[OS-L3A]:
It is a function that supports it by OS-L3A for Compute Blade 320, 2000 and 500 LAN switch module.
[OS-L3SA]:
It is a function that supports it by OS-L3SA for Compute Blade 500 1Gbps(40 port) LAN switch module.
Correction of this manual
Contents in this manual may be corrected in the "Release note" and "Manual correction document" provided with software.
Intended users
Applicable users are system managers who develop and operate network systems using wsnal.
In addition, an understanding of the following is assumed.
• Basic knowledge of network system management
Sequence of manual perusal
Manuals to be referenced according to the flow of tasks from installation and setup to daily operations are indicated below.
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Conventions:
AC
ACK
ADSL
ALG
ANSI
ARP
AS
AUX
BGP

II

abbreviations
Alternating Current
ACKnowledge
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
Application Level Gateway
American National Standards Institute
Address Resolution Protocol
Autonomous System
Auxiliary
Border Gateway Protocol
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BGP4
BGP4+
bit/s
BPDU
BRI
CDP
CIDR
CIR
CIST
CLNP
CLNS
CONS
CRC
CSMA/CD
CSNP
CST
DA
DC
DCE
DHCP
DIS
DNS
DR
DSAP
DSCP
DTE
DVMRP
E-Mail
EAP
EAPOL
EFM
ES
FAN
FCS
FDB
FTTH
GBIC
GSRP
HMAC
IANA
ICMP
ICMPv6
ID
IEC
IEEE
IETF
IGMP
IP
IPCP
IPv4
IPv6
IPV6CP
IPX
ISO
ISP
IST
LAN
LCP
LED
LLC
LLDP
LLQ+3WFQ
LSP
LSP
LSR
MAC
MC
MD5
MDI
MDI-X
MIB
MRU
MSTI
MSTP

Border Gateway Protocol - version 4
Multiprotocol Extensions for Border Gateway Protocol - version 4
bits per second, usually abbreviated as bps.
Bridge Protocol Data Unit
Basic Rate Interface
Cisco Discovery Protocol
Classless Inter-Domain Routing
Committed Information Rate
Common and Internal Spanning Tree
ConnectionLess Network Protocol
ConnectionLess Network System
Connection Oriented Network System
Cyclic Redundancy Check
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
Complete Sequence Numbers PDU
Common Spanning Tree
Destination Address
Direct Current
Data Circuit terminating Equipment
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Draft International Standard/Designated Intermediate System
Domain Name System
Designated Router
Destination Service Access Point
Differentiated Services Code Point
Data Terminal Equipment
Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol
Electronic Mail
Extensible Authentication Protocol
EAP Over LAN
Ethernet in the First Mile
End System
Fan Unit
Frame Check Sequence
Filtering DataBase
Fiber To The Home
GigaBit Interface Converter
Gigabit Switch Redundancy Protocol
Keyed-Hashing for Message Authentication
Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
Internet Control Message Protocol
Internet Control Message Protocol version 6
Identifier
International Electrotechnical Commission
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
the Internet Engineering Task Force
Internet Group Management Protocol
Internet Protocol
IP Control Protocol
Internet Protocol version 4
Internet Protocol version 6
IP Version 6 Control Protocol
Internetwork Packet Exchange
International Organization for Standardization
Internet Service Provider
Internal Spanning Tree
Local Area Network
Link Control Protocol
Light Emitting Diode
Logical Link Control
Link Layer Discovery Protocol
Low Latency Queueing + 3 Weighted Fair Queueing
Label Switched Path
Link State PDU
Label Switched Router
Media Access Control
Memory Card
Message Digest 5
Medium Dependent Interface
Medium Dependent Interface crossover
Management Information Base
Maximum Receive Unit
Multiple Spanning Tree Instance
Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol
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MTU
NAK
NAS
NAT
NCP
NDP
NET
NLA ID
NPDU
NSAP
NSSA
NTP
OADP
OAM
OSPF
OUI
PAD
PAE
PC
PCI
PDU
PICS
PID
PIM
PIM-DM
PIM-SM
PIM-SSM
PoE
PRI
PS
PSNP
QoS
RA
RADIUS
RDI
REJ
RFC
RIP
RIPng
RMON
RPF
RQ
RSTP
SA
SD
SDH
SDU
SEL
SFD
SFP
SMTP
SNAP
SNMP
SNP
SNPA
SPF
SSAP
STP
TA
TACACS+
TCP/IP
TLA ID
TLV
TOS
TPID
TTL
UDLD
UDP
UPC
UPC-RED
VAA
VLAN
VRRP
WAN

IV

Maximum Transfer Unit
Not AcKnowledge
Network Access Server
Network Address Translation
Network Control Protocol
Neighbor Discovery Protocol
Network Entity Title
Next-Level Aggregation Identifier
Network Protocol Data Unit
Network Service Access Point
Not So Stubby Area
Network Time Protocol
Octpower Auto Discovery Protocol
Operations,Administration,and Maintenance
Open Shortest Path First
Organizationally Unique Identifier
PADding
Port Access Entity
Personal Computer
Protocol Control Information
Protocol Data Unit
Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement
Protocol IDentifier
Protocol Independent Multicast
Protocol Independent Multicast-Dense Mode
Protocol Independent Multicast-Sparse Mode
Protocol Independent Multicast-Source Specific Multicast
Power over Ethernet
Primary Rate Interface
Power Supply
Partial Sequence Numbers PDU
Quality of Service
Router Advertisement
Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
Remote Defect Indication
REJect
Request For Comments
Routing Information Protocol
Routing Information Protocol next generation
Remote Network Monitoring MIB
Reverse Path Forwarding
ReQuest
Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol
Source Address
Secure Digital
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
Service Data Unit
NSAP SELector
Start Frame Delimiter
Small Form factor Pluggable
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Sub-Network Access Protocol
Simple Network Management Protocol
Sequence Numbers PDU
Sub network Point of Attachment
Shortest Path First
Source Service Access Point
Spanning Tree Protocol
Terminal Adapter
Terminal Access Controller Access Control System Plus
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
Top-Level Aggregation Identifier
Type, Length, and Value
Type Of Service
Tag Protocol Identifier
Time To Live
Uni-Directional Link Detection
User Datagram Protocol
Usage Parameter Control
Usage Parameter Control - Random Early Detection
VLAN Access Agent
Virtual LAN
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol
Wide Area Network

Introduction

WDM
WFQ
WRED
WS
WWW
XFP
Conventions:

Wavelength Division Multiplexing
Weighted Fair Queueing
Weighted Random Early Detection
Work Station
World-Wide Web
10 gigabit small Form factor Pluggable

kB, MB, GB, and TB

1kB (kilobytes), 1MB (megabytes), 1GB (gigabytes) and 1TB (terabytes) indicate 1024 bytes, 10242 bytes, 10243 bytes and
10244 bytes, respectively.
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1. General Description of the LANSW module

Part 1 General Description of the LANSW module and Accommodating Conditions

1

General Description of the LANSW
module
This chapter explains the features of the LANSW module.

1.1 Features of the LANSW module
1.2 System Models
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1.1 Features of the LANSW module
(1) High-speed communication
z A speed of 1 Gbit/s or higher is used for connection between server blades and between the server blade and external
equipment
• The 1-Gbps LAN switch module has a total of 24 ports to support the 1-Gbit/s communication.
Communication with server blades supports a speed of 1 Gbit/s in full duplex (from ports 0/5 to 0/24). The
1000BASE-T, 100BASE-TX, or 10BASE-T is supported for connection with external equipment (from ports 0/1
to 0/4).
• The 10-Gbps LAN switch module supports the 10-Gbit/s communication with external equipment
Communication with external equipment supports two ports (0/25 and 0/26) of the 10GBASE-R(XFP) and two
ports (0/1 and 0/2) of the 1000BASE-T, 100BASE-TX, or 10BASE-T.
Communication with server blades supports a speed of 1 Gbit/s in full duplex (from ports 0/5 to 0/24).
• The 1/10-Gbps LAN switch module supports the 10-Gbit/s communication with external equipment
Communication with external equipment supports two ports (0/25 and 0/26) of the 10GBASE-R(XFP) and four
ports (from ports 0/1 to 0/4) of the 1000BASE-T, 100BASE-TX, or 10BASE-T.
Communication with server blades supports a speed of 1 Gbit/s in full duplex (from ports 0/5 to 0/24).
• The 1-Gbps40ports LAN switch module has a total of 40 ports to support the 1-Gbit/s communication.
Communication with server blades supports a speed of 1 Gbit/s in full duplex (from ports 0/9 to 0/40).
The 1000BASE-T, 100BASE-TX, or 10BASE-T is supported for connection with external equipment (from ports
0/1 to 0/8).
z It is possible to build a redundant configuration with server blades.
• It is possible to build a redundant configuration for communication channels via this device.
Installing two units of this device in the Compute Blade 2000 / 320 / 500 makes it possible to build a redundant
configuration with the help of, for example, the server blade teaming function.

(2) Support of high speed and various VLAN functions
z Layer 2 VLAN function
• Port VLAN, protocol VLAN, and MAC VLAN functions are implemented.
• VLAN can be configured according to each application.
z Spanning tree protocol
• Spanning tree (IEEE 802.1D), high speed spanning tree (IEEE 802.1w), PVST+, and multiple spanning tree (IEEE
802.1s) are implemented.
z L2-VPN by VLAN tunneling

(3) Strong security function
z Enhanced and fine packet filtering
• Hardware provides high-performance filtering process.
• Specifying of partial L2/L3/L4 header is allowed.
• Scalability to specify multiple conditions
Up to 1,024 filter entries can be specified per system.
z The limitation of an executable command can be set to log in, the password authentication, and each user to the device
by RADIUS / TACACS +.
z Ability to block unauthorized DHCP servers and terminals with fixed IP addresses
• Unauthorized DHCP servers and terminals with fixed IP addresses can be blocked using DHCP snooping.
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(4) Guaranteed communication quality by the strong QoS control from hardware
• Hardware provides high-performance QoS process.
• High quality QoS control can be provided by detailed parameter (L2/L3/L4 header) setting.
• Various QoS control functions
L2-QoS (IEEE802.1p, bandwidth control, priority control, discard control, etc.), and IP-QoS (Diff-Serv, bandwidth
control, priority control, discard control, etc.)
• Various shaper functions for audio-data integration network
VoIP packets are prioritized to provide clear voice.

(5) Applicable to 10G up-link
z Applicable to 10G up-link
• XFP is used as a transceiver for 10G Ethernet.

(6) Proven routing function
z Stable and advanced routing
• For the connection between the sites using the wide-area Ethernet service or IP-VPN service, the reliable routing
using the OSPF or BGP function and the load balancing by multipath are provided.
• The routing software equivalent to our proven upper-level model is installed.
z IPv6 multicast support
• The same peak performance is achieved for IPv4 and IPv6.
• IPv6 routing at full wire rate is achieved by 10Gbit Ethernet.
• Flexible IPv6 networks can be implemented with various IPv6 routing protocols (static, RIPng, BGP4+, PIM-SM,
PM-SSM, MLD).
• Full functions such as IPv4/IPv6 dual stack, IPv6-only environment network management (SNMP over IPv6).
z Full IPv4 routing protocols
• The various proven IPv4 routing protocols are supported.
(Static, RIP, OSPF, BGP4, PIM-SM/SSM, IGMP)

(7) High reliability
z High quality system
• Highly reliable system with well-selected components and high standard of design and inspection
z Various redundant network configurations
• High-speed route switching
High-speed spanning tree protocol (IEEE 802.1w, IEEE 802.1s), GSRP*1, autonomous extensible ring protocol*2
(hereafter, referred to as ring protocol), link aggregation (IEEE 802.3ad), hot standby (VRRP), static/VRRP
polling*3, etc.
• Changing communication channels including server blades
This is the uplink failover function*4 which, when used in conjunction with, for example, the teaming function for
server blades, will switch the communication channel including server blades if an external-device connection port
undergoes a linkdown
• Load balancing
Balanced traffic distribution on IP level using OSPF equal cost multipath
*1
GSRP (Gigabit Switch Redundancy Protocol). For details, see "Configuration Settings, Vol. 2, 9 General
Description of GSRP ".
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*2
For details of ring protocol, see "20 General Description of Ring Protocol".
*3
Monitoring function to check the reachability on the specified route by polling, and dynamically switch the route
in conjunction with VRRP or static routing.
*4
For details of uplink failover function, see "Configuration Settings, Vol. 2, 12 uplink-failover".

(8) Excellent network management, maintenance and operation
• Full functions such as IPv4/IPv6 dual stack, IPv6-only environment network management (SNMP over
IPv6)
• Various MIBs such as IPv6 MIB, RMON are supported as well as basic MIB-II.
• With the mirror port function, traffic can be monitored and analyzed (on both of the receiving and
transmitting ports)
• Traffic characteristics can be analyzed using sFlow or sFlow-MIB.
• SD memory card application
• It facilitates backup of the configuration and collection of failure information.
• Maintenance activities can be simplified.
• All Ethernet ports, console port and memory card slot are located on the front.
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1.2 System Models
The LANSW module is a modular gigabit Ethernet switch and provides two models: the 1-Gbps LAN switch module
and the 10-Gbps LAN switch module.
The 1-Gbps LAN switch module is equipped with four 10/100/1000BASE-T ports for connection with external devices
and 20 dedicated (SERDES) ports for the 1-Gbit/s connection with server blades.
The 10-Gbps LAN switch module is equipped with two 10/100/1000BASE-T ports and up to two ports for the XFP slot
for connection with external devices and 20 dedicated (SERDES) ports for the 1-Gbit/s connection with server blades.
The LANSW module supports the advanced filtering/QoS function and the switching between wire rate and
non-blocking.
The LANSW modules has the functions such as link aggregation, VLAN, spanning tree, GSRP, IGMP/MLD snooping,
IPv4/v6 unicast and supports the IPv4/v6 multicast hardware routing and the various routing protocols includingRIP/
OSPF/BGP4.
The LANSW module is available in the following models:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.2.1

Compute Blade 2000 GVX-BE2LSW1X1(1Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 2000 GVX-BE2LSW2X1(1/10Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 2000 / 500 GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y(1Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 2000 / 500 GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y(1/10Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 320 GGX-BE9LSWM1(1Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 320 GGX-BE9LSWM2A(10Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 320 GG-BE9LSWM1-Y(1Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 320 GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y(10Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 500 GGX-BE3LSW1X1(1Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 500 GGX-BE3LSW2X1(1/10Gbps LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 500 GGX-BE3LSW4X1(1Gbps 40 port LAN Switch Module)
Compute Blade 500 GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y(1Gbps 40 port LAN Switch Module)

Number of Accommodated Interfaces

The following table provides the maximum number of interfaces that can be accommodated in the LANSW module.
Table 1-1: Number of Interfaces for Each Model
Model Name

Interface Type
10GBASE-R (XFP) *1

10/100/1000BASE-T

SERDES *2*3 [1Gbit/s]

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y

-

4

20

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

2

4

20
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Model Name

Interface Type
10GBASE-R (XFP) *1

10/100/1000BASE-T

SERDES *2*3 [1Gbit/s]

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y

-

4

20

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

2

2

20

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GV-BE2LSW4X1-Y

-

8

32

Legend) -: Not supported
*1
The 10GBASE-R is available in two types: 10GBASE-SR and 10GBASE-LR. (The 10GBASE-ER is not
available.)
*2
The SERDES is a port dedicated to connection with server blades, meaning that it cannot be used for connection
with other devices.
*3
There is a port where SERDES and the server blade become the unconnections in Compute Blade 2000. The port
that becomes this unconnection is different according to the switch bay where LAN switch module is set up. Please
refer to "Table 1-2 the port number of SEREDES of the Compute Blade 2000 server blade and the unconnection"
for details.
Table 1-2: The port number of SEREDES of the Compute Blade 2000 server blade and the unconnection
Item

Switch bay number in which LAN switch module is set up
0

Port number of SERDES that becomes server
blade and unconnection

1.2.2

1
13 - 24

External View of the LANSW module

The figure below shows the external view of each system model:

6

2

3

4
13,14,23,24
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1. General Description of the LANSW module

Figure 1-1: Compute Blade 2000 GVX-BE2LSW1X1, GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y, Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1, GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y(1Gbps LAN Switch Module)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

POWER LAMP
STATUS1 LAMP
LOCATION ID LAMP
Memory Card Slot
Access LAMP
RESET BUTTON
LAN INTERFACE CONNECTOR 1-4

For the details above, see the "Compute Blade User's Guide", the manual coming with the Compute Blade 2000 / 500
device.
Figure 1-2: Compute Blade 2000 GVX-BE2LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y, Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y(1/10Gbps LAN Switch Module)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

POWER LAMP
STATUS1 LAMP
LOCATION ID LAMP
Memory Card Slot
Access LAMP
RESET BUTTON
1Gbit/s LAN INTERFACE CONNECTOR 1-4
10Gbit/s LAN INTERFACE CONNECTOR 25-26

For the details above, see the "Compute Blade User's Guide", the manual coming with the Compute Blade 2000 / 500
device.
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Figure 1-3: Compute Blade 320 GGX-BE9LSWM1, GG-BE9LSWM1-Y(1Gbps LAN Switch Module)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

POWER LAMP
STATUS1 LAMP
STATUS2 LAMP (unused)
Memory Card Slot
Access LAMP
RESET BUTTON
LAN INTERFACE CONNECTOR 1-4

For the details above, see the "Compute Blade User's Guide", the manual coming with the Compute Blade 320 device.
Figure 1-4: Compute Blade 320 GGX-BE9LSWM2A, GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y(10Gbps LAN Switch Module)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

POWER LAMP
STATUS1 LAMP
STATUS2 LAMP (unused)
Memory Card Slot
Access LAMP
RESET BUTTON
1Gbit/s LAN INTERFACE CONNECTOR 1-2
10Gbit/s LAN INTERFACE CONNECTOR 25-26

For the details above, see the "Compute Blade User's Guide", the manual coming with the Compute Blade 320 device.
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1. General Description of the LANSW module

Figure 1-5: Compute Blade 500 GGX-BE3LSW4X1, GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y(1Gbps 40port LAN Switch Module)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

POWER LAMP
STATUS1 LAMP
LOCATION ID LAMP
Memory Card Slot
Access LAMP
RESET BUTTON
LAN INTERFACE CONNECTOR 1-8

For the details above, see the "Compute Blade User's Guide", the manual coming with the Compute Blade 500 device.
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2

Accommodating Conditions
This chapter explains the accommodating conditions.

2.1 Mounting Conditions
2.2 Accommodating Conditions
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2.1 Mounting Conditions
2.1.1

Number of Accommodated Lines

The following table provides the maximum number of lines that can be accommodated in the LANSW module.
Table 2-1: Maximum Number of Accommodated Lines
10GBASE-R

10/100/1000BASE-T

SERDES(1Gbit/s)

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y

-

4

20*

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

2

4

20*

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y

-

4

20

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

2

2

20

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y

-

4

20

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

2

4

20

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

-

8

32

Model

* : There is a port where SERDES and the server blade become the unconnections in Compute Blade 2000. The port
that becomes this unconnection is different according to the switch bay where the switch module is set up. Please refer
to "Table 1-2: The port number of SEREDES of the Compute Blade 2000 server blade and the unconnection" for details.

2.1.2

Installed Memory Size

The following table provides the built-in memory size of the main board and the available MC capacity. The extension
of memory is not allowed for the LANSW module.
Table 2-2: Built-in Memory Size and Flash-MC Capacity
Item

12

Built-in memory size of
main board

Flash capacity

MC capacity

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

512MB

128MB

128MB

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

512MB

128MB

128MB

2. Accommodating Conditions

Item

Built-in memory size of
main board

Flash capacity

MC capacity

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

512MB

128MB

128MB

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

1024MB

512MB

1024MB
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2.2 Accommodating Conditions
(1) Maximum number of table entries
The LANSW module allows the distribution pattern of table entries to be changed according to the LANSW module
application.The distribution pattern has two types, IPv4 mode and IPv4/IPv6 mode, which can be specified by the
configuration command "swrt_table_resource".
The following table provides the number of table entries for each mode.
Table 2-3: Maximum Number of Table Entries
Item

IPv4

IPv6

L2

Number of Entries
IPv4 Mode

IPv4/IPv6 Mode

Unicast route

12288

8192

Multicast route

1024

256

ARP

3072

1024

Unicast route

-

2048

Multicast route

-

128

NDP

-

1024

MAC address table

32768[CB 2000]
16384[CB 320]
32768[CB 500]

VLAN

4094

(Legend) -: Not applicable

(2) Link aggregation
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of link aggregation that can be specified in the
configuration.
Table 2-4: Accommodating Conditions of Link Aggregation
Model

Maximum Number of Ports per
Channel Group

Maximum Number of Channel
Groups per System

All models

8

32

Note
When used in combination with, for example, the teaming function on the server blade, the link aggregation setup
for the SERDES (server connection port) helps implement the load distribution and redundant configuration of
communication channels for this product and the server blade. For the precautions for link aggregation, refer to
section 13.1.3, "Support Specifications [Precautions]".

(3) MAC address table
The L2 switch function dynamically learns the MAC address of connected host, and registers it to the MAC address
table. It can also statically register the MAC address to the table.
The following table provides the maximum number of MAC address entries that can be registered to the MAC address
table.
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Table 2-5: Maximum Number of MAC Address Entries to Be Registered to MAC Address Table
Model

Per System
Maximum Number of Entries

Number of Static Entries

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

32768

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

16384

256

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

32768

256

When the number of MAC addresses exceeds the accommodating condition, new MAC leaning is not executed until
learned entries are erased by aging. Therefore, packets to unlearned MAC address will be flooded in the corresponding
VLAN domain.
In addition, the LANSW module does not allow the number of entries in the MAC address table to be changed by
configuration.

(4) VLAN
The following table provides the number of configurable VLANs.
Table 2-6: Maximum Number of Supported VLANs
Model

VLANs per Port

VLANs per
System

Total Number of VLANs
per Port in the LANSW
module

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

4094

4094

24576

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

4094

4094

24576

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

4094

4094

24576

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

4094

4094

40960

Note
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Recommended number of VLANs is 1,024 or less.
The number of VLANs per system is equal to the total of VLANs set for all ports of the LANSW module.For example, if the
LANSW module with 24 ports has 2,000 VLANs set for port 1-10 and one VLAN for port 11-24, these ports add up to 20,014. If
the total of VLANs for each port of the LANSW module exceeds the accommodating condition, high utilization ratio of CPU usage
rate increases and it may delay responses to configuration/operation commands or result in their failure.

(a) Protocol VLAN
In protocol VLAN, the protocol is identified based on the values of Ethernet-Type, LLC SAP, and SNAP type fields
within the Ethernet frame. The following table provides the accommodating conditions of configurable protocol
VLAN.
Table 2-7: Maximum Number of Protocol Types for Protocol VLAN
Model

Per Port

Per System

All models

16

16

Table 2-8: Maximum Number of Protocol VLANs
Model

Per Port

Per System

All models

48*

48

* Maximum number of protocol VLANs for a trunk port. For a protocol port, up to 16 protocol VLANs can be set.

(b) MAC VLAN
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of MAC VLAN.
Table 2-9: Maximum Number of MAC Addresses to Be Registered for MAC VLAN
Model

Maximum Number of MAC
Addresses to Be Registered
by Configuration

Maximum Number of MAC
Addresses to Be Registered by
L2 Authentication Function

Maximum Number of
MAC Addresses to Be
Registered in Total

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

1024

1024

1024

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

64

256

320

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

1024

1024

1024

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GV-BE2LSW4X1-Y

1024

1024

2048

If the "mac-based-vlan static-only" configuration command is already set, note that the accommodation conditions in
the following table apply.
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Table 2-10: Number of MAC Addresses Registered with the "mac-based-vlan static-only" Command
Specified
Model

Maximum Number of MAC
Addresses to Be Registered
by Configuration

Maximum Number of MAC
Addresses to Be Registered by
L2 Authentication Function

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

1024

0

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

320

0

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

1024

0

(c)

VLAN tunnelling

The following table provides the allowable number of VLAN tunnelling settings.
Table 2-11: Maximum Number of VLAN Tunnelling Settings
Model

Per System

All models

4094

(d) Tag translation
The following table provides the number of configurable VLAN tag translation settings.
Table 2-12: Maximum Number of Tag Translation Settings
Model

Per System

All models

768

(5) Spanning tree
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of each spanning tree type.
Table 2-13: Accommodating Conditions of PVST+
Model

Ring Protocol coexistent or
not

Number of Target
VLANs

Number of VLAN Ports*1

All models

Not coexistent

250

256*2

Coexistent

128

256*2

*1
Total number of ports to be set for each target VLAN of spanning tree (number of VLANs x number of ports).
For example, when 100 VLANs are set and two lines belong to each VLAN, the number of ports is calculated as follows: 100 × 2
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= 200.
*2
Ports with the PortFast function set are not included.

Table 2-14: Accommodating Conditions of Single Spanning Tree
Model

Ring Protocol coexistent
or not

Number of
Target VLANs

Number of

Number of VLAN

VLAN Ports*1

Ports*1 (with PVST+
Used*2)

All models

Not coexistent

1024*3

5000

1000

Coexistent

1024*3

4000

800

*1
Total number of ports to be set for each target VLAN of spanning tree (number of VLANs x number of ports).
For example, when 100 VLANs are set and two lines belong to each VLAN, the number of ports is calculated as follows: 100 × 2
= 200.
*2
Maximum number in total, including target ports of PVST+, is 1,000.
*3
When PVST+ is operating concurrently, the number of target VLANs is subtracted from the value.

Table 2-15: Accommodating Conditions of Multiple Spanning Tree
Model

Ring Protocol
coexistent or not

All models

Number of
Target
VLANs

Number of
VLAN

Not coexistent
Coexistent

Number of Target
VLANs for Each MST

Ports*1

Number of
MST
Instances

1024

5000

16

50

1024

4000

16

50

Instance*2

*1
Total number of ports to be set for each target VLAN of spanning tree (number of VLANs x number of ports).
For example, when 100 VLANs are set and two lines belong to each VLAN, the number of ports is calculated as follows: 100 × 2
= 200.
*2
MST instance 0 is excluded. The number of target VLANs for MST instance 0 is 1024.

(6) Ring protocol
(a) Ring Protocol
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of ring protocol.
Table 2-16: Accommodating Conditions of Ring Protocol
Item
Number of rings

Per Ring
-

Per System
8 [CB 2000]
2*3 [CB 320]
8 [CB 500]
24 *4 [CB 500 1Gbps 40 port]

Number of VLAN mappings

18
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Item

Per Ring

Number of VLAN groups

2

Per System
16 [CB 2000]
4*3 [CB 320]
16 [CB 500]
48 *5 [CB 500 1Gbps 40 port]

Number of VLANs in VLAN Group

1023*1

1023*1

Number of ring ports*2

2

16 [CB 2000]
4*3 [CB 320]
16 [CB 500]
48 *5 [CB 500 1Gbps 40 port]

(Legend) -: Not applicable
*1
This is the maximum number of VLANs recommended by the device.A single VLAN is consumed for the control VLAN per link,
meaning that up to 1023 VLANs can be used for a particular VLAN group. However, as the number of links increases, the
maximum number of VLANs available in a VLAN group will decrease.
*2
For a channel group, only one port is counted for each channel group.
*3
For the channel group, the number of rings per device is 1, the number of VLAN groups per device is 2, and the number of ring
ports per device is 2.
*4
If the Ring Protocol is used together with a Spanning Tree Protocol or with GSRP, or if the multi-fault monitoring functionality
is used, the number will be 8.
*5
If the Ring Protocol is used together with a Spanning Tree Protocol or with GSRP, or if the multi-fault monitoring functionality
is used, the number will be 16.

(b) Virtual Link
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of virtual link.
Table 2-17: Accommodating Conditions of virtual link.
Item

Maximum Number

Number of Ring IDs per system

1

Number of VLANs per virtual links

1

Number of Ring Node per bases

2

Number of Bases in the entire network of virtual links

(c)

250

Multi-fault monitoring functionality[OS-L3SA]

The following table provides the accommodating conditions of the multi-fault monitoring functionality.
Table 2-18: Accommodating Conditions of the multi-fault monitoring functionality.
Item

Maximum Number

Number of multi-fault monitoring-enabled rings per switch

4

Multi-fault monitoring VLANs per ring

1

Number of multi-fault monitoring VLANs per switch

4
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(7) IGMP snooping/MLD snooping overview
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of IGMP snooping. The multicast MAC address learned
by IGMP snooping is registered to the MAC address table. The number of MAC addresses that can be registered is
shown in the table below.
Table 2-19: Accommodating Conditions of IGMP snooping
Item
Number of VLANs set
Number of VLAN ports

Maximum Number
32
512

*1

Number of registered entries*2*3

500

*1
The number of ports on which IGMP snooping operates (total number of ports accommodated in the VLAN with IGMP snooping
set) is 512 at maximum in the entire system. For example, when IGMP snooping operates on 16 VLANs, each of which
accommodates 10 ports, the number of IGMP snooping ports is 160.
*2
The total number of MAC addresses learned by each VLAN. The maximum number of registered entries includes the multicast
MAC addresses of control packets used for the routing protocol. The entry is registered when the group join request for the
corresponding control packet is received. If multiple routing protocols are used within a VLAN, the number of entries to be used
by each protocol is equivalent to the number of multicast MAC addresses used by the control packets of that protocol.
*3
When IGMP snooping is used with IPv4 or IPv6 multicast, this is the sum of multicast IP addresses learned by all VLANs. When
IGMP snooping is not used with IPv4 or IPv6 multicast, this is the sum of the multicast MAC addresses learned by all VLANs.

The following table provides the accommodating conditions of MLD snooping. The multicast MAC address learned by
MLD snooping is registered to the MAC address table. The number of MAC addresses that can be registered is shown
in the table below.
Table 2-20: Accommodating Conditions of MLD snooping
Item

Maximum Number

Number of VLANs set

32

Number of VLAN ports *1

512

Number of registered entries*2*3

500

*1
The number of ports on which MLD snooping operates (total number of ports accommodated in the VLAN with MLD snooping
set) is 512 at maximum in the entire system. For example, when MLD snooping operates on 16 VLANs, each of which
accommodates 10 ports, the number of MLD snooping ports is 160.
*2
The total number of MAC addresses learned by each VLAN. The maximum number of registered entries includes the multicast
MAC addresses of control packets used for the routing protocol. The entry is registered when the group join request for the
corresponding control packet is received. If multiple routing protocols are used within a VLAN, the number of entries to be used
by each protocol is equivalent to the number of multicast MAC addresses used by the control packets of that protocol.
*3
When MLD snooping is not used with IPv6 multicast, this is the sum of the multicast MAC addresses learned by each VLAN.
When MLD snooping is used with IPv6 multicast, this is the sum of the multicast IP addresses learned by each VLAN.
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(8) Filter & QoS
The accommodating conditions of filter & QoS are described below. In this context, the number of entries refers to the
number after the list specified by the configuration commands ("access-list", "qos-flow-list) is converted to the
appropriate format (entry) to be used in the LANSW module.
(a) Number of filter & QoS entries
The number of entries supported by filter and QoS depends on the selected flow detection mode. " Table 2-21:
Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface)" to "Table 2-25: Maximum Numbers of
Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-3 and layer3-4 Mode (per Interface)" show the number of entries per filter & QoS
interface of each flow detection mode, and "Table 2-26: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode
(per System) (1/5)" to "Table 2-38: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-3 and layer3-4 Mode (per
System) (4/4)" show the number of entries per system. For details on the flow detection mode, see "Configuration
Settings, Vol. 2, 1.1.3 Flow Detection Mode" or "Configuration Settings, Vol. 2, 3.1.1 Flow Detection Mode". Filter
and QoS can be set only on the input side for each Ethernet or VLAN interface.
The number of entries supporting the bandwidth control is included in the number of QoS entries.
Table 2-21: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface)
Model

Interface type

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*1
Per interface

Per switch

MAC
Condition

Ipv4
Condition

Mac
Condition

Ipv4
Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Ethernet

256

256

768*2

768*2

VLAN

128

128

128

128

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Ethernet

128

128

384*2

384*2

VLAN

128

128

128

128

Ethernet

256

256

768*2

768*2

VLAN

256

256

256

256

Ethernet

512

512

1536*2

1536*2

VLAN

512

512

512

512

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

*1
When a filter entry is added, an operation entry (discard operation) is automatically added, which is activated for the relevant
Ethernet interface or VLAN interface if no flow is detected.Therefore, all 128 entries cannot be used. An example of setting is
shown below.
(Example 1)
Entry condition: Set one entry for Ethernet interface 0/1
Number of entries: Two entries in total are used: one entry set and one discard entry for Ethernet interface 0/1
Number of remaining entries: 126 entries available
(Example 2)
Entry condition: Set two entries for Ethernet interface 0/1, three entries for Ethernet interface 0/2
Number of entries: Seven entries in total are used: five entries set, one discard entry for Ethernet interface 0/1, and one discard
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entry for Ethernet interface 0/2
Number of remaining entries: 121 entries available
*2
Entry limits differ according to the port range. For details, see Table 2-22: Maximum Numbers of Filter Entries in layer3-1 Mode
(per port range).

The table below describes the maximum number of filter entries that can be set per switch for each range of port
numbers. When an Ethernet interface is used with the models in this table, the entry limits differ for each port range.
Make sure that you set the number of entries within the given range.
Table 2-22: Maximum Numbers of Filter Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per port range)
Model

Port range

Maximum Number of Filter
Entries*1

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

MAC Condition

Ipv4 Condition

Ports 1-8, (25, 26)*2

256

256

Ports 9-16

256

256

Ports 17-24

256

256

Ports 1-8, (25, 26)*2

128

128

Ports 9-16

128

128

Ports 17-24

128

128

Ports 1-8, (25, 26)*2

256

256

Ports 9-16

256

256

Ports 17-24

256

256

Ports 1-24

512

512

Ports 25-50

512

512

*1
See *1 in Table 2-21: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface).
*2
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1 , GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y , GX-BE9LSWM2A , GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
GGX-BE3LSW2X1 .

Table 2-23: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-2 Mode (per Interface)
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Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*

Maximum Number of QoS Entries

Interface

Ethernet

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

Ipv4 Condition

Ipv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

256

128

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

128

64
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Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*

Maximum Number of QoS Entries

Interface

Ethernet

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

Ipv4 Condition

Ipv4 Condition

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

256

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

512

256

*
See the note in "Table 2-21: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface)".

Table 2-24: Maximum Numbers of Filter Entries in layer3-2 Mode (per port range)
Model
Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port range
Ports 1-6, (25, 26)*1

128

Ports 7-12

128

Ports 13-18

128

Ports 19-24

128

Ports 1-6, (25, 26)*1

64

Ports 7-12

64

Ports 13-18

64

Ports 19-24
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Maximum number of filter entries
on the receiving side

64

Ports 1-6, (25, 26)

128

Ports 7-12

128

Ports 13-18

128

Ports 19-24

128

Ports 1-16

256

Ports 17-32

256

Ports 33-40

256

*1

*1
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1 , GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y , GX-BE9LSWM2A , GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
GGX-BE3LSW2X1 .
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Table 2-25: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-3 and layer3-4 Mode (per Interface)
Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*

Maximum Number of QoS Entries

Interface

Ethernet

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions
Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Ipv4 Condition

Ipv6 Condition

Ipv4 Condition

Ipv6 Condition

128

128

64

64

*
See the note in "Table 2-21: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface)".

Table 2-26: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per System) (1/5)
Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*1

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

MAC Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 8 (,25 ,26)*2

Port 9 - 12,15 - 16

Port 17 - 22

256

256

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 1 - 8 (,25 ,26)*2

Port 9 - 16

Port 17 - 22

128

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Port 1 - 8 (,25 ,26)*2

Port 9 - 12,15 - 16

Port 17 - 22

256

256

256

Port 1 - 24

Port 25 - 40

-

512

512

-

*1
See the note in "Table 2-21: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface)".
*2
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y, GGX-BE9LSWM2A, GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
GGX-BE3LSW2X1.
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Table 2-27: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per System) (2/5)
Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*1

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

IPv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 8 (,25 ,26)*2

Port 9 - 12,15 - 16

Port 17 - 22

256

256

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 1 - 8 (,25 ,26)*2

Port 9 - 16

Port 17 - 22

128

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Port 9 - 12,15 - 16

Port 1 - 8 (,25 ,26)*2

Port 17 - 22

256

256

256

Port 1 - 24

Port 25 - 40

-

512

512

-

*1
See the note in "Table 2-21: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface)".
*2
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y, GGX-BE9LSWM2A, GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
GGX-BE3LSW2X1.

Table 2-28: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per System) (3/5)
Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*

Interface

VLAN

Flow Detection Conditions

Mac Condition

Ipv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

256

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

128

128
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Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*

Interface

VLAN

Flow Detection Conditions

Mac Condition

Ipv4 Condition

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

256

256

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

512

512

*
See the note in "Table 2-21: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface)".

Table 2-29: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per System) (4/5)
Item

Maximum Number of QoS Entries

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

26

Mac Condition

Ipv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

128

128

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

64

64

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

256

256
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Table 2-30: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per System) (5/5)
Item

Maximum Number of QoS Entries

Interface

VLAN

Flow Detection Conditions

Mac Condition

Ipv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

128

128

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

64

64

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

256

256

Table 2-31: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-2 Mode (per System) (1/4)
Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*1

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

IPv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 3 (,25 ,26)*2

Port 4 - 6

Port 7 - 9

Port 10 - 12

256

256

256

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 1 - 3 (,25 ,26)*2

Port 4 - 6

Port 7 - 9

Port 10 - 12

128

128

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 3 (,25 ,26)*2

Port 4 - 6

Port 7 - 9

Port 10 - 12

256

256

256

256

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Port 1 - 8

Port 9 - 16

Port 17 - 24

Port 25 - 32

512

512

512

512

*1
See the note in "Table 2-21: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface)".
*2
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y, GGX-BE9LSWM2A, GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
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GGX-BE3LSW2X1.

Table 2-32: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-2 Mode (per System) (2/4)
Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

IPv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 13 -15

Port 16 - 18

Port 19 - 21

Port 22

256

256

256

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 13 - 15

Port 16 - 18

Port 19 - 21

Port 22 - 24

128

128

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 13 -15

Port 16 - 18

Port 19 - 21

Port 22

256

256

256

256

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Port 33 - 40

-

-

-

512

-

-

-

*
See the note in "Table 2-21: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-1 Mode (per Interface)".

Table 2-33: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-2 Mode (per System) (3/4)
Item

Maximum Number of QoS Entries

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

IPv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

128

128

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

64

64

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Port 1 - 8

Port 8 - 16

256

256
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*1
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y, GGX-BE9LSWM2A, GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
GGX-BE3LSW2X1.

Table 2-34: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-2 Mode (per System) (4/4)
Item

Maximum Number of QoS Entries

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

IPv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 15 - 18

Port 19 - 22

-

128

128

-

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 13 - 18

Port 19 - 24

-

64

64

-

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 15 - 18

Port 19 - 22

-

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

128

-

Port 17 - 24

Port 25 - 32

Port 33 - 40

256

256

256

Table 2-35: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-3 and layer3-4 Mode (per System) (1/4)
Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

IPv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 15 - 18

Port 19 - 22

256

256

256

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 13 - 18

Port 19 - 24

128

128

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 15 - 18

Port 19 - 22

256

256

256

256

*1
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y, GGX-BE9LSWM2A, GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
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GGX-BE3LSW2X1.

Table 2-36: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-3 and layer3-4 Mode (per System) (2/4)
Item

Maximum Number of Filter Entries*

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

IPv6 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 15 - 18

Port 19 - 22

256

256

256

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 13 - 18

Port 19 - 24

128

128

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 13 - 18

Port 19 - 22

256

256

256

256

*1
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y, GGX-BE9LSWM2A, GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
GGX-BE3LSW2X1.

Table 2-37: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-3 and layer3-4 Mode (per System) (3/4)
Item

Maximum Number of QoS Entries*

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

IPv4 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 15 - 18

Port 19 - 22

256

256

256

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 13 - 18

Port 19 - 24

128

128

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 15 - 18

Port 19 - 22

256

256

256

256

*1
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y, GGX-BE9LSWM2A, GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
GGX-BE3LSW2X1.
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Table 2-38: Maximum Numbers of Filter & QoS Entries in layer3-3 and layer3-4 Mode (per System) (4/4)
Item

Maximum Number of QoS Entries*

Interface

Ethernet

Flow Detection Conditions

IPv6 Condition

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 15 - 18

Port 19 - 22

256

256

256

256

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 13 - 18

Port 19 - 24

128

128

128

128

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Port 1 - 6 (,25 ,26)*1

Port 7 - 12

Port 15 - 18

Port 19 - 22

256

256

256

256

*1
Port 25 and 26 are equipped by GVX-BE2LSW2X1, GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y, GGX-BE9LSWM2A, GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y and
GGX-BE3LSW2X1.

(b) Number of entries used in each list
Filter & QoS detection conditions are set by the configuration commands (access-list, qos-flow-list), and one list
corresponds to one entry (1 list = 1 entry).
Also, the number of entries for bandwidth monitoring function per list is always one regardless of the setting
(maximums bandwidth control, minimum bandwidth monitoring, or combination of maximum bandwidth monitoring
and minimum bandwidth monitoring).
(c)

Number of patterns for detecting the TCP/UDP port number

The following table shows the accommodation conditions for the patterns for detecting the TCP/UDP port number
under the filter-QoS flow detection conditions. The patterns for detecting the TCP/UDP port number serve as the
hardware resources used when the port number is specified under the flow detection conditions.
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Table 2-39: Accommodation Conditions for the Patterns for Detecting the TCP/UDP Port Number
Model

Flow detection mode

Maximum value per device

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Common to all mode

16

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Common to all mode

64
(Filters: 32, QoS: 32)

The hardware resources with the patterns for detecting the TCP/UDP port number are used when the flow detection
conditions shown below are specified. Merely creating an access list (access-list) and a QoS flow list (qos-flow-list)
will not use these hardware resources. These hardware resources are used if the created access list and QoS flow list are
applied to the interface in the configuration shown below.
• ip access-group
• ip qos-flow-group

Table 2-40: Parameters in the Flow Detection Conditions Using the Patterns for Detecting the TCP/UDP Port
Number
Parameters in the flow detection
conditions

How to specify

Flow detection mode

Common to all modes
Source port number

Destination port number

Single port specification (eq)

-

Port range specification (range)

Y

Single port specification (eq)

-

Port range specification (range)

Y

(Legend) Y: Using hardware resources / N: Not using hardware resources
The patterns for detecting the TCP/UDP port number are shared in this device.

1. Sharing multiple filter entries and multiple QoS entries
2. Shared by the TCP and the UDP under flow detection conditions
3. Not shared by the source port number and the destination port number under flow detection conditions
The following table shows an example where the patterns for detecting the TCP/UDP port number are used.
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Table 2-41: Example Using the Patterns for Detecting the TCP/UDP Port Number
Number of patterns used

Example of pattern usage
In the filter entry,
- Specifying the range of a source port number (10 to 30)
In the filter entry,
- Specifying the range of a source port number (10 to 40)

Because, in two entries, the specified range of a source port
number is different, two patterns are used as follows.
- Specifying the range of a source port number (10 to 30)
- Specifying the range of a source port number (10 to 40)

In the filter entry,
- Specifying no source port number
- Specifying the range of a destination port number (10 to 20)
In the filter entry,
- Specifying no source port number
- Specifying the range of a destination port number (10 to 20)
In the QoS entry,
- Specifying no source port number
- Specifying the range of a destination port number (10 to 20)

This is an example where the above (1) is shared.
Although there are three entries, all of them specify the same
range for the process of specifying the range of a destination
port number (10 to 20); therefore, patterns are shared.
- Specifying the range of a destination port number (10 to 20)

In the QoS entry,
- Specifying the TCP
- Specifying the range of a source port number (10 to 20)
- Specifying no destination port number
In the QoS entry,
- Specifying the UDP
- Specifying the range of a source port number (10 to 20)
- Specifying no destination port number

This is an example where the above (2) is shared.
Although there are two entries, all of them specify the same
range for the process of specifying the range of a source port
number (10 to 20); therefore, patterns are shared.
- Specifying the range of a source port number (10 to 20)

* What is shown in parentheses indicates either a value in single port specification or a range in port range specification.

(9) IEEE802.1X
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of IEEE802.1X.
Table 2-42: Accommodating Conditions of IEEE802.1X
Item

Maximum Number

Maximum number of physical ports configurable with 802.1X

4

Maximum number of channel groups configurable with 802.1X

32

Maximum number of VLANs configurable with 802.1X

1024

Maximum number of VLANs configurable with 802.1 × number of ports (sub logical

1024

number)*1
Maximum number of 802.1X authentication terminals per system

1024

Maximum number of 802.1X authentication
terminals per authentication

Port authentication

64/authentication

VLAN authentication (static)
VLAN authentication (dynamic)

256/authentication

Maximum number of terminal options excluded
from authentication

Port authentication
VLAN authentication (static)

256/system*2

VLAN authentication (dynamic)

64/system

Maximum number of RADIUS servers

4/system

Maximum number of lines of operation log message

1000 to 5500 lines/system*3

*1
For the maximum number of VLANs configurable with 802.1 × number of ports, when 10 VLANs are set on the LANSW module
and each of the VLANs contains five physical ports, if VLAN authentication is set for these 10 VLANs and any other
authentication is not set on the LANSW module, the number of VLANs with 802.1X setting on the LANSW module × number of
ports is 50.
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*2
Total number of port authentication and VLAN authentication (static).
*3
The number of lines depends on the contents of collected log.

(10) Web authentication
The following table shows the Web authentication accommodation conditions:
Table 2-43: Accommodating Conditions of Web authentication
Item
Imaximum authentication count

maximum count
static VLAN mode

1024*1

dynamic VLAN mode

256*2

legacy mode

256*3

Number of built-in Web authentication DB registration users

300*4

Total size of the files that can be specified for authentication screen replacement

1024kB

Number of files that can be specified for authentication screen replacement

100

Number of IPv4 access lists that can be set for a pre-authentication terminal

1

Number of filter conditions that can be specified in the pre-authentication terminal IPv4 access
list

20

*1 If Web authentication (static VLAN mode), IEEE802.1X (port-level authentication and VLAN-level authentication (static)), and
MAC authentication (static VLAN mode) run at the same time, the total number of authentication terminals is up to 1024 per device.
*2 :If Web authentication (dynamic VLAN mode), MAC authentication (dynamic VLAN mode), and IEEE802.1X (VLAN-level
authentication (dynamic) run at the same time, the total maximum number of authentication terminals is 256 per device.
*3 If Web authentication (legacy mode) and IEEE802.1X (VLAN-level authentication (dynamic) run at the same time, the total
maximum number of authentication terminals is 256 per device.
*4 If user IDs registered in the built-in Web authentication DB are used in multiple terminals, terminals can be authenticated up to the
maximum number of authentication terminals. However, if the number of user IDs for authentication is greater than the maximum
number of built-in Web authentication DB registration user IDs, use the RADIUS authentication method that uses the RADIUS server.

(11) MAC authentication
The following table shows the MAC authentication accommodation conditions:
Table 2-44: Accommodating Conditions of MAC authentication
Item
Imaximum authentication count

maximum count
static VLAN mode

1024*1

dynamic VLAN mode

256*2

Number of built-in MAC authentication DB registration users

1024

*1 If MAC authentication (static VLAN mode), IEEE802.1X (port-level authentication and VLAN-level authentication (static)), and
Web authentication (static VLAN mode) run at the same time, the total number of authentication terminals is up to 1024 per device.
*2 :If MAC authentication (dynamic VLAN mode), Web authentication (dynamic VLAN mode), and IEEE802.1X (VLAN-level
authentication (dynamic) run at the same time, the total maximum number of authentication terminals is 256 per device.

(12) GSRP
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of GSRP. When the layer 3 redundant switch function is
used, the number of VLAN ports is 5,000.
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Table 2-45: Accommodating Conditions of GSRP
Model

Maximum Number of VLAN Groups

Maximum Number of VLANs per VLAN Group

All models

64

1024

(13) VRRP
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of VRRP.
Table 2-46: Accommodating Conditions of VRRP
Model

Maximum Number of Virtual Routers

Maximum Number of Failure Monitoring
Interfaces and VRRP Pollings

Per Interface

Per System

Per Virtual Router

Per System

255*1

255*1

16*2

255*2

All models

*1 Total number of IPv4/IPv6 virtual routers.
*2 Total number of failure monitoring interfaces and VRRP pollings.

(14) IEEE802.3ah/UDLD
This function enables the operation on all physical ports. As a rule, one port to one relation must be observed. Thus,
even when information on more than one system is received from one port (which is inhibited configuration), the
information on only one system can be retained. The IEEE802.3ah/UDLD accommodating conditions are shown in the
table below.
Table 2-47: Maximum Number of Links for Monitoring Information
Function Model

Maximim Number of Links for Monitoring Information

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y

24*1

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

26*1

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

24

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

24

*1 : There is a port where SERDES and the server blade become the unconnections in Compute Blade 2000.
The port that becomes this unconnection is different according to the switch bay where the switch module is set up.
Please refer to "Table 1-2: The port number of SEREDES of the Compute Blade 2000 server blade and the unconnection" for details.
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(15) L2 loop detection
The following table lists L2 loop detection frame transmission rates of the L2 loop detection:
Table 2-48: L2 loop detection frame transmission rate (per device)
Model

L2 loop detection frame transmission rate (per device)*1
If any one of the spanning tree, GSRP, and
Ring Protocol is in use:

All models

30pps(recomended value)*2

If any one of the spanning tree, GSRP, and
Ring Protocol is not in use:
200pps(maximum value)*3

*1 The transmission rate automatically varies within 200pps according to the above conditional expression.
*2 If any one of the spanning tree, GSRP, and Ring Protocol is in use, set the transmission rate as 30pps or less. If the
transmission rate exceeds 30pps, the normal operation of the spanning tree, GSRP, and Ring Protocol cannot be
guaranteed.
*3 Any frame exceeding 200pps is not transmitted. A loop error fails to be detected in a port or VLAN that corresponds
to the frame that failed to be sent. Be sure to set 200pps or less.s.

(16) Neighboring system information (LLDP/OADP)
The following table provides the accommodating conditions of neighboring system information (LLDP/OADP).
Table 2-49: Accommodating Conditions of Neighboring System Information (LLDP/OADP)
Item

Maximum Number

LLDP neighboring system information

50

OADP neighboring system information

100

(17) Number of interfaces
(a) Number of interfaces
The unit for assigning IPv4 address and IPv6 address is called interface. The following table provides the maximum
number of interfaces supported by the LANSW module. The values shown in the table are the total numbers of IPv4
and IPv6 communication interfaces. You can set IPv4 and IPv6 on the same interface or different interfaces.
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Table 2-50: Maximum Number of Interfaces
Model

Number of Interfaces (per System)

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

512

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

1024

(b) Maximum number of multihome subnets
In a multihome connection of LAN, multiple IPv4 addresses or IPv6 addresses are set to a single interface.
(i) For IPv4
The following table provides the maximum number of multihome subnets for IPv4.
Table 2-51: Maximum Number of Multihome Subnets (IPv4)
Model

Number of Multihome Subnets (per Interface)

All models

256

(ii) For IPv6
The following table provides the maximum number of multihome subnets for IPv6. The values shown in the table
include link local address. For each interface, one link local address is always set. Therefore, if only IPv6 global
addresses are set on all interfaces, the actual number of IPv6 addresses set on the LANSW module is eight. This is the
value in the table plus one, which is the number of IPv6 local address automatically generated.
Table 2-52: Maximum Number of Multihome Subnets (IPv6)

(c)

Model

Number of Multihome Subnets (per Interface)

All models

7

Maximum number of address settings

(i) IPv4 address
The following table provides the maximum number of configurable IPv4 addresses per system. The values shown in the
table is the numbers of IPv4 addresses configurable for communication interface.
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Table 2-53: Maximum Number of IPv4 Addresses to Be Set on the LANSW module
Model

Number of IPv4 Interfaces (per System)

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

512

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

1024*1

*1 In IPv6 unicast priority mode, the maximum is 128 addresses.
(ii) IPv6 address
The following table provides the maximum number of configurable IPv6 addresses per system. This value shown in the
table is the number of IPv6 addresses to be set for communication interface. It includes the number of IPv6 link local
addresses. For each interface, one IPv6 link local address is always set. Therefore, if IPv6 global addresses are set to all
interfaces, an IPv6 link local address is automatically assigned to each interface, and the actual number of IPv6
addresses will be as shown in "Table 2-55: Correlation between the Number of Configurable IPv6 Addresses and the
Number of IPv6 Addresses to Be Set on the LANSW module".
Table 2-54: Maximum Number of IPv6 Addresses to Be Set on in the LANSW module
Model

Number of IPv6 Interfaces (per System)

All models

128

Table 2-55: Correlation between the Number of Configurable IPv6 Addresses and the Number of IPv6
Addresses to Be Set on the LANSW module
Number of IPv6 Addresses Set by
Configuration

Total Number of
IPv6 Addresses Set
by Configuration

Number of IPv6 Link
Local Addresses to
Be Set Automatically

Number of IPv6
Addresses to Be Set
on the LANSW
module

IPv6 Link Local
Address

IPv6 Global
Address

128 (128 × 1)

0

128

0

128

0

128 (128 × 1)

128

128

256

Note: Meanings of the value in ( ) are as follows.
(A × B) A: Number of interfaces B: Number of addresses to be set on each interface

(18) Maximum number of remote systems
The maximum number of remote systems with which the LANSW module can communicate through its connected
LAN is described below. Remote systems include not only routers but also terminals.
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(a) Number of ARP entries
For IPv4, LAN uses ARP to determine the hardware address corresponding to the destination address of the outgoing
packet. Therefore, the maximum number of remote systems for this media depends on the number of ARP entries. The
following table provides the maximum number of ARP entries supported by the LANSW module.
Table 2-56: Maximum Number of ARP Entries
Model

Number of ARP entries

All models

Per Interface

Per System

3072 (1024)

3072 (1024)

Note 1: The value in ( ) indicates the number of entries in IPv4/IPv6 mode.
Note 2: The number of static ARP entries is 128.

(b) Number of NDP Entries
For IPv6, LAN uses the address resolution with NDP to determines the hardware address corresponding to the
destination address of outgoing packet. Therefore, the maximum number of remote systems depends on the number of
NDP entries. The following table provides the maximum number of NDP entries supported by the LANSW module.
Table 2-57: Number of NDP Entries
Model

Number of NDP Entries
Per Interface

Per System

1024

1024

All models

Note: The number of static NDP entries is 128.

(c)

Maximum number of remote terminals for RA

For RA, the LANSW module generates addresses based on the IPv6 address information notified from the router. The
following table shows the number of remote systems for the LANSW module.
Table 2-58: Maximum Number of Remote Terminals for RA
Model Abbreviation

All models

Maximum Number of Remote Terminals for RA
Per Interface

Per System

128

128

(19) DHCP/BOOTP relay
The following table provides the number of interfaces and the number of relay addresses configurable for DHCP/
BOOTP relay.
Table 2-59: Maximum Number of Addresses for DHCP/BOOTP Relay[OS-L3A]
Item

Maximum Number

Number of DHCP/BOOTP relay interfaces

128

Number of DHCP/BOOTP relay addresses

16
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Table 2-60: Maximum Number of Addresses for DHCP/BOOTP Relay[OS-L3SA]
Item

Maximum Number

Number of DHCP and BOOTP relay interfaces

1023

Number of DHCP and BOOTP relay destination addresses
(per global network and per VRF)

16

Number of DHCP and BOOTP relay destination addresses per
switch when a VRF is used.

256

(20) DHCP server
The following table provides the number of interfaces configurable on the DHCP server and the number of addresses
that can be distributed.
Table 2-61: Setting Conditions of DHCP Server[OS-L3A]
Item

Maximum Number per System

Number of DHCP server interfaces

64

Number of DHCP sever managed subnets

64

Number of IP addresses that can be distributed*

2000

Number of fixed IP addresses that can be distributed

160

* The number of fixed IP addresses that can be distributed is included.
Table 2-62: Setting Conditions of DHCP Server[OS-L3A]
Item

Maximum Number per System

Number of DHCP server interfaces

1024

Number of DHCP sever managed subnets

1024

Number of IP addresses that can be distributed

2000

Number of fixed IP addresses that can be distributed

160

Number of IP address ranges that are excluded from distribution*2

4096

*1

*1 The number of fixed IP addresses that can be distributed is included.
*2 Up to 1024 per subnet.

(21) IPv6 DHCP server
The following table provides the number of interfaces configurable on the IPv6 DHCP server and the number of IPv6
prefixes that can be distributed.
Table 2-63: Setting Conditions of IPv6 DHCP Server
Item

40

Maximum Number per System

Number of interfaces

128

Maximum number of prefixes that can be distributed

1024
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(22) Routing resource
(a) Maximum number of neighboring routers
The following table provides the maximum number of neighboring routers.
Table 2-64: Maximum Number of Neighboring Routers
Routing Protocol

Maximum Number of Neighboring Routers

Static routing (total of IPv4 and IPv6)

128*

Total of RIP, OSPF, BGP4, RIPng, OSPFv3, and BGP4+

50

*
The number of neighboring routers for which the dynamic monitoring function is used is limited by the polling interval. For details,
see the table below.

Table 2-65: Maximum Number of Neighboring Routers Supported by Dynamic Monitoring Function for Static
Routes
Polling Interval

Maximum Number of Neighboring Routers for Which Use the Dynamic
Monitoring Function Can Use

1 second

60

2 seconds

120

3 seconds

128

The following table provides the definition of the maximum number of neighboring routers.
Table 2-66: Definition of Maximum Number of Neighboring Routers
Routing Protocol

Definition

Static
routing

Number of next hop addresses

RIP

Number of interfaces on which RIP operates

RIPng

Number of interfaces on which RIPng operates

OSPF

The sum of the following numbers of each interface on which OSPF operates:
1. If the relevant interface is a designated router or designated backup router:
Number of other OSPF routers connected to the relevant interface
2. If the relevant interface is not a designated router or designated backup router:
Number of designated routers and designated backup routers connected to the relevant interface
The above is equivalent to the number of neighboring routers for which the neighboring router status
(State) of "Full" is displayed by the operation command "show ip ospf neighbor".

OSPFv3

The sum of the following numbers of each interface on which OSPFv3 operates:
1. If the relevant interface is a designated router or designated backup router:
Number of other OSPFv3 routers connected to the relevant interface
2. If the relevant interface is not a designated router or designated backup router:
Number of designated routers and designated backup routers connected to the relevant interface
The above is equivalent to the number of neighboring routers for which the neighboring router status
(State) of "Full" is displayed by the operation command "show ipv6 ospf neighbor".

BGP4

Number of BGP4 peers

BGP4+

Number of BGP4+ peers

(b) Relation between the number of route entries and the maximum number of neighboring routers
The tables below show the relation between the maximum route entries and the maximum number of neighboring
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routers in IPv4 mode and IPv4/IPv6 mode.
Table 2-67: Correlation between the Number of Route Entries and the Maximum Number of Neighboring
Routers (RIP, OSPF, BGP4) (IPv4 Mode)
Model

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Routing Protocol

Maximum Number of Route

Maximum Number of

Entries *1

Neighboring Routers*2

RIP

1000

50

OSPF*3

2000

50

10000

10

BGP4

12288

50

RIP

1000

50

OSPF*3

2000

50

10000

10

16384

50

BGP4

*1 The maximum number of route entries includes alternate routes.
*2 In the combination of other routing protocols (RIP, OSPF, and BGP4), the maximum number of neighboring routers is 1/n (n:
number of routing protocols in use).
*3 The maximum number of route entries for OSPF means the number of LSAs.

Table 2-68: Correlation between the Number of Route Entries and the Maximum Number of Neighboring
Routers (RIP/RIPng, OSPF/OSPFv3, BGP4/BGP4+) (IPv4/Iv6 Mode)
Model

Routing Protocol

Maximum Number of Route
Entries

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
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*1

Maximum Number of
Neighboring Routers*2

RIP

1000

50

RIPng

1000

50

OSPF*3

2000

50

8000

12

1000

50

2000

25

BGP4

8192

50

BGP4+

2048

50

OSPFv3*3
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Model

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Maximum Number of Route

Maximum Number of

Entries *1

Neighboring Routers*2

RIP

1000

50

RIPng

1000

50

OSPF*3*4

2000

50

8000

12

1000

50

2000

25

4000

12

BGP4

8192

50

BGP4+

4096

50

Routing Protocol

OSPFv3*3*5

*1 The maximum number of route entries includes alternate routes.
*2 In the combination of other routing protocols (RIP, RIPng, OSPF, OSPFv3, BGP4, and BGP4+), the maximum number of
neighboring routers is 1/n (n: number of routing protocols in use).
*3 The maximum number of route entries for OSPF/OSPFv3 means the number of LSAs.
*4 If OSPF is used on VRFs, the maximum number of neighboring routers in the switch is 50.
Make sure that the total number of neighboring routers (calculated by multiplying the number of LSAs in each VRF by the number of
neighboring routers) does not exceed 100000.
*5 If OSPFv3 is used on VRFs, the maximum number of neighboring routers in the switch is 50.
Make sure that the total number of neighboring routers (calculated by multiplying the number of LSAs in each VRF by the number of
neighboring routers) does not exceed 50000.

Table 2-69: Correlation between the Number of route entries and the Maximum Number of Neighboring
routers (RIP/RIPng, OSPF/OSPFv3, and BGP4/BGP4+) in IPv6 unicast priority mode
Model

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Maximum Number of Route

Maximum Number of

Entries *1

Neighboring Routers*2

RIP

1000

50

RIPng

1000

50

OSPF*3

2000

50

OSPFv3*3*4

1000

50

5000

10

7000

7

BGP4

1024

50

BGP4+

7680

50

Routing Protocol

*1 The maximum number of route entries includes alternate routes.
*2 In the combination of other routing protocols (RIP, RIPng, OSPF, OSPFv3, BGP4, and BGP4+), the maximum number of
neighboring routers is 1/n (n: number of routing protocols in use).
*3 The maximum number of route entries for OSPF/OSPFv3 means the number of LSAs.
*4 If OSPFv3 is used on VRFs, the maximum number of neighboring routers in the switch is 50.
Make sure that the total number of neighboring routers (calculated by multiplying the number of LSAs in each VRF by the number of
neighboring routers) does not exceed 50000.

(c)

Maximum number of configuration settings for the Switch

The table below describes the maximum number of route configurations that can be set for each routing protocol.
The numbers shown in this table are the maximum numbers that can be specified by the configuration. Make sure to
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stay within all capacity limits shown in this chapter during operation.
Table 2-70: Maximum number of configurations that can be set
Category

Configuration commands

Definition
number"

IPv4 static

ip route

Number of lines

12288

IPv6 static

ipv6 route

Number of lines

2048

IPv4 summarized route

ip summary-address

Number of lines

1024

IPv6 summarized route

ipv6 summary-address

Number of lines

1024

RIP

network

Number of lines

128

ip rip authentication key

Number of lines

512

area range

Number of lines

1024

area virtual-link

Total number of lines for which
parameters authentication-key
and message-digest-key have
been specified

512

ip ospf authentication-key
ip ospf message-digest-key

Total number of lines for each
command

512

network

Number of lines

256

router ospf

Number of lines

4

BGP4

network

Number of lines

1024

OSPFv3

area range

Number of lines

1024

ipv6 router ospf

Number of lines

4

BGP4+

network

Number of lines

1024

Route filtering

distribute-list in (RIP)
distribute-list out (RIP)
redistribute (RIP)

Total number of lines for each
command

100

distribute-list in (OSPF)
distribute-list out (OSPF)
redistribute (OSPF)

Total number of lines for each
command

100

distribute-list in (BGP4)
distribute-list out (BGP4)
redistribute (BGP4)

Total number of lines for each
command

100

distribute-list in (RIPng)
distribute-list out (RIPng)
redistribute (RIPng)

Total number of lines for each
command

100

distribute-list in (OSPFv3)
distribute-list out (OSPFv3)
redistribute (OSPFv3)

Total number of lines for each
command

100

distribute-list in (BGP4+)
distribute-list out (BGP4+)
redistribute (BGP4+)

Total number of lines for each
command

100

ip as-path access-list

Number of setting <Id> types

200

Number of lines

1024

Number of setting <Id> types

100

Number of lines with the standard
setting

100

Number of lines with the
expanded setting

100

ip community-list
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Category

Configuration commands

Definition
number"

ip prefix-list

Number of setting <Id> types

1024

Number of lines

4096

Number of setting <Id> types

1024

Number of lines

4096

Total number of lines with the
<IPv4-Address> setting

100

Total number of lines with the
<Peer-Group> setting

100

Total number of lines with the
<IPv6-Address> setting

100

Total number of lines with the
<Peer-Group> setting

100

Number of setting <Id> types

100

Number of <Id> and <Seq>
combinations

4096

match as-path

Total number of parameters
specified for each line

2048

match community

Total number of parameters
specified for each line

2048

match interface

Total number of parameters
specified for each line

2048

match ip address
match ipv6 address

Total number of parameters
specified for each line

2048

match ip route-source
match ipv6 route-source

Total number of parameters
specified for each line

2048

match origin

Number of lines

2048

match protocol

Total number of parameters
specified for each line

2048

match route-type

Number of lines

2048

match tag

Total number of parameters
specified for each line

2048

set as-path prepend count
set distance
set local-preference
set metric
set metric-type
set origin
set tag

Number of <Id> and <Seq>
combinations for route-map in
which any one of these
parameters is specified

2048

set community

Total number of parameters
specified for each line

2048

set community-delete

Total number of parameters
specified for each line

2048

ipv6 prefix-list

neighbor in (BGP4)
neighbor out (BGP4)

neighbor in (BGP4+)
neighbor out (BGP4+)

route-map

of

"maximum

Maximum number of
settings

(23) IPv4 multicast
The following table provides the number of interfaces and routing table entries configurable with IPv4 multicast. The
LANSW module supports PIM-SM or PIM-SSM as IPv4 multicast routing protocol. PIM-SM and PIM-SSM can
operate simultaneously.
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Table 2-71: Setting Conditions of IPv4 Multicast
Item

Maximum Number

Number of PIM-SM/SSM multicast interfaces*1*2

31/system

Number of IGMP operating interfaces*1

127/system

Number of sources per group

128/group

Number of PIM-SM/SSM multicast routing information entries ((S, G) entries, (*, G) entries,
and negative caches)
S: Source IP address

1024/system

G: Group address*3
Number of settings to operate PIM-SSM linked with IGMPv2/IGMPv3 (EXCLUDE mode)

256/system

(number of pairs of source and group) *4
Record information to be processed by IGMPv3 per Report*5

32 records/message
32 sources/record

Number of IGMP joined groups*6

256/system

Number of multicast router neighbors

32/system

Number of rendezvous points

2/group

Number of groups that can be handled at rendezvous point (RP)

128/system

Number of total groups that can be handled at rendezvous point (RP)

128/system

BSR number of candidates

16/system

Number of static group joins*7

256/system

Number of static rendezvous point (RP) router addresses

16/system

Number of IGMP joined groups per interface*6

256/interface

Number of sources per IGMP group

128/group

*1
Multihome is not supported.
*2
Number of interfaces neighboring other routers as PIM-SM/PIM-SSM.
*3
It is for operation by IPv4 alone.When IPv6 operates simultaneously, the number of entries is 256. Also, when
PIM-SM is used in the following conditions, the maximum number of entries is 128.
• Multicast broadband communication
• The LANSW module is the first hop router or rendezvous point
Moreover, the number of entries changes depending on the number of IP interfaces (It is not a number of multicast
interfaces) set to this device. Please use it to become it within the range where the number of ports in which all entry
sharing count is done shows the number of I/O ports at each entry in "Table 2-68: Number of multicast I/O ports to
IP interface setting number".
When the same port is used by the I/O interface, the number of I/O ports in the entry is counted by one. For instance,
when ports 0/2 and 0/3, 0/4, and do ports 0/3 and 0/4 in output interface 2 and 0/5 is used by port 0/1, 0/2, and output
interface 1 in the input interface, the number of I/O ports of corresponding entries becomes five.
If the number of average I/O ports is 16 if the number of the average an entry I/O ports is 32 when the IP interface
setting number is 64 up to 127 entries, it is possible to use it up to 255 entries.
*4
Depends on the number of interfaces to be used for multicast and the number of joined groups. Set the value within
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the range shown in "Table 2-73: Number of Settings to Operate PIM-SSM Linked with IGMPv2/IGMPv3
(EXCLUDE Mode) for Number of Interfaces Used" and "Table 2-74: Number of Settings to Operate PIM-SSM
Linked with IGMPv2/IGMPv3 (EXCLUDE Mode) for Number of Joined Groups". The number of joined groups
is the total number of the dynamic and static joined groups. If the same group address joins the different interfaces,
the number of joined groups is not 1, but the number of joined interfaces. The number of settings to operate one
IGMPv3 (EXCLUDE mode) Report in conjunction with PIM-SSM is 256. For example, if three records exist in
one IGMPv3 (EXCLUDE mode) Report and the total number of settings of PIM-SSM operation corresponding to
each record exceeds 256, this setting is ignored for the subsequent records.
*5
The maximum number of sources that can be handled by one report message is 256. Records without source
information is also counted as one source. If SSM is set to be connected in IGMPv3 EXCLUDE mode, when the
number of sources of record in the received Report message exceeds 256, the subsequent records are ignored.
For example, when 256 sources are set for one group to connect to SSM in IGMPv3 EXCLUDE mode with mask
specified, the result is as follows:
1. If there are two EXCLUDE records in the beginning of received IGMPv3 Report message which match this
setting, the second and following records are ignored.
2. If there is one source INCLUDE record in the received IGMPv3 Report message and there is one EXCLUDE
record for the group matching this setting, this record is ignored.
*6
Number of groups directly connected to the LANSW module. If the source is to be specified when IGMPv3 is used,
the number of groups is the number of combinations of source and group. It is three in the example of "Figure 2-1:
Example of Number of Multicast Groups". For the number of groups that can be joined per interface, see "Table
2-72: Number of Joined Groups per Interface for IPv4".
Figure 2-1: Example of Number of Multicast Groups

*7
The number of static group joins represents the total number of group addresses that are statically joined through
multicast interface. If a single group address is statically joined to more than one interface, the number of static
group joins is not 1 but becomes the number of interfaces to which the address is statically joined.The maximum
number of static group joins that can be set for one interface is 256.
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Table 2-72: Number of Joined Groups per Interface for IPv4
Number of Interfaces Used

Number of Groups to Be Joined per Interface

31

256

63

128

127

64

Table 2-73: Number of Settings to Operate PIM-SSM Linked with IGMPv2/IGMPv3 (EXCLUDE Mode) for
Number of Interfaces Used
Number of Interfaces Used

Allowable Number of Settings to Operate PIM-SSM Linked with IGMPv2/
IGMPv3 (EXCLUDE Mode)

31

256

63

128

127

64

Table 2-74: Number of Settings to Operate PIM-SSM Linked with IGMPv2/IGMPv3 (EXCLUDE Mode) for
Number of Joined Groups
Joined Groups (Total Number)

Number of Settings to Operate PIM-SSM Linked with IGMPv2/IGMPv3
(EXCLUDE Mode)

64

256

128

128

256

64

512

32

1024

16

2048

8

4096

4

8128

2

Table 2-75: Number of multicast I/O ports to IP interface setting number
Number of IP interfaces set to device

Number of ports in which all entry sharing count is done as for the number of I/O ports
at each entry.
Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
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Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

- 64

4095

2047

8191

65 - 128

2047

1023

4095

129 - 192

1365

682

2730

193 - 256

1023

511

2047

257 - 320

819

409

1638

321 - 384

682

341

1365
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Number of IP interfaces set to device

Number of ports in which all entry sharing count is done as for the number of I/O ports
at each entry.
Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

385 - 448

585

292

1170

449 - 512

511

255

1023

513 - 576

455

-

910

577 - 640

409

-

819

641 - 704

372

-

744

705 - 768

341

-

682

769 - 832

315

-

630

833 - 896

292

-

585

897 - 960

273

-

546

961 - 1024

255

-

511

(24) IPv6 multicast
The following table provides the number of interfaces and routing table entries configurable with IPv6 multicast. The
LANSW module supports PIM-SM and PIM-SSM as IPv6 multicast routing protocol. PIM-SM and PIM-SSM can
operate simultaneously.
Table 2-76: Maximum Number for Each IPv6 Multicast Entry
Item

Maximum Number
Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

31/system

31/system

31/system

Number of MLD operating interfaces*1

127/system

127/system

127/system

Number of sources per group

128/group

128/group

128/group

Number of PIM-SM/SSM multicast
routing entries ((S, G) entries, (*, G)
entries, and negative caches)
S: Source IP address

128/system

128/system

128/system

Number of PIM-SM/SSM multicast
interfaces*1*2

G: Group address*3
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Item

Maximum Number
Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y
Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

Allowable Number of Settings to
Operate MLDv1/MLDv2 (EXCLUDE
Mode) in Conjunction with PIM-SSM

256/system

256/system

256/system

Record information to be processed for
Report with MLDv2*4

32 records/message
32 sources/record

32 records/message
32 sources/record

32 records/message
32 sources/record

Number of MLD joined groups*5

256/system

256/system

256/system

Number of multicast router neighbors

32/system

32/system

32/system

Number of static group joins*5

256/system

256/system

256/system

Number of rendezvous points (RPs) and

1 per group

1 per multicast network

1 per group

Number of static rendezvous point (RP)
router addresses

16/system

16/system

16/system

Number of MLD joined groups per

256/interface

256/interface

256/interface

128/system

128/system

128/system

Number of sources per MLD group

256/group

256/group

256/group

Number of Remote Multicast Server
Addresses Set to be Handled as Directly
Connected Servers

256/system
16/interface

256/system
16/interface

256/system
128/interface

BSRs *7

interface*5
Number of groups that can be handled at
rendezvous point (RP) *8

*1
Supports multihome.
*2
Number of interfaces neighboring other routers as PIM-SM/PIM-SSM.
*3
When operating IPv4 at the same time. It does not operate IPv6 alone.
Moreover, the number of entries changes depending on the number of IP interfaces (It is not a number of multicast
interfaces) set to this device. Please use it to become it within the range where the number of ports in which all entry
sharing count is done shows the number of I/O ports at each entry in "Table 2-75: Number of multicast I/O ports to
IP interface setting number".
When IPv4 and IPv6 are operated simultaneously, it becomes a total of the entry of IPv4 and IPv6.
When the same port is used by the I/O interface, the number of I/O ports in the entry is counted by one. For instance,
when ports 0/2 and 0/3, 0/4, and do ports 0/3 and 0/4 in output interface 2 and 0/5 is used by port 0/1, 0/2, and output
interface 1 in the input interface, the number of I/O ports of corresponding entries becomes five.
If the number of average I/O ports is 16 if the number of the average an entry I/O ports is 32 when the IP interface
setting number is 64 up to 127 entries, it is possible to use it up to 255 entries.
*4
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The maximum number of sources that can be handled by one report message is 1024. Records without source
information is also counted as one source.
If SSM is set to be connected in MLDv2 EXCLUDE mode, when the number of sources of record in the received
Report message exceeds 1,024, the subsequent records are ignored.
For example, when 256 sources are set for one group to connect to SSM in MLDv2 EXCLUDE mode with mask
specified, the result is as follows:
1. If there are two EXCLUDE records in the beginning of received MLDv2 Report message which match this
setting, the fifth record and the following are ignored.
2. If there is one source INCLUDE record in the received MLDv2 report message and there are four EXCLUDE
records for the group matching this setting, the fourth record and the following are ignored.
*5
Number of groups directly connected to the LANSW module. If the source is to be specified when MLDv2 is used,
the number of groups is the number of combinations of source and group. It is three in the example of "Figure 2-2:
Example of Number of Multicast Groups". For the number of groups that can be joined per interface, see "Table
2-77: Number of Joined Groups per Interface for IPv6".
Figure 2-2: Example of Number of Multicast Groups

*6
The number of static group joins represents the total number of group addresses that are statically joined through
multicast interface. If a single group address is statically joined to more than one interface, the number of static
group joins is not 1 but becomes the number of interfaces to which the address is statically joined. The maximum
number of static group joins that can be set for one interface is 256.
*7
The rendezvous point (RP) and BSR can operate on the same system only.
*8
The number of groups set at the static rendezvous point is also included.

Table 2-77: Number of Joined Groups per Interface for IPv6
Number of Interfaces Used

Number of Groups to Be Joined per Interface

31

256

63

128

127

64
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(25) Maximum number of dynamic entries and static entries
(a) When using IPv4 function
The following table provides the maximum number of dynamic and static entries when IPv4 function is used. The total
number of dynamic entries and static entries must not exceed the maximum number of entries for the LANSW module.
Table 2-78: Maximum Numbers of Dynamic Entries and Static Entries
Category
IPv4

Item

Maximum Number of
System Entries

Maximum Number of
Dynamic Entries

Maximum Number
of Static Entries

Unicast route entry

12288

12288

2048*

Multicast route entry

1024

1024

-

(Legend) -: Not supported
* The maximum number of lines supported by configuration.

(b) When using IPv4 and IPv6 functions simultaneously
The following table provides the maximum number of dynamic and static entries when IPv4 and IPv6 functions are
used simultaneously.
Table 2-79: Maximum Numbers of Dynamic Entries and Static Entries
Category
IPv4

IPv6

Item

Maximum Number of
System Entries

Maximum Number
of Dynamic Entries

Maximum Number
of Static Entries

Unicast route entry

8192

8192

2048*

Multicast route entry

256

256

-

Unicast route entry

2048

2048

2048*

Multicast route entry

128

128

-

(Legend) -: Not supported
* The maximum number of lines supported by configuration.
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Part 2 Operation Management

3

Login to the LANSW module
This chapter explains the startup and shutdown of the LANSW module, login and
logout, overview of operation management, and operation terminal and its connection
types.

3.1 Management by Operation Terminal
3.2 System Start
3.3 Login and Logout
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3.1 Management by Operation Terminal
3.1.1

Operation Terminal

To operate the LANSW module, a console or remote operation terminal is required. Console is a terminal connected by
RS232C, and remote operation terminal is a terminal connected through an IP network. The LANSW module also
supports network management by SNMP manager via IP network. The connection types and requirements of operation
terminal are shown in "Figure 3-1: Connection Type of Operation Terminal" and "Table 3-1: Requirements of
Operation Terminal", respectively.
Figure 3-1: Connection Type of Operation Terminal

Table 3-1: Requirements of Operation Terminal
Terminal Type

Connection Mode

Requirements

Console

Serial connection (RS232C)

RS232C (line speed: 19200, 9600, 4800, 2400, 1200)
ZMODEM procedure

Remote operation
terminal

Communication port connection

TCP/IP
telnet
ftp

(1) Console
Console is a terminal connected to RS-232C, and general communication terminals and communication software can
be used. Confirm that the standard VT-100 set value listed below (default set value of the LANSW module) is set in the
communication software for the console to communicate with the LANSW module.
•
•
•
•
•

Baud rate: 9600 bps
Data length: 8 bits
Parity bit: None
Stop bit: 1 bit
Flow control: None

To use the baud rate other than 6900bps (1200, 2400, 4800, or 19200 bps), change the baud rate setting of the LANSW
module using the configuration command "speed". However, the setting is actually reflected after the user logs out of
the console.
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Figure 3-2: Setting Example of Console Baud Rate
(config)# line console 0
(config-line)# speed 19200

！

Note
When you log into the LANSW module from a console terminal, the LANSW module automatically obtains and set the screen
size by using VT-100 control characters. If a console terminal does not support VT-100, it may display incorrect character
strings or misaligned CLI prompt, preventing the LANSW module from obtaining/setting the screen size.
The LANSW module may also fail to set the screen size if you enter a key while logging in, since the correct display result of
VT-100 control characters cannot be obtained. In such a case, try to log into the LANSW module again.

(2) Remote operation terminal
Remote operation terminal is a terminal connected to the LANSW module via an IP network for command operation.
Any terminal with protocol client function can be used as remote operation terminal.

！

Note
The telnet server for this device recognizes [CR] as the linefeed code. Some client terminals send both [CR] and [LF] as the
linefeed code. Connection from such a terminal will cause a trouble such as an event of displaying empty lines or a failure to
make a key entry upon the (y/n) confirmation. In this case, you must make sure that each client terminal is set.

3.1.2

Connection Type of Operation Terminal

The following table provides the features of each connection type of operation terminal.
Table 3-2: Features of Each Topology of Operation Terminal
Operation Function

Serial

Communication Port

Port for management via
the management
module*3

Connected operation terminal

Console

Remote operation terminal

Remote operation terminal

Remote login

Not possible

Possible

Possible

Login from the LANSW
module to the operation
terminal

Not possible

Possible

Possible

Access control

None

Yes

Yes

Command input

Possible

Possible

Possible

File transfer system

zmodem procedure

ftp

ftp

IP communication

Not possible

IPv4 and IPv6

IPv4 and IPv6

Connection to SNMP manager

Not possible

Possible

Possible

Configuration settings

Not required

Required*1*2

Required*4

*1 The following configuration is factory-setup for CB320 LAN switch module.
- SW#0 : An IP address of 192.168.0.60 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in port 0/1.
- SW#1 : An IP address of 192.168.0.61(a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in port 0/1.
*2 The following configuration is factory-setup for CB2000 LAN switch module.
- SW#0 : An IP address of 192.168.0.60 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in port 0/1.
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- SW#1 : An IP address of 192.168.0.61(a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in port 0/1.
- SW#2 : An IP address of 192.168.0.62(a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in port 0/1.
- SW#3 : An IP address of 192.168.0.63(a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in port 0/1.
- SW#4 : An IP address of 192.168.0.64(a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in port 0/1.
- SW#5 : An IP address of 192.168.0.65(a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in port 0/1.
*3 Can be connected to the port for management of this device from the management LAN port of the management module.But, in the
case of BS320, cannot use this connection.
*4 Management LAN settings for the management module is required.

(1) Serial connection port
Connect a console to this port as an operation terminal. You can use this port to log in and perform the initial setup
since this port does not require the configuration settings.

(2) Communication port
Login to the LANSW module from a remote operation terminal and the network management with SNMP manager are
enabled through the communication port. To log into the LANSW module with "telnet" or "ftp" through this port, it is
necessary to configure the IP address and remote access settings on the LANSW module.

3.1.3

Outline of Operation Management Function

After setup is completed, the LANSW module starts operation when it is powered on. On the operation terminal
connected to the LANSW module, operation commands and configuration commands can be executed to check the
LANSW module status, or to change the configuration according to the changes in the connected network. The
following table provides the types of operation management on the LANSW module.
Table 3-3: Types of Operation Management
Operation Function
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Outline

Command input

Accepts input from command line.

Login control

Prevents illegal access and checks password.

Configuration edit function

Sets the configuration for operation. The set information takes effect
immediately.

Network command

Supports remote operation commands, etc.

Log/statistics information

Displays the failure history information and the statistical information on
line usage.

LED and FAULT CODE display

Indicates the LANSW module status by LED.

MIB information collection

Performs network management using SNMP manager.

System maintenance

Provides system maintenance commands to display the LANSW module
status, and to perform line diagnostics to isolate the LANSW module from
the network failure.

MC maintenance function

Performs MC formatting, etc.
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3.2 System Start
This section explains the LANSW module startup and shutdown.

3.2.1

Outline of Operation (from Startup to Shutdown)

The figure below shows the flow from startup to shutdown of the LANSW module. For description of hardware setup,
refer to "Compute Blade User’s Guide".
Figure 3-3: Outlined Flow from Start to Shutdown

3.2.2

Starting the LANSW module

The table below lists the methods for starting and restarting.
Table 3-4: Methods of Starting and Restarting
Type of Startup

Contents

Operating Method

Startup through power on

Start the LANSW module being powered off.

Turn on the power switch of
Compute Blade 2000 / 320 / 500

Restart through reset

Take this action to reset the LANSW module in the event of
failures, etc.

Press the reset switch on the
LANSW module.
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Type of Startup

Contents

Operating Method

Restart using a command

Take this action to reset the LANSW module in the event of
failures, etc.

Execute the command "reload".

Default restart

Take this action if you forgot the password.
Since security check using the password is not executed,
special care must be taken to default restart. The account and
configuration to be used are ones that are used before the
default restart is executed.
Note that, if you forget the login user name, you cannot log in
even though the LANSW module is started through default
restart.
The password specified during the default restart becomes
valid after the LANSW module restarts.

Press the reset switch for more than
5 seconds on the main unit.

If the STATUS lamp lights in red when the LANSW module is being started or restarted, see "Trouble shooting guide".
For details on LED indication, see "Hardware Installation Guide".
When a MC storing a software image as "k.img" is inserted into the slot, the LANSW module can start from the MC.
Note that the account and configuration are defaulted when the LANSW module starts from a MC. Also they cannot be
saved with changes.

3.2.3

Stopping the LANSW module

Turn off the power switch of Compute Blade 2000 / 320 / 500 when turning off the power. Turning off the power of the
LANSW module while a user is accessing its file may damage the file. Make sure no user is logged into the LANSW
module when turning off the power. Stop the operation by the operation command "reload stop", and then turn the
power off.
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3.3 Login and Logout
This section explains login and logout.

(1) Login
When the LANSW module starts up, it displays the login screen. Enter the user name and password on this screen.
When it is authenticated properly, the command prompt is displayed. If the authentication fails, the message "Login
incorrect" is displayed. The figure below shows the login screen.
When introducing the LANSW module, you can log into the LANSW module with user name "operator" without a
password.
Figure 3-4: Login Screen
login: operator
Password : *******

...1

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 ALAXALA Networks Corporation. All rights reserved.
>

...2

1. When any password is not set, it is not displayed.
Also, entered characters of password are not displayed.
2. Command prompt is displayed.

(2) Logout
To exit the operation at CLI to log out, execute the command "logout" or "exit". The figure below shows the logout
screen.
Figure 3-5: Logout Screen
> logout
login:

(3) Automatic logout
If no key entry is made within a certain period (default: 60 minutes), logout occurs automatically. The automatic logout
time can be changed using the command "set exec-timeout".
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4

Command Operation
This chapter explains how to specify commands.

4.1 Command Input Mode
4.2 Operation at CLI
4.3 Notes on CLI
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4.1 Command Input Mode
4.1.1

List of Operation Commands

The table below shows the list of the operation commands related with switching of command input mode and the
utilities.
Table 4-1: List of Operation Commands
Command

4.1.2

Description

enable

Changes the command input mode from general user to system administrator.

disable

Changes the command input mode from system administrator to general user.

quit

Terminates the current command input mode.

exit

Terminates the current command input mode.

logout

Logs out from the LANSW module.

configure (configure
terminal)

Changes from the LANSW module administrator mode to configuration command mode to start the
editing of configuration.

end

Exits the configuration command mode to return to the LANSW module administrator mode.

diff

Compares the two files specified, and displays the difference.

grep

Searches for the specified file, and outputs lines containing the specified pattern.

more

Displays the contents of the specified file corresponding to one page.

less

Displays the contents of the specified file corresponding to one page.

sort

Sorts all lines of the specified file, and displays the result.

tail

Outputs the lines following the specified position in the specified file.

hexdump

Displays an hexadecimal dump.

Command Input Mode

When changing the configuration or check the LANSW module status, you need to shift to the appropriate command
input mode to enter configuration commands or operation commands. To identify the current command input mode,
use CLI prompt.
The table below shows the correspondence between command input modes and prompts.
Table 4-2: Correspondence between Command Input Modes and Prompts
Command Input Mode
General user mode
System administrator mode
Configuration command mode

Available Command

Prompt

Operation command (Some commands such as "configure" or
"adduser" can be executed only in the LANSW module
administrator mode.)

>

Configuration command*

(config)#

#

*
When you want to execute an operation command while editing the configuration, enter the operation command
with "$" prefixed. In this way, you can execute the operation command without changing to the LANSW module
administrator mode with "quit" or "exit".
<Example>
When executing operation command "show ip arp" in configuration command mode
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(config)# $show ip arp
The figure below shows how the mode is shifted:
Figure 4-1: Outline of Mode Change

The CLI prompt also displays a character showing its state at the beginning of the prompt.
1. When the host name is set by configuration command "hostname", it is reflected to the prompt.
2. If the running configuration is edited but the changes are not saved to the configuration file, "!" precedes the prompt.
Display examples of prompt 1 and 2 are shown below.
Figure 4-2: Display Example of Prompt
> enable
# configure
(config)# hostname "OFFICE1"
!OFFICE1(config)# save
OFFICE1(config)# quit
OFFICE1# quit
OFFICE1>
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4.2 Operation at CLI
4.2.1

Supplement Function

Entering [Tab] in the command line allows input of the command name and file name to be reduced, facilitating the
command input. Simplified command input using the completion function is shown below.
Figure 4-3: Simplified Command Input Using Completion Function
(config)# in[Tab]
(config)# interface
(Pressing [Tab] lists the available parameters and file names.)
(config)# interface [Tab]
gigabitethernet
port-channel
loopback
range
(config)# interface

4.2.2

tengigabitethernet
vlan

Help Function

Entering [?] in the command line lets you search for the specified command or parameter. Further, you can see the
meaning of the command or parameter. An example of display upon [?] input is shown below.
Figure 4-4: Display Example for [?] Input
> show vlan ?
<VLAN ID list>
channel-group-number
detail
list
mac-vlan
port
summary
<cr>
> show vlan

1 to 4094 ex. "5", "10-20" or "30,40"
Display the VLAN information specified by
channel-group-number
Display the detailed VLAN information
Display the list of VLAN information
Display the MAC VLAN information
Display the VLAN information specified by port number
Display the summary of VLAN information

If [?] key is entered without a space character during the parameter input, the completion function is executed. To use a
? character in a command parameter, press the [Ctrl] and [V] keys and then enter [?].

4.2.3

Input Error Locating Function

If a command or parameter is entered incorrectly, the error position is pointed out by "^" and an error message (see
"Operation Commands, Vol. 1, 1 How to Read This Manual Message Displayed by Input Error Position Indication") is
displayed in the next line. This also true for [Tab] input and [?] input.
According to the position pointed out by "^" and error message, correct and re-input the command or parameter.
Examples of pointing out input error positions are shown in "Figure 4-5: Display Example for Spelling Mistake" to
"Figure 4-6: Display Example for Incomplete Parameter Input".
Figure 4-5: Display Example for Spelling Mistake
(config)# interface gigabitehternet 0/1
interface gigabitehternet 0/1
^
% illegal parameter at '^' marker
(config)# interface gigabitehternet 0/1
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Figure 4-6: Display Example for Incomplete Parameter Input
(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# speed
speed
^
% Incomplete command at '^' marker
(config-if)#

4.2.4

Execution of Abbreviated Command

If an abbreviated command or parameter is entered and the entered character can be recognized as a unique command
or parameter, the command is executed. An example of command execution by abbreviated input is shown below.
Figure 4-7: Example of Abbreviated Command Execution (Abbreviated Input of show ip arp)
> sh ip ar [Enter]
Date 2005/11/15 19:37:02 UTC
Total: 1 entries
IP Address
Linklayer Address
192.168.0.1
0012.e2d0.e9f5
>

Netif
VLAN0010

Expire
3h44m57s

Type
arpa

Commands on "Table 5-1: List of Configuration Commands" for the edit and handling of configuration cannot be
abbreviated except in the first level of configuration mode.
When a parameter is specified with *, the command abbreviation cannot be executed for the subsequent parameters.

4.2.5

History Function

With the history function, you can re-execute a command that was entered in the past through simple operation or
change a part of the command that was entered in the past and re-execute the command. An example of using the
history function is shown below.
Figure 4-8: Simplified Command Input Using History Function
> ping 192.168.0.1 numeric count 1
PING 192.168.0.1 (192.168.0.1): 56 data bytes
64 bytes from 192.168.0.1: icmp_seq=0 ttl=31 time=1.329 ms

...1

--- 192.168.0.1 PING Statistics --1 packets transmitted, 1 packets received, 0.0% packet loss
round-trip min/avg/max = 1.329/1.329/1.329 ms
>
...2
...3
> ping 192.168.0.1 numeric count 1
PING 192.168.0.1 (192.168.0.1): 56 data bytes
64 bytes from 192.168.0.1: icmp_seq=0 ttl=31 time=1.225 ms
--- 192.168.0.1 PING Statistics --1 packets transmitted, 1 packets received, 0.0% packet loss
round-trip min/avg/max = 1.225/1.225/1.225 ms
>
...4
> ping 192.168.0.1 numeric count 1
...5
PING 192.168.0.2 (192.168.0.2): 56 data bytes
--- 192.168.0.2 PING Statistics --1 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100.0% packet loss
>
1. Execute ping command to 192.168.0.1.
2. You can call previous input command by entering [↑] key.
In this case, by entering [↑] once, "ping 192.168.0.1 numeric count 1"will be displayed, so same command can be
executed by entering [Enter] key.
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3. Execute ping command to 192.168.0.1.
4. By entering [↑] key, you can call previous command and by using [←] key and [Backspace] key, you can edit
command character string.
In this example, pressing the [↑] key displays "ping 192.168.0.1 numeric count 1", so that [ENTER] key is entered
with "1" of IP address changed to "2".
5. Execute ping command to 192.168.0.1.
If a string listed below is used for the history function, the string is converted into the command string that was
executed in the past and then the command is executed.
Table 4-3: List of Characters Available for Conversion into Command String with History Function
No.

Designation

Description

1

!!

Converts into the command that was executed last and executes the command.

2

!n

Converts into the command of history number n * and executes the command.

3

!-n

Converts into the command that was executed n times before and executes the command.

4

!str

Converts into the newest command that begins with string str and was executed in the past and
executes the command.

5

^str1^str2

Replaces string str1 in the command that was last executed with str2 and executes the command.

*
Array number indicated by the show history command.
Note
Depending on communication software, no command may be called even though a direction key ([↑], [↓], [←], or [→]) is entered.
In this case, check the setting with the software manual.

4.2.6

Pipe Function

With the pipe function, you can pass the execution result of a command to another command. By using the grep or sort
command for the command inheriting the execution result, the command execution result can be made easier to
understand. "Figure 4-9: Result of Executing show sessions Command" shows the execution result of the show sessions
command, while "Figure 4-10: Filtering show sessions Command Execution Result by grep Command" shows the
result of filtering with the grep command for the execution result of the show sessions command.
Figure 4-9: Result of Executing show sessions Command
> show sessions
operator console
operator ttyp0
operator ttyp1
operator ttyp2

------------admin

0
1
2
3

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

6
6
6
6

14:16
14:16(192.168.3.7)
14:16(192.168.3.7)
14:16(192.168.3.7)

Figure 4-10: Filtering show sessions Command Execution Result by grep Command
> show sessions | grep admin
operator ttyp2
admin 3 Aug 6 14:16(192.168.3.7)
>

4.2.7

Redirect

With the redirect function, you can store the command execution result in a file. An example of outputting the
execution result of the show interfaces command in a file is shown below.
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Figure 4-11: Outputting show interfaces Command Execution Result to File
> show interfaces nif 0 line 1 > show_interface.log
>

4.2.8

Paging

If information to be displayed as a result of command execution is too large and cannot be displayed in a screen, the
information is divided into several screens according to the user's key press. However, if redirect is specified, paging is
not applied. The paging function can be enabled or disabled with the set terminal pager command.

4.2.9

Customizing the command line interface (CLI) setting

The automatic logout function and part of the CLI function can be customized for operation for each user as the CLI
environmental information. The following table lists the customizable CLI functions and CLI environmental
information:
Table 4-4: Lcustomizable CLI functions and CLI environmental information
Function

Customization contents and default settings at initial installation

Automatic logout

The time continuing until the automatic logout can be set.The default setting at initial installation is
60 minutes.

Paging

Whether or not paging is performed can be set.The default setting at initial installation is to perform
paging.

Help function

The list of commands to be displayed in the help message can be set.By default at initial installation,
the list of all operation commands that can be input is displayed when the operation command help
message appears.

These pieces of CLI environmental information can be set for each user with configuration command username or the
operation commands shown below.
• . set exec-timeout
• . set terminal pager
• . set terminal help
The setting with configuration command username is given priority over that with an operation command. If any one of
three pieces of CLI environmental information is set with the configuration command, the related target user cannot use
any value set with the operation command. A value set with the configuration command or a default initial value is used
for operation.
The setting with the operation command is used when the setting with the configuration command is omitted. A user
who does not set at least one piece of CLI environmental information with the configuration command uses a value set
with the operation command. However, since the setting status of the operation command cannot be displayed, check it
in the operation status of each function.
The setting with the operation command is reflected in operation immediately after command execution. Moreover, if
operation is in progress with the configuration command setting, it can be temporarily changed in the relevant session.
For the setting with the operation command, when a user of the account added by specifying the no-mc parameter of the
adduser command restarts the device, the CLI environmental information returns to the default set at initial installation.
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4.3 Notes on CLI
If an operation terminal fails after login, the login status may remain in the LANSW module. In this case, wait for
automatic logout or log in again and delete the user who has logged in with the killuser command.
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5

Configuration
Configuration information such as configuration and operating requirements must be
defined to match the network and operating environment of the LANSW module. This
chapter describes what you should know before defining configuration information.

5.1 Configuration
5.2 Running Configuration Editing
5.3 Mode Change in Configuration Command Input
5.4 Methods of Editing Configuration
5.5 Operation of Configuration
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5.1 Configuration
When starting the operation or during operation, you need to define the configuration, including the connecting
network configuration and operating requirements, according to the operating environment of the network. When
introduced, the LANSW module have the configuration defined.

(1) Factory setup for CB320
The following configuration is factory-set upon initial installation.
• For port 0/1, a dedicated VLAN is set for management purposes.
- SW#0 : An IP address of 192.168.0.60 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in this port 0/1.
- SW#1 : An IP address of 192.168.0.61 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in this port 0/1.
• For ports 0/5 to 0/24, the server connection port is set as an edge port ("portfast").
• For ports 0/5 to 0/14, the baud rate is set as follows: speed = 1000 and duplex = Full.
• For ports 0/15 to 0/24, the baud rate is set as follows: speed = auto and duplex = auto.
Changing the baud rate to any value other than the above might cause a communication fault with the server;
therefore, you should use the default setup as the baud rate for the server connection port.

(2) Factory setup for CB2000
The following configuration is factory-set upon initial installation.
• For port 0/1, a dedicated VLAN is set for management purposes.
- SW#0 : An IP address of 192.168.0.60 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in this port 0/1.
- SW#1 : An IP address of 192.168.0.61 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in this port 0/1.
- SW#2 : An IP address of 192.168.0.62 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in this port 0/1.
- SW#3 : An IP address of 192.168.0.63 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in this port 0/1.
- SW#4 : An IP address of 192.168.0.64 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in this port 0/1.
- SW#5 : An IP address of 192.168.0.65 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in this port 0/1.
• For ports 0/5 to 0/12 and ports 0/15 to 0/22, the server connection port is set as an edge port ("portfast").
• For ports 0/5 to 0/12 and ports 0/15 to 0/22, the baud rate is set as follows: speed = 1000 and duplex = Full.
Changing the baud rate to any value other than the above might cause a communication fault with the server;
therefore, you should use the default setup as the baud rate for the server connection port.
• For ports 0/13, 0/14, 0/23 and 0/24, the connection port is shutdown.

(3) Factory setup for CB500 1Gb(20 port) and 1/10Gb LAN switch module
The following configuration is factory-set upon initial installation.
• For ports 0/5 to 0/12 and ports 0/15 to 0/22, the server connection port is set as an edge port ("portfast").
• For ports 0/5 to 0/12 and ports 0/15 to 0/22, the baud rate is set as follows: speed = auto and duplex = auto.
Changing the baud rate to any value other than the above might cause a communication fault with the server;
therefore, you should use the default setup as the baud rate for the server connection port.
• For ports 0/13, 0/14, 0/23 and 0/24, the connection port is shutdown.

(4) Factory setup for CB500 1Gb(40 port) LAN switch module
The following configuration is factory-set upon initial installation.
• For ports 1/0/9 to 1/0/40, the server connection port is set as an edge port ("portfast").
• For ports 1/0/9 to 1/0/40, the baud rate is set as follows: speed = auto and duplex = auto.
Changing the baud rate to any value other than the above might cause a communication fault with the server;
therefore, you should use the default setup as the baud rate for the server connection port.
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For details about the factory setup, see the "Compute Blade User's Guide", the manual coming with the Compute Blade.

5.1.1

Configuration at Startup

When the LANSW module is powered on, the startup configuration file is loaded from the built-in memory, and the
LANSW module starts the operation according to the defined configuration. The configuration used for operation is
called "running configuration".
The startup configuration cannot be edited directly. To update the startup configuration, edit the running configuration
and then execute the command "save (write)". The figure below shows the outline of startup and operating
configurations.
Figure 5-1: Outline of Startup and Operating Configurations

5.1.2

Configuration during Operation

If you edit the configuration during operation, the changes are reflected as the running configuration to the operation
immediately. With the command "save (write)", the running configuration can be saved to the startup configuration on
the built-in memory. Note that the edited contents will be lost if you reboot the LANSW module without saving the
edited contents.
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5.2 Running Configuration Editing
When introducing the LANSW module or changing the network configuration, you need to edit the running
configuration. To edit the running configuration at when introducing the LANSW module, it is necessary to edit it from
the console. The flow of configuration information editing is indicated in the figure below. For details of collecting, see
"5.4 Methods of Editing Configuration".
Figure 5-2: Flow of Editing the Running Configuration
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5.3 Mode Change in Configuration Command Input
When editing the configuration, the executable configuration mode is required. To edit layer 2 configuration, you need
to execute the configuration command in global configuration mode to change to the layer 2 configuration mode before
executing configuration commands. The figure below shows how the configuration mode is shifted:
Figure 5-3: Outline of Configuration Mode Change
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5.4 Methods of Editing Configuration
5.4.1

List of Configuration and Operation Commands

The following table provides the list of configuration commands related with editing and operating the configuration.
Table 5-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

end

Exits the configuration command mode to return to the LANSW module administrator mode.

quit (exit)

Returns to the previous mode. When the LANSW module is in the global configuration mode for
editing, it exits the configuration mode and returns to the LANSW module administrator mode.

save (write)

Saves the edited configuration to startup configuration.

show

Displays the configuration being edited.

status

Displays the status of configuration being edited.

top

Returns to global configuration mode (layer 1) from configuration mode (layer 2 or lower).

The following table provides the list of operation commands related with editing and operating the configuration.
Table 5-2: List of Operation Commands
Command
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Description

show running-config

Displays the running configuration.

show startup-config

Displays the startup configuration.

copy

Copies the configuration.

erase configuration

Resets the running configuration to the default.

show file

Displays the contents and the number of lines of a file on the local or remote server.

cd

Moves the current directory position.

pwd

Displays the path name of current directory.

ls

Displays file and directory.

dir

Lists files in the LANSW module that were deleted in a recoverable format.

cat

Displays the contents of the specified file.

cp

Copies a file.

mkdir

Creates a new directory.

mv

Moves a file and changes the file name.

rm

Deletes the specified file.

rmdir

Deletes the specified directory.

delete

Deletes files in the LANSW module in a recoverable format.

undelete

Recovers files in the LANSW module that were deleted in a recoverable format.

squeeze

Completely deletes deleted files in the LANSW module that were deleted in a recoverable format.

chmod

Changes the access right for the specified file or directory.

zmodem

Transfers files between the LANSW module and the console connected via RS232C.

5. Configuration

5.4.2

configure (configure terminal) Command

To edit the configuration, execute the "enable" command to change to the LANSW module administrator mode.
Executing the "configure" or "configure terminal" command in the LANSW module administrator mode changes the
prompt to "(config)#", allowing the running configuration to be edited. The figure below shows an example of starting
the editing of running configuration.
Figure 5-4: Example of Starting Running Configuration Editing
> enable
# configure
(config)#

...1
...2

1. Changes to the LANSW module administrator mode with the "enable" command.
2. Starts editing of the running configuration.

5.4.3

Displaying and Confirming Configuration (show Command)

(1) Displaying and checking the startup configuration and running configuration
Using the operation command "show running-config" and "show startup-config" in the LANSW module administrator
mode, you can display and check the running configuration and startup configuration, respectively. The figure below
shows a display example of the running configuration.
Figure 5-5: Display Example of Running Configuration
OFFICE01# show running-config
#default configuration file for XXXXXX-XX
!
hostname "OFFICE01"
!
vlan 1
name "VLAN0001"
!
vlan 100
state active
!
vlan 200
state active
!
interface gigabitethernet 0/1
switchport mode access
switchport access vlan 100
!
interface gigabitethernet 0/2
switchport mode access
switchport access vlan 200
!
OFFICE01#

...1

1. Displays the running configuration.

(2) Displaying and checking the configuration
Using the "show" command in configuration mode, you can display and check the configuration before and after
edited. Display examples of configuration are shown in "Figure 5-6: Displaying All Configuration Contents" to "Figure
5-9: Displaying Specified Interface Information in Interface Mode".
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Figure 5-6: Displaying All Configuration Contents
OFFICE01(config)# show
...1
#default configuration file for XXXXXX-XX
!
hostname "OFFICE01"
!
vlan 1
name "VLAN0001"
!
vlan 100
state active
!
vlan 200
state active
!
interface gigabitethernet 0/1
switchport mode access
switchport access vlan 100
!
interface gigabitethernet 0/2
switchport mode access
switchport access vlan 200
!
OFFICE01(config)#
1. Displays the running configuration if no parameter is specified.

Figure 5-7: Displaying All Interface Information Configured
OFFICE01(config)# show interface gigabitethernet
interface gigabitethernet 0/1
switchport mode access
switchport access vlan 100
!
interface gigabitethernet 0/2
switchport mode access
switchport access vlan 200
!
OFFICE01(config)#

...1

1. Displays all interfaces configured in the running configuration.

Figure 5-8: Displaying Specified Interface Information
OFFICE01(config)# show interface gigabitethernet 0/1
!
interface gigabitethernet 0/1
switchport mode access
switchport access vlan 100
!
OFFICE01(config)#

...1

1. Displays interface 0/1 in running configuration.

Figure 5-9: Displaying Specified Interface Information in Interface Mode
OFFICE01(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
OFFICE01(config-if)# show
interface gigabitethernet 0/1
switchport mode access
switchport access vlan 100
OFFICE01(config-if)#
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1. Displays interface 0/1 in running configuration.

5.4.4

Adding, Changing, or Deleting Configuration

(1) Configuration command input
Configuration commands are used to edit the configuration. To delete the configuration by command, specify "no" at
the beginning of the configuration command.
To suppress a certain function, specify "no" at the beginning of the configuration command. To release the suppression
of the function, enter the configuration command without the prefixed "no".
Figure 5-10: Example of Editing Configuration" and "Figure 5-11: Example of Enabling/Disabling Function" show an
example of editing the configuration and an example of suppressing and releasing the function, respectively.
Figure 5-10: Example of Editing Configuration
(config)# vlan 100
(config-vlan)# state active
(config-vlan)# exit
(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# switchport mode access
(config-if)# switchport access vlan 100
(config-if)# exit
(config)#
(config)# vlan 100
(config-vlan)# state suspend
(config-vlan)# exit
(config)#
(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# no switchport access vlan

...1
...2
...3
...4
...5
...6
...7
...8
...9

1. Sets VLAN 100 as port VLAN.
2. Enables VLAN 100.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Changes the mode to Ethernet interface 0/1.
Sets the access mode for port 0/1.
Sets 100 for Access VLAN.
Changes the mode to VLAN 100.
Disables VLAN 100.
Changes the mode to Ethernet interface 0/1.
Deletes VLAN ID 100 from the access VLAN.

Figure 5-11: Example of Enabling/Disabling Function
(config)#
(config)#
(config)#
(config)#
1.
2.
3.
4.

no
ip
ip
ip

ip domain lookup
domain name router.mydomain.co.jp
name-server 192.168.0.1
domain lookup

...1
...2
...3
...4

Disables the DNS resolver function.
Sets the domain name to router.mydomain.co.jp.
Sets the name server to 192.168.0.1.
Enables the DNS resolver function.

(2) Checking input commands
When a configuration command is input, mistakes in configuration is checked immediately. If there are no errors, the
prompt indicated in "Figure 5-12: Output for Correct Input", output when correct information is entered, is displayed
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and commands can be entered. In editing running config, changed contents will be used in operation.
If there is an error, an error message indicating the nature of the error is displayed in the line below the entered
command as shown in "Figure 5-13: Error Message Output for Incorrect Input". If this happens, correct the error and
reenter the information since invalid information is not reflected in configuration information.
Figure 5-12: Output for Correct Input
(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# description TokyoOsaka
(config-if)#
Figure 5-13: Error Message Output for Incorrect Input
(config)# interface tengigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# description
description
^
% Incomplete command at '^' marker
(config-if)#

5.4.5

Applying Configuration to Operation

Once a configuration command is entered, the changes in the configuration are reflected to operation immediately.
However, to reflect the changes in the filter settings for BGP to operation, the operation command "clear ip bgp" must
be executed.
Using the operation command "clear ip bgp", the changes made by the following commands can be reflected to
operation.
•
•
•
•
•

access-list command
prefix-list command
route-map command
distribute-list in command
distribute-list out command

• redistribute command
• neighbor in command
• neighbor out command
An example of command execution input is shown below.
Figure 5-14: Example of Command Input
(config)# ip access-list standard 1 .............................(1)
(config-std-nacl)# permit 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 ................(2)
(config-std-nacl)# permit 172.16.0.0 0.0.255.255 ................(3)
(config-std-nacl)# exit
(config)# ip prefix-list PEER-OUT seq 10 permit 172.16.1.0/24 ...(4)
(config)# route-map SET-COMM 10 .................................(5)
(config-route-map)# match ip address prefix-list PEER-OUT .......(6)
(config-route-map)# set community no-export .....................(7)
(config-route-map)# exit
(config)# router bgp 65530
(config-router)# distribute-list 1 in ...........................(8)
(config-router)# redistribute static ............................(9)
(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.1 remote-as 65531
(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 remote-as 65532
(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 send-community
(config-router)# neighbor 192.168.1.2 route-map SET-COMM out ....(10)
(config-router)# exit
(config)# save
(config)# exit
# clear ip bgp * both
...1
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1. Reflects changes (1) to (10) to operation.

5.4.6

Storing Configuration Information to File (save Command)

By using save (write) command, the edited running configuration can be saved to the startup configuration. The figure
below shows an example of saving the configuration.
Figure 5-15: Example of Saving the Configuration
# configure
(config)#
:
:
:
!(config)# save
(config)#

...1
...2
...3

1. Starts editing of the running configuration.
2. Changes the configuration.
3. Saves to the startup configuration file.

5.4.7

Terminating the Editing of Configuration (exit Command)

To terminate the editing of running configuration, execute the command "exit" in global configuration mode. If the
changes in the configuration have not been saved to the startup configuration file by the save command, the
confirmation message for executing exit command is displayed. Enter "y" to exit the configuration command mode
without saving changes to the startup configuration file. With any character other than "y", you cannot exit the
configuration command mode. Figure 5-16: Example of Exiting the Configuration Editing" and "Figure 5-17: Example
of Exiting the Configuration Editing without Saving Changes" show examples of finishing the configuration editing.
Figure 5-16: Example of Exiting the Configuration Editing
!(config)# save
(config)# exit

...1

1. Exits editing.

Figure 5-17: Example of Exiting the Configuration Editing without Saving Changes
# configure
...1
(config)#
:
:
...2
:
!(config)# exit
Unsaved changes found! Do you exit "configure" without save ? (y/n): y ...3
!#
1. Starts editing the configuration.
2. Changes the configuration.
3. A confirmation message is displayed.

5.4.8

Notes on Editing Configuration

(1) Note on the number of configuration commands that can be set
Since the defined configuration is saved to the memory, the number of configuration commands that can be set depends
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on the memory size. If memory is too small for the configuration to be set, or if the number of edited commands
exceeds the maximum allowable number, the message "Maximum number of entries are already defined (config
memory shortage). <IP>" or "Maximum number of entries are already defined. <IP>" is displayed. In this case, check is
there is any unnecessary configuration set.

(2) Note on entering the configuration by copying and pasting
When entering the configuration by copy & paste, you cannot enter more than 1000 characters (including a space and
line feed) at a time. If you enter characters of more than 1000, the configuration may not be set correctly.
When setting the configuration of more than 1000 characters, copy and paste in more than one time, dividing the
configuration into 1000 characters or less.
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5.5 Operation of Configuration
This section describes the operations on the configuration, such as backup and file transfer.

5.5.1

Backing Up Configuration

Using the operation command "copy", you can make a backup configuration file on the remote server or the LANSW
module. However, when storing a backup configuration file on the LANSW module, you can not specify the directory
of the startup configuration file (/config). When creating a backup configuration file, store it in the login user home
directory.
Two types of configuration can be backed up: startup configuration and running configuration. If the startup
configuration is backed up without saving the changes made in the configuration during operation, the contents of
backed-up startup configuration results in inconsistent from the operating configuration. The figure below shows
examples of backing up.
Figure 5-18: Example of Backing Up the Startup Configuration
> enable
# copy startup-config ftp://staff@[2001:240:400::101]/backup.cnf
Configuration file copy to ftp://staff@[2001:240:400::101]/backup.cnf?
(y/n): y
Authentication for 2001:240:400::101.
User: staff
Password : xxx
transferring...

...1

Data transfer succeeded.
#
1. Enter the password of user "staff" on the remote server.

Figure 5-19: Example of Backing Up the Running Configuration
> enable
# copy running-config ftp://staff@[2001:240:400::101]/backup.cnf
Configuration file copy to ftp://staff@[2001:240:400::101]/backup.cnf?
(y/n): y
Authentication for 2001:240:400::101.
User: staff
Password : xxx
transferring...

...1

Data transfer succeeded.
#
1. Enter the password of user "staff" on the remote server.

5.5.2

Applying Backup Configuration File to the LANSW module

To update the startup configuration or running configuration with the backup configuration file, use the operation
command "copy". The figures below show examples of updating.
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Figure 5-20: Example of Updating the Startup Configuration
> enable
# copy ftp://staff@[2001:240:400::101]/backup.cnf startup-config
Configuration file copy to startup-config?
(y/n): y
Authentication for 2001:240:400::101.
User: staff
Password : xxx
transferring...

...1

Data transfer succeeded.
#
1. Enter the password of user "staff" on the remote server.

Figure 5-21: Example of Updating the Running Configuration
> enable
# copy ftp://staff@[2001:240:400::101]/backup.cnf running-config
Configuration file copy to running-config?
(y/n): y
Authentication for 2001:240:400::101.
User: staff
Password : xxx
transferring...

...1

Data transfer succeeded.
#
1. Enter the password of user "staff" on the remote server.

5.5.3

File Transfer Using zmodem Command

To transfer a file between the LANSW module and a console connected via an RS232C cable, use the zmodem
command.

(1) Transferring the backup configuration file to the LANSW module
Transfer the backup configuration file to the directory to store the file (/usr/home/operator), and copy the file to the
startup configuration using the operation command "copy". The figure below shows an example of transferring the
backup configuration file to the LANSW module using the zmodem command:
Figure 5-22: Example of Transferring Backup Configuration File to the LANSW module Using zmodem
Command
> cd /usr/home/operator
> zmodem get backup.cnf
**B000000027fed4
**B000000027fed4
> enable
# copy /usr/home/operator/backup.cnf startup-config
Configuration file copy to startup-config? (y/n): y
#

...1

...2
...3

1. Transfers the backup configuration file. The file name of the transferred file in the destination remains the same as
in the source.
2. Uses the backup configuration file in "backup.cnf" for the startup configuration.
3. Confirmation message for replacement.
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(2) Transferring the backup configuration file to the console
The figure below shows an example of transferring the backup configuration file stored in the LANSW module to the
console.
Figure 5-23: Example of Transferring Backup Configuration File to Console
> cd /usr/home/operator
> enable
# copy running-config backup.cnf
...1
Configuration file copy to /usr/home/operator/backup.cnf? (y/n) : y
# exit
> zmodem put backup.cnf
...2
**000000000000
>
1. Copies the operating configuration file to the backup configuration file.
2. Transfers the backup configuration file.

5.5.4

File Transfer Using ftp Command

To transfer a file to a remote operation terminal, use the ftp command.

(1) Transferring the backup configuration file to the LANSW module
Transfer the backup configuration file to the directory to store the file (/usr/home/operator), and copy the file to the
startup configuration using the operation command "copy". The figure below shows an example of transferring the
backup configuration file to the LANSW module by using the zmodem command:
Figure 5-24: Example of Transferring Backup Configuration File to the LANSW module Using ftp Command
> cd /usr/home/operator
> ftp 192.168.0.1
Connect to 192.168.0.1.
220 FTP server (Version wn-2.4(4) Wed Jan 1 00:00:00 JST 1999) ready.
Name (192.168.0.1:operator): test
331 Password required for test.
Password:xxxxxx
230 User test logged in.
Remote system type UNIX.
Using binary mode to transfer files.
ftp> get backup.cnf
...1
local: backup.cnf remote: backup.cnf
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for backup.cnf (12,345 bytes)
226 Transfer complete.
ftp> bye
221 Goodby
> enable
# copy /usr/home/operator/backup.cnf startup-config
...2
Configuration file copy to startup-config? (y/n): y
...3
#
1. Transfers the backup configuration file.
2. Uses the backup configuration file in "backup.cnf" for the startup configuration.
3. Confirmation message for replacement.

(2) Transferring the backup configuration file to the remote operation terminal
The figure below shows an example of transferring the backup configuration file stored in the LANSW module to the
remote operation terminal.
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Figure 5-25: Example of Transferring Backup Configuration File to Remote Operation Terminal
> cd /usr/home/operator
> enable
# copy running-config backup.cnf
...1
Configuration file copy to /usr/home/operator/backup.cnf? (y/n) : y
# exit
> ftp 192.168.0.1
Connect to 192.168.0.1.
220 FTP server (Version wn-2.4(4) Fri Jan 1 00:00:00 JST 1999) ready.
Name (192.168.0.1:operator): test
331 Password required for test.
Password:xxxxxx
230 User test logged in.
Remote system type UNIX.
Using binary mode to transfer files.
ftp> put backup.cnf
...2
local: backup.cnf remote: backup.cnf
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for backup.cnf (12,345 bytes)
226 Transfer complete.
ftp> bye
221 Goodby
>
1. Copies the operating configuration file to the backup configuration file.
2. Transfers the backup configuration file.

5.5.5

File Transfer Using MC

To transfer files to MC, use the cp command.

(1) Transferring the backup configuration file to the LANSW module
Transfer the backup configuration file from MC to the directory to store the file (/usr/home/operator), and copy the file
to the startup configuration using the operation command "copy". The figure below shows an example of transferring
the backup configuration file to the LANSW module by using the cp command:
Figure 5-26: Example of Transferring Backup Configuration File to the LANSW module Using cp Command
> cd /usr/home/operator
> cp mc-file backup.cnf backup.cnf
> enable
# copy /usr/home/operator/backup.cnf startup-config
Configuration file copy to startup-config? (y/n): y
#

...1
...2
...3

1. Transfers the backup configuration file from the MC.
2. Uses the backup configuration file in "backup.cnf" for operation.
3. Confirmation message for replacement.

(2) Transferring the backup configuration file to the MC
The figure below shows an example of transferring the backup configuration file stored in the LANSW module to MC.
Figure 5-27: Example of Transferring Backup Configuration File to MC
> cd /usr/home/operator
> enable
# copy running-config backup.cnf
...1
Configuration file copy to /usr/home/operator/backup.cnf? (y/n) : y
# exit
> cp backup.cnf mc-file backup.cnf
...2
>
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1. Copies the operating configuration file to the backup configuration file.
2. Transfers the backup configuration file to the MC.

5.5.6

Notes on Applying Backup Configuration File

If you are logged in through network, note that the operating port restarts when the operation command "copy" copies
the backup configuration file to the running configuration file.
When the backup configuration file do not match the actual configuration of the LANSW module, correct the backup
configuration file and then apply the operation command "copy". When the backup configuration file is not consistent
with the LANSW module configuration, executing "copy" command may result in an execution failure of the
command, or in the operation remained unchanged even if "copy" command completes successfully. In such a case,
change the contents of backup configuration file, and then execute "copy" command again.
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6

Login from Remote Operation
Terminal to the LANSW module
This chapter explains the remote access from a remote operation terminal to the
LANSW module.

6.1 Overview of Login from Remote Operation Terminal to the LANSW module
6.2 Configuration
6.3 Operation
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6.1 Overview of Login from Remote Operation Terminal
to the LANSW module
To log into the LANSW module from a remote operation terminal through the communication port, VLAN and an IP
address need to be set on the LANSW module. However, VLAN or IP address settings are configured in the initial
installation.
• For port 0/1, a dedicated VLAN is set for management purposes.
An IP address of 192.168.0.254 (a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0) is set in this port 0/1.
• For ports 0/5 to 0/24, the server connection port is set as an edge port ("portfast").
• For ports 0/5 to 0/24, the baud rate is set as follows: speed = 1000 and duplex = Full.
Changing the baud rate to any value other than the above might cause a communication fault with the server;
therefore, you should use the default setup as the baud rate for the server connection port.
For details about the factory setup, see the "Compute Blade User's Guide", the manual coming with the Compute Blade
2000 / 320 device.
When you assign additional settings such as the VLAN and IP address to the configuration definition for the default
setup, you should log in to the remote terminal via port 0/1 or log in with the console to set the configuration.
Figure 6-1: Login from Remote Operation Terminal to the LANSW module
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6.2 Configuration
6.2.1

List of Configuration Commands

The following table provides the list of configuration commands related with the operation terminal connection and
remote operation.
Table 6-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

ftp-server

Allows the access using ftp protocol from a remote operation terminal.

line console

Sets the parameter of console (RS232C).

line vty

Allows the telnet remote access to the LANSW module.

speed

Sets the baud rate of console (RS232C).

transport input

Restricts the access by any protocol from a remote operation terminal.

For the configuration commands related with VLAN setting and IPv4/IPv6 interface setting, see "17 VLAN",
"Configuration Settings, Vol. 3, 2 Configuration and Operation of IP/ARP/ICMP", or "Configuration Settings, Vol. 3,
16 Configuration and Operation of IPv6/NDP/ICMPv6".

6.2.2

Setting IP Address on the LANSW module

[Point of setting]
Gaining access to this device from a remote operation terminal requires you to use a factory-set management
interface (port 0/1 - IP address: 192.168.0.254; subnet mask: 255.255.255.0) or set up the IP address for a new
interface to be connected.
Figure 6-2: Example of Connecting Remote Operation Terminal

(a) (a) Creating a new management interface
If you want to connect a remote operation terminal to the port of an interface other than the factory-set management
interface, you must set up the IP address for a new connection port.
Figure 6-3: Example of Connecting New Remote Operation Terminal
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[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan 100
(config-vlan)# exit
Creates a port VLAN with VLAN ID 100 and shifts to the VLAN configuration mode of VLAN 100.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# switchport mode access
(config-if)# switchport access vlan 100
(config-if)# exit
Changes to port 0/1 Ethernet interface configuration mode. Sets port 0/1 to VLAN 100 access port.
3. (config)# interface vlan 100
(config-if)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
(config-if)# exit
(config)#
Moves to interface configuration mode of VLAN ID 100. Sets IPv4 address 192.168.1.1 and subnet mask
255.255.255.0 for VLAN ID 100.

6.2.3

Changing the IP Address Set for This Device

[Point of setting]
When changing an IP address that is already set, you need to use the "no ip address" command to delete the IP
address and then set another IP address.
If you change the IP address for the port's VLAN by remotely logging in with this device with the telnet protocol
from the remote operation terminal, note that you will be unable to access this device from the remote operation
terminal when you have deleted the IP address with the "no ip address" command. For this reason, it is
recommended that you log in from the console terminal to change an IP address.
Figure 6-4: Example of log in from the console terminal to change an IP address.

[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface vlan 100
(config-if)# no ip address 192.168.1.1
Moves to interface configuration mode of VLAN ID 100. Delete IPv4 address 192.168.100.1 of VLAN ID 100
2. (config-if)# ip address 192.168.100.1 255.255.255.0
(config-if)# exit
(config)#
Sets IPv4 address 192.168.100.1 and subnet mask 255.255.255.0 for VLAN ID 100.
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6.2.4

Authorizing the Login Using telnet

[Point of setting]
You need to set IP address beforehand.
Implement the configuration to authorize the remote login using telnet protocol from the remote operation terminal
to the LANSW module.
If this configuration is not set, you can only login from the console.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# line vty 0 2
(config-line)#
Authorizes the remote access using telnet protocol from the remote operation terminal to the LANSW module. Also,
sets the maximum number of users who can log into the LANSW module simultaneously to three.

6.2.5

Authorizing the Login Using ftp

[Point of setting]
You need to set IP address beforehand.
Implement the configuration to authorize the remote access using ftp protocol from the remote operation terminal
to the LANSW module.
If this configuration is not implemented, you cannot access to the LANSW module using ftp protocol.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# ftp-server
Authorizes the remote access using ftp protocol from the remote operation terminal to the LANSW module.
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6.3 Operation
6.3.1

List of Operation Commands

The following table provides the list of operation commands related with the operation terminal connection and remote
operation.
Table 6-2: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

set exec-timeout

Sets the time duration until automatic logout is executed.

set terminal help

Sets a list of commands displayed in Help Message.

set terminal pager

Enables/disables paging.

show history

Displays the history of previously executed operation commands (history of configuration command
is not available).

stty

Displays the terminal attributes of standard input.

telnet

Connects the remote operation terminal with the specified IP address to the virtual terminal.

ftp

Transfers files between the LANSW module and the remote operation terminals connected by TCP/IP.

tftp

Transfers files between the LANSW module and the connected remote operation terminals with UDP.

For the configuration commands related with VLAN setting and IPv4/IPv6 interface setting, see "17 VLAN",
"Configuration Settings, Vol. 3, 2 Configuration and Operation of IP/ARP/ICMP", or "Configuration Settings, Vol. 3,
16 Configuration and Operation of IPv6/NDP/ICMPv6".

6.3.2

Checking the Communication between Remote Operation Terminal
and the LANSW module

To check the communication between a remote operation terminal and the LANSW module, use the operation
command "ping" or "ping ipv6". For details, see "Configuration Settings, Vol. 3, 2 Configuration and Operation of IP/
ARP/ICMP" or "Configuration Settings, Vol. 3, 16 Configuration and Operation of IPv6/NDP/ICMPv6".
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7

Login Security and RADIUS/
TACACS+
This chapter explains the login control, login security, accounting, and RADIUS/
TACACS+ of the LANSW module.

7.1 Login Security Settings
7.2 RADIUS/TACACS+ Overview
7.3 RADIUS/TACACS+ Configuration
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7.1 Login Security Settings
7.1.1

List of Configuration and Operation Commands

The following table provides the list of configuration commands related with login security.
Table 7-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

aaa authentication login

Specifies the authentication method to be used for remote login.

aaa authorization commands

Specifies to authorize command with RADIUS server or TACACS+ sever.

banner

Sets the messages which are displayed before and after the user login.

commands exec

Adds a command string to the command list to be used for local (configuration) command
authorization.

ip access-group

Sets the access list specifying the IPv4 addresses of remote operation terminals to be
allowed/denied or remote login to the LANSW module.

ipv6 access-class

Sets the access list specifying the IPv6 addresses of remote operation terminals to be
allowed/denied or remote login to the LANSW module.

parser view

Creates the command list to be used for local (configuration) command authorization.

username

Sets the command list or command class to be used for local (configuration) command
authorization for the specified user.

The following table provides the list of operation commands related with login security.
Table 7-2: List of Operation Commands
Command

7.1.2

Description

adduser

Adds an account for a new login user.

rmuser

Deletes the login user account registered by adduser command.

password

Changes the password for login user.

clear password

Deletes a password for login user.

show sessions

Displays the users logged into the LANSW module.

show whoami

Displays the login users who executed this command among those who are logged into the
LANSW module.

killuser

Forces the logged-in user to be logged out.

Outline of Login Control

The LANSW module has two login functions: local login (serial connection), and remote login through IPv4 and IPv6
network (telnet).
The LANSW module provides the following controls when a user logs in and while a user is logged in.
1. Command usage range limit by User ID and password check prevents illegal access and is determined by the login
ID.
2. Users can log in from multiple operation terminals at the same time.
3. The maximum number of remote users allowed to log into the LANSW module is 16. The number of users allowed
to log in can be limited by the configuration command "line vty".
4. IPv4 and IPv6 addresses to be access to the LANSW module can be can be limited by the configuration commands
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"ip access-list", "ipv6 access-list", "access-list", "ip access-group", and "ipv6 access-class".
5. Protocols (telnet, ftp) accessible to the LANSW module can be limited by the configuration commands "transport
input" and "ftp-server".
6. The command execution result is displayed only on the terminal from which the command was executed. An
operation message is displayed on all operation terminals that are logged in.
7. Commands entered and the reply and operation messages are collected as an operation log. Operation logs can be
viewed using the operation command "show logging".
8. When no key is entered for 60 minutes at maximum, the LANSW module automatically logs off.
9. The operation command "killuser" can be used to force a user to be logged out.

7.1.3

Creating and Deleting Login User

Using the adduser command, create a user who can log into the LANSW module. An example of creating a login user
is shown below.
Figure 7-1: Creating a User newuser
> enable
# adduser newuser
User(empty password) add done. Please setting password.
Changing local password for newuser.
New password:********
Retype new password:********
# quit
>

... 1
... 2

1. Enter password (entered characters are not displayed).
2. Enter password for confirmation (entered characters are not displayed).
Also, unused user can be deleted by the rmuser command.
If login user "operator" provided during initial installation is not to be used as the login user for operation, it is
recommended to create a new login user and then remove with the rmuser command to prevent security from
degrading.
Do not forget the created login user name. Note that, if you forget the login user name, you cannot log in even though
the LANSW module is started through default restart.

7.1.4

Setting Password for Changing to System Administrator Mode

To execute the configuration commands, it is necessary to change to the LANSW module administrator mode by
executing the "enable" command. When executed for the first time after the initial installation, the enable command can
change to the LANSW module administrator mode without authentication as no password for the LANSW module
administrator is set. However, it is strongly recommended to set the password for changing to the LANSW module
administrator mode after the initial installation, since the LANSW module security would be threatened if any user
could enter the administrator mode without password authentication. The figure below shows the example of password
setting.
Figure 7-2: Setting Password for Entering System Administrator Mode after Initial Installation
> enable
# password enable-mode
Changing local password for admin.
New password:
Retype new password:
#
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7.1.5

Authorizing Login from Remote Operation Terminal

By setting configuration command line vty, login from remote terminal to the LANSW module will be possible. If this
configuration is not set, you can only login from the console. The figure below shows a setting example of authorizing
the login from a remote terminal.
Figure 7-3: Setting Example of Authorizing Login from Remote Operation Terminal
(config)# line vty 0 2
(config-line)#
Also, to use the ftp protocol to access from a remote operation terminal to the LANSW module, the configuration
command ftp-server needs to be set. If it is not set, you cannot access to the LANSW module using the ftp protocol.
Figure 7-4: Setting Example of Authorizing Access by ftp Protocol
(config)# ftp-server
(config)#

7.1.6

Setting the Number of Concurrent Login Users

By setting configuration command line vty, login from remote terminal to the LANSW module will be possible. User
number able to login will be limited by line vty command <num> parameter. Login from console is always possible in
spite of this setting. Below figure shows setting example authorizing up to 2 users login from remote terminal.
Figure 7-5: Setting Example of Maximum Login Users
(config)# line vty 0 1
(config-line)#
An overview of operation on simultaneous login is described below.
z If multiple users log in simultaneously, login may be impossible even though the number of users who have logged
in is below the limit.
z Even if the number of users who can log in simultaneously is changed, the sessions of users who have already logged
in are not disconnected.

7.1.7

Limiting Login from Remote Operation Terminal

For login from a remote operation terminal to the LANSW module, login can be limited with setting below. After the
setting is made, check to see if login from a remote operation terminal to the LANSW module is possible.

(1) Setting IP address allowed for login
[Point of setting]
To authorize only the specific remote operation terminal to access to the LANSW module, the IP address of the
terminal needs to be registered using the configuration commands "ip access-list", "ipv6 access-list", "access-list",
"ip access-group", and "ipv6 access-class" beforehand. Up to 128 IPv4 addresses and subnet masks, or IPv6
addresses and prefixes can be registered to permit access. If this configuration is not set, all remote terminals are
allowed to access to the LANSW module. For access from the terminal (not registered using configuration
information) that permits no access, an "Unknown host address <IP address>" message indicating the existence of
access is displayed on other terminals that are already logged in.
[Setting by command] (IPv4)
1. (config)# ip access-list standard REMOTE
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(config-std-nacl)# permit 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255
(config-std-nacl)# exit
Sets the access list information to allow login only from the network (192.168.0.0/24).
2. (config)# line vty 0 2
(config-line)# ip access-group REMOTE in
(config-line)#
Changes to line mode, and applies the access list information REMOTE to allow only the remote operation terminals
in the network (192.168.0.0/24) to log into the LANSW module.

[Setting by command] (IPv6)
1. (config)# ipv6 access-list REMOTE6
(config-ipv6-nacl)# permit ipv6 3ffe:501:811:ff01::/64 any
(config-ipv6-nacl)# exit
Sets the access list REMOTE6 to allow login only from the network (3ffe:501:811:ff01::/64):
2. (config)# line vty 0 2
(config-line)# ipv6 access-class REMOTE6 in
(config-line)#
Changes to line mode, and applies the access list information REMOTE6 to allow only the remote operation
terminals in the network (3ffe:501:811:ff01::/64) to log into the LANSW module.

(2) Authentication using RADIUS/TACACS+
Upon login from a remote operation terminal to the LANSW module, authentication using RADIUS/TACACS+ is
available.

7.1.8

Setting Login Banner

Using the configuration command "banner" to set the login banner, you display a message before and after login when
connecting to the LANSW module from the console or telnet or ftp client of remote operation terminal.
[Point of setting]
Display the following message before login when connecting to telnet or ftp server of the LANSW module from
telnet or ftp client of remote operation terminal.
##########################################
Warning!!! Warning!!! Warning!!!
This is our system. You should not login.
Please close connection.
##########################################
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# banner login plain-text
--- Press CTRL+D or only '.' line to end --##########################################
Warning!!! Warning!!! Warning!!!
This is our system. You should not login.
Please close connection.
##########################################
.
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Enter the screen image of before-login message.
After entering, enter "." (period) only (or CTRL+D).
2. (config)# show banner
banner login encode
"IyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjCldhcm5pbmchISEgV2F
ybmluZyEhISBXYXJuaW5nISEhClRoaXMgaXMgb3VyIHN5c3RlbS4gWW91IHNob3VsZCBub3QgbG9
naW4uClBsZWFzZSBjbG9zZSBjb25uZWN0aW9uLgojIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyM
jIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMjIyMK"
Entered message is automatically encoded and set.
3. (config)# show banner login plain-text
##########################################
Warning!!! Warning!!! Warning!!!
This is our system. You should not login.
Please close connection.
##########################################
(config)#
You can display it in the text format by specifying plain-text parameter in show.

After you finished the settings, connect a remote operation terminal, telnet/ftp client to the LANSW module. When
connected, the client displays the message.
Figure 7-6: Examples of Connecting from Remote Operation Terminal to the LANSW module
l telnet connection
> telnet 10.10.10.10
Trying 10.10.10.10...
Connected to 10.10.10.10.
Escape character is '^]'.
##########################################
Warning!!! Warning!!! Warning!!!
This is our system. You should not login.
Please close connection.
##########################################
login:
l ftp connection
> ftp 10.10.10.10
Connected to 10.10.10.10.
220##########################################
Warning!!! Warning!!! Warning!!!
This is our system. You should not login.
Please close connection.
##########################################
220 10.10.10.10 FTP server (NetBSD-ftpd) ready.
Name (10.10.10.10:staff):
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7.2 RADIUS/TACACS+ Overview
7.2.1

Outline of RADIUS/TACACS+

RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial In User Service), TACACS+ (Terminal Access Controller Access Control
System Plus) is a protocol that supplies authentication, authorization and accounting functions for NAS (Network
Access Server). NAS is a remote access server or router that operates as RADIUS/TACACS+ client. NAS requests user
authentication, command authorization and accounting services from the RADIUS/TACACS+ server. The RADIUS/
TACACS+ server replies to the request according to the management information database constructed in the server.
The LANSW module supports the NAS function.
Using RADIUS/TACACS+ enables consolidated management of the authentication such as user password, command
authentication and accounting of multiple NAS from a single RADIUS/TACACS+ server. In the LANSW module, user
authentication, command authorization and accounting can be requested from the RADIUS/TACACS+ server.
The flow of RADIUS/TACACS+ authentication is shown in the figure below.
Figure 7-7: Flow of RADIUS/TACACS+ Authentication

7.2.2

Applicable Functions and Scope of RADIUS/TACACS+

In the LANSW module, RADIUS/TACACS+ is used for user authentication, command authorization and accounting
when logging in from a remote operation terminal. RADIUS is also used for terminal authentication in IEEE802.1X
and Web authentication. The scope of RADIUS/TACACS+ function support is shown below.

(1) Scope of RADIUS/TACACS+
The operations to which RADIUS/TACACS+ authentication can be applied are as follows:
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• telnet to the LANSW module (IPv4/IPv6)
• ftp to the LANSW module (IPv4/IPv6)
RADIUS/TACACS+ authentication cannot be applied to the following operations:
• Login from console (RS232C)
RADIUS/TACACS+ command authorization can be applied to the following operations:
• telnet to the LANSW module (IPv4/IPv6)
The operations to which RADIUS/TACACS+ accounting can be applied are as follows:
•
•
•
•

System login/logout with telnet (IPv4/IPv6)
System login/logout with ftp (IPv4/IPv6)
Login/logout from RS232C
Command input with CLI (only TACACS+ supported)

(2) Scope of RADIUS support
The following table provides NAS functions supported by the LANSW module for RADIUS server.
Table 7-3: Scope of RADIUS Support
Category

Contents

Entire document

Covers only the descriptions about NAS.

Packet type

The types below are used for login authentication/command authorization.
• Access-Request (Transmission)
• Access-Accept (Reception)
• Access-Reject (Reception)
The following types are used for accounting.
• Accounting-Request (Transmission)
• Accounting-Response (Reception)

Attribute

The attributes below are used for login authentication.
• User-Name
• User-Password
• Service-Type
• NAS-IP-Address
• NAS-Identifier
• Reply-Message
The attributes below are used for command authorization.
• Class
• Vendor-Specific(Vendor-ID=21839)
The attributes below are used for accounting.
• User-Name
• NAS-IP-Address
• NAS-Port
• NAS-Port-Type
• Service-Type
• Calling-Station-Id
• Acct-Status-Type
• Acct-Delay-Time
• Acct-Session-Id
• Acct-Authentic
• Acct-Session-Time

(a) Contents of available RADIUS attributes
The contents of the RADIUS attribute used are shown in the table below.
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To use RADIUS server to authorize commands, you need to set the RADIUS server to return Class or Vendor-Specific
as shown below when authenticating. In RADIUS server, register in the server such attributes (by setting them in the
"dictionary" file, etc). See "7.2.4 Command Authorization Using RADIUS/TACACS+/Local" for command
authorization details.
Table 7-4: Contents of Available RADIUS Attributes
Attribute Name

Attribute
Value

Packet Type

Contents

User-Name

1

Access-Request
Accounting-Request

Name of user to be authenticated.

User-Password

2

Access-Request

Password of authenticated user. It is encrypted
when transmitted.

Service-Type

6

Access-Request
Accounting-Request

Login (Value = 1). Ignored when attached to
Access-Accept and Access-Reject.

NAS-IP-Address

4

Access-Request
Accounting-Request

The LANSW module's IP address. It is used as a
local address when local address is set. It is used as
the IP address of the transmission interface when no
local address is set.

Access-Request
Accounting-Request

IPv6 address of this device. If a local address is set,
it is used; if not, the IPv6 address of the
transmission interface is used. However, during
communication using the IPv6 link local address,
the IPv6 link local address of the transmission
interface is used, regardless of whether or not the
local address is set.

NAS-IPv6-Address

95

NAS-Identifier

32

Access-Request
Accounting-Request

System name of the LANSW module. Not attached
when a system name is not set.

Reply-Message

18

Access-Accept
Access-Reject
Accounting-Response

Message from the server. Output as an operation log
when attached.

Class

25

Access-Accept

Login class. Applied to command authorization.

Vendor-Specific

26

Access-Accept

Login list. Applied to command authorization.

NAS-Port

5

Accounting-Request

Port number to which the user is connected. In the
LANSW module, the tty number is stored. For ftp,
100 is stored instead.

NAS-Port-Type

61

Accounting-Request

NAS connection method. In the LANSW module,
Virtual(5) is stored for telnet/ftp, Async(0) for
console.

Calling-Station-Id

31

Accounting-Request

User ID. In the LANSW module, the IPv4/IPv6
address of the client is stored for telnet/ftp, and
"console" for console.

Acct-Status-Type

40

Accounting-Request

Transmission timing of Accounting-Request. In the
LANSW module, Start(1) is stored for user login,
Stop(2) for user logout.

Acct-Delay-Time

41

Accounting-Request

Duration of time from event occurrence to
Accounting-Request transmission.

Acct-Session-Id

44

Accounting-Request

Character string to identify the session. In the
LANSW module, the process ID of session is
stored.
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Attribute Name

Attribute
Value

Packet Type

Contents

Acct-Authentic

45

Accounting-Request

User authentication method. In the LANSW
module, RADIUS(1), Local(2), or Remote(3) is
stored.

Acct-Session-Time

46

Accounting-Request
(applicable only when
Acct-Status-Type is Stop)

Duration of time (in seconds) that the user used the
service. In the LANSW module, the duration (in
seconds) from user login to user logout.

• Access-Request packet
Other attributes are not attached to packets sent by the LANSW module.
• Access-Accept, Access-Reject, Accounting-Response packet
If any attribute other than ones shown in this table is attached, the LANSW module ignore it.

(3) Scope of TACACS+ support
The table below table shows NAS functions supported by the LANSW module for TACACS+ server.
Table 7-5: Scope of TACACS+ Support
Category

Contents

Packet type

The following types are used for login authentication.
• Authentication Start (Transmission)
• Authentication Reply (Reception)
• Authentication Continue (Transmission)
The following types are used for command authorization.
• Authorization Request (Transmission)
• Authorization Response (Reception)
The following types are used for accounting.
• Accounting Request (Transmission)
• Accounting Reply (Reception)

Login authentication

Attribute

• User
• Password

Command
authorization

service

• taclogin

Attribute

• class
• allow-commands
• deny-commands

flag

• TAC_PLUS_ACCT_FLAG_START
• TAC_PLUS_ACCT_FLAG_STOP

Attribute

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting

task_id
start_time
stop_time
elapsed_time
timezone
service
priv-lvl
cmd

(a) Contents of available TACACS+ attributes
The contents of the TACACS+ attribute used are shown in the table below.
To use TACACS+ server to authorize commands, set the TACACS+ server to return class, or allow-commands or
deny-commands attribute and service when authenticating. For details on command authorization, see "7.2.4 Command
Authorization Using RADIUS/TACACS+/Local".
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Table 7-6: Contents of Available TACACS+ Attributes
service

Attribute

-

taclogin

Description

User

Name of user to be authenticated.

Password

Password of authenticated user. It is encrypted when transmitted.

class

Command class

allow-commands

Permitted command list

deny-commands

Limited command list

(Legend) -: Not applicable

The table blow shows the TACACS+ flags used for accounting.
Table 7-7: List of TACACS+ Accounting Flags
flag

Contents

TAC_PLUS_ACCT_FLAG_ST
ART

Accounting START packet. It is not sent when the transmission timing is set to "stop-only" in
the aaa configuration.

TAC_PLUS_ACCT_FLAG_ST
OP

Accounting STOP packet. Only this packet is sent when the transmission timing is set to
"stop-only" in the aaa configuration.

The table blow explains the TACATS+ attributes (Attribute-Value) used for accounting.
Table 7-8: List of TACACS+ Accounting Attributes-Values
Attribute

7.2.3

Value

task_id

ID assigned to each event. In the LANSW module, the process ID of accounting event is
stored.

start_time

Start time of the event. In the LANSW module, the time when the event started is stored. This
attribute is stored in the following events:
• Upon login, and before command execution when the transmission timing is set to
"start-stop".
• Before command execution when the transmission timing is set to "stop-only".

stop_time

Ending time of the event. In the LANSW module, the time when the event ended is stored.
This attribute is stored in the following events:
• Upon logout, and after command execution when the transmission timing is set to
"start-stop".
• Upon logout when the transmission timing is set to "stop-only".

elapsed_time

Elapsed time after the event started. In the LANSW module, the duration of time (in seconds)
from the start time to the ending time of the accounting event. This attribute is stored in the
following events:
• Upon logout, and after command execution when the transmission timing is set to
"start-stop".
• Upon logout when the transmission timing is set to "stop-only".

timezone

Character string of the time zone.

service

Character string of "shell".

priv-lvl

When the command accounting is set, "1" is stored if the operation command was entered, and
"15" if the configuration command was entered.

cmd

When the command accounting is set, the entered command character string (up to 250
characters) is stored.

Authentication Using RADIUS/TACACS+

This section describes the authentication system that uses RADIUS/TACACS+.
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(1) Selecting login authorization service
More than one service can be used for remote login authentication. The services that can be specified are RADIUS,
TACACS+, and a login security function, for the LANSW module, in which the password command is used. These
authentication systems can be specified independently and simultaneously. When authentication systems are specified
simultaneously, authentication can be done in the next specified system if authentication fails in the first specified
system.
The figure below shows the authentication system sequence when services are specified in the order of RADIUS,
TACACS+, and a login security function for the LANSW module as the authentication system.
Figure 7-8: Authentication System Sequence

In this figure, RADIUS authentication is requested from the LANSW module to the RADIUS server when the user
executes telnet from the terminal to the LANSW module. If the communication with the RADIUS server or the
authentication by the server fails, the LANSW module requests the TACACS+ server for TACACS+ authentication. If
the communication with the TACACS+ server or the authentication by such server fails, the LANSW module performs
authentication with its login-security function. Authentication succeeds, and the user succeeds in logging in to the
LANSW module.

(2) Selection of RADIUS/TACACS+ server
A maximum of four RADIUS and TACACS+ servers can be specified, respectively. The user sequentially tries to
connect to each server when he or she cannot communicate with one and cannot receive authentication service.
The timeout value to determine whether communication with the RADIUS/TACACS+ server is possible can be set.
The default value is 5 seconds. Reconnection is attempted when timeout occurs in each RADIUS server. The number of
times the LANSW module retries can also be set. The default value is three times. Therefore, the maximum time
required until it is determined that RADIUS cannot be used as a login system is Timeout time × Number of retries ×
Number of RADIUS servers set. If timeout occurs in each TACACS+ server, no connection is attempted. Thus, the
maximum interval before determining that the TACACS+ cannot be used for login is: Timeout interval × Number of
TACACS+ servers set. The RADIUS server's selection sequence is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 7-9: Selection Sequence of RADIUS Server

RADIUS authentication is requested from the LANSW module to RADIUS server when the user executes telnet from a
remote terminal to the LANSW module. RADIUS authentication is executed for RADIUS server 2 when the user
cannot communicate with RADIUS server 1. Authentication succeeds, and the user succeeds in logging in to the
LANSW module.
The TACACS+ server's selection sequence is shown in the figure below.
Figure 7-10: Selection Sequence of TACACS+ Server

TACACS+ authentication is requested from the LANSW module to TACACS+ server 1 when the user executes telnet
from a remote terminal to the LANSW module. TACACS+ authentication is executed to TACACS+ server 2 when the
user cannot communicate with TACACS+ server 1. Authentication succeeds, and the user succeeds in logging in to the
LANSW module.

(3) Login user information
To use RADIUS/TACACS+ authentication function, user name and password must be registered to the RADIUS/
TACACS+ server. Two types of names are provided below as user names that could be registered in the RADIUS/
TACACS+ server.
• User name that has been registered in the LANSW module using the adduser command
The user logs in using the user information registered in the LANSW module.
• User name not registered in the LANSW module
The user logs in using common user information as follows:
• User ID: remote_user
• Home directory: /usr/home/share/remote_user
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The following precautions are necessary when logging in as an unregistered user:
• File management
All created files are managed as "remote_user" and may be read or written by other RADIUS users. Manage files
carefully and save important files externally by ftp.

7.2.4

Command Authorization Using RADIUS/TACACS+/Local

Described below is the command authorization method using RADIUS/TACACS+/Local (configuration).

(1) Command authorization summary
You can limit the types of operation commands to be used for logged-in user who are authenticated by the RADIUS
server, TACACS+ server, or local password. This is called command authorization. The usable operation commands
are controlled according to the command class and command list acquired from RADIUS server or TACACS+ server
or the command class and command list set in the configuration. The limited operation commands are not displayed as
the supplement candidates by the CLI supplement function. If an operation command containing a parameter value or
string enclosed by < > such as <option> or <Host Name> is specified in the list of permitted commands, the part of < >
is not displayed as the supplement candidate.
Figure 7-11: Login Authentication and Command Authorization Using RADIUS/TACACS+ Server

Figure 7-12: Local Login Authentication and Command Authorization

If command authorization is set in the LANSW module's aaa configuration, the LANSW module obtains a command
list from the server upon the login authentication when RADIUS/TACACS+ is specified. If Local is specified, the
command list set in the configuration is used upon login authentication. The LANSW module allows/restricts the
operation commands after login according to these command lists.
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Figure 7-13: Command Authorization Sequence Using RADIUS/TACACS+ Server

Figure 7-14: Local Command Authorization Sequence

If the user executes "telnet" from a terminal against the LANSW module in "Figure 7-13: Command Authorization
Sequence Using RADIUS/TACACS+ Server", the LANSW module requests the RADIUS/TACACS+ server for
authentication and command authorization. Upon succeeding in getting the authentication, the LANSW module obtains
the command list from the RADIUS/TACACS+ server and the user can log in to the LANSW module.
When the user executes "telnet" from a terminal against the LANSW module in "Figure 7-14: Local Command
Authorization Sequence", local authentication is performed. When authentication is successful, the LANSW module
acquires the command list from the configuration and the user can log in to the LANSW module.
The user can execute "show interfaces" and other operation commands on the LANSW module, except for the
operation command "reload" which is limited in the command list.
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！

Note
If any change is made in the setting of the RADIUS/TACACS+ server's command list or in the command list of the
configuration, the change is reflected after the next login authentication.

(2) RADIUS/TACACS+ server/local command authorization setting procedure
Set the RADIUS/TACACS+ server and the LANSW module as described below to use command authorization by
RADIUS/TACACS+.
1. Define the command limitation policy.
For each user, define the policy to limit/permit operation commands.
2. Specify the command list.
In addition to command classes, permitted commands and limited commands can be respectively specified in the list
of permitted/limited commands.
3. Set the RADIUS/TACACS+ server.
Set command limitation to the RADIUS or TACACS+ remote authorization server based on the defined command
limitation policy.
4. Set remote authentication on the LANSW module.
Set RADIUS/TACACS+ server configuration and aaa configuration on the LANSW module.
5. Check the action of command authorization.
Check by logging in from the remote terminal using RADIUS/TACACS+ to the LANSW module.
To use local command authorization, set the LANSW module as described below.
1. Define the command limitation policy.
For each user, define the policy to limit/permit operation commands.
2. Create a command list.
In addition to command classes, permitted commands and limited commands can be respectively specified in the
command list. Based on the determined command limitation policy, set the configuration of the command list.
If a command class only is to be used, the command list need not be created.
3. Allocate the command class or command list to the user.
For each user, set the "username" configuration that allocates the command class or command list.
Then, set the aaa configuration.
4. Check the action of command authorization.
Through local authentication, log in to the LANSW module for confirmation.

(3) Command limitation policy
For each user, define the policy to limit/permit operation commands. Here, a group of commands to be permitted and
the other commands to be limited upon login of each user are defined. The policy is set in "(5) RADIUS/TACACS+/
local command authorization setting".
Limitation/authorization is applied to operation commands. Debug commands (PS command, etc.) not covered by the
manual are not applicable and are always restricted (if permission is required, specify "root" as the command class
explained below and set as a class with no restricted commands). In contrast, logout, exit, quit, disable, end, set
terminal and show whoami commands are always permitted.
In the LANSW module, the policy is defined in advance for "command classes". By selecting a specified command
class, you can apply command limitation corresponding to the class.
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Table 7-9: Command Class List
Command Class

Permitted Command

Limited Command

root
All commands unlimited class

All commands same as before
(debug commands not covered
by the manual included)

None

allcommand
Operation commands unlimited class

All operation commands "all"

None (debug commands not
covered by the manual are not
permissible)

noconfig
Configuration change limitation class (also limits
configuration command)

Operation commands that are not
limited

"config, copy, erase configuration"

nomanage
User management commands limited class

Operation commands that are not
limited

"adduser, rmuser, clear password,
password, killuser"

noenable
System administrator mode command limited class

Operation commands that are not
limited

"enable"

In addition to command classes, a list of permitted commands and a list of limited commands can be specified,
respectively.

(4) Command list setting procedure
In addition to command classes, permitted commands and limited commands can be respectively specified in the list of
permitted/limited commands. When specifying a command, specify the target command string in each command list
while recognizing spaces. When specifying multiple commands, separate them with a comma (,). In local command
authorization, each command string is set using configuration command "commands exec". The LANSW module uses
the set command strings concatenated with commas (,) as a command list.
The command string specified in the command list is checked to see if it matches the beginning of the command
entered by the user (forward match). As a special string, "all" can be specified. "all" means all of the operation
commands.
If both the permitted command list and restricted command list match when determining, the action of the command
with a larger number of matching characters is adopted (the number of characters of the "all" specification is 1). If a
command string is specified in both permitted command list and limited command list, the command is considered to
be permitted.
In addition, if both command class and permitted/restricted command lists are specified simultaneously, it is
determined according to the command list stipulated by command class (compatible with the command list enclosed in
"Table 7-9: Command Class List " in Table 4-2) and permitted/restricted command lists. If "root" is specified as the
command class, setting of the permitted/restricted command class is invalid. All commands including debug commands
(PS command, etc) not covered by the manual can be input.
If respective command lists in Examples 1 to 7 are defined, commands permitted/limited on the LANSW module are as
follows:
(Example 1)
If a permitted command list only is defined, the defined commands only are permitted to be input.
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Table 7-10: Command List Example 1
Command List
Permitted command list = "show ,ping"
Limited command list not defined

Setting Command

Check Result

show ip arp

Authorized

ping ipv6 ::1

Authorized

reload

Limited

(Example 2)
If a command matches both permitted command list and limited command list, operation of the command with a
larger number of matching characters is selected (however, "all" is counted as one character).
Table 7-11: Command List Example 2
Command List
Permitted command list = "show ,ping ipv6"
Limited command list = "show ip,ping"

Setting Command
show system

Check Result
Authorized

show ipv6 neighbors

Limited

ping ipv6 ::1

Authorized

ping 10.10.10.10

Limited

(Example 3)
If both permitted command list and limited command list are defined and a command does not match both lists, the
command is considered to be permitted.
Table 7-12: Command List Example 3
Command List
Permitted command list = "show"
Limited command list = "reload"

Setting Command
ping 10.10.10.10

Check Result
Authorized

reload

Limited

(Example 4)
If a command string is specified in both permitted command list and limited command list, the command is
considered to be permitted.
Table 7-13: Command List Example 4
Command List
Permitted command list = "show"
Limited command list = "show,ping"

Setting Command

Check Result

show system

Authorized

ping ipv6 ::1

Limited

(Example 5)
If no command list is set, all commands other than "logout" will be limited.
Table 7-14: Command List Example 5
Command List
Permitted command list not defined
Limited command list not defined

(Example 6)
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Setting Command

Check Result

All

Limited

logout, exit, quit, disable, end, set terminal,
show whoami, who ami

Authorized
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If root is specified as the class, all commands can be input as before. If "root" is specified as the command class,
limitation of the permitted/restricted command class is disabled. All commands including debug commands (PS
command, etc) not covered by the manual can be executed.
Table 7-15: Command List Example 6
Command List

Setting Command

Permitted command list ="root"

Check Result

All (debug commands not covered by the
manual included)

Authorized

(Example 7)
If a limited command list only is defined, operation commands not matching the list are all permitted.
Table 7-16: Command List Example 7
Command List

Setting Command

Permitted command list not defined
Limited command list = "reload"

Check Result

All operation commands except for reload

Authorized

reload

Limited

This manual applies command limitation according to the policy listed below.
Table 7-17: Example of Command Limitation Policy
User Name

Command Class

Permitted Command

Limited Command

staff

allcommand

All operation commands

None

guest

None

Authorizes all command excluding limited ones.

reload...*
inactivate ...*
enable ...*

test

None

show ip ...*
(show ipv6 ... is limited.)

All limited excluding
authorized ones.

* ... means a random parameter (show ip...= show ip arp, etc.).

(5) RADIUS/TACACS+/local command authorization setting
Based on the defined command limitation policy in "Table 7-17: Example of Command Limitation Policy", setting for
command limitation using attributes below is applied to the remote authentication server of RADIUS or TACACS+, in
addition to setting of normal login authentication.
Note that, if command acceptance is not set on the server, all commands except for logout, exit, quit, disable, end, set
terminal and show whoami are limited and cannot be input even if the user is authenticated and can log in. In this case,
log in from the console.
z Using a RADIUS server
If a RADIUS server is being used for command limitation, setting on the server is made in such a way that attributes
below will be returned upon authentication.
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Table 7-18: List of RADIUS Setting Attributes
Attribute

Vendor Specific Attribute

Value

25 Class

-

Class
Set one of the following strings.
root, allcommand, noconfig, nomanage, noenable

26 Vendor-Specific
Vendor-Id: 21839

ALAXALA-Allow-Commands
Vendor type: 101

Permitted command list
Specify the forward matching strings of the commands to be
permitted separating them with commas (,). Spaces are also
recognized.
For all operation commands, specify "all".
If a permitted command list only is defined, commands not shown
in the permitted command list are all limited.
(Example: ALAXALA-Allow-Commands = "show ,ping ,telnet ")

ALAXALA-Deny-Commands
Vendor type: 102

Limited command list
Specify the forward matching strings of the commands to be
permitted separating them with commas (,). Spaces are also
recognized.
For all operation commands, specify "all".
If a limited command list only is defined, commands not shown in
the limited command list are all permitted.
(Example: ALAXALA-Deny-Commands="enable,reload,
inactivate")

(Legend) -: Not applicable

In such a case, register in the server such attributes (by setting them in the "dictionary" file, etc.).
Figure 7-15: Example of Registering Vendor-specific Attributes on the RADIUS Server in a Dictionary File
VENDOR
ATTRIBUTE
ATTRIBUTE

ALAXALA
ALAXALA-Allow-Commands
ALAXALA-Deny-Commands

21839
101
102

string
string

ALAXALA
ALAXALA

If the policy defined in "Table 7-17: Example of Command Limitation Policy" is being set on a typical RADIUS server,
the image below can be considered.
Figure 7-16: Setting Example on RADIUS Server
staff

Password = "******"
Class = "allcommand"

... 1

guest

Password = "******"
Alaxala-Deny-Commands = "enable,reload,inactivate"

... 2

test

Password = "******"
Alaxala-Allow-Commands = "show ip "

... 3

Note: Set user password in ****** part.
1. Permits all operation command using class "allcommand".
2. Limits commands starting with enable, reload, and inactivate.
Because allow-commands not set, other commands are authorized.
3. Presence of space has meaning.
Because there is space after "show ip", commands such as "show ip arp" are authorized but commands such as "show
ipv6 neighbor" are not authorized.
Other commands are all limited.
Note
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• If multiple Class entries are received on the LANSW module, the first Class entry is recognized and following
Class entries are invalid.
Figure 7-17: Setting Example of Multiple Class Entries
Class = "noenable"

... 1

Class = "allcommand"
1. The first "noenable" is valid in the LANSW module.
• If multiple class names are entered in the Class entry on the LANSW module, the first class name is recognized
and following entries are invalid. For example, if class = "nomanage, noenable" is entered, "nomanage" only is
valid.
• If multiple entries with the same attributes are received for Alaxara-Deny-Commands and
Alaxara-Allow-Commands, up to 1024 characters including commas (,) and spaces are recognized for an
attribute and the 1025th and following characters are invalid even though they are received. If multiple entries
with the same attributes are entered and the second and following entries are received on the LANSW module as
shown below, a comma (,) is automatically set at the beginning of each entry.
Figure 7-18: Setting Example of Multiple Deny-Commands Entries
ALAXALA-Deny-Commands = "inactivate,reload"

... 1

ALAXALA-Deny-Commands = "activate,test,............"

... 1

1. The LANSW module recognizes up to 1,024 characters underlined.
When Deny-Commands are received, comma (,) is set automatically before the second entry, "activate"
command, as shown below.
Deny-Commands = "inactivate,reload,activate,test,........."
z Using a TACACS+ server
If a TACACS+ server is being used for command limitation, a pair of Attribute - Value listed below is set for
acceptance on the TACACS+ server.
Table 7-19: List of TACACS+ Setting Attributes
service
taclogin

Attribute

Value

class

Command class
Set one of the following characters.
root, allcommand, noconfig, nomanage, noenable

allow-commands

Permitted command list
Specify the forward matching strings of the commands to be permitted separating them
with commas (,). Spaces are also recognized.
For all operation commands, specify "all".
If a permitted command list only is defined, commands not shown in the permitted
command list are all limited.
(Example: allow-commands= "show ,ping ,telnet")

deny-commands

Limited command list
Specify the forward matching strings of the commands to be permitted separating them
with commas (,). Spaces are also recognized.
For all operation commands, specify "all". If a limited command list only is defined,
commands not shown in the limited command list are all permitted.
(Example: deny-commands= "enable,reload,close")

If the policy defined in "Table 7-17: Example of Command Limitation Policy" is being set on typical in TACACS+
server, the setting file image below is considered.
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Figure 7-19: Setting Example of TACACS+ server
user=staff {
login = cleartext "******"
service = taclogin {
class = "allcommand"
}
}
user=guest {
login = cleartext "******"
service = taclogin {
deny-Commands = "enable,reload,inactivate"
}
user=test {
login = cleartext "******"
service = taclogin {
allow-Commands = "show ip "
}

... 1

... 2

... 3

Note: Set user password in ****** part.
1. Sets taclogin for service name.
Permits all operation commands using class "allcommand".
2. Limits commands starting with enable, reload, and inactivate.
Because allow-commands not set, other commands are authorized.
3. Presence of space has meaning.
Because there is space after "show ip", commands such as "show ip arp" are authorized but commands such as "show
ipv6 neighbor" are be authorized.
Other commands are all limited.
Note
• If multiple class names are entered in the Class entry on the LANSW module, the first class name is recognized
and the second and following entries are invalid. For example, if class = "nomanage, noenable" is entered,
"nomanage" only is valid.
• Up to 1024 characters including commas (,) and spaces are recognized per attribute for deny-commands and
allow-commands. The 1025th and following characters are invalid even though they are received.
z Using local command authorization
If the policy defined in "Table 7-17: Example of Command Limitation Policy" is being set for local command
authorization, the configuration below is set.
Figure 7-20: Example of Configuration Setting
username guest view guest_view
username staff view-class allcommand
username test view test_view
!
parser view guest_view
commands exec exclude all "enable"
commands exec exclude all "inactivate"
commands exec exclude all "reload"
!
parser view test_view
commands exec include all "show ip "
!
aaa authentication login default local
aaa authorization commands default local
1. Permits all operation commands to user "staff" using class "allcommand".
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2. Limits commands beginning with enable, inactivate, and reload.
Because "commands exec include" is not specified, other commands are permitted.
3. Presence of space has meaning.
Because there is space after "show ip", commands such as "show ip arp" are permitted but commands such as "show
ipv6 neighbor" are not permitted.
Other commands are all limited.
(a) Checking after login
After setting is completed, log in to the LANSW module from a remote operation terminal using RADIUS/TACACS+/
Local. After login, make sure that command lists are set using the show whoami command and input commands to
ensure that they are limited or permitted.
Figure 7-21: Example of Checking after staff Login
> show whoami
staff: ttyp0

----- 2

Aug 6 14:17:03(10.10.10.10)

Home-directory: /usr/home/staff
Authentication: TACACS+ (Server 192.168.10.1)
Class: allcommand
Allow: "all"
Deny : ----Command-list: ---->
> show cal
Wed Oct 19 17:21:15 2005
> /bin/date
% Command not authorized.
>
Figure 7-22: Example of Checking after guest Login
> show whoami
guest: ttyp0

----- 2

Aug 6 14:17:03(10.10.10.20)

Home-directory: /usr/home/guest
Authentication: RADIUS (Server 192.168.10.1)
Class: ----Command-list:
Allow: ----Deny : "enable,reload,inactivate"
>
> show cal
Wed Oct 26 17:21:15 2005
> reload
% Command not authorized.
>
Figure 7-23: Example of Checking after test Login
> show whoami
test: ttyp0

----- 2

Aug 6 14:17:03(10.10.10.30)

Home-directory: /usr/home/test
Authentication: LOCAL
Class: ----Command-list:
Allow: "show ip "
Deny : ---->
> show ip arp
***Command is executed***
> show ipv6 neighbors
% Command not authorized.
>
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7.2.5

Accounting Using RADIUS/TACACS+

This section describes the accounting method that uses RADIUS/TACACS+.

(1) Setting the accounting
When the accounting function is set for RADIUS/TACACS+ configuration and aaa accounting configuration of the
LANSW module, the accounting information is sent to RADIUS or TACACS+ servers when an operation terminal
executes login/logout to/from the LANSW module. The accounting information is also sent to TACACS+ servers when
an command is entered to the LANSW module.
Two types of accounting setting is available: login accounting to send login and logout events, and command
accounting to send command input events. The command accounting is supported only for TACACS+.
For each accounting, either of the "start-stop" mode or "stop-only" mode can be selected to send both of accounting
START and STOP events or only STOP events respectively. For the command accounting, the applicable command
type can be set: all commands or only configuration commands. Generally, the LANSW module sends an event to the
defined RADIUS/TACACS+ servers in sequence until the accounting is completed on any one of them, however, the
mode to send an event to all servers regardless of the accounting result is also available.

(2) Accounting flow
The figure below shows the sequence of accounting when the transmission mode is set to START-STOP to send both of
the login accounting and command accounting to TACACS+ servers.
Figure 7-24: TACACS+ Accounting Sequence (in START-STOP Mode for Login and Command Accounting)

In this figure, when the operation terminal successfully logs into the LANSW module, the LANSW module sends the
accounting information such as user information and time to TACACS+ servers. The LANSW module also sends the
accounting information on the command input to TACACS+ servers before and after the command execution. At the
end, the LANSW module sends the information on login duration when the operation terminal logs out.
The figure below shows the sequence when the transmission mode only for the command accounting is changed to
STOP-ONLY.
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Figure 7-25: TACACS+ Accounting Sequence (in START-STOP Mode for Login Accounting and in
STOP-ONLY Mode for Command Accounting)

Compared to "Figure 7-24: TACACS+ Accounting Sequence (in START-STOP Mode for Login and Command
Accounting)", the accounting operation for login and logout is still the same, but the accounting information such as the
command input is sent to TACACS+ servers only before the command execution when the STOP-ONLY mode is set
for command accounting.

(3) Note on accounting
When the accounting setting is changed in the RADIUS/TACACS+ or aaa counting configuration, or when the IPv4
system address is changed in the interface loopback configuration, the accounting events and statistical information
being transmitted/received or in a transmission queue are all cleared and the LANSW module operates with new
settings.
If many users continuously enter commands or log in and out repeatedly, a massive amount of accounting events are
generated, which may result in accounting failure on some events.
It is recommended to use STOP-ONLY mode for command accounting in order to avoid excessive load on the LANSW
module, servers and network due to mass generation of accounting events. Also, be sure not to specify any RADIUS/
TACACS+ servers that cannot conduct normal communication.
If any accounting event is being transmitted/received on each server when the operation command "clear accounting" is
executed to clear the accounting statistical information, the new accounting to obtain transmission/reception statistics
does not start until the event transmission/reception completes.

7.2.6

Connection with RADIUS/TACACS+

(1) Connection with RADIUS server
(a) Identification of the LANSW module in RADIUS server
The RADIUS protocol specifies that the source IP address of a request packet be used as a key that identifies NAS. In
the LANSW module, the address described below is used for the source IP address of a request packet.
• A local address is used as the source IP address when it is set using a configuration command local address.
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• If a local address is not set, the IP address of transmission interface is used.
Therefore, when a local address is set, the IP address specified using a local address must be used to register the
LANSW module in the RADIUS server. As a result, when an interface that communicates with the RADIUS server
cannot be assigned, the information of the LANSW module that can securely identify the RADIUS server can be
registered by setting a local address.
(b) Message of RADIUS server
The RADIUS server may transmit a message to the request source with the Reply-Message attribute attached to a reply.
In the LANSW module, the contents of the Reply-Message attribute from the RADIUS server are output to the
operation log. If the authentication with the RADIUS server fails, see the operation log.
(c)

Port number of RADIUS server

The port number of RADIUS authentication service is specified as 1812 in RFC2865. In the LANSW module, port
number 1812 is used for the request to the RADIUS server unless otherwise specified. In some RADIUS servers,
however, port number 1645 that was used during initial implementation may be used instead of 1812. In this case,
specify 1645 using the parameter "auth_port" of the radius-server host configuration. In the auth_port parameter, an
arbitrary value of 1 to 65535 can be specified. Therefore, the auth_port parameter can be used even when the RADIUS
server can wait in any port number.

(2) Connection with TACACS+ server
(a) Setting of the TACACS+ server
• When connecting the LANSW module to a TACACS+ server, be careful with the Service and attribute names. See
"7.2.4 Command Authorization Using RADIUS/TACACS+/Local" for information on setting the TACACS+ server.
• A local address is used as the source IP address when it is set using a configuration command local address.
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7.3 RADIUS/TACACS+ Configuration
7.3.1

List of Configuration Commands

The tables below show the list of configuration commands related with RADIUS/TACACS+ and accounting.
Table 7-20: List of Configuration Commands (RADIUS)
Command

Description

radius-server host

Sets the RADIUS server to be used for authentication, authorization, and accounting.

radius-server key

Sets the RADIUS server key to be used for authentication, authorization, and accounting.

radius-server retransmit

Sets the number of times to resend to the RADIUS server used for authentication,
authorization, and accounting.

radius-server timeout

Sets the timeout value of reply from the RADIUS server used for authentication, authorization,
and accounting.

Table 7-21: List of Configuration Commands (TACACS+)
Command

Description

tacacs-server host

Sets the TACACS+ server to be used for authentication, authorization, and accounting.

tacacs-server key

Sets the shared secret key of TACACS+ server used for authentication, authorization, and
accounting.

tacacs-server timeout

Sets the timeout value of reply from the TACACS+ server used for authentication,
authorization, and accounting.

Table 7-22: List of Configuration Commands (Accounting)
Command

7.3.2

Description

aaa accounting exec

Enables the login/logout accounting.

aaa accounting commands

Enables the command accounting.

Setting RADIUS Server Authentication

[Point of setting]
Setting example of RADIUS server and local authentication is shown below. Set the local authentication by the
LANSW module to be executed when RADIUS authentication fails.
Normal remote access needs to be set beforehand.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# aaa authentication login default group radius local
Sets the login authentication method in the order of RADIUS authentication and local authentication.
2. (config)# radius-server host 192.168.10.1 key "039fkllf84kxm3"
Sets the IP address, 192.168.10.1, and the shared key of the server to be used for RADIUS authentication.

7.3.3

Setting TACACS+ Server Authentication

[Point of setting]
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Setting example of TACACS+ server and local authentication is shown below. Set the local authentication by the
LANSW module to be executed when TACACS+ authentication fails.
Normal remote access needs to be set beforehand.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# aaa authentication login default group tacacs+ local
Sets the login authentication method in the order of TACACS+ authentication and local authentication.
2. (config)# tacacs-server host 192.168.10.1 key "4h8dlir9r-w2"
Sets the IP address, 192.168.10.1, and the shared key of the server to be used for TACACS+ authentication.

7.3.4

Setting Command Authorization Using RADIUS/TACACS+/Local

(1) Setting example of command authorization using RADIUS/TACACS+ server
[Point of setting]
Setting example of command authorization by RADIUS server is shown below.
Set RADIUS authentication beforehand.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# aaa authentication login default group radius local
(config)# radius-server host 192.168.10.1 key "RaD#001"
Sets RADIUS sever authentication beforehand.
2. (config)# aaa authorization commands default group radius
Authorizes commands by RADIUS server.

[Note]
When a user is authenticated by RADIUS and logged in, if command authorization is not set on RADIUS server,
all commands are limited and the user is disabled to execute any command. If no command can be executed due to
setting errors, etc., log in from the console and correct the setting.

(2) Setting example of command authorization using TACACS+ server
[Point of setting]
Setting example of command authorization by TACACS+ server is shown below.
Sets TACACS+ authentication beforehand.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# aaa authentication login default group tacacs+ local
(config)# tacacs-server host 192.168.10.1 key "TaC#001"
Sets TACACS+ sever authentication beforehand.
2. (config)# aaa authorization commands default group tacacs+
Authorizes commands by TACACS+ server.

[Note]
When a user is authenticated by TACACS+ and logged in, if command authorization is not set on TACACS+ server,
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all commands are limited and the user is disabled to execute any command. If no command can be executed due to
setting errors, etc., log in from the console and correct the setting.

(3) Setting example of local command authorization
[Point of setting]
A setting example of local command authorization is shown below.
Set the user name and corresponding command class (username view-class) or command list (username view/parser
view/commands exec) in advance.
Set the use of local password authentication.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# parser view Local_001
(config-view)# commands exec include all "show"
(config-view)# commands exec exclude all "reload"
If a command list is being used, set the command list in advance.
If a command class alone is being used, the command list need not be set.
2. (config)# username user001 view Local_001
(config)# username user001 view-class noenable
Set a command class or command list for the specified user.
Both command class and command list can be set at the same time.
3. (config)# aaa authentication login default local
Sets authentication with the local password.
4. (config)# aaa authorization commands default local
Authorizes commands through local authentication.

[Note]
If local command authorization is set, it is applied to all users who have logged in through local authentication.
Therefore, the setting must be correct and complete.
For users for whom no command class nor command list is set, all commands are limited and cannot be executed.
If no command can be executed due to setting errors, etc., log in from the console and correct the setting.

7.3.5

Setting Login/Logout Accounting Using RADIUS/TACACS+

(1) Setting example of login/logout accounting using RADIUS server
[Point of setting]
Setting example of login/logout accounting using RADIUS server is shown below. Prior to this setting, set the
RADIUS server host to which the accounting information is sent.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# radius-server host 192.168.10.1 key "RaD#001"
Sets RADIUS sever beforehand.
2. (config)# aaa accounting exec default start-stop group radius
Sets the login/logout accounting.
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[Note]
If "aaa accounting exec" is set when the radius-server configuration has not been set, the operation log "System
accounting failed" is displayed at user login/logout. In this case, set the radius-server configuration to be used.

(2) Setting example of login/logout accounting using TACACS+ server
[Point of setting]
Setting example of login/logout accounting using TACACS+ server is shown below. Prior to this setting, set the
TACACS+ server host to which the accounting information is sent.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# tacacs-server host 192.168.10.1 key "TaC#001"
Sets TACACS+ sever beforehand.
2. (config)# aaa accounting exec default start-stop group tacacs+
Sets the login/logout accounting.

[Note]
If "aaa accounting exec" is set when the tacacs-server configuration has not been set, the operation log "System
accounting failed" is displayed at user login/logout. In this case, set the tacacs-server configuration to be used.

7.3.6

Setting Command Accounting Using TACACS+ Server

(1) Setting example of command accounting using TACACS+ server
[Point of setting]
Setting example of command accounting using TACACS+ server is shown below.
Prior to this setting, set the TACACS+ server host to which the accounting information is sent.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# tacacs-server host 192.168.10.1 key "TaC#001"
Sets the TACACS+ server.
2. (config)# aaa accounting commands 0-15 default start-stop group tacacs+
Sets the command accounting.

[Note]
If "aaa accounting commands" is set when the tacacs-server configuration has not been set, the operation log
"System accounting failed" is displayed when a user enters a command. In this case, set the tacacs-server
configuration to be used.
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8

Time Setting and NTP
This chapter explains the Time Setting and NTP.

8.1 Time Setting and Checking
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8.1 Time Setting and Checking
Set the time when introducing the LANSW module. The time is the information assigned as the creation time to the log
information or various files on the LANSW module. Set the precise time on the LANSW module when starting the
operation. To set the time, use the operation command clock command.
The time can be synchronized with the NTP server in a network using an NTP protocol. The LANSW module conforms
to RFC1305 NTP Version 3.

8.1.1

List of Configuration and Operation Commands

The table below show the list of configuration commands related with the time setting and NTP.
Table 8-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

clock timezone

Specifies the time zone.

ntp access-group

Creates an access group to enable/disable the access to the NTP service by IPv4 filter.

ntp authenticate

Enables the NTP authentication function.

ntp authentication-key

Sets the authentication key.

ntp broadcast

Sets to broadcast NTP packets per interface to synchronize other system with the LANSW
module.

ntp broadcast client

Sets to accept NTP broadcast message from systems on the connected subnet.

ntp broadcastdelay

Sets the expected time of delay between the NTP broadcast server and the LANSW module.

ntp master

Specifies the local time server setting.

ntp peer

Configures the symmetric-active/passive mode on NTP server.

ntp server

Sets the NTP server to client mode, and configures the client server mode.

ntp trusted-key

Sets the key number to authenticate other systems for security when synchronizing with them.

The table below show the list of operation commands related with the time setting and NTP.
Table 8-2: List of Operation Commands
Command

8.1.2

Description

set clock

Displays and sets up the date and time.

show clock

Displays the date and time currently set.

show ntp associations

Displays the operation status of connected ntp server.

restart ntp

Restarts a local ntp server.

Setting System Clock

[Point of setting]
For example, to set the time to Japan time, you need to set the time zone to JST and the offset from JST to +9
beforehand, using the configuration command clock timezone.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# clock timezone JST +9
Sets the timezone to JST for Japan time, and the offset from UTC to +9.
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2. (config)# save
(config)# exit
Saves the setting and switches from configuration mode to administrator mode.
3. # set clock 0506221530
Wed Jun 22 15:30:00 2005 JST
Sets the time to 15:30:00, June 22 in 2005.

8.1.3

Setting Synchronization with Time Server by NTP

Synchronize the LANSW module time to time server by NTP function.
Figure 8-1: NTP Configuration Diagram (Time Synchronization to Server Time)

[Point of setting]
With multiple time servers configured, the LANSW module is synchronized to the time server specified in the
"prefer" parameter of "ntp server" command. When the "prefer" parameter is not specified, the time server with the
smallest stratum value is selected. If all time servers have the same stratum value, the LANSW module is
synchronized to an arbitrary time server.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# ntp server 192.168.0.100
Synchronizes the LANSW module time to time server with IP address 192.168.0.100.

8.1.4

Setting Time Synchronization to NTP Server

Use the NTP function to synchronize the LANSW module time to the time of NTP server, while adjusting both times.
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Figure 8-2: NTP Configuration Diagram (Time Synchronization to NTP Server)

[Point of setting]
To synchronize the LANSW module to more than one NTP server, "ntp peer" commands must be used for NTP
server configuration.
With multiple NTP servers configured, the LANSW module is synchronized to the NTP server specified in the
"prefer" parameter of "ntp peer" command. When the "prefer" parameter is not specified, the NTP server with the
smallest stratum value is selected. If all NTP servers have the same stratum value, the LANSW module is
synchronized to an arbitrary NTP server.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# ntp peer 192.168.0.2
Sets the relation to the NTP server with IP address 192.168.0.2 as peer.

8.1.5

Setting NTP Authentication

[Point of setting]
Set the authorization for security to be performed when the LANSW module time is synchronized with other
systems using the NTP function.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# ntp authenticate
Enables the NTP authentication function.
2. (config)# ntp authentication-key 1 md5 NtP#001
Sets the key number to "NtP#001" as NTP authorization key.
3. (config)# ntp trusted-key 1
Specifies the authorization key number1 for NTP authorization.

8.1.6

Notes on Changing Time
• CPU usage of statistical information collected in the LANSW module is reset to 0 when the time is changed.
• If time change for at least 10 seconds is continuously executed when OSPF or OSPFv3 is in use, adjacency
relationship of OSPF may be disconnected. The disconnection condition is that time change is made at least 10 times
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per RouterDeadInterval time (default: 40/10 = at least 4 times) within HelloInterval time (default: 10 seconds).

8.1.7

Checking the Time

Time information set on the LANSW module can be checked with the operation command show clock. An example is
shown below.
Figure 8-3: Checking the Time
> show clock
Wed Jun 22 15:30:00 2005 JST
>
If the NTP protocol is used to synchronize the time to NTP server on the network, the operation status can be checked
by the operation command show ntp associations. An example is shown below.
Figure 8-4: NTP Server Operation Status Check
> show ntp associations
... Press [Enter] key
remote
refid
st t when poll reach
delay
offset
disp
==============================================================================
*timesvr
192.168.1.100
3 u
1
64 377
0.89
-2.827
0.27
>
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9

Host Name/DNS
This chapter explains the tasks required when the LANSW module is introduced, and
for managing the LANSW module.

9.1 General Description
9.2 Configuration of Host Name/DNS
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9.1 General Description
The LANSW module is capable of defining host name data for the purpose of identifying systems on the network. The
defined host name data can be used as a name to specify the certain system on the network when defining the
configuration such as log information of the LANSW module. The host name data used in the LANSW module can be
defined in the following ways:
• Setting individually by the configuration command ip host/ipv6 host
• Sending inquiries to DNS servers on the network using the DNS resolver function
When setting the data with the configuration command ip host/ipv6 host, it is necessary to explicitly define the
association with IP addresses for each host name. If a DNS resolver is used, an IP address need not be defined for each
host name referenced by the LANSW module because the name controlled by the network DNS server is queried and
referenced.
When a host name is set both in the configuration command "ip host/ipv6 host" and the DNS resolver, the one set in the
configuration command is given priority. If IPv4 and IPv6 have the same host name set in the configuration command
"ip host/ipv6 host" or the DNS resolver, IPv4 is given priority.
The DNS resolver function of the LANSW module is based on RFC1034 and RFC1035.
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9.2 Configuration of Host Name/DNS
9.2.1

List of Configuration Commands

The following table provides the configuration commands related with host name and DNS.
Table 9-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command

9.2.2

Description

ip host

Sets host name data for IPv4 address.

ipv6 host

Sets host name data for IPv6 address.

ip domain lookup

Enables/disables the DNS resolver function.

ip domain name

Sets a domain name used in DNS resolver.

ip name-server

Sets a name server referred by DNS resolver.

Setting Host Name

(1) Setting the host name for IPv4 address
[Point of setting]
Set the host name for IPv4 address.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# ip host WORKPC1 192.168.0.1
Sets the host name of the LANSW module with IPv4 address 192.168.0.1 to WORKPC1.

(2) Setting the host name for IPv6 address
[Point of setting]
Set the host name for IPv6 address.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# ipv6 host WORKPC2 3ffe:501:811:ff45::87ff:fec0:3890
Sets the host name of the LANSW module with IPv6 address 3ffe:501:811:ff45::87ff:fec0:3890 to WORKPC2.

9.2.3

Setting DNS

(1) Setting the DNS resolver
[Point of setting]
Set the domain name used for the DNS resolver, and the name server referred by the DNS resolver. DNS resolver
function is valid in default, and functions after name server is set.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# ip domain name router.mydomain.co.jp
Sets the domain name to router.mydomain.co.jp.
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2. (config)# ip nameserver 192.168.0.1
Sets the name server to 192.168.0.1.

(2) Disabling the DNS resolver
[Point of setting]
Disable the DNS resolver function.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# no ip domain lookup
Disables the DNS resolver function.
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10

System Management
This chapter explains the tasks required when the LANSW module is introduced, and
for managing the LANSW module.

10.1 System Status Check and Operation Settings
10.2 Recovery from Failure
10.3 Built in Flash Memory
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10.1 System Status Check and Operation Settings
10.1.1 List of Configuration and Operation Commands
The tables below show the lists of configuration commands and operation commands required for system management.
Table 10-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

system recovery

If "no system recovery" command is set, recovery of the faulty part is disable when a failure occurs,
and the faulty part is left stopped after occurrence of the failure.

swrt_table_resource

Sets the distribution pattern of routing table entries of the LANSW module.

Table 10-2: List of Operation Commands (Software Version and System Status Check)
Command

Description

show version

Displays the information on the installed software and mounted boards on the LANSW module.

show system

Shows the operating state of the LANSW module.

clear control-counter

Resets the counts of system restart and partial restart due to failure to zero.

reload

Restarts the LANSW module.

show tech-support

Displays the information on the hardware and software state required for technical support.

show tcpdump

Monitors packets sent to or received by the LANSW module.

Table 10-3: List of Operation Commands (System Memory and MC Check)
Command

Description

show flash

Displays the usage of memory.

show mc

Displays the format and usage of MC.

format mc

Initializes the MC with the format for the LANSW module.

Table 10-4: List of Operation Commands (Log Information Check)
Command

Description

show logging

Displays the log collected in the LANSW module.

clear logging

Erases the log collected in the LANSW module.

show logging console

Displays the contents of configuration defined by the set logging console command.

set logging console

Controls the screen display of system messages in units of event levels.

Table 10-5: List of Operation Commands (Resource and Dump Information Check)
Command
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Description

show cpu

Displays the usage of CPU.

show processes

Displays the information on processes running in the LANSW module.

show memory

Displays the information on memory currently used by the LANSW module.

df

Displays the free area of a disk.

du

Displays the file capacity in a directory.

10. System Management

Command

Description

erase dumpfile

Deletes dumped files.

show dumpfile

Displays the list of dump files stored in the directory for storing dump files.

10.1.2 Checking Software Version
To check the information on software installed in the LANSW module, use the show version command. An example is
shown below.
Figure 10-1: Checking Software Information
> show version software
Date 2005/12/25 15:11:20 UTC
S/W: OS-L3L Ver. 10.0
>

10.1.3 Checking System Status
System operation status and installed memory can be checked by show system command. An example is shown below.
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Figure 10-2: Checking System Status
> show system
Date 2005/12/13 06:35:27 UTC
System: GG-BE9LSWM1, OS-L3A Ver. 10.0
Node : Name=System Name
Contact=Contact Address
Locate=Location
Elapsed Time : 2days 03:25:01
Machine ID : 0012.e268.2c21
Fan : Active Speed=Normal
PS : Active
EPU : Disconnect
Main Board : Active
Boot : 2005/12/11 19:27:42 , Power ON
Fatal restart : CPU 0 times, SW 0 times
Lamp : POWER LED=green , STATUS LED1=green
Board : CPU=PowerPC 533MHz , Memory=524,304kB(512MB)
Temperature : Normal(27degree)
Flash :
user area
config area
dump area
20,063kB used
17,764kB
131kB
2,168kB
32,985kB free
19,915kB
7,134kB
5,936kB
53,048kB total
37,679kB
7,265kB
8,104kB
MC : Disconnect
Device resources
Current selected swrt_table_resource: l3switch-2
IP Routing Entry :
Unicast : current number=16 , max number=8192
Multicast : current number=0 , max number=256
ARP : current number=6 , max number=1024
IPv6 Routing Entry :
Unicast : current number=7 , max number=2048
Multicast : current number=0 , max number=128
NDP : current number=0 , max number=1024
MAC-address Table Entry(Unit1) : current number=17 , max number=16384
MAC-address Table Entry(Unit2) : current number= - , max number= Flow detection mode : layer3-2
Used resources for filter(Used/Max)
MAC
IPv4
IPv6
Port 0/ 1- 3
:
n/a
0/128
n/a
Port 0/ 4- 6
:
n/a
0/128
n/a
Port 0/ 7- 9
:
n/a
0/128
n/a
Port 0/10-12
:
n/a
0/128
n/a
Port 0/13-15
:
n/a
0/128
n/a
Port 0/16-18
:
n/a
0/128
n/a
Port 0/19-21
:
n/a
0/128
n/a
Port 0/22-24
:
n/a
0/128
n/a
VLAN
:
n/a
n/a
n/a
Used resources for QoS(Used/Max)
MAC IPv4 IPv6
Port 0/ 1- 6
:
n/a
0/64
n/a
Port 0/ 7-12
:
n/a
0/64
n/a
Port 0/13-18
:
n/a
0/64
n/a
Port 0/19-24
:
n/a
0/64
n/a
VLAN
:
n/a
n/a
n/a
Used resources for UPC(Used/Max)
MAC IPv4 IPv6
Port 0/ 1- 6
:
n/a
0/64
n/a
Port 0/ 7-12
:
n/a
0/64
n/a
Port 0/13-18
:
n/a
0/64
n/a
Port 0/19-24
:
n/a
0/64
n/a
VLAN
:
n/a
n/a
n
>

10.1.4 Checking System Memory
The usage of file system on the LANSW module memory can be checked by the show flash command. If the used
volume is larger than 95% of the total capacity, see "Troubleshooting guide" and take the necessary action. An example
is shown below.
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Figure 10-3: Checking Flash Memory
>show flash
Date 2005/12/25 15:11:20 UTC
Flash :
user area
20,063kB used
17,764kB
32,985kB free
19,915kB
53,048kB total
37,679kB
>

config area
131kB
7,134kB
7,265kB

dump area
2,168kB
5,936kB
8,104kB

10.1.5 Inhibiting and Checking Operation Message Output
If the LANSW module status changes, an operation information or failure information is displayed as operation
message on the console or remote operation terminal. For example, if a line recovers from a faulty status, a recovery
message is displayed. If a line fails and operation is stopped, a line failure message is displayed. For details on
operation messages, see "Message Log Reference, 2 Routing Event Information".
Using the operation command set logging console, operation message output to the operation terminal can be inhibited
by event level. Inhibited contents can be checked by the operation command show logging console. A setting example
of inhibiting the output of operation message with event level E5 or lower to the operation terminal is shown below.
Figure 10-4: Setting Example of Inhibiting Operation Message Output
> set logging console disable E5
> show logging console
System message mode : E5
>
Note
When many operation messages occur in succession, only some of them are displayed on the console or remote
operation terminal. Please use the operation command "show logging" to confirm them.

10.1.6 Checking Operation Log Information
Operation messages are saved as operation log, as well as output to operation terminals. This information can be used to
manage the LANSW module operating status or fault occurrence.
The operation log stores events during the LANSW module operation in the order of occurrences and the same contents
as the operational messages. Log information contained in operation log includes:
• Operator message and reply message
• Operation message
The functional log contains operation information on errors and warnings categorized by message ID with the dates and
times the event occurred first and last, and the number of accumulations.
These log are stored in system by text and can be checked by show logging command. Also specific log into can be
displayed by setting a pattern string using grep. Failure related logs can be displayed altogether using the "show logging
| grep EVT" or "show logging | grep ERR" command. The figure below shows a display example of failure related logs.
Figure 10-5: Displaying Failure-related Logs
> show logging | grep EVT
:
(The middle part is omitted.)
:
EVT 08/10 20:39:38 E3 SOFTWARE 00005002 1001:000000000000 Login operator from
LOGHOST1 (ttyp1).
EVT 08/10 20:41:43 E3 SOFTWARE 00005003 1001:000000000000 Logout operator from
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LOGHOST1 (ttyp1).
:
(The rest is omitted.)
:
>

10.1.7 Setting Distribution Pattern of Routing Table Entries
The LANSW module can change the distribution pattern of routing table entries according to the LANSW module
application. Distribution pattern have 2 types; l3switch-1 or l3switch-2 can be set by the configuration command
swrt_table_resource.
Information on the distribution pattern and the number of table entries can be checked by the operation command show
system.
Distribution pattern and each table entry number is shown in the table below.
Table 10-6: List of Patterns and the Number of Table Entries
Item

Pattern
l3switch-2

l3switch-1*
IPv4

IPv6

Unicast route

12288

8192

Multicast route

1024

256

ARP

3072

1024

Unicast route

0

2048

Multicast route

0

128

NDP

0

1024

* Default is l3switch-1.

[Point of setting]
Default is l3switch-1. It is recommended to change this setting, if required, when introducing the LANSW module
since the LANSW module needs to restart to apply the change.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# swrt_table_resource l3switch-2
Sets l3switch-2 for the distribution pattern of table entries in configuration mode.
2. (config)# save
(config)# exit
Saves the setting and switches from configuration mode to administrator mode.
3. # reload
Restarts the LANSW module.

10.1.8 Setting when using IPv4/IPv6 multicast and IGMP/MLD snooping
at the same time
This device can use the IPv4/IPv6 multicast and IGMP/MLD snooping at the same time by specifying configuration
command swrt_multicast_table.
However, the setting information of swrt_multicast_table can be checked with operation command show system.
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[Setting point]
In the initial condition, swrt_multicast_table is not set. To set and enable swrt_multicast_table, this device needs to
be restarted. So, it is recommended to set swrt_multicast_table at initial installation.
[Setting with the command]
1. (config)# swrt_multicast_table
Set swrt_multicast_table in the configuration mode.
2. (config)# save
(config)# exit
Save the setting and switch the configuration mode to device administrator mode.
3. # reload
Restart this device.
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10.2 Recovery from Failure
The LANSW module automatically performs the recovery process if a failure occurs during operation. Depending the
faulty part, the recovery process is localized. Minimizing the range of effects by the recovery process avoids
interruption of the normally operating parts.

10.2.1 Faulty Part and Recovery Contents
Recovery contents depend on the time of failure occurrence and failure contents. Faulty parts and recovery contents are
listed in the table below.
Table 10-7: Faulty Part and Recovery Contents
Faulty Part

System Action

Recovery Contents

Range of Effects

Failure detected on port

Automatic recovery is
attempted the unlimited
number of times.

The corresponding port is
re-initialized.

Communication via the
corresponding port is
interrupted.

Main board failure

Automatic recovery is
attempted six times per hour.
While the failure continues,
the recovery process is
executed again one hour later.

The corresponding main
board is re-initialized.

Communication via all ports
in the LANSW module is
interrupted.

* The automatic recovery is not provided when the recovery process is disabled with the configuration command no system recovery.
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10.3 Built in Flash Memory
This section explains the limitations and precautions regarding the built-in flash memory used for saving the software,
configuration and log information

10.3.1 Maximum allowable number of write operations
This device provides a built-in flash memory as a storage device to be used for saving the software, configuration, and
log information. For the nature of a device, this built-in flash memory involves the maximum number of rewrite
operations. Exceeding the upper limit might lead to a fault.
The following table shows possible occasions on which the built-in flash memory can be written.
Suppose, for example, that there has been an event, such as a login to the device, execution of an operation command,
or a logout from the device. Rewriting log information, for example, will cause the built-in flash memory to undergo a
rewrite operation. If you repeat such operations once every 30 minutes, the device might cause a fault in about six
years.
The maximum allowable count of rewriting the built-in flash memory can be considered to be a required and efficient
value when it comes to daily maintenance and operation based on human hands. However, automatic operation from,
for example, the monitoring server, is not this case. During a relatively short period of time, frequently repeating login
and logout operations to/from the device might reach or exceed the maximum allowable count of rewriting the built-in
flash memory. This suggests that you should use the device with as less rewrite operations as possible.
Table 10-8: Possible Occasions for Rewriting the Built-In Flash Memory
Category

Occasion of rewriting

At device startup

• At restart based on the POWER ON or COMMAND/RESET switch or at restart
due to a fault

Configuration

• When Configuration command “save” (write), operation command “copy” and
operation command “erase configuration” executed.
• When setting, changing, deleting for each function executed.

User Account

• When login*1, logout*1, auto logout*1, configuration command mode changing*1
and restoring from the configuration command mode*1 executed.
• When operation command “adduser” and “rmuser” executed.
• When operation command “password” and “clear password” executed.
• When operation command “set terminal” executed*1.
• When [Tab] is pressed although the syntax specifies that the file name is to be
specified in CLI
• When operation command “set ssh hostke” executed*1.
• When a device login is made after successful authentication with RADIUS or
TACACS+

Log

• When a log event from E5 to E9 occurs
• When operation command “clear logging“ executed.

File operation

• When file writing occurs in reply to the redirection of the command display result
• When "ls/cp/rm/rmdir/dir/delete/undelete/squeeze" command executed.

When trouble information is
acquired

•
•
•
•
•

IPv6 DHCP server function

• When operation command "set ipv6-dhcp server duid" and “erase ipv6-dhcp server
duid“ executed.

When operation command "show tech-support" executed.
When "dump/restart" command executed.
When operation command "reroad" executed.
It is “core/dump” at collection by fault.
When operation command "show dumpfile", “erase dumpfile” executed.
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Category

Occasion of rewriting

web-authentication

• When operation command "commit web-authentication" executed.
• When operation command "show web-authentication user" executed.
• When operation command "set web-authentication ssl-crt", "clear
web-authentication ssl-crt, show web-authentication ssl-crt" executed.
• When operation command "set web-authentication html-files", "clear
web-authenticationhtml-files, show web-authentication html-files" executed.

Software management

• When operation command "ppupdate" executed.
• When operation command "set license", "erase license", "show license" executed.
• When operation command "ppupgrade" executed.

Note 1: The user account specified by the "no-flash" parameter in the "adduser" operation command is excluded.
Note 2: This is excluded when the "no logger syslog-dump" configuration command is specified.
Note 3: There might be case in which no writing occurs even if a file path is specified.

10.3.2 Operation for Reducing the Number of Write Operations
It is possible to reduce the number of write operations for the built-in flash memory. Using this function allows you to
repeat the login and logout operations without causing access to the built-in flash memory.

(1) Home directory
Such an event as a login to the device, execution of a command, or a logout from the device involves the occurrence of
access to the home directory, thus resulting in a rewrite operation with the built-in flash memory. When creating user
accounts, it is possible to place the home directory in memory for the purpose of suppressing access to the home
directory.
For this operation, when creating user accounts, you need to use the "adduser" operation command to specify the
"no-flash" parameter.

(2) Log
When the device encounters a fault of Level 5(E5) or higher or when there is an event that is a login to the device or a
logout from the device, log information is written into the built-in flash memory; actually, this writing can be
suppressed by the configuration setup.
Before starting this operation, set up the "no logging syslog-dump" configuration command.
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11

Power Saving Functionality
This chapter explains the power saving functions for the LANSW module.

11.1 Power Saving Function Overview
11.2 Power Saving Function Configuration
11.3 Power Saving Function Operation
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11.1 Power Saving Function Overview
11.1.1 Outline of Power Saving Function
When the bandwidth of accommodated ports is expanded for increasing network usage, the power for the expanded
bandwidth is also consumed. The power saving functions on the LANSW module enable to reduce the power used
unnecessarily.

(1) Supported power saving function
The LANSW module can support the following power saving functions. These power saving functions can be operated
continuously, and also operated only for the limited time zone by scheduling.
• Power supply OFF for the ports
• Power saving functions of the link-down ports[OS-L3SA]

11.1.2 Power Saving Function
(1) Turning OFF power supply of ports
The power consumption can be reduced by turning OFF the power supply for the unused ports. The power supply for
the ports can be turned off with the following processes.
• Shutdown the ports using configuration commands
• Disable the ports using operations commands

(2) Power saving functions for link-down port[OS-L3SA]
At the ports without LAN cables connected, and the ports that the links are down due to shutdown of systems to be
linked, when electric signals of LAN cables can be detected, the power consumption of the ports can be reduced until
the electric signals can be detected. Although this function enables to reduce the power consumption of the ports during
link down, it requires a longer time to link up.
To use this function, the setup of reducing the power consumption of link-down ports using configuration command is
required. This setup requires a batch processing on the LANSW module and it cannot be set by the port unit. In
addition, the power consumption can be reduced during link down at only the ports where 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/
1000BASE-T can operate. At the ports where optical signals are used, the power consumption cannot be changed
during link down even using this function.
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11.2 Power Saving Function Configuration
11.2.1 List of Configuration Commands
The configuration commands of the power saving functions are listed in the table below.
Table 11-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command
power-control port cool-standby

Description
Reduces power consumed by link-down ports.

11.2.2 Examples of Setting Configuration Commands
(1) Power saving functions for link-down port[OS-L3SA]
The setting examples of configuration commands to reduce the power consumption of link-down ports are shown
below.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# power-control port cool-standby
Sets the reduction of power consumption of link-down ports.
2. (config)# no power-control port cool-standby
Disables the reduction of power consumption of link-down ports.
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11.3 Power Saving Function Operation
11.3.1 List of Operation Commands
The operation commands of the power saving functions are listed in the table below:
Table 11-2: List of Operation Commands
Command
show power-control port

Description
Verifying Power Saving Status of Ports.

11.3.2 Verifying Power Saving Status of Ports
The power saving status of ports can be verified using operation command show power-control port. In addition, if this
is the case, the power saving functions of the link-down ports is disabled at 0/50 and 0/51 ports that optical signals are
used.
Figure 11-1: Checking power control status of ports
> show power-control port
Date 20XX/09/21 20:03:12 UTC
Port Status Cool-standby
0/1 up
0/2 down
applied
0/3 down
applied
0/4 up
0/5 up
:
:
0/48 down
applied
0/49 up
0/50 down
0/51 down
0/52 up
>
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12

Software Management
This chapter explains the concept of software update, and software backup restore.

12.1 List of Operation Commands
12.2 Software Update
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12.1 List of Operation Commands
The table below is the list of operation commands for software management.
Table 12-1: List of Operation Commands
Command
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Description

ppupdate

Updates to new software downloaded by ftp, tftp, etc.

backup

Saves the operating software and system information to the MC or remote ftp server.

restore

Restores the LANSW module information saved in the MC or remote ftp server to the LANSW module.

12. Software Management

12.2 Software Update
Software update means updating the software from old version to new version. Software is updated by transferring an
update file from a remote operation terminal such as a PC to the LANSW module and executing the update command
(ppupdate). Upon update, the LANSW module configuration and user information (login account and password) are
inherited unchanged. See "Software Update Guide" for details.
The figure below shows the software update summary.
Figure 12-1: Software Update Summary

Refer to "ftp" and "tftp" of manual "Operation Commands, Vol. 1, 3 Operation Terminal and Remote Operation" in this
figure for "(1) Transfer update file (ftp/tftp)" that has been described. Refer to "ppupdate" of manual "Operation
Commands, Vol. 1, 11 Software Update" for "(2) Run update command after login (ppupdate)".
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Part 3 Network Interface

13

Ethernet
This chapter describes the Ethernet provisions of the LANSW module.

13.1 Ethernet Overview
13.2 Configuration Common to Ethernet
13.3 Operations Common to Ethernet
13.4 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T Overview
13.5 Configuration of 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T
13.6 Server Connection Port Overview
13.7 Configuration of Server Connection port
13.8 10GBASE-R Overview
13.9 Configuration of 10GBASE-R
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13.1 Ethernet Overview
13.1.1 Network Configuration Example
The figure below illustrates a typical sample of Ethernet configuration using the LANSW module.
Figure 13-1: Configuration Example of Ethernet

13.1.2 Physical Interface
The following are the three types of Ethernet interfaces:
• Interfaces using UTP (Unshielded Twisted-Paired cable) for 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T that are
compliant with IEE802.3.
• Interfaces using optical fiber for 10GBASE-R that are compliant with IEE802.3ae.

13.1.3 MAC/LLC Sub-layer Control
Frame format is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 13-2: Frame Format

(1) MAC sub-layer frame format
(a) Preamble/SFD
The data is in binary form having a length of 64 bits as follows: "1010...1011 (the initial 62 bits are repetitions of 10 and
the last 2 bits are 11)". When transmitting the frame, this field is added to the beginning of the frame. Frames without
these 64-bit patterns cannot be received.
(b) DA/SA
The 48-bit format is supported. The 16-bit format and local address are not supported.
(c)

TYPE/LENGTH

Definitions of the TYPE/LENGTH field are shown in the table below.
Table 13-1: TYPE/LENGTH Field Handling
TYPE/LENGTH Value

Handling on the LANSW module

0x0000 to 0x05DC

Frame length of IEEE802.3 CSMA/CD

0x05DD and subsequent

Frame type of Ethernet V2.0

(d) FCS
Uses a 32-bit CRC calculation.

(2) LLC sub-layer frame format
LLC type 1 of IEEE802.2 is supported. Ethernet V2 has no LLC sub-layer.
(a) DSAP
Shows the destination service access point of the LLC information.
(b) SSAP
Shows the specific service access point where the LLC information was issued.
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(c)

CONTROL

Shows three formats: the information forwarding format, the monitor format, and the non-numerical control format.
(d) OUI
Shows the organization code field where the SNAP information was issued.
(e) PID
Shows the Ethernet type field where the SNAP information was issued.

(3) Handling of LLC
LLC type 1 of IEEE802.2 is supported. Only frames that match the following conditions are relayed. Frames with
conditions other than the following are discarded.
(a) CONTROL field
The value of a CONTROL field and the contents of transmission/reception support are shown in "Table 13-2:
CONTROL Field Value and Transmission/Reception Support". For the TEST and XID frames shown in "Table 13-2:
CONTROL Field Value and Transmission/Reception Support", a response is sent back in the form shown in "Table
13-3: XID/TEST Response".
Table 13-2: CONTROL Field Value and Transmission/Reception Support
Type

CODE
(Hexadecimal)

Command

Response

Remarks

TEST

F3 or E3

Receive
supported

Send supported

TEST response is returned according to IEEE802.2
specifications.

XID

BF or AF

Receive
supported

Send supported

XID response is returned according to IEEE802.2
specifications. However, information part of XID
response should be 129.1.0 (which shows Class I by
IEEE802.2 standard).

Table 13-3: XID/TEST Response
DA of MAC Header
Broadcast or multicast

Individual address
Local station address

Individual address
Other station address

Frame Type
XID/TEST

XID/TEST

XID/TEST

DSAP
AA(SNAP)
42(BPDU)
00(null)
FF (global)

Returned

Other than the above

Not returned

AA(SNAP)
42(BPDU)
00(null)
FF (global)

Returned

Other than the above

Not returned

All addresses

Not returned

(4) Conditions for discarding received frames
A received frame is discarded when any of the following conditions are met:
• Length of the frame is not twice the integer of the octet.
• Length of the received frame (DA to FCS) is less than 64 octets or more than 1523 octets.
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However, this applies when the specified frame size was exceeded during selection of a jumbo frame.
• FCS error
• Frames for which a collision occurs while being received if the connection interface is half-duplex.

(5) Handling of pad
When the length of the transmitted frame is less than 64 octets, the frame is padded in MAC sub-layer. The value of the
pad is undefined.

13.1.4 MAC Address of the LANSW module
(1) System MAC address
The LANSW module has a MAC address that identifies the LANSW module. This MAC address is referred to as the
LANSW module MAC address. The LANSW module MAC address is used as the MAC address for layer 3 interface
and as system identifier for protocols such as spanning tree.

(2) Functions using system MAC address
The table below lists the functions using the LANSW module MAC address.
Table 13-4: Functions Using System MAC Address
Function

Purpose

VLAN

MAC address of layer 3 interface

Link aggregation LACP

System ID

Spanning tree

System ID

Ring protocol

System ID

GSRP

System ID

LLDP

System ID

OADP

System ID

IEEE802.3ah/UDLD

System ID
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13.2 Configuration Common to Ethernet
13.2.1 List of Configuration Commands
Below list is the Configuration command list for common Ethernet.
Table 13-5: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

bandwidth

Sets the bandwidth.

description

Sets the supplementary description.

duplex

Sets duplex.

flowcontrol

Sets flow control.

frame-error-notice

Sets the conditions for informing frame reception/transmission error.

interface gigabitethernet

Sets 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T, configuration.

interface tengigabitethernet

Sets 10GBASE-R configuration.

link debounce

Sets link down detection time.

mtu

Sets Ethernet MTU.

shutdown

Shuts down Ethernet.

speed

Sets speed.

system mtu

Sets value for Ethernet MTU system.

13.2.2 Configuring an Ethernet interface
[Point of setting]
For Ethernet configuration[OS-L3A], specify the interface NIF number and port number, and then move to
config-if mode to set up the information.
For Ethernet configuration[OS-L3SA], specify the Switch number of the interface, the NIF number, and the port
number, and then move to config-if mode to set up the information.
[Command examples]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
Specifies that Ethernet interface 0/1 is to be configured.

13.2.3 Batch Setting of Multiple Interfaces
[Point of setting]
For Ethernet configuration, more than one interface may have same information defined. In such a case, you can
specify a range of interfaces to set the information in a batch process.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/1-2,tengigabitethernet 0/25
Specifies the range of 1 gigabit Ethernet interfaces 0/1 to 0/2 and 10 gigabit Ethernet interface 0/25 for setting.
2. (config-if-range)# *****
Sets the same configuration for multiple interfaces in a batch.
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13.2.4 Shutting Down Ethernet
[Point of setting]
For Ethernet configuration, more than one command may be used to define the configuration. In this case, if the
Ethernet becomes link up state before the configuration completes, the expected communication cannot be
performed. Therefore, it is recommended not to release the Ethernet from the shutdown state until the configuration
completes. For an unused Ethernet, leave it in the shutdown state. However, you need not shut down because it
doesn't become effective even if the shutdown is executed to the server connection port connected with the Xeon
server blade (A1/A2 model).
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/4
Specifies Ethernet interface 0/4 for setting.
2. (config-if)# shutdown
Shuts down Ethernet interface.
3. (config-if)# *****
Sets the configuration for Ethernet interface.
4. (config-if)# no shutdown
Releases the shutdown of Ethernet interface.

[Related information]
You can also use the operation command "inactivate" to stop Ethernet operation. However, if the command
"inactivate" is used to make the Ethernet "inactive", the Ethernet becomes "active" when the LANSW module
restarts. If the Ethernet is shut down, it remains "disable" even when the LANSW module restarts, and you need to
release the shutdown state to make it active by setting "no shutdown" in configuration.
[Note]
[CB 320]
Shutdown is not enabled for the server blades (ports 0/5 to 0/24) used before C51x3 model. So, shutdown is not
necessary.

13.2.5 Setting Jumbo Frame
MTU of Ethernet interface is 1500 octets according to the standard. With the LANSW module, the throughput can be
improved by extending the MTU with jumbo frame to increase the data amount to be transferred at a time.
The MTU is set by the port using jumbo frame. When a frame has the MTU with one or more VLAN tags attached, the
LANSW module can send/receive the frame.
The setting value of port MTU must be determined according to the network and remote system. If two VLAN tags are
added to a frame, for example, for VLAN tunneling, add 4 to the value of MTU so that the LANSW module can send/
receive such a frame.

(1) Setting of MTU for each port
[Point of setting]
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Set the port MTU of port 0/10 to 8192 octets. This setting enables the LANSW module to sent/receive a jumbo
frame of up to 8206 octets (for frame without VLAN tag) or up to 8210 octets (for frame with VLAN tags).
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/4
(config-if)# shutdown
(config-if)# mtu 8192
Sets the port MTU to 8192 octets.
2. (config-if)# no shutdown

[Note]
Even if you set the port MTU in the configuration, it will be 1500 octets when 10BASE-T or 100BASE-TX
half-duplex is used for connection (including 10BASE-T or 100BASE-TX half-duplex connection as a result of
autonegotiation).

(2) Setting of MTU common to all ports
[Point of setting]
Set the port MTU to 4096 octets for all Ethernet interfaces in the LANSW module. This setting enables the LANSW
module to sent/receive a jumbo frame of up to 4110 octets (for frame without VLAN tag) or up to 4114 octets (for
frame with VLAN tags).
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# system mtu 4096
Sets the port MTU to 4096 octets for all ports of the LANSW module.

[Note]
Even if you set the port MTU in the configuration, it will be 1500 octets when 10BASE-T or 100BASE-TX
half-duplex is used for connection (including 10BASE-T or 100BASE-TX half-duplex connection as a result of
autonegotiation).

13.2.6 Setting Link Down Detection Timer
When the time duration until the link is made down after a failure is detected is short, the link may become unstable
depending on the remote system. In this case, you can prevent the link from becoming unstable by setting the link down
detection timer.
[Point of setting]
Minimize the value of link down detection time as long as the link does not become unstable. Do not set link down
detection time if the link does not become unstable without changing the time.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/4
Specifies Ethernet interface 0/4 for setting.
2. (config-if)# link debounce time 5000
Sets the link down detection timer to 5000 ms.
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[Note]
Setting the link down detection time can prevent the link from becoming unstable, however, it takes longer to make
the link down when a failure occurs. Do not set this timer if you want to shorten the time duration until the link is
made down after a failure is detected.

13.2.7 Setting the linkup detection timer
If the linkup detection time from when a link error recovery is detected until a linkup occurs is short, the network status
may become unstable according to remote equipment. If this occurs, the network status can be prevented from being
unstable by setting the linkup detection timer.
[Setting point]
The linkup detection time is set to a short value as much as possible within the range in which the network status
does not become unstable.If the network status does not become unstable when the linkup detection time is omitted,
do not set the linkup detection time.
[Setting with the command]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/10
Specify the Ethernet interface 0/10 setting.
2. (config-if)# link up-debounce time 5000
Set the linkup detection timer to 5000 ms.

[Notice]
If the linkup detection timer is set to a long time, the time from when a link error is recovered until communication
is enabled becomes long. To make that time short, do not set the linkup detection timer.

13.2.8 Setting Frame Transmission/Reception Error Notification
When reception or transmission of frame fails due to a minor error occurred, the LANSW module collects the cause of
frame discard as the statistical information. If the number of errors and the rate of occurrence within 30 seconds
exceeds the threshold, the LANSW module notifies of errors by log or private trap.
The LANSW module allows you to set the threshold and error notification. If this setting is not specified, the LANSW
module displays a log only for the first error if 15 errors occur within 30 seconds.

(1) Notification based on the number of error frames as the threshold
[Point of setting]
For an error notification condition, to set the number of error occurrence times (number of error frames) as the
threshold for error notification condition, set "error-frames" with the command "frame-error-notice".
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# frame-error-notice error-frames 50
Sets the number of error occurrence times (number of error frames) to 50 as the threshold.

(2) Notification based on the error rate as the threshold
[Point of setting]
For an error notification condition, to set the rate of error occurrence (error rate) as the threshold for error
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notification condition, set "error-rate" with the command "frame-error-notice".
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# frame-error-notice error-rate 20
Sets the error rate to 20% for the threshold.

(3) Setting the log display at the time of notification
[Point of setting]
For an error notification condition, to set the log display at the time of error, specify "onetime-display" or
"everytime-display" with the command "frame-error-notice". Not to display the log, set "off". This setting does not
affect private trap.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# frame-error-notice everytime-display
Displays the log every time an error occurs.

(4) Setting conditions in combination
[Point of setting]
To set more than one error notification conditions in condition, set those conditions with the command
"frame-error-notice" at a time. The previous setting of notification condition become invalid, and you need to set
the same condition again with the command "frame-error-notice" if required.
[Setup using commands]
The example below sets the log to be displayed every time an error occurs, and also sets the error rate as the
threshold for error notification.
1. (config)# frame-error-notice error-frames 50 everytime-display
Sets the number of error occurrence (number of error frames) to 50, and sets the log to be displayed every time an
error occurs.
[Note]
To use private trap, use the command "snmp-server host" to set traps to be sent when frame reception and
transmission error occur.

13.2.9 Configuring flow control
To prevent the Switch from discarding received frames when the reception buffer has become full, the Switch needs to
send a pause packet to the remote device to request regulated sending. The remote device must be able to receive pause
packets and regulate sending in response to a received pause packet.
Whether the Switch regulates sending when it receives a pause packet from the remote device depends on the settings.
During auto-negotiation, the Switch can determine whether pause packets will be passed between the Switch and the
remote device.
For the Switch, you can enable flow control for a specific port, and can disable flow control for all ports on the Switch.
If flow control for all ports is disabled, port-specific flow control settings remain in a configuration file, but have no
effect.
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(1) Specifying the flow control settings for a specific port
[Point of setting]
Determine flow control settings that do not conflict with the settings on the remote device.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface tengigabitethernet 1/0/25
(config-if)# shutdown
Shuts down the Ethernet interface.
2. (config-if)# flowcontrol send off
(config-if)# flowcontrol receive off
Stops the passing of pause packets between the switch and the remote device.
3. (config-if)# no shutdown
Releases the Ethernet interface from the shutdown status.

(2) Specifying the same flow control settings for all ports
[Point of setting]
The example below shows how to disable flow control for all ports on the switch.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# system flowcontrol off
Disables the passing of pause packets between the switch and the remote device through any port.
2. (config)# save
(config)# exit
Saves the settings and switches from configuration mode to administrator mode.
3. # restart vlan
Restarts the VLAN program. After the VLAN program has restarted, pause packets can neither be sent to nor
received from the remote device through any port. All Ethernet interfaces are initialized again, and the ports that
make up the VLAN temporarily cannot be used to send or receive data.

(3) Specifying loose flow control mode
Precise flow control is necessary to minimize packet loss when connecting to the server. However, precise flow
control may create a momentary loop configuration that triggers status in which both parties regulate each other
(shown in the figure below). Loose flow control mode is suited for this type of network.
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Figure 13-3: Example of parties regulating each other

Because the pause packet sending interval is equal to or shorter than the transmission restriction time in default
mode, transmission from the receiving side of pause packets will be completely stopped. The following figure
describes the default behavior sequence:
Figure 13-4: Default behavior sequence

Because the pause packet sending interval is longer than the transmission restriction time in loose mode,
transmission will not be completely stopped when Switches communicate with each other. The following figure
describes the sequence of operations in loose mode:
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Figure 13-5: Operating sequence in loose mode

[Points to note]
The example below shows how to set loose flow control mode.
1. (config)# interface tengigabitethernet 1/0/25
(config-if)# shutdown
Shuts down the Ethernet interface.
2. (config-if)# flowcontrol send on loose
Sets the mode for sending pause packets to the remote device to loose mode.
3. (config-if)# no shutdown
Releases the Ethernet interface from the shutdown status.
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13.3 Operations Common to Ethernet
13.3.1 List of Operation Commands
The table below show the list of operation commands used for Ethernet.
Table 13-6: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show interfaces

Displays Ethernet information.

show port

Displays the list of Ethernet information.

show port statistics

Displays the list of Ethernet statistical information.

show port transceiver

Displays the transceiver information in list format.

clear counters

Clears the Ethernet statistical information counter.

inactivate

Changes the state of Ethernet from active to inactive.

activate

Changes the state of Ethernet from inactive to active.

test interfaces

Executes the line test.

no test interfaces

Stops the line test, and displays the result.

13.3.2 Checking the Operation Status of Ethernet
(1) Checking the operating status of all Ethernet
By executing the command "show port", you can confirm the status of all Ethernet installed on the LANSW module.
Confirm that the status of Ethernet to be used is up.
The execution result of the command show port is shown in the figure below.
Figure 13-6: Display Example of "Status of All Ethernet Interfaces Installed on the LANSW module"
> show port
Date 2005/11/21 15:16:19 UTC
Port Counts: 24
Port Name
Status
0/ 1 geth0/1
up
0/ 2 geth0/2
down
0/ 3 geth0/3
up
0/ 4 geth0/4
up
0/ 5 geth0/5
up
:
:
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Speed
1000BASE-T
100BASE-TX
1000BASE-T
SERDES

Duplex
full(auto)
full(auto)
full(auto)
full(auto)

FCtl FrLen ChGr/Status
off
1518
-/-/off
1518
-/off
1518
-/on
1518
-/-
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13.4 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T Overview
The interfaces using UTP (Unshielded Twisted-Paired cable) for 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T are
explained below. The 10BASE-T, 100BASE-TX, or 1000BASE-T interface for this device has four ports (from 0/1 to
0/4) in the 1-Gbps LAN switch module and two ports (0/1 and 0/2) in the 10-Gbps LAN switch module.

13.4.1 Function List
(1) Connection interface
(a) 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T automatic recognition (autonegotiation)
10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T are supported by the automatic recognition function (autonegotiation) and
fixed connection function.
• Automatic recognition ... 10BASE-T, 100BASE-TX, 1000BASE-T (Full-duplex).
• Fixed connection ... 10BASE-T, 100BASE-TX
You can set the following mode in the configuration. Set the mode according to the network to be connected. The
LANSW module comes with Autonegotiation set as the default value.
•
•
•
•
•

Autonegotiation
100BASE-TX full-duplex, fixed
100BASE-TX half-duplex, fixed
10BASE-T full-duplex, fixed
10BASE-T half-duplex, fixed

(b) 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T connection specifications
The following table provides the specified values in the configuration information and transmission rates of the remote
system, as well as the connection specifications in the full-duplex and half-duplex modes.
10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX may not be able to be connected by autonegotiation. Try to establish fixed settings
consistent with the remote system, as far as possible.
1000BASE-T is connected only by autonegotiation in the full-duplex mode.
[Note]
The 10BASE-T, 100BASE-TX, or 1000BASE-T interface for this device has four ports (from 0/1 to 0/4) in the
1-Gbps LAN switch module and two ports (0/1 and 0/2) in the 10-Gbps LAN switch module.
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Table 13-7: Transmission Rates and Connection Specifications in the Full-Duplex and Half-Duplex Modes
Connected System
Setting

Fixed

Autonegotiation

Interface

Fixed

Autonegotiation

10BASE-T
Half-duplex

10BASE-T
Full-duplex

100BASE-TX
Half-duplex

100BASE-TX
Full-duplex

10BASE-T
half-duplex

10BASE-T
half-duplex

N

N

N

10BASE-T
half-duplex

10BASE-T
full-duplex

N

10BASE-T
full-duplex

N

N

N

100BASE-TX
half-duplex

N

N

100BASE-TX
half-duplex

N

100BASE-TX
half-duplex

100BASE-TX
full-duplex

N

N

N

100BASE-TX
full-duplex

N

1000BASE-T
half-duplex

N

N

N

N

N

1000BASE-T
full-duplex

N

N

N

N

N

10BASE-T
half-duplex

10BASE-T
half-duplex

N

N

N

10BASE-T
half-duplex

10BASE-T
full-duplex

N

N

N

N

10BASE-T
full-duplex

10BASE-T
full-duplex and
half-duplex

10BASE-T
half-duplex

N

N

N

10BASE-T
full-duplex

100BASE-TX
half-duplex

N

N

100BASE-TX
half-duplex

N

100BASE-TX
half-duplex

100BASE-TX
full-duplex

N

N

N

N

100BASE-TX
full-duplex

100BASE-TX
full-duplex and
half-duplex

N

N

100BASE-TX
half-duplex

N

100BASE-TX
full-duplex

10BASE-T/
100BASE-TX
full-duplex and
half-duplex

10BASE-T
half-duplex

N

100BASE-TX
half-duplex

N

100BASE-TX
full-duplex

1000BASE-T
half-duplex

N

N

N

N

N

1000BASE-T
full-duplex

N

N

N

N

1000BASE-T
full-duplex

1000BASE-T
full-duplex and
half-duplex

N

N

N

N

1000BASE-T
full-duplex

10BASE-T/
100BASE-TX/
1000BASE-T
full-duplex and
half-duplex

10BASE-T
half-duplex

N

100BASE-TX
half-duplex

N

1000BASE-T
full-duplex

(Legend) N: Cannot be connected
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(2) Autonegotiation
Autonegotiation is a function to exchange information concerning transmission rate, full-duplex and half-duplex mode
recognition, and flow control between opposite systems in order to determine the connection operation.
Table 13-7: Transmission Rates and Connection Specifications in the Full-Duplex and Half-Duplex Modes" shows the
connection specifications of the LANSW module. If resolution cannot be attained by negotiation, the LANSW module
repeats connection until link connection is established.

(3) Flow control
Flow control is a function that instructs a temporary pause of the frame transmission to the remote system by means of
a pause packet, so that the frame will not be discarded due to exhaustion of the receiving buffer in the LANSW module.
If the local system receives a pause packet, it restricts transmission. This function is supported only in the full-duplex
mode.
The LANSW module monitors the usage of the receiving buffer, and transmits a pause packet if the remote system
needs to be restricted in transmission. If the local system receives a pause packet, it restricts the transmission. The
configuration information of flow control pause packets can be set up for transmission and reception independently,
and selection can be made among Enable, Disable, and the mode decided by negotiation. Make settings at the LANSW
module and the remote system in such a manner that there will be proper correspondence between transmission and
reception. For example, when pause packet transmission is enabled for the LANSW module, enable pause packet
reception at the remote system. The settings and actual operation modes at the LANSW module and remote system are
given in "Table 13-8: Transmitting Operation for Flow Control", "Table 13-9: Receiving Operation for Flow Control",
and "Table 13-10: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".
Table 13-8: Transmitting Operation for Flow Control
Pause Packet
Transmission
from the LANSW module

Pause Packet Reception at
Remote System

on

Valid

off

Invalid

The remote system does not perform transmission
restriction.

desired

desired

The remote system performs transmission restriction.

Flow Control Operation

The remote system performs transmission restriction.

(Legend)
on : Valid.
off : Invalid. If it is set in combination with 'desired', the operation takes place according to the result of negotiation. For flow
control operation, refer to "Table 13-10: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".
desired: Effective. When autonegotiation is chosen, the operation takes place according to the negotiation result. For flow control
operation, refer to "Table 13-10: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".

Table 13-9: Receiving Operation for Flow Control
Pause Packet Reception
at the LANSW module

Pause Packet Transmission
from Remote System

Flow Control Operation

on

Valid

off

Invalid

The LANSW module does not perform transmission
restriction.

desired

desired

The LANSW module performs transmission restriction.

The LANSW module performs transmission restriction.

(Legend)
on : Valid.
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off : Invalid. If it is set in combination with 'desired', the operation takes place according to the result of negotiation. For flow
control operation, refer to "Table 13-10: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".
desired: Effective. When autonegotiation is chosen, the operation takes place according to the negotiation result. For flow control
operation, refer to "Table 13-10: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".

Table 13-10: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation
The LANSW module

Remote System

Autonegotiation Result of
the LANSW module

Flow Control Operation

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Transmission
Restriction of
the LANSW
module

Transmission
Restriction of
Remote
System

on

desired

Valid

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

on

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Not performed

Performed

Invalid

on

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

on

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Not performed

Performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Not performed

Performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Not performed

Performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

desired

off

Valid

Invalid

desired
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The LANSW module

Remote System

Autonegotiation Result of
the LANSW module

Flow Control Operation

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Transmission
Restriction of
the LANSW
module

Transmission
Restriction of
Remote
System

desired

on

Valid

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Not performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

Valid

on

off

Not performed

Not performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

off

Performed

Not performed

Valid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Not performed

Performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

desired

off

Valid

Invalid

desired

desired

Valid

Invalid

desired

(4) AUTO-MDI/MDI-X
AUTO-MDI/MDI-X is a function for automatically switching between MDI and MDI-X. This allows communication
through either cross cable or straight cable. The function is supported only in the Autonegotiation mode. In the fixed
half-duplex or full-duplex mode, MDI-X is effective. The pin mappings for MDI and MDI-X are given in the table
below.
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Table 13-11: Pin Mappings for MDI and MDI-X
RJ45
Pin No.

MDI

MDI-X

1000BASE-T

100BASE-TX

10BASE-T

1000BASE-T

100BASE-TX

10BASE-T

1

BI_DA+

TD+

TD+

BI_DB+

RD+

RD+

2

BI_DA-

TD-

TD-

BI_DB-

RD-

RD-

3

BI_DB+

RD+

RD+

BI_DA+

TD+

TD+

4

BI_DC+

Unused

Unused

BI_DD+

Unused

Unused

5

BI_DC-

Unused

Unused

BI_DD-

Unused

Unused

6

BI_DB-

RD-

RD-

BI_DA-

TD-

TD-

7

BI_DD+

Unused

Unused

BI_DC+

Unused

Unused

8

BI_DD-

Unused

Unused

BI_DC-

Unused

Unused

Note 1
With 10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX, the transmission (TD) and reception (RD) signals use separate signaling lines.
Note 2
With 1000BASE-T, all the eight pins are used for simultaneous bi-directional communication in transmission and reception.
Therefore, the signal names are represented differently. (BI_Dx: Bi-directional data signal)

(5) Jumbo frame
Jumbo frame is a function designed to relay frames in which DA- data of the MAC header exceeds 1518 octets.
Moreover, the size in which IP packets are fragmented can also be enlarged by changing mtu of the IP information.
The LANSW module supports only the Ethernet V2 format frame. The 802.3 format frame is not supported. For
frames, refer to the frame formats in "13.1.3 MAC/LLC Sub-layer Control". For the tagged frame, refer to the format of
the tagged frame in "17.1.5 VLAN Tag". Moreover, physical interfaces are supported only by 100BASE-TX
(Full-duplex) and 1000BASE-T (Full-duplex). The following table shows the functions supported by jumbo frame.
Table 13-12: Functions Supported by Jumbo Frame
Item

Frame Format

Contents

EthernetV2*1

IEEE802.3*1

Frame length (octet)

1519 to 9234

N

Length of DA to data of MAC header. FCS not included.

Receiving function

Y

N

IEEE802.3 frame is discarded when the value in the
LENGTH field is larger than 0x05DD (1501 octets).

Transmitting function

Y

N

No IEEE802.3 frame is transmitted.

(Legend) Y: Supported N: Not supported
*1 Refer to the frame format in "13.1.3 MAC/LLC Sub-layer Control".

(6) Note on connecting 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T
• Note that connection will not be established, if the transmission rate and the full-duplex or half-duplex mode do not
match the remote system.
Subsequent communication may be terminated if communication is performed with inconsistency. In such a case,
execute the inactivate and activate commands for the relevant port.
• See the "Hardware Installation Guide" for the cables to be used.
• The full-duplex interface is implemented forgoing the collision detection and loopback functions. For this reason,
when 10BASE-T or 100BASE-TX is used in full-duplex interface settings, make connection by setting the remote
connection port always set at the full-duplex interface.
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• When 1000BASE-T is used, Autonegotiation is available only in the full-duplex mode.
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13.5 Configuration of 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/
1000BASE-T
13.5.1 Setting Ethernet
(1) Setting the speed and duplex
The transmission speed and duplex between the LANSW module and remote system can be set. By default, the
transmission speed and duplex are determined by autonegotiation with the remote system. The 10BASE-T,
100BASE-TX, or 1000BASE-T interface for this device has four ports (from 0/1 to 0/4) in the 1-Gbps LAN switch
module and two ports (0/1 and 0/2) in the 10-Gbps LAN switch module.
(a) When connecting to the remote system not supporting autonegotiation
[Point of setting]
For 10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX, autonegotiation may not be used for connection, depending to the remote
system. In such a case, specify the line speed and duplex according to the remote system, and use the fixed
connection.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# shutdown
(config-if)# speed 10
(config-if)# duplex half
Sets to connect to the remote system with 10BASE-T half-duplex.
2. (config-if)# no shutdown
(b) When using a specific speed as well as autonegotiation
[Point of setting]
The LANSW module allows the line speed to be specified even when autonegotiation is used for connection. If the
line speed is specified as well as autonegotiation, and if the remote system connected by autonegotiation cannot
implement the specified line speed, the link to the remote system is not enabled. Therefore, connections at
undesirable line speed can be prevented.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# shutdown
(config-if)# speed auto 1000
Sets 1000BASE-T to be used for connection also in automatic negotiation.
2. (config-if)# no shutdown

[Note]
• Set the line speed and duplex in the correct combination. For autonegotiation, both the line speed and duplex must be
set with autonegotiation. For a fixed connection, both the line speed and duplex must be fixed. If the combination is
incorrect, autonegotiation is used for the connection with the remote system.Line speed and duplex operation to be
determined by a combination of “Table 12-13 Operation decides by combining speed of line and duplex.” indicates.
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Table 13-13: Operation decided by combining speed of line and duplex
duplex

duplex half

duplex full

duplex auto

speed 10

speed 10
duplex half

speed 10
duplex full

speed auto
duplex auto

speed 100

speed 100
duplex half

speed 100
duplex full

speed auto
duplex auto

speed 1000

speed auto
duplex auto

speed auto
duplex auto

speed auto
duplex auto

speed auto

speed auto
duplex auto

speed auto
duplex auto

speed auto
duplex auto

speed auto 10

speed auto 10
duplex auto

speed auto 10
duplex auto

speed auto 10
duplex auto

speed auto 100

speed auto 100
duplex auto

speed auto 100
duplex auto

speed auto 100
duplex auto

speed auto 1000

speed auto 1000
duplex auto

speed auto 1000
duplex auto

speed auto 1000
duplex auto

speed auto 10 100

speed auto 10 100
duplex auto

speed auto 10 100
duplex auto

speed auto 10 100
duplex auto

speed auto 10 100 1000

speed auto 10 100 1000
duplex auto

speed auto 10 100 1000
duplex auto

speed auto 10 100 1000
duplex auto

line speed

* The transmission speed and communication type 1000Mbit / s full duplex foe fixed and can not be changed.

• The 10-Gbps LAN switch has ports 03 and 04, which are set at "shutdown" because they cannot be used. Do not
change these ports to the "no shutdown" setting.

13.5.2 Setting Flow Control
To prevent the receiving buffer from discarding received frames due to exhaustion, the LANSW module requests the
remote system to restrict transmission by sending a pause packet. The remote system needs to have ability to receive
the pause packet and restrict transmission.
When the LANSW module receives a pause packet from the remote system, it depends on the setting whether the
LANSW module restricts transmission or not. The LANSW module can negotiate with the remote system whether to
send/receive a pause packet in autonegotiation.
This device allows flow control to be set for each port and to be disabled for all ports within it. If flow control is
disabled for all ports within the device, the flow control setting for each port remains in the configuration file, but
resulting in no operation.

(1) Flow control setting for each port
[Point of setting]
The flow control setting must not be conflict with the setting on the remote system.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# shutdown
(config-if)# flowcontrol send off
(config-if)# flowcontrol receive off
Stops sending/receiving a pause packet to/from the remote system.
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2. (config-if)# no shutdown

(2) Flow control setting common to all ports
[Point of setting]
Flow control is disabled for all ports in the device. This setting is enabled when the device or VLAN program is
restarted.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# system flowcontrol off
The stop of the pause packet transmission to and reception from the remote equipment is set for all ports.
2. (config)# save
(config)# exit
The setting is saved and the configuration mode is switched to the device administrator mode.
3. # restart vlan
The VLAN program restarts. The pause packet transmission to and reception from the remote equipment are
stopped. All Ethernet interfaces are re-initialized, and the ports consisting of VLAN are temporarily disabled
for data transmission and reception.

13.5.3 Setting automatic MDIX
The 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T ports of this device support the automatic MDIX function. So, during
auto-negotiation, the MDI setting is automatically switched according to the straight or cross cable, thus enabling
communication. Moreover, this device supports the MDI fixation function. So, MDI-X (HUB specification) is used
during MDI fixation.
[Setting point]
To fix automatic MDIX to MDI-X, set it for the interface to be fixed.
[Setting with the command]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/24
Specify the setting of Ethernet interface 0/24.
2. (config-if)# no mdix-auto
(config-if)# exit
Disable the automatic MDIX function to fix MDI-X.
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13.6 Server Connection Port Overview
13.6.1 Function List
The ports from 0/5 to 0/24 in this device serve as special-purpose ports to be connected with the server blade in the
Compute Blade. The server connection port is explained in the following.

(1) Connection of server connection port and server blade
[CB 2000]
The server connection port and the server blade are connected in the Compute Blade 2000 as follows.
Figure 13-7: Connection of server connection port and server blade

Figure 13-7, "Connection between Server Connection Port and Server Blade", is connection diagrams
when this 2(Set it up in switch bay # 0 and switch bay # 1) devices and 8 server blades are set up in
Compute Blade 2000.
When this device is installed in switch bay # 0 and switch bay # 1, the server connection port (0/24 from
port 0/13) becomes a unconnection to server blade.
There is a port where SERDES and the server blade become the unconnections in Compute Blade
2000. The port that becomes this unconnection is different according to the switch bay where the switch
module is set up. Please refer to "Table 1-2: The port number of SEREDES of the Compute Blade 2000
server blade and the unconnection" for details.
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[CB 320]
The server connection port and the server blade are connected in the Compute Blade 320 as follows.
Figure 13-8: Connection of server connection port and server blade

Figure 13-8, "Connection between Server Connection Port and Server Blade", shows a connection
diagram applicable to the maximum configuration of the Compute Blade 320, which consists of two of
this unit and 10 server blades. If only one of this device is installed, note that you cannot perform the form
of communication which uses the B side of the LAN controller #0 of each server blade and the B side of
the LAN controller #1.

[CB 500]
The server connection port and the server blade are connected in the Compute Blade 500 as follows.
Figure 13-9: Connection of server connection port and server blade
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Figure 13-9, "Connection between Server Connection Port and Server Blade", is connection diagrams
when this 2(Set it up in switch bay # 0 and switch bay # 1) devices and 8 server blades are set up in
Compute Blade 500.
When this device is installed in switch bay # 0 and switch bay # 1, the server connection port (0/24 from
port 0/13) becomes a unconnection to server blade. The port that becomes this unconnection is different
according to the extention card and the switch bay where the switch module is set up.

(2) Autonegotiation
Autonegotiation is a function used to exchange information with the remote system about the transmission rate,
selection between full-duplex and half-duplex, and the flow control, thereby deciding the connecting operation.
If resolution cannot be attained by negotiation, the LANSW module repeats connection until link connection is
established.

(3) Flow control
Flow control is a function that instructs a temporary pause of the frame transmission to the remote system by means of
a pause packet, so that the frame will not be discarded due to exhaustion of the receiving buffer in the LANSW module.
If the local system receives a pause packet, it restricts transmission. This function is supported only in the full-duplex
mode.
The LANSW module monitors the usage of the receiving buffer, and transmits a pause packet if the remote system
needs to be restricted in transmission. If the local system receives a pause packet, it restricts the transmission. The
configuration information of flow control can be set up for transmission and reception independently, and selection can
be made among Enable, Disable and the mode decided by negotiation. Make settings at the LANSW module and the
remote system in such a manner that there will be proper correspondence between transmission and reception. For
example, when pause packet transmission is enabled for the LANSW module, enable pause packet reception at the
remote system. The settings and actual operation modes at the LANSW module and remote system are given in "Table
13-14: Transmitting Operation for Flow Control", "Table 13-15: Receiving Operation for Flow Control", and "Table
13-16: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".
Table 13-14: Transmitting Operation for Flow Control
Pause Packet
Transmission from the
LANSW module

Pause Packet Reception at
Remote System

Flow Control Operation

on

Valid

off

Invalid

The remote system does not perform transmission
restriction.

desired

desired

The remote system performs transmission restriction.

The remote system performs transmission restriction.

(Legend)
on : Valid.
off : Invalid. If it is set in combination with 'desired', the operation takes place according to the result of negotiation. For flow
control operation, refer to "Table 13-16: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".
desired: Effective. When autonegotiation is chosen, the operation takes place according to the negotiation result. For flow control
operation, refer to "Table 13-16: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".
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Table 13-15: Receiving Operation for Flow Control
Pause Packet Reception at
the LANSW module

Pause Packet Transmission from
Remote System

Flow Control Operation

on

Valid

off

Invalid

The LANSW module does not perform transmission
restriction.

desired

desired

The LANSW module performs transmission
restriction.

The LANSW module performs transmission
restriction.

(Legend)
on : Valid.
off : Invalid. If it is set in combination with 'desired', the operation takes place according to the result of negotiation. For flow
control operation, refer to "Table 13-16: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".
desired: Effective. When autonegotiation is chosen, the operation takes place according to the negotiation result. For flow control
operation, refer to "Table 13-16: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation".

Table 13-16: Flow Control Operation by Autonegotiation
The LANSW module

Remote System

Autonegotiation Result of
the LANSW module

Flow Control Operation

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Transmission
Restriction of
the LANSW
module

Transmission
Restriction of
Remote
System

on

desired

Valid

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

on

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Not performed

Performed

Invalid

on

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

on

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Not performed

Performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Not performed

Performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Not performed

Performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

desired

off

Valid

Invalid

desired
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The LANSW module

Remote System

Autonegotiation Result of
the LANSW module

Flow Control Operation

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Pause Packet
Transmission

Pause
Packet
Reception

Transmission
Restriction of
the LANSW
module

Transmission
Restriction of
Remote
System

desired

on

Valid

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Not performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

on

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

Valid

on

off

Not performed

Not performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

off

Performed

Not performed

Valid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

off

off

Performed

Not performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Not performed

Performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Valid

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

off

off

Not performed

Not performed

desired

on

on

Performed

Performed

Invalid

desired

off

Valid

Invalid

desired

desired

Valid

Invalid

desired

(4) Jumbo frame
Jumbo frame is a function designed to relay frames in which DA- data of the MAC header exceeds 1518 octets.
Moreover, the size in which IP packets are fragmented can also be enlarged by changing mtu of the IP information.
The LANSW module supports only the Ethernet V2 format frame. The 802.3 format frame is not supported. For
frames, refer to the frame formats in "13.1.3 MAC/LLC Sub-layer Control". For the tagged frame, refer to the format of
the tagged frame in "17.1.5 VLAN Tag". The following table shows the functions supported by jumbo frame.
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Table 13-17: Functions Supported by Jumbo Frame
Item

Frame Format

Contents

EthernetV2*

IEEE802.3*

Frame length (octet)

1519 to 9234

N

Length of DA to data of MAC header. FCS not
included.

Receiving function

Y

N

IEEE802.3 frame is discarded when the value in the
LENGTH field is larger than 0x05DD (1501 octets).

Transmitting function

Y

N

No IEEE802.3 frame is transmitted.

(Legend) Y: Supported N: Not supported
* Refer to the frame format in "13.1.3 MAC/LLC Sub-layer Control".
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13.7 Configuration of Server Connection port
13.7.1 Set value of server connection port
(1) Setting the speed and duplex
A speed of the server connection port of this device and a set value of duplex are indicated as follows.
Table 13-18: A speed of the server connection port and a set value of duplex
model

Port number

Transmission speed

duplex

Compute Blade 2000
GVX-BE2LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GVX-BE2LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

port 0/5 to 0/24

*1

*1

Compute Blade 320
GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y
GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

port 0/5 to 0/14

*1

*1

port 0/15 to 0/24

speed auto

duplex auto

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW1X1
GV-BE2LSW1X1-Y
GGX-BE3LSW2X1
GV-BE2LSW2X1-Y

port 0/5 to 0/24

speed auto

duplex auto

Compute Blade 500
GGX-BE3LSW4X1
GG-BE3LSW4X1-Y

port 1/0/9 to 1/0/40

speed auto

duplex auto

*1 By the server blade model, the set value of the transmission speed and duplex mode is different. The following are the settings for
the transmission speed and the duplex corresponding to the server blade model.

Server blade model
x5/x4/x3/x2/x1 model
x6 model
E55A1/E57A1/E57E1/
E55A2/E57A2/E57E2 model
E55R3/E55S3 model

Transmission speed

duplex

1000Mbit/s fixed

full duplex fixed

speed auto

duplex auto

1000Mbit/s fixed

full duplex fixed

speed auto

duplex auto

[note]
The following shows the setup of the server connection port speed and duplex setup for this device.
The setup values of the server connection port should be used as is, because an attempt to change the setup from those shown in
Table 13-18, "A speed of the server connection port and a set value of duplex", might cause a fault in communication with the
server blade.

13.7.2 Setting Flow Control
To prevent the receiving buffer from discarding received frames due to exhaustion, the LANSW module requests the
ServerBlade to restrict transmission by sending a pause packet. The ServerBlade needs to have ability to receive the
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pause packet and restrict transmission.
When the LANSW module receives a pause packet from the ServerBlade, it depends on the setting whether the
LANSW module restricts transmission or not. The LANSW module can negotiate with the ServerBlade whether to
send/receive a pause packet in autonegotiation.
This device allows flow control to be set for each port and to be disabled for all ports within it. If flow control is
disabled for all ports within the device, the flow control setting for each port remains in the configuration file, but
resulting in no operation.

(1) Flow control setting for each port
[Point of setting]
The flow control setting must not be conflict with the setting on the ServerBlade.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/5
(config-if)# flowcontrol send off
(config-if)# flowcontrol receive off
Stops sending/receiving a pause packet to/from the remote system.

(2) Flow control setting common to all ports
[Point of setting]
Flow control is disabled for all ports in the device. This setting is enabled when the device or VLAN program is
restarted.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# system flowcontrol off
The stop of the pause packet transmission to and reception from the remote equipment is set for all ports.
2. (config)# save
(config)# exit
The setting is saved and the configuration mode is switched to the device administrator mode.
3. # restart vlan
The VLAN program restarts. The pause packet transmission to and reception from the remote equipment are stopped.
All Ethernet interfaces are re-initialized, and the ports consisting of VLAN are temporarily disabled for data
transmission and reception.

13.7.3 Setting Jumbo flame
The port's MTU must be set so that it is possible to receive jumbo frames with the Ethernet interface. The port's MTU
setup must contain the maximum length of an IPv4 packet that can be sent/received by that circuit.
For this device value, it will become possible to send/receive frames having a single VLAN tag to/from the IPv4 packet
of the specified MTU.
[Point of setting]
The port's MTU setup value is determined together with the network and server blade. If two VLAN tags are
handled in, for example, VLAN tunneling, a value of 4 must be added to the MTU value to enable frame
transmission/reception.
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The port's MTU is set at 8192 octets here. This setup makes it possible to send/receive a jumbo frame of 8206 octets
if the particular frame has no VLAN tags and a jumbo frame of up to 8210 octets if the frame has VLAN tags.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# mtu 8192
MTU of the port is set to 8192 octets.
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13.8 10GBASE-R Overview
13.8.1 Function List
Interfaces using optical fiber of 10GBASE-R are explained below.

(1) Connection interface
(a) 10GBASE-R
10GBASE-SR, 10GBASE-LR and 10GBASE-ER are supported. The line speed is fixed to 10Gbit/s full-duplex.
10GBASE-SR:
Used to connect over short distances. For example, use it to connect between floors of a building.
10GBASE-LR:
Used to connect over medium distance. For example, use it to connect buildings on the same premises.
[Note]
The 10GBASE-ER is not available because it is not supported.
(b) 10GBASE-R connection specifications
The physical specifications for the 10GBASE-SR are shown in "Table 13-19: 10GBASE-SR Physical Specifications",
while the physical specifications for the 10GBASE-LR are shown in Table 12-20, "10GBASE-LR Physical
Specifications".
Table 13-19: 10GBASE-SR Physical Specifications
Item

Physical specification

Cable type

Multi-mode

Core/cladding surface
diameter
Transmission band

50/125μm
400MHz・km

500MHz・km

Light emitting center
wavelength

63.5/125μm
2000MHz・km

200MHz・km

2m to 26m

2m to 33m

0.840 to 0.860μm

Light transmission
power (average)

-7.3 to -1.0dBm

Light reception power
(average)

-9.9 to -1.0dBm

Light transmission
loss (maximum)
Transmission distance

160MHz・km

2.6dB
2m to 66m

2m to 82m

2m to 300m

Table 13-20: 10GBASE-LR Physical Specifications
Item
Cable type
Core/cladding surface diameter
Light emitting center wavelength
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Item

Physical specification

Light transmission power (average)

-8.2 to +5dBm

Light reception power (average)

-14.4 to +0.5dBm

Light transmission loss (maximum)

6.2dB

Transmission distance

2m to 66m

(2) Flow control
Flow control is a function that instructs a temporary pause of the frame transmission to the remote system by means of
a pause packet, so that the frame will not be discarded due to exhaustion of the receiving buffer in the LANSW module.
If the local system receives a pause packet, it restricts transmission.
The LANSW module monitors the usage of the receiving buffer, and transmits a pause packet if the remote system
needs to be restricted in transmission. If the local system receives a pause packet, it restricts the transmission. The
configuration information of flow control can be set up for transmission and reception independently, and either enable
and disable can be selected. Make settings at the LANSW module and the remote system in such a manner that there
will be proper correspondence between transmission and reception. For example, when pause packet transmission is
enabled for the LANSW module, enable pause packet reception at the remote system. The settings and actual operation
modes at the LANSW module and the remote system are given in "Table 13-21: Transmitting Operation for Flow
Control" and "Table 13-22: Receiving Operation for Flow Control".
Table 13-21: Transmitting Operation for Flow Control
Pause Packet
Transmission from the
LANSW module

Pause Packet Reception at
Remote System

Flow Control Operation

on

Valid

off

Invalid

The remote system does not perform transmission
restriction.

desired

desired

The remote system performs transmission restriction.

The remote system performs transmission restriction.

(Legend) on: Valid off: Invalid desired: Valid

Table 13-22: Receiving Operation for Flow Control
Pause Packet Reception
at the LANSW module

Pause Packet Transmission
from Remote System

Flow Control Operation

on

Valid

off

Invalid

The LANSW module does not perform transmission
restriction.

desired

desired

The LANSW module performs transmission restriction.

The LANSW module performs transmission restriction.

(Legend) on: Valid off: Invalid desired: Valid

(3) Jumbo frame
Jumbo frame is a function designed to relay frames in which DA- data of the MAC header exceeds 1518 octets.
Moreover, the size in which IP packets are fragmented can also be enlarged by changing mtu of the IP information.
The LANSW module supports only the Ethernet V2 format frame. The 802.3 format frame is not supported. For
frames, refer to the frame formats in "13.1.3 MAC/LLC Sub-layer Control". For the tagged frame, refer to the format of
the tagged frame in "17.1.5 VLAN Tag". The following table shows the functions supported by jumbo frame.
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Table 13-23: Functions Supported by Jumbo Frame
Item

Frame Format

Contents

EthernetV2*1

IEEE802.3*1

Frame length (octet)

1519 to 9234

N

Length of DA to data of MAC header. FCS not included.

Receiving function

Y

N

IEEE802.3 frame is discarded when the value in the
LENGTH field is larger than 0x05DD (1501 octets).

Transmitting
function

Y

N

No IEEE802.3 frame is transmitted.

(Legend) Y: Supported N: Not supported
*1 Refer to the frame format in "13.1.3 MAC/LLC Sub-layer Control".

(4) Note on connecting 10GBASE-R
• The half duplex and autonegotiation of 10GBASE-R do not exist in the IEEE802.3ae standard. Only full duplex fixed
connection is used.
• Operation cannot be guaranteed when using anything other than transceivers described in the "Compute Blade User’s
Guide".
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13.9 Configuration of 10GBASE-R
13.9.1 Setting Flow Control
To prevent the receiving buffer from discarding received frames due to exhaustion, the LANSW module requests the
remote system to restrict transmission by sending a pause packet. The remote system needs to have ability to receive
the pause packet and restrict transmission.
When the LANSW module receives a pause packet from the remote system, it depends on the setting whether the
LANSW module restricts transmission or not.

(1) Flow control setting for each port
[Point of setting]
The flow control setting must not be conflict with the setting on the remote system.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface tengigabitethernet 0/25
(config-if)# shutdown
Shuts down Ethernet interface.
2. (config-if)# flowcontrol send off
(config-if)# flowcontrol receive off
Stops sending/receiving a pause packet to/from the remote system.
3. (config-if)# no shutdown
Releases the shutdown of Ethernet interface.

(2) Flow control setting common to all ports
[Point of setting]
Flow control is disabled for all ports in the device. This setting is enabled when the device or VLAN program is
restarted.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# system flowcontrol off
The stop of the pause packet transmission to and reception from the remote equipment is set for all ports.
2. (config)# save
(config)# exit
The setting is saved and the configuration mode is switched to the device administrator mode.
3. # restart vlan
The VLAN program restarts. The pause packet transmission to and reception from the remote equipment are stopped.
All Ethernet interfaces are re-initialized, and the ports consisting of VLAN are temporarily disabled for data
transmission and reception.
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14

Link Aggregation
This chapter explains the link aggregation and its operation.

14.1 Basic Function of Link Aggregation Overview
14.2 Configuration of Link Aggregation Basic Function
14.3 Link Aggregation Extended Function Overview
14.4 Configuration of Link Aggregation Extended Function
14.5 Link Aggregation Operation
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14.1 Basic Function of Link Aggregation Overview
14.1.1 Outline of Link Aggregation
Link aggregation is a function to connect with the neighboring system through multiple Ethernet ports, and bundle
them together to handle as one single virtual link. This virtual link is called Link Channel Group. The link aggregation
allows for extending the bandwidth between connected systems and securing redundancy.

14.1.2 Configuration of Link Aggregation
The figure below illustrates a sample configuration of link aggregation. This example aggregates four ports. If one of
the aggregated ports has a failure, it is separated from the channel group, and the remaining ports carries on the
communication by group.
Figure 14-1: Configuration Example of Link Aggregation

14.1.3 Support Specifications
(1) Modes of link aggregation
The LANSW module's link aggregation supports LACP and static as a mode.
• LACP link aggregation
This link aggregation is LACP compliant with IEE802.3ad. When negotiation by LACP is successful, the link
aggregation group starts operating. With LACP, you can check the consistency with the neighboring systems and the
health of link.
• Static link aggregation
This is a static link aggregation based on configuration. LACP is not operated. When the ports set as channel group
link up, it starts operation.
The following table provides the support specification of link aggregation.
Table 14-1: Support Specification of Link Aggregation
Item
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Remarks

Number of link aggregation groups per
system

32

-

Max. number of ports per group

8

-

Modes of link aggregation

• LACP
• Static

-
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Item

Support Specifications

Remarks

Port speed

Default: Uses the same speed only.
Multi-speed mode: Different speeds are
used concurrently.

Default: Slower lines are disengaged.
Multi-speed mode: No disengagement
by line speed.

Duplex mode

Full-duplex only

-

(Legend) -: Not applicable

14.1.4 MAC Address of Channel Group
MAC address of channel group is used when protocols such as spanning tree operate. The LANSW module uses MAC
address of one of the ports belonging to a group as a channel group MAC address.
If the port with the channel group MAC address is deleted from the channel group, the channel group MAC address
changes.

14.1.5 Port Allocation for Frame Transmission
Multiple ports are efficiently used by selecting a port for each frame to be transmitted and dispersing traffic to each port
when a frame is transmitted to link aggregation. Port allocation is based on the information contained in the frame to be
transmitted.
The following table provides the information to be used for port allocation.
Table 14-2: Port Allocation for Frame Transmission
Relay
Layer 3 relay

Layer 2 relay

Type of Frame

Information Used for Allocation

IP unicast
IP broadcast

Destination IP address
Source IP address
TCP/UDP destination port number
TCP/UDP source port number

IP multicast

Destination IP address
Source IP address
Incoming port number or incoming
channel group number

MAC address unlearned frame (include
multicast / broadcast)

Destination MAC address
Source MAC address
Incoming port number or incoming
channel group number

MAC address learned IP frame

Destination IP address
Source IP address
TCP/UDP destination port number
TCP/UDP source port number

MAC address learned non-IP frame

Destination MAC address
Source MAC address
Receiving VLAN
Ethernet type

The firmware Ver.10.7 or higher, the "port-channel load-balance" parameter is supported. The parameter sets the
method of allocating frames that are to be sent in link aggregation.
The following table provides the information to be used for port allocation for the "port-channel load-balance"
parameters.
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Table 14-3: Port Allocation for Frame Transmission

○

Receive VLAN

○

src-port

○

src-dsr-port

Source MAC address

○

src-dst-ip

Destination MAC address

dst-port

IP unicast
IP broadcast

dst-ip

Layer 3
relay

src-ip

port-channel load -balance Parameter
src-dst-mac

Information Used for Allocation

dst-mac

Type of Frame

src-mac

Relay

○

○

○

○

○
○

○

Destination IP address
Source IP address

○

○

TCP/UDP destination port number

Layer
relay

2

MAC
address
unlearned frame (DLF /
multicast) / broadcast)

MAC address learned
IP frame

○

○

○

Destination MAC address

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Source MAC address

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Incoming port number or incoming channel
group number

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Target MAC address

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Source MAC address

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Incoming port number or incoming channel
group number

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Destination MAC address
Source MAC address

○

VLAN

○

○
○

○

Destination IP address
Source IP address

○

○

TCP/UDP destination port number

○

TCP/UDP source port number
MAC address learned
non-IP frame

○
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(Legend) ○ : Distribution target / blank: untargeted

14.1.6 Notes on Link Aggregation
(1) Configuration in which link aggregation is disabled
To configure a link aggregation, the LANSW modules must have same setting. A sample configuration in which link
aggregation is impossible is shown below.
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Figure 14-2: Configuration Examples in Which Link Aggregation Is Disabled

(2) Configuration procedure for link aggregation
To configure a link aggregation, the LANSW modules must have same setting. It may result in loop configuration if
you try to start communication between the LANSW modules with inconsistent settings. It is recommended to set in
link down state, and check the configuration is not like "(1) Configuration in which link aggregation is disabled" before
making the ports linked up.

(3) CPU overload
An LACPDU that the LANSW module sends and receives is discarded or operation timeout occur and timeout message
output, temporary abort may occur if the CPU is put into the overload state when the LACP link aggregation mode is
used. In this case, moreover, a timeout message may be output and communication may be disconnected temporarily.

(4) About Server connection port
When setting up link aggregation for server connection ports (0/5 to 0/24), you can build a redundant configuration
through joint use of the server blade's teaming function and bonding function. Note, however, it is not possible to place
server connection ports in different server blades into the same link aggregation group. (For example, it is not possible
to place port 0/5 and port 0/6 in the same aggregation group.)
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14.2 Configuration of Link Aggregation Basic Function
14.2.1 List of Configuration Commands
The following table provides the list of configuration commands for link aggregation basic functions.
Table 14-4: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

channel-group lacp system-priority

Sets the LACP system priority for each channel group.

channel-group mode

Registers a port to channel group.

channel-group periodic-timer

Specifies the transmission interval for LACPDU.

description

Sets the supplementary description of channel group.

interface port-channel

Sets port channel interface.
Sets channel group parameter in port channel interface mode.

lacp port-priority

Set the LACP port priority.

lacp system-priority

Sets default value for LACP system priority.

shutdown

Stops communication by setting shutdown for the port registered to the channel group.

14.2.2 Setting Static Link Aggregation
[Point of setting]
For static link aggregation, set the channel group number and "on" mode by using the command "channel-group
mode" in Ethernet interface configuration mode. Static link aggregation starts operation when the command
"channel-group mode" is set.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/1-2
Changes to port 0/1and 1/2 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
2. (config-if-range)# channel-group 10 mode on
Registers port 0/1 and 0/2 to channel group 10 in static mode.

14.2.3 Setting LACP Link Aggregation
(1) Setting a channel group
[Point of setting]
For LACP link aggregation, set the channel group number and "active" or "passive" mode by using the command
"channel-group mode" in Ethernet interface configuration mode.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/1-2
Changes to port 0/1and 1/2 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
2. (config-if-range)# channel-group 10 mode active
Registers port 0/1 and 0/2 to channel group 10 in LACP mode. LACP starts sending LACPDU in active mode
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regardless of the opposite system. If passive is specified, it starts sending LACPDU only when LACPDU is received
from the opposite system.

(2) Setting the LANSW module priority
Set the LACP system priority. The LANSW module uses the LANSW module priority for the extended function to
detached port restriction. In general, this parameter does not need to be changed.
[Point of setting]
For LACP system priority, the lower the value is, the priority becomes higher.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# lacp system-priority 100
Sets LACP system priority of the LANSW module to 100.
2. (config)# interface port-channel 10
(config-if)# channel-group lacp system-priority 50
Sets LACP system priority of channel group10 to 50. If this setting is omitted, the LANSW module priority of 100
is used.

(3) Setting the port priority
Set the LACP port priority. The LANSW module uses the port priority for the standby link function which is an
extended function. In general, this parameter does not need to be changed.
[Point of setting]
For LACP port priority, the lower the value is, the priority becomes higher.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# lacp port-priority 100
Sets LACP port priority of port 0/1 to 100.

(4) Setting the LACPDU transmission interval
[Point of setting]
Set the interval for the opposite system to send LACPDU to the LANSW module. The LANSW module receives
LACPDU at the interval set in this parameter.
Select long (30 seconds) or short (1 second) for LACPDU transmission interval. Default value is long (30 seconds).
Setting the transmission interval to short (1 second) makes it easier to detect timeout due to link failure, which can
minimize the communication downtime when a failure occurs.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface port-channel 10
(config-if)# channel-group periodic-timer short
Sets the LACPDU transmission interval for channel group 10 to short (1 second).

[Note]
Setting the LACPDU transmission interval to short (1 second) makes it easier to detect a failure, but also increases
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the load on link aggregation program since LACPDU traffic increases. If a timeout message or temporary
communication down occurs frequently when this parameter is set to short (1 second), reset it to default value, long
(30 seconds) or use the static mode.

14.2.4 Setting Port Channel Interface
For the port channel interface, set the functions to operate on the channel group.
Port channel interface can be set by a configuration command, or it is automatically generated when the command
"channel-group mode" is set in Ethernet interface configuration mode.

(1) Relation between port channel interface and Ethernet interface
For the port channel interface, set the functions to operate on the channel group. These can also be set in Ethernet
interface configuration mode. Commands to set these functions have relations with port channel interface and Ethernet
interface, and operate as follows.
• The setting in the related command must have consistency between the port channel interface and Ethernet interface.
• If the command "channel-group mode" is set on the Ethernet interface while a port channel interface is not set, the
port channel interface is generated automatically. In this case, the related command must not be set on the Ethernet
interface on which the command "channel-group mode" is set.
• If the command "channel-group mode" is set on the Ethernet interface while the port channel interface is already set,
the related command must be consistent between them.
• When the related command is set on the port channel interface, the same setting is applied to the Ethernet interface
registered by the command "channel-group mode".
The following table provides the port channel related commands which must be consistent between the port channel
interface and Ethernet interface.
Table 14-5: Commands Related with Port Channel Interface
Function
VLAN

Command
switchport mode
switchport access
switchport trunk
switchport protocol
switchport mac
switchport vlan mapping
switchport vlan mapping enable
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Function
Spanning tree

Command
spanning-tree portfast
spanning-tree bpdufilter
spanning-tree bpduguard
spanning-tree guard
spanning-tree link-type
spanning-tree port-priority
spanning-tree cost
spanning-tree vlan port-priority
spanning-tree vlan cost
spanning-tree single port-priority
spanning-tree single cost
spanning-tree mst port-priority
spanning-tree mst cost

GSRP

gsrp direct-link
gsrp reset-flush-port
gsrp no-flush-port
gsrp exception-port

OADP

oadp enable

IEEE802.1X

dot1x port-control
dot1x force-authorize-port
dot1x multiple-hosts
dot1x multiple-authentication
dot1x max-supplicant
dot1x reauthentication
dot1x timeout reauth-period
dot1x timeout tx-period
dot1x timeout supp-timeout
dot1x timeout server-timeout
dot1x timeout keep-unauth
dot1x timeout quiet-period
dot1x max-req
dot1x ignore-eapol-start
dot1x supplicant-detection

(2) Setting the function operating on the channel group
[Point of setting]
For the port channel interface, set the functions, such as VLAN and spanning tree, to operate on the channel group.
The example below sets the trunk port.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/1-2
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(config-if-range)# channel-group 10 mode on
(config-if-range)# exit
Registers port 0/1 and 0/2 to channel group 10 in static mode. Port channel interface of channel group 10 is
automatically generated.
2. (config)# interface port-channel 10
Shifts to the port channel interface configuration mode of channel group 10.
3. (config-if)# switchport mode trunk
Sets channel group 10 to a trunk port.

(3) Shutting down the port channel interface
[Point of setting]
When the port channel interface is set to "shutdown", all ports registered to the channel group stops communication.
Port in link up state stops communication while remaining in the state.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/1-2
(config-if-range)# channel-group 10 mode on
(config-if-range)# exit
Registers port 0/1 and 0/2 as channel group 10 in static mode.
2. (config)# interface port-channel 10
(config-if)# shutdown
Changes to port channel interface mode and set shutdown. Port 0/1 and 0/2 stop communication, and channel group
10 becomes out of operation.

14.2.5 How to Set Link Aggregation to Server Connection Ports
By default, "spanning-tree portfast trunk" is set at server connection ports. Before setting link aggregation at server
connection ports, you need to set "spanning-tree portfast trunk" at the port channel interface in advance.
[Point of setting]
Using the configuration command, set the port channel interface and then set "spanning-tree portfast trunk" at this
port channel interface. After this, set the "channel-group mode" command in Ethernet mode. The following is an
example where ports 0/5 and 0/15 are set by static link aggregation.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface port-channel 10
Set the channel group with channel group 10.
2. (config-if)# spanning-tree portfast trunk
(config-if)# exit
Set the "PortFast" function at channel group 10.
3. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/5
(config-if)# channel-group 10 mode on
(config-if)# exit
Register port 0/5 to channel group 10 in static mode.
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4. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/15
(config-if)# channel-group 10 mode on
(config-if)# exit
Register port 0/15 to channel group 10 in static mode.

14.2.6 Deleting Channel Group
Before deleting a port of channel group or entire channel group, you need to set the port to be deleted to shutdown in
Ethernet interface configuration mode. By setting to shutdown, you can prevent a loop when deleting.

(1) Deleting a port from a channel group
[Point of setting]
Delete a port from a channel group. Since the deleted port operates independently from the channel group, you must
set the port to shutdown for preventing a loop before deleting.
The deleted port keeps the related command set by "interface port-channel" (Table 14-5: Commands Related with
Port Channel Interface), and you must be aware that when using the port for different purpose.
Even if all ports in the channel group are deleted, the setting by "interface port-channel" is not deleted
automatically. Refer to "(2) Deleting an entire channel group" for deleting the entire channel group.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# shutdown
Sets port 0/1 to shutdown to make it link down state for deleting the port from the channel group.
2. (config-if)# no channel-group
Deletes the channel group setting from port 0/1.

(2) Deleting an entire channel group
[Point of setting]
Delete an entire channel group. Since each port registered to the deleted channel group operate as an independent
port, you must set these ports to shutdown for preventing a loop before deleting.
To delete an entire channel group, deleting "interface port-channel". Deleting this setting automatically deletes the
command "channel-group mode" from each port registered to the group. However, each port keeps the related
command set by "interface port-channel" (Table 14-5: Commands Related with Port Channel Interface), and you
must be aware that when using the port for different purpose.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/1-2
(config-if-range)# shutdown
(config-if-range)# exit
Sets all ports registered to the channel group to be deleted to shutdown and make them link down state.
2. (config)# no interface port-channel 10
Deletes channel group 10. The command "channel-group mode" set on port 0/1 and 0/2 is automatically deleted.
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14.3 Link Aggregation Extended Function Overview
14.3.1 Standby Link Function
(1) Overview
This function is intended to maintain the number of lines operated as a group by priority providing a standby line in the
channel group and switching to it an active line that turns faulty during the operation. This function prevents the
bandwidth from being reduced due to a fault.
This function can be used only in static link aggregation.

(2) Selecting the standby link
Set the maximum number of ports to be operated as a channel group in the configuration. Excessive number of ports
belonging to the group become standby ports.
Standby ports are selected based on the port priority and port number set in the configuration. Standby ports are
determined on their selection priority shown in the table below.
Table 14-6: Selection Method of Standby Port
Selection
Priority
High
↑
↓
Low

Parameter

Remarks

Port priority

Select a port with lower priority as standby port

Port number

Select a port with higher port number as standby port

The figure below shows a sample configuration of the standby link function. In this example, the number of ports
belonging to the group is four, and the maximum number of operating ports is three.
Figure 14-3: Configuration Example of Standby Link Function

(3) Modes of the standby link
The standby link function has the following two modes.
• Link down mode
Places the standby link in link down state. Opposite system not supporting the standby link function can also be made
a standby line.
• Non-link down mode
Only send is halted without placing the standby link in link down state. Failure can be monitored even with a standby
port, because the link is up. Furthermore, only transmission but not reception with the standby port can be stopped.
Opposite systems not supporting the standby link function continue sending on standby link because link down is not
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communicated and connection with such opposite system is possible.
When using link down mode, if there is only one active line and error occurs on that line, the link aggregation group
goes down once when switching to the standby line. In the case of non-link down mode, a standby line is used without
going down.
If there is only one active line, the status is one of the following:
• Status where 1 is set with the configuration command max-active-port.
• Status where the multi-speed mode is not set, there is only one maximum speed line, and one or more other lines.

14.3.2 Detached Port Restriction
This function suppresses the function that disengages a faulty line to carry on the link operation using the remaining
lines. If a fault occurs in any of the ports of the channel group, the function considers that the whole group is faulty, and
deactivates the operation of the corresponding link aggregation group. Then, the function resumes the operation of the
group when all the lines of the group are restored to normal.
By operating with redundancy function such as GSRP, you can switch route on per-group basis even when only one
port in the channel group has a failure.
This function can be used only in LACP link aggregation.
The detached port restriction function performs aggregation when the LANSW module with higher priority among a
channel group determines that all ports in the channel group of the local and remote systems can be aggregated. This
prevents only some ports from being aggregated, guaranteeing the bandwidth.
The priority is determined based on the LACP system priority and channel group MAC address set in the configuration,
as shown in the table below. If the LACP system priority is the same, it is determined based on the channel group MAC
address.
Table 14-7: How to Determine the LANSW module Which Judges All Ports in Channel Group Can Be
Aggregated
Priority
High
↑
↓
Low

Parameter

Remarks

LACP system priority

The LANSW module whose LACP system priority is lower takes
priority.

MAC address of channel group

The LANSW module with smaller MAC address takes priority.

14.3.3 Multi-speed Mode
This is the mode to use ports with different speed in one channel group. A channel group generally consists of ports
operating at the same speed, but using ports with different speed can allow a low speed port to be used for standby link,
and makes it easier to change the channel group configuration. An application example is shown in the figure below.
Port speed is not reflected in port allocation during frame transmission. For example, the difference in the line speed is
not reflected on the frame assignment even if lines of 100Mbit/s and 1Gbits/s are used in multi-speed mode. Same
speed operation is recommended in usual operation.

(1) Application example in standby link function
A port with lower speed can be set as standby port. For example, when connecting with 1Gbit/s port, set 100Mbit/s port
as standby port by applying standby link function with the maximum number of ports set to one. In this way,
communication can continue with 1Gbit/s port even when 10Gbit/s port has a failure.
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It is recommended to set the maximum number of ports to one when applying the standby link in multi-speed mode.
When the maximum number ports is set to two, ports with different speed may coexist in normal operation. Also, it is
recommended to use non-link down mode when operating with the maximum number of ports set to one. If the
maximum number of ports is one in link down mode, the channel group becomes down when port switching occurs.

(2) Application example by channel group configuration change steps
Using this function, configuration can be changed without channel group going down when changing the line speed
used in channel group (changing the network configuration).
An example of the procedure for the speed transition of link aggregation for which the multi-speed mode is used is
given below.
1. Operate in the conventional state (on the assumption that a two-port line of 100 Mbit/s is used).
Figure 14-4: Operate in the conventional state

Figure 14-5: Example of Content of conventional state
interface gigabitethernet 0/1
speed 100
duplex full
switchport mode access
channel-group 20 mode on
interface gigabitethernet 0/2
speed 100
duplex full
switchport mode access
channel-group 20 mode on
interface gigabitethernet 0/3 speed 1000
duplex full
switchport mode access
interface gigabitethernet 0/4 speed 1000
duplex full
switchport mode access
2. Set the multi-speed mode.
(config)# interface channel-group 20
The mode migrates to the port channel interface configuration mode for channel group 20.
(config-if)# interface channel-group multi-speed
(config-if)# exit
A mixture mode of different speeds is set in channel group 20.
3. Add 2 1Gbit/s ports to channel group
(config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/3-4
(config-if-range)# channel-group 20 mode on
(config-if-range)# exit
Port 0/3 and 0/4 are registered as channel group 20.
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[note] Link aggregation is downed once in step 2 when the multi-speed mode is not set .
4. Link-up a two-port line of 1 Gbits/s added in step 3.
Figure 14-6: Multiple speed mode state (Two ports of 100Mbit/s and 2 ports of 1Gbit/s)

[note]
If, before performing Step 3, you link up the port to be added, the result will be frame circulation. Before a
linkup, therefore, make sure that the port to be added has been registered to the channel group.
5. Link-down a conventional two-port line of 100Mbit/s.
Figure 14-7: Multiple speed mode state (Two ports of 100Mbit/s and 2 ports of 1Gbit/s)

Link-down a conventional two-port line of 100Mbit/s.
6. Delete 2 100 Mbit/s ports from channel group
(config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/1-2
(config-if-range)# no channel-group multi-speed
(config-if-range)# exit
The setting of the channel group is released from port 0/1 and 0/2.
7. The transition to a two-port line of 1 Gbits/s is completed.
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Figure 14-8: The transition to a two-port line of 1 Gbits/s is completed.
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14.4 Configuration of Link Aggregation Extended
Function
14.4.1 List of Configuration Commands
The following table provides the list of configuration commands for link aggregation extended function.
Table 14-8: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

channel-group lacp system-priority

Sets the LANSW module priority by channel group. It determines the LANSW module
which judges the aggregation condition for the detached port restriction.

channel-group max-active-port

Sets the standby link function, and specifies the maximum number of ports.

channel-group max-detach-port

Sets detached port restriction function.

channel-group multi-speed

Sets the multi-speed mode.

lacp port-priority

Sets the port priority. It is used to select a standby link.

lacp system-priority

Sets the default value of system priority. It determines the LANSW module which
judges the aggregation condition for the detached port restriction.

14.4.2 Configuration of Standby Link Function
[Point of setting]
Set the standby link function for the channel group and the maximum number of ports. Also, select link down mode
or non-link down mode. The standby link function can be used only in static link aggregation.
Standby port is set based on the port priority, and a port with lower priority is selected for standby link. For the port
priority, the lower the value is, the priority becomes higher.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface port-channel 10
Shifts to the port channel interface configuration mode of channel group 10.
2. (config-if)# channel-group max-active-port 3
Sets the standby link function for channel group 10, and sets the maximum number of ports to three. Channel group
10 operates in link down mode.
3. (config-if)# exit
Returns to global configuration mode.
4. (config)# interface port-channel 20
(config-if)# channel-group max-active-port 1 no-link-down
(config-if)# exit
Changes to channel group 20 port channel interface configuration mode, and sets the standby link function. Sets the
maximum number of ports to one and non-link down mode.
5. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# channel-group 20 mode on
(config-if)# lacp port-priority 300
Registers port 0/1 to channel group 20 and sets the port priority to 300. For the port priority, the lower the value is,
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the higher the priority becomes. Therefore, the port has higher priority than the default port priority 128.

14.4.3 Configuration of Detached Port Restriction
[Point of setting]
Set the detached port restriction to a channel group. This setting specifies 0 or 7 to the maximum number of port
detachable from the channel group. Setting 7 is equal to not set the detached port restriction.
If connecting the AX6300S with a system supporting the detached port restriction, make the local setting to match
the connection target. If connecting the AX6300S with a system not supporting the detached port restriction, make
the LACP system priority of local system higher. For the LACP system priority, the lower the value is, the higher
the priority becomes.
The detached port restriction can be used only in LACP link aggregation.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface port-channel 10
Shifts to the port channel interface configuration mode of channel group 10.
2. (config-if)# channel-group max-detach-port 0
Sets detached port restriction to channel group10. Sets the maximum number of ports to be disengaged to 0 to regard
as channel group failure when any one of the ports is disengaged due to a failure.
3. (config-if)# channel-group lacp system-priority 100
Sets the LANSW module priority of channel group 10 to 100.

14.4.4 Configuration of Multi-speed Mode
[Point of setting]
Set the multi-speed mode for a channel group. When this function is set, the port speed is excluded from the
disengagement conditions.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface port-channel 10
Shifts to the port channel interface configuration mode of channel group 10.
2. (config-if)# channel-group multi-speed
Sets the multi-speed mode for channel group 10.
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14.5 Link Aggregation Operation
14.5.1 List of Operation Commands
The following table provides the list of operation commands for link aggregation.
Table 14-9: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show channel-group

Displays the link aggregation information.

show channel-group statistics

Displays the statistical information on data packets transmitted/received in link
aggregation.

show channel-group statistics lacp

Displays the statistical information on LACPDU transmission/reception.

clear channel-group statistics lacp

Clears the statistical information on LACPDU transmission/reception.

restart link-aggregation

Restarts the link aggregation program.

dump protocols link-aggregation

Outputs detail event trace information and control table information of link
aggregation to a file.

14.5.2 Checking Link Aggregation Status
(1) Checking link aggregation connection
Display the link aggregation information by show channel-group command. You can check the connection status of
channel group by CH Status. Also, confirm that the setting is correct by each item.
The execution result of the show channel-group command is shown in the figure below.
Figure 14-9: Execution Result of show channel-group Command
> show channel-group 1
Date 2005/10/07 13:13:38 UTC
channel-group Counts:1
ChGr:1
Mode:LACP
CH Status
:Up
Elapsed Time:10:10:39
Multi Speed :Off
Max Active Port:8
Max Detach Port:7
MAC address: 0012.e2ac.8301
VLAN ID:10
Periodic Timer:Short
Actor
information: System Priority:1
MAC: 0012.e212.ff02
KEY:1
Partner information: System Priority:10000 MAC: 0012.e2f0.69be
KEY:10
Port(4)
:0/1-4
Up Port(2)
:0/1-2
Down Port(2)
:0/3-4
>

(2) Checking the operation status of each port
Show the detailed status of each port by show channel-group detail command. Check Status for the communication
status of each port. When Status is Down, you can check Reason for the cause.
The execution result of the show channel-group detail is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 14-10: Execution Result of show channel-group detail Command
> show channel-group detail
Date 2005/10/07 13:13:38 UTC
channel-group Counts:1
ChGr:1
Mode:LACP
CH Status
:Up
Elapsed Time:00:13:51
Multi Speed :Off
Max Active Port:8
Max Detach Port:7
MAC address: 0012.e205.0545
VLAN ID:10
Periodic Timer:Long
Actor
information: System Priority:128
MAC: 0012.e205.0540
KEY:1
Partner information: System Priority:128
MAC: 0012.e2c4.2b5b
KEY:1
Port Counts:4
Up Port Counts:2
Port:0/1
Status:Up
Reason:Speed :100M Duplex:Full LACP Activity:Active
Actor
Priority:128
Partner Priority:128
Port:0/2
Status:Up
Reason:Speed :100M Duplex:Full LACP Activity:Active
Actor
Priority:128
Partner Priority:128
Port:0/3
Status:Down Reason:Duplex Half
Speed :100M Duplex:Half LACP Activity:Active
Actor
Priority:128
Partner Priority:0
Port:0/4
Status:Down Reason:Port Down
Speed :Duplex:LACP Activity:Active
Actor
Priority:128
Partner Priority:0
>
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Part 4 Layer 2 Switch

15

General Description of Layer 2
Switch
This chapter provides a general description of the layer 2 switching function of the
LANSW module which is used to relay data at layer 2 of the OSI model.

15.1 Layer 2 Switch Overview
15.2 Support Function
15.3 Coexistence of Layer 2 Switch Function and Other Functions
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15.1 Layer 2 Switch Overview
15.1.1 MAC Address Learning
Layer 2 switch registers the source MAC address to MAC address table when receiving frames. In each entry of the
MAC address table, the MAC address, receiving port and aging timer are recorded. It updates the entry corresponding
to the source MAC address every time it receives a frame.
Layer 2 switch relays frames following MAC address table entries. It relays to its entry port when there is a matching
entry in frame route MAC address (not when entry port is the reception port). When there is no match, it relays frames
to all the port except received port. This is called flooding.

15.1.2 VLAN
VLAN is a function to internally divide a switch into virtual groups. As the switch is divided into several VLAN
groups, the broadcast domain is divided as well. This suppresses broadcast frames and enhances security.
The following shows an outline of VLAN. The broadcast domain is divided between VLAN#A and VLAN#B so
frames are not transferred between them.
Figure 15-1: VLAN Overview
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15.2 Support Function
The following functions are supported by the LANSW module as layer 2 switch functions:
These functions are divided into those that can be used in combination and those that cannot be used together. The
function combination restrictions are described in the next section.
Table 15-1: Layer 2 Switch Support Function
Support Function

Functional Outline

MAC address learning

Learns the MAC address to be registered to the MAC address table.

VLAN

Port VLAN

Function to divide the inside of a switch into several virtual groups for each port.

Protocol VLAN

Function to divide the inside of a switch into several virtual groups for each
protocol.

MAC VLAN

Function to divide the inside of a switch into several virtual groups for each
source MAC address.

Default VLAN

Default VLAN when no configuration is set.

Native VLAN

Name for port VLAN which handles untagged frames in the trunk port, protocol
port,and MAC port

Tunneling

Function to aggregate and "tunnel" VLAN of multiple users to another VLAN

Tag translation function

Function to convert VLAN tag and relay it to another VLAN

L2 protocol frame transparent
function

Layer 2 protocol frame relay function
It penetrates spanning tress (BPDU), IEEE 802.1X (EAP).

Per VLAN MAC address

Function to assign different layer 3 interface MAC address to each VLAN

PVST+

Function to prevent loops between switches for each VLAN.

Single spanning tree

Function to prevent loops between switches for each system.

Multiple spanning tree

Function to prevent loops between switches for each MST instance.

Spanning
tree

Ring Protocol

Layer 2 network redundant function in the ring topology

IGMP snooping/MLD snooping

Controls the multicast traffic in VLAN using a layer 2 switch.

Relay blocking function between ports

Function to block all communications in specified ports.
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15.3 Coexistence of Layer 2 Switch Function and Other
Functions
Some functions cannot be used together with the layer 2 switch function and others have restrictions when using
together. The restrictions for coexistence of functions are shown in the table below.
These table show only items which are restricted when functions coexist.
Table 15-2: Restrictions on VLAN
Desired Function
VLAN type

Port VLAN

Restricted Function

Restriction

VLAN tunneling

Some restrictions*1

802.1X port authentication

Some restrictions*2

802.1X VLAN authentication (dynamic)

Cannot coexist

Port mirroring (mirror port)

Protocol VLAN

Web authentication (static VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*3

Web authentication (dynamic VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*4

MAC authentication (static VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*5

MAC authentication (dynamic VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*6

Default VLAN

Cannot coexist

VLAN tunneling
PVST+
802.1X port authentication
802.1X VLAN authentication (static)
802.1X VLAN authentication (dynamic)
Port mirroring (mirror port)
MAC VLAN

Default VLAN

Cannot coexist

VLAN tunneling
PVST+
802.1X port authentication
802.1X VLAN authentication (static)

Default VLAN

802.1X VLAN authentication (dynamic)

Some restrictions*3

Port mirroring (mirror port)

Cannot coexist

Web authentication (static VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*3

MAC authentication (static VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*5

Protocol VLAN

Cannot coexist

MAC VLAN
IGMP snooping
MLD snooping
802.1X VLAN authentication (static)
802.1X VLAN authentication (dynamic)
Port mirroring (mirror port)
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Desired Function
VLAN extended function

Tag translation function

Restricted Function
PVST+

Restriction
Cannot coexist

IGMP snooping
MLD snooping
VLAN tunneling

Port VLAN

Some restrictions*1

Protocol VLAN

Cannot coexist

MAC VLAN
PVST+
Single spanning tree
Multiple spanning tree
IGMP snooping
MLD snooping
802.1X port authentication
802.1X VLAN authentication (static)
802.1X VLAN authentication (dynamic)

L2 protocol frame
penetration function (BPDU)

Web authentication (static VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*3

Web authentication (dynamic VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*4

MAC authentication (static VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*5

MAC authentication (dynamic VLAN mode)

Some restrictions*6

PVST+

Cannot coexist

Single spanning tree
MSTP

L2 protocol frame
transparency function (EAP)

802.1X port authentication

Cannot coexist

802.1X VLAN authentication (static)
802.1X VLAN authentication (dynamic)

*1
When using VLAN tunneling function, do not use the native VLAN for trunk port.
*2
Port authentication by the IEEE 802.1X function cannot be used for trunk port.
*3
VLAN authentication (dynamic) by the IEEE 802.1X function can be used only for MAC port. MAC VLAN trunk port is
automatically excluded from authentication.
*4
Cannot be used for the authentication port of the Web authentication (dynamic VLAN mode).
*5
Cannot be used for the authentication port of the MAC authentication (static VLAN mode).
*6
Cannot be used for the authentication port of the MAC authentication (dynamic VLAN mode).
*7
The VLAN-level authentication (dynamic) of IEEE802.1X can be used only for the MAC port. The MAC VLAN trunk port
automatically becomes the one not to be authenticated.
*8
The MAC VLAN port can be used for the Web authentication (dynamic VLAN mode).
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Table 15-3: Restrictions on Spanning Tree
Desired Function
PVST+

Restricted Function
Protocol VLAN

Restriction
Cannot coexist

MAC VLAN
VLAN tunneling
Tag translation function
L2 protocol frame penetration function (BPDU)
Multiple spanning tree
GSRP

Single spanning tree

802.1X

Some restrictions*

VLAN tunneling

Cannot coexist

L2 protocol frame penetration function (BPDU)
Multiple spanning tree
GSRP

Multiple spanning tree

802.1X

Some restrictions*

VLAN tunneling

Cannot coexist

L2 protocol frame penetration function (BPDU)
Single spanning tree
PVST+
Loop guard
GSRP
802.1X

Some restrictions*

*
When using the spanning tree and IEEE802.1X function at the same time, set PortFast for the port to be authenticated, or
authenticate the port by root bridge.

Table 15-4: Restrictions on Ring Protocol
Desired Function
Ring Protocol

Restricted Function
802.1X

Restriction
Some restrictions*

*
When using the ring protocol and IEEE802.1X function together, do not set the authentication port as ring port.

Table 15-5: Restrictions on IGMP/MLD snooping
Desired Function
IGMP snooping

Restricted Function
Default VLAN
Tag translation function
VLAN tunneling
Link aggregation
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Desired Function
MLD snooping

Restricted Function
Default VLAN

Restriction
Cannot coexist

Tag translation function
VLAN tunneling
Link aggregation
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16

MAC Address Learning
This chapter explains the MAC addresses learning function and its operation procedure.

16.1 MAC Address Learning Overview
16.2 Configuration of MAC Address Learning
16.3 Operation of MAC Addresses Learning
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16.1 MAC Address Learning Overview
The LANSW module performs layer 2 switching to relay a frame to a destination port using the destination MAC
address. By relaying the frame to a specific single port with the relevant destination address, the switch eliminates
unwanted traffic from unicast frame flooding.

16.1.1 Source MAC Address Learning
All received frames are subject to MAC address learning, and the learned source MAC addresses are registered to the
MAC address table. The registered MAC addresses are held until the aging time expires. Learning is conducted for
each VLAN. The FDB is controlled with the MAC address and VLAN pair. The same MAC address can be learned on
different VLANs.

16.1.2 MAC Address Displacement Detection
If a frame having an already learned source MAC address is received from a port different from the one used in
learning, the MAC address is regarded to have been displaced, and the MAC address table entry is reregistered (by
overwriting the entry for the port).

16.1.3 Learned MAC Address Aging
A learned entry is deleted if no frame has been received from the same source MAC address during the aging time. This
prevents unnecessary entries from accumulating. If a frame is received during the aging time, the aging timer is updated
to maintain the current entries. The aging time can be set within the following range:
• Aging time range: 0, 10 to 1000000 (in second(s))
If the time is set to "0", no aging is performed.
• Default: 300 (in second(s))
It may take at most twice as much as aging time to delete learned entries.
If a port is down, all entries learned from the corresponding port are deleted.

16.1.4 Layer 2 Switching Using MAC Address Learning
Layer 2 switching is performed based on the results of MAC address learning. As long as the FDB entry for a MAC
address is maintained, a packet is relayed only to ports that have learned the address.
The following table shows the operating specifications of layer 2 switching:
Table 16-1: Operating Specifications of Layer 2 Switching
Destination MAC Address Type
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Learned unicast

A packet is relayed to a learned receiving port.

Unlearned unicast

A packet is relayed to all ports belonging to the receiving VLAN.

Broadcast

A packet is relayed to all ports belonging to the receiving VLAN.

Multicast

A packet is relayed to all ports belonging to the receiving VLAN. During IGMP and
MLD snooping operation, however, a packet is relayed according to the learning result
of a snooping function.
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16.1.5 Limiting MAC address learning [OS-L3SA]
You can manage entries in the MAC address table you are using by limiting dynamic learning by incoming frames.
You can limit the number of MAC addresses to be learned for each VLAN. Once the MAC addresses learning count
reaches the maximum number, a log message is output and dynamic MAC address learning is disabled. Incoming
frames with source MAC addresses left unlearned due to restriction on the MAC addresses learning count will be
discarded without forwarding.
By limiting the MAC addresses learning count, you can limit the number of PCs connected to a VLAN.
Already learned MAC address table entries remain after reaching the maximum MAC addresses learning count and
disabling MAC address learning unless they are aged out or deleted by using an operation command.
Once the number of MAC address table entries become smaller than the maximum number, MAC address learning is
enabled again.
Note that, when using the MAC address learning restriction functionality, the maximum number of entries that can be
used in the Switch is decreased by one.

16.1.6 Registration of Static Entry
In addition to dynamic learning by receive frames, the user can specify to statically register the MAC addresses. One
destination port or link channel group can be specified for a unicast MAC address. Also, it is possible to specify
"discard" specified instead of specifying a destination port. In that case, destination MAC address and source MAC
address frame will be discarded without relaying.
If a unicast MAC address is registered statically, dynamic learning is not performed for that address. An already learned
entry is deleted from the MAC address table and a static entry is registered. Also, when the specified MAC address
receives a frame from a port or channel group other than the source it discard the frame. The following table shows the
static entry specification parameters.
Table 16-2: Static Entry Setting Parameters
No.

Specified Parameter

Description

1

MAC Address

Unicast MAC address can be specified.

2

VLAN

Specifies the VLAN that registers this entry.

3

Destination port/Discard
specification

One port or channel group can be specified. Also, discarding of frames
corresponding to No. 1 and 2 can be specified.

16.1.7 Clearing the MAC address table
The Switch clears the MAC address table through operation commands and protocol usage. The following table
describes when the MAC address table is cleared.
Table 16-3: When the MAC address table is cleared
Trigger

Description

Port down*1

Learned entries are deleted from the corresponding port.

Channel group down*2

Learned entries are deleted from the corresponding channel group.

Execution
of
mac-address-table
command

the

clear
operation

The MAC address table is cleared according to the parameters.
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Trigger

Description

Clear MIB set for the MAC address
table (private MIB)

The MAC address table is cleared at setup.

Spanning Tree topology changed

When Spanning Tree Protocols are configured on the Switch:
The MAC address table is cleared when a topology change is detected.
When the Switch runs as a ring node in a network configuration using a Spanning Tree
Protocol and Ring Protocol:
The MAC address table is cleared when a flush control frame sent during a topology
change for a switch using the Ring Protocol is received.

GSRP master/backup switched

When the Switch runs as a GSRP switch:
The MAC address table is cleared when the switch becomes the backup.
When the Switch runs GSRP-aware:
The MAC address table is cleared when the GSRP Flush request frame sent when the
GSRP switch becomes the master is received.
When the Switch uses both GSRP and the Ring Protocol:
The MAC address table is cleared when the switch becomes the master.
When the Switch runs as a ring node in a network configuration using both GSRP and the
Ring Protocol:
The MAC address table is cleared when the flush control frame sent when a switch using
the Ring Protocol becomes the master is received.

Route switched by the Ring Protocol

When the Switch runs as the master node:
The MAC address table is cleared when path switching is performed.
When the Switch runs as a transit node:
The MAC address table is cleared when the flush control frame sent from the master node
when path switching is performed is received.
The MAC address table is cleared when the maintenance time for waiting for the flush
control frame times out.
When the multi-fault monitoring functionality is enabled, if receiving flush control frames
sent from a shared node when switching to or switching back from a backup ring, the MAC
address table is cleared.
The MAC address table is cleared when the neighboring-ring flush control frame sent from
the master node when path switching is performed is received.

VRRP virtual router master/backup
switched

The MAC address table is cleared when the Flush Request frame sent when the VRRP
virtual router becomes the master is received.

Primary port and secondary port
switched due to uplink/redundancy
functionality

The MAC address table is cleared when the flush control frame sent on switching from the
primary port to the secondary port or on switching back from the secondary port to the
primary port is received.

*1 Downed ports such as those that are down due to a line failure, execution of the inactivate operation command, or the settings in the
shutdown configuration command.
*2 Downed channel groups such as those that are down due to the LACP, a line failure, or the settings in the shutdown configuration
command.

16.1.8 Notes
(1) MAC address learning and APR, NDP
The LANSW module needs to have NextHop MAC address solved by ARP or NDP in layer 3 relay registered in MAC
address table. Therefore, the following must be noted.
• If MAC address learning information is cleared by a command or aging, the information of ARP or NDP
corresponding to the MAC address is cleared. Cleared ARP or NDP entries are re-solved according to the need of
communication.
• If MAC address aging time is shorter than ARP or NDP aging time, the aging of MAC address learning clears the
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corresponding ARP or NDP entries. This can be avoided by setting the aging time of MAC address learning longer
than ARP or NDP aging time.
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16.2 Configuration of MAC Address Learning
16.2.1 List of Configuration Commands
The following table provides the list of configuration commands for MAC address learning.
Table 16-4: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

mac-address-table aging-time

Sets MAC address learning aging time.

mac-address-table static

Sets a static entry.

16.2.2 Setting Aging Time
[Point of setting]
The aging time of MAC address learning can be changed. It is set per system. If it is not set, the aging time operates
in 300 seconds.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# mac-address-table aging-time 100
Sets the aging time to 100 seconds.

16.2.3 Setting Static Entry
If a static entry is registered, the LANSW module always relays a frame according to the registered entry without
providing MAC address learning for the specified MAC address, which can avoid flooding by MAC address aging.
This function is effective for the terminals such as a server directly connected to the LANSW module, which does not
have port movement and has high traffic load.
For a static entry, specify the MAC address, VLAN and output destination. For the output destination, specify either of
the channel group or discard.

(1) Static entry specifying port for output
[Point of setting]
The example below specifies the port for output.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# mac-address-table static 0012.e200.1122 vlan 10 interface
gigabitethernet 0/1
Sets VLAN 10 to output frames of destination MAC address 0012.e200.1122 to port 0/1.

[Note]
If VLAN 10 receives a frame of source MAC address 0012.e200.1122 from anywhere other than port 0/1, it
discards the frame.

(2) Static entry specifying link aggregation for output
[Point of setting]
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The example below specifies the link aggregation for output.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# mac-address-table static 0012.e200.1122 vlan 10 interface
port-channel 5
Sets VLAN 10 to output frames of destination MAC address 0012.e200.1122 to channel group 5.

[Note]
If VLAN 10 receives a frame of source MAC address 0012.e200.1122 from anywhere other than port 5/1, it
discards the frame.

(3) Static entry specifying discard
[Point of setting]
Set to discard frames to/from the specified MAC address.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# mac-address-table static 0012.e200.1122 vlan 10 drop
Sets VLAN 10 to discard frames to/from the destination/source MAC address 0012.e200.1122.

16.2.4 Configuring the number of MAC address learning [OS-L3SA]
[Point of setting]
Sets the maximum number of MAC addresses for each VLAN.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# mac-address-table limit vlan 200 maximum 2500
Sets the maximum number of MAC addresses to 2500.
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16.3 Operation of MAC Addresses Learning
16.3.1 List of Operation Commands
The following table provides the list of operation commands for MAC address learning.
Table 16-5: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show mac-address-table

Displays the MAC address table information.
If you specify learning-counter parameter, the number of MAC addresses learned by MAC
address learning per port is displayed.

clear mac-address-table

Clears MAC address table.

16.3.2 Checking MAC Address Learning Status
To display MAC address learning information, use the command "show mac-address-table". Check the MAC address
registered to the MAC address table and the destination of relayed frame which has the MAC address as the destination.
Frames with MAC addresses not displayed with this command are flooded to the entire VLAN.
The command "show mac-address-table" displays entries registered by MAC address learning, static entries, and
entries registered by IEEE802.1X function, IGMP snooping and MLD snooping.
Figure 16-1: Execution Result of show mac-address-table Command
> show mac-address-table
Date 2005/10/14 12:08:41 UTC
MAC address
VLAN
Type
0012.e22d.eefa
1
Dynamic
0012.e212.2e5f
1
Dynamic
0012.e205.0641
4094
Dynamic
0012.e28e.0602
4094
Dynamic
>

Port-list
0/2
0/5
0/24
0/24

16.3.3 Checking the Number of MAC Addresses Learned
The command "show mac-address-table" ("learning-counter" parameter) displays the number of dynamic entries
registered by MAC address learning per port. With this command, you can check the number of connected terminals
per port.
When link aggregation is used, all ports in a channel group show the same value. The displayed value is the number of
addresses learned on the channel group.
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Figure 16-2: Execution Result of show mac-address-table Command (with learning-counter Parameter
Specified)
> show mac-address-table learning-counter 0/1-12
Date 2005/10/14 12:09:40 UTC
Port counts:12
Port
Count
0/1
0
0/2
1
0/3
0
0/4
0
0/5
1
0/6
0
0/7
0
0/8
20
0/9
0
0/10
0
0/11
0
0/12
0
>
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VLAN
VLAN divides the switch into several virtual groups. This chapter outlines VLAN and
explains how to use it.

17.1 VLAN Basic Function Overview
17.2 Configuration of VLAN Basic Function
17.3 Port VLAN Overview
17.4 Configuration of Port VLAN
17.5 Protocol VLAN Overview
17.6 Configuration of Protocol VLAN
17.7 MAC VLAN Overview
17.8 Configuration of MAC VLAN
17.9 VLAN Interface
17.10 Configuration of VLAN Interface
17.11 VLAN Operation
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17.1 VLAN Basic Function Overview
This section provides overview of VLAN.

17.1.1 Type of VLAN
The table below lists the types of VLAN supported by the LANSW module.
Table 17-1: Supported VLAN Types
Item

Outline

Port VLAN

Groups VLANs by port.

Protocol VLAN

Groups VLANs by protocol.

MAC VLAN

Groups VLANs by source MAC address.

17.1.2 Port Type
(1) Overview
Available VLANs depend on the port settings in the LANSW module. The type of each port needs to be set depending
on the type of VLAN you want to use. The table below gives the port types.
Table 17-2: Port Type
Port Type

Outline

VLAN to Use

Access port

Handles an Untagged frame as a port VLAN.
All Untagged frames are handled by one port VLAN at this port.

Port VLAN
MAC VLAN

Protocol port

Handles an Untagged frame as a protocol VLAN.
VLAN is determined by the protocol of a frame at this port.

Protocol VLAN
Port VLAN

MAC port

Handles an Untagged frame as a MAC VLAN.
VLAN is determined by the source MAC address of a frame at this
port.

MAC VLAN
Port VLAN

Trunk port

Handles a Tagged frame for all types of VLAN.
VLAN is determined by VLAN Tag at this port.

All types of VLAN

Tunneling port

Handles frames regardless of Untagged or Tagged as a VLAN
tunneling port VLAN. All frames are handled by one port VLAN at
this port.

Port VLAN

Access port, protocol port, and MAC port handle Untagged frames. These ports cannot handle Tagged frames. Tagged
frames are discarded when received and not sent.
Only a trunk port can handle a Tagged frame. An Untagged frame at the trunk port is handled by a native VLAN.
Tunneling port is a port that provides VLAN tunneling, which handles frames regardless of Untagged or Tagged.
The table below gives the types of VLAN available by port type. Protocol VLAN and MAC VLAN cannot be used at
the same port. A trunk port that handles VLAN Tag can use the same port in all VLANs.
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Table 17-3: VLAN Type Available on Each Port
Port Type

Type of VLAN
Port VLAN

Protocol VLAN

MAC VLAN

Access port

Y

N

Y

Protocol port

Y

Y

N

MAC port

Y

N

Y

Trunk port

Y

Y

Y

Tunneling port

Y

N

N

(Legend) Y: Can be used N: Cannot be used

(2) Native VLAN of port
Ports other than access and tunneling port (protocol port, MAC port, and trunk port) may receive frames with the
setting different from their setting. For example, the protocol port with only IPv4 protocol set may receive an IPv6
frame. On ports other than access port and tunneling port, one port VLAN can be set to handle such a frame. This
VLAN is called "native VLAN" on each port.
Created port VLAN can be set as a native VLAN on each of the ports other than access port and tunneling port. For the
port with no port VLAN specified in the configuration, VLAN 1 (default VLAN) is native VLAN.

17.1.3 Default VLAN
(1) Outline
With the LANSW module, layer 2 relay is available immediately after activation even if the configuration has not yet
been set. At this time, all ports are set as an access port belonging to the VLAN with VLAN ID 1, which is the default
VLAN. The default VLAN is present at all times, and VLAN ID "1" cannot be changed.

(2) Ports excluded from the default VLAN
Access ports belong to VLAN 1 (default VLAN) if the configuration has not yet been set. However, there are some
access ports which do not automatically belong to the default VLAN depending on the configuration. The ports shown
below do not automatically belong to the default VLAN.
• Access port with any VLAN other than VLAN 1 specified
• All ports with VLAN tunneling function specified
• Mirror port
Ports other than access port (protocol port, MAC port, trunk port, and tunneling port) do not belong to VLAN
automatically.

17.1.4 VLAN Priority
(1) Priority of VLAN judgment at frame reception
When a frame is received, the VLAN for the received frame is judged. The VLAN priority is shown in the table below.
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Table 17-4: Priority in VLAN Judgment
Port Type

Priority in VLAN Judgment

Access port

Port VLAN

Protocol port

Protocol VLAN port > VLAN (native VLAN)

MAC port

MAC VLAN > PortVLAN (native VLAN)

Trunk port

VLAN Tag > PortVLAN (native VLAN)

Tunneling port

Port VLAN

The algorithm of VLAN judgment is shown in the table below.
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Figure 17-1: VLAN Judgment Algorithm

17.1.5 VLAN Tag
(1) Outline
Using VLAN Tag (inserting an identifier called tag in an Ethernet frame) as described in IEEE802.1Q, it is possible to
create multiple VLANs on a single port.
VLAN Tag is used at a trunk port. The opposite system must be able to be aware of the VLAN Tag at the trunk port.
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(2) Protocol specifications
VLAN Tag can transfer VLAN information (VLAN ID) to distant segment by embedding an identifier called Tag in the
Ethernet frame.
The figure below shows the format of a frame with VLAN Tag. There are two types of Ethernet frame format that
inserts VLAN Tag: EthernetV2 and 802.3.
Figure 17-2: VLAN Tagged Frame Format

The description of the VLAN Tag fields is shown in the table below:
Table 17-5: VLAN Tag Field
Field

Description

Requirements for the LANSW module

TPID
(Tag Protocol ID)

Shows the Ether Type value to indicate the
IEEE802.1Q VLAN Tag follows.

Any value can be set per port.

User Priority

Indicates the priority of IEEE802.1D.

The priority level can be selected from eight
levels in the configuration.

CF
(Canonical Format)

Indicates whether the MAC address in the MAC
header complies with the standard format or not.

In the LANSW module, only standard (0) is
supported.

VLAN ID

Indicates VLAN ID.*

VLAN ID which can be used by a user is 1 to
4094.

* VLAN ID set using the tag translation function is used when a tag translation function is used. For details, see "18.3 Tag Translation
Overview". Treated the same way as with an Untagged frame when VLAN ID=0 is received. VLAN ID=0 will not be sent.
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17.1.6 Notes on Using VLAN
(1) Notes on the mirror port
Ports with the mirror port set are not available as VLAN ports.
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17.2 Configuration of VLAN Basic Function
17.2.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of the VLAN basic functions is shown in the table below:
Table 17-6: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

name

Sets the name of a VLAN.

state

Sets the state (stop/start) of a VLAN.

switchport access

Sets a VLAN at the access port.

switchport dot1q ethertype

Sets the TPID of VLAN Tag per port.

switchport mode

Sets the type of ports (access, protocol, MAC, trunk, and tunneling).

switchport trunk

Sets a VLAN at the trunk port.

vlan

Creates a VLAN. In addition, it sets VLAN-related items in VLAN configuration mode.

vlan-dot1q-ethertype

Sets the default value of TPID of VLAN Tag.

17.2.2 Setting VLAN
[Point of setting]
Create a VLAN. Specify a VLAN ID and VLAN type to create a new VLAN. Create a port VLAN if the type of
VLAN is omitted. More than one VLAN can be set as a batch using a VLAN ID list.
Use vlan command to shift to the VLAN configuration mode. Only shifting to the mode is done if a created VLAN
has been specified. You can set VLAN parameters in the VLAN configuration mode.
Now the common setting that does not rely on the type of VLAN is explained here. See the next section or later for
port VLAN, protocol VLAN, and MAC VLAN.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan 10
Creates a port VLAN with VLAN ID 10 and shifts to the VLAN configuration mode of VLAN 10.
2. (config-vlan)# name "PORT BASED VLAN 10"
(config-vlan)# exit
Sets the name of the created port VLAN to "PORT BASED VLAN 10".
3. (config)# vlan 100-200
Creates the port VLANs with VLAN ID 100 to 200 as a batch. In addition, shifts to the VLAN configuration mode
of VLAN 100 to 200.
4. (config-vlan)# state suspend
Stops the created port VLANs with VLAN ID 100 to 200 as a batch.

17.2.3 Setting Port
[Point of setting]
Set the type of a port in Ethernet interface configuration mode or port channel interface configuration mode. The
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type of a port depends on the type of a VLAN you want to use.
See the next section or later as to how to set a port VLAN, protocol VLAN, and MAC VLAN in detail.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
Changes to port 0/1 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
2. (config-if)# switchport mode access
(config-if)# exit
Sets port 0/1 as the access port. Port 0/1 handles an Untagged frame at the port VLAN.
3. (config)# interface port-channel 10
Shifts to the port channel interface configuration mode of channel group 10.
4. (config-if)# switchport mode trunk
Sets channel group 10 to a trunk port. Port channel 10 handles an Tagged frame.

17.2.4 Setting Trunk Port
[Point of setting]
The trunk port is available in all VLANs and handles Tagged frames regardless of the type of VLAN. Also it is sued
in Ethernet interface and port channel interface.
The trunk port does not belong to any VLANs after only switchport mode command has been set. A VLAN handled
at this port should be set using switchport trunk allowed vlan command.
Use switchport trunk vlan add and switchport trunk vlan remove commands to add or delete VLANs. If switchport
trunk allowed vlan command is executed again after switchport trunk allowed vlan command has been set, it is
replaced with the specified VLAN ID list.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan 10-20,100,200-300
(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# switchport mode trunk
Creates VLAN 10 to 20, 100, and 200 to 300. The mode shifts to the Ethernet interface configuration mode of port
0/1 and set as a trunk port. In this status, port 0/1 does not belong to any VLANs.
2. (config-if)# switchport trunk allowed vlan 10-20
Sets VLAN 10 to 20 at port 1/0. Port 0/1 handles Tagged frames of VLAN 10 to 20.
3. (config-if)# switchport trunk allowed vlan add 100
Adds VLAN 100 as a VLAN handled at port 1/0.
4. (config-if)# switchport trunk allowed vlan remove 15,16
Deletes VLAN 15 and VLAN 16 from the VLANs handled at port 1/0. In this status, port 0/1 handles Tagged frames
of VLAN 10 to 14, 17 to 20, and VLAN 100.
5. (config-if)# switchport trunk allowed vlan 200-300
Sets VLANs handled at port 0/1 to VLAN 200 to 300. The previous settings are all overwritten, and Tagged frames
of VLAN 200 to 300 are handled.
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[Note]
Set a native VLAN in order to handle Untagged frames at the trunk port. For details, see "17.4.3 Setting Native
VLAN at Trunk Port".
At the trunk port, when the number of VLANs to delete as a batch is more than 30, and the number of belonging
VLANs is more than 30, and you want to change the mode to the one other than the trunk port, delete
mac-address-table, ARP, and NDP of the relevant port. Therefore, if L3 relay is ongoing, ARP/NDP is relearned
and communication is disconnected.

17.2.5 Setting TPID of VLAN Tag
[Point of setting]
In the LANSW module TPID of VLAN Tag can be set to any value. Use vlan-dot1q-ethertype command to set the
default value of the LANSW module and switchport dot1q ethertype command to set values for respective ports.
The default value of the LANSW module is used for the ports with no values set.
Set the TPID per port in the Ethernet interface configuration mode.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan-dot1q-ethertype 9100
Sets the default value of the LANSW module to 0x9100. VLAN Tag works as TPID 9100 at all ports.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
Changes to port 0/1 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
3. (config-if)# switchport dot1q ethertype 8100
Sets the TPID of port 0/1 to 0x8100. Port 0/1 recognizes 0x8100 as VLAN Tag. Other ports work with 0x9100, the
default value of the LANSW module.

[Note]
TPID uses the same location as Ether Type of an Untagged frame on the frame. Therefore, if a value used as Ether
Type including 0x0800, which is Ether Type of IPv4, is set, network may not be constructed correctly. Set a value
unused as Ether Type value.
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17.3 Port VLAN Overview
Group VLANs by port.

17.3.1 Access Port and Trunk Port
Port VLAN allocates a VLAN per port. Set a port used as port VLAN as an access port. Use a trunk port to connect
more than one port VLAN to LAN switches. The trunk port identifies VLANs with VLAN Tag, thus you can set more
than one VLAN at one port.
An example of port VLAN configuration is shown in the figure below. Ports 0/1 to 0/3 set port VLAN as an access port.
Use a trunk port (port 0/4) to connect the LANSW module and Other L2 Switch. Use VLAN Tag.
Figure 17-3: Configuration Example of Port VLAN

17.3.2 Native VLAN
Protocol port, MAC port, and trunk port have native VLANs that handle frames that are not consistent with the
configuration. A native VLAN at each port is VLAN 1 (default VLAN) if it is not specified at configuration. You can
change it to other port VLAN at configuration.
For example, if VLAN#B is set as a native VLAN in the trunk port in "Figure 17-3: Configuration Example of Port
VLAN", VLAN#B relays with an Untagged frame at the trunk port as well.

17.3.3 Notes on Using Port VLAN
(1) Notes on Tagged frames at the access port
Access port handles Untagged frames. Tagged frames are discarded if received. They cannot be sent either. If the
VLAN Tag value matches the VLAN ID and 0, it is handled the same way as with Untagged frames when it has been
received. These frames will not be sent.
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(2) Notes on coexistence of MAC VLAN
If a port VLAN and MAC VLAN coexist at the same port, notes on using multicast apply. For details, see "17.7.4
Multicast for Mixed VLANs".
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17.4 Configuration of Port VLAN
17.4.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of port VLANs is shown in the table below:
Table 17-7: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

switchport access

Sets a VLAN at the access port.

switchport mode

Sets the type of ports (access and trunk).

switchport trunk

Sets a VLAN at the trunk port.

vlan

Create a port VLAN. In addition, it sets VLAN-related items in VLAN configuration mode.

17.4.2 Setting Port VLAN
The procedure for setting a port VLAN is indicated below. An example of System#1 setting is shown in the figure
below.
Set VLAN 10 at port 1/0 and 0/5. Set VLAN 20 at ports 0/2 , 0/3 and 0/6. Port 0/4 is a trunk port where all VLANs are
set.
Figure 17-4: Setting Example of Port VLAN

(1) Creation of port VLAN
[Point of setting]
Create a port VLAN. A VLAN that has been created with only VLAN ID specified but VLAN type not specified
is a port VLAN.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan 10,20
Creates VLAN ID 10 and VLAN ID 20 as port VLANs. Use this command to shift to the VLAN configuration mode.
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(2) Access port setting
If you want to set one VLAN at one port to handle Untagged frames, set it as an access port.
[Point of setting]
Set a port as an access port and set a VLAN handled at the access port.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
Changes to port 0/1 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
2. (config-if)# switchport mode access
(config-if)# switchport access vlan 10
(config-if)# exit
Sets port 0/1 as the access port. It also sets VLAN 10.
3. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/5
Changes to port 0/5 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
4. (config-if)# switchport mode access
(config-if)# switchport access vlan 10
(config-if)# exit
Sets port 0/1 as the access port. It also sets VLAN 10.
5. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/2-3
Moves to the Ethernet interface configuration mode with ports 0/2 and 0/3. Set those ports as a batch because ports
0/2 and 0/3 have the identical configuration.
6. (config-if-range)# switchport mode access
(config-if-range)# switchport access vlan 20
(config-if)# exit
Sets ports 0/2 and 0/3 as the access ports. It also sets VLAN 20.
7. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/6
Changes to port 0/6 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
8. (config-if)# switchport mode access
(config-if)# switchport access vlan 20
(config-if)# exit
Sets port 0/6 as the access port. It also sets VLAN 20.

(3) Setting of trunk port
[Point of setting]
Set a port that handles a Tagged frame as a trunk port and set a VLAN to the trunk port.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/4
Changes to port 0/4 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
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2. (config-if)# switchport mode trunk
(config-if)# switchport trunk allowed vlan 10,20
Sets port 0/4 as the trunk port. It also sets VLAN 10 and VLAN 20.

17.4.3 Setting Native VLAN at Trunk Port
[Point of setting]
Set a native VLAN in order to handle Untagged frames at the trunk port. Only port VLAN can be set as a native
VLAN.
The native VLAN with VLAN ID specified using switchport trunk allowed vlan command is a VLAN that handles
Untagged frames at the trunk port. A native VLAN is VLAN 1 (default VLAN) if it is not specified at configuration
explicitly.
If you want to handle Tagged frames (VLAN Tag with VLAN ID 1) with the default VLAN on the trunk port,
change the native VLAN to another VLAN.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan 10,20
(config-vlan)# exit
Creates VLAN ID 10 and VLAN ID 20 as port VLANs.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# switchport mode trunk
Changes to port 0/1 Ethernet interface configuration mode. It sets the port as the trunk port. In this status, the native
VLAN at trunk port 0/1 is the default VLAN.
3. (config-if)# switchport trunk native vlan 10
(config-if)# switchport trunk allowed vlan 1,10,20
Sets the native VLAN at trunk port 0/1 to VLAN 10. It also sets VLAN 1, VLAN 10 and VLAN 20. VLAN 10 which
is the native VLAN handles Untagged frames and VLAN 1 (default VLAN) and VLAN 20 handle Tagged frames.
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17.5 Protocol VLAN Overview
17.5.1 Outline of Protocol VLAN
Group VLANs by protocol. Separate VLANs depending on protocols including IPv4 and IPv6 can be configured. More
than one protocol can be set to the identical protocol VLAN.
An example of protocol VLAN configuration is shown in the figure below. VLAN#A and VLAN#B are constituted by
an IPv4 protocol. VLAN#C indicates the example constituted by an IPv6 protocol.
Figure 17-5: Configuration Example of Protocol VLAN

17.5.2 Identification of Protocol
The three types of values shown below are used to identify protocols.
Table 17-8: Value for Identifying Protocol
Value to Identify

Outline

Ether-type value

Identifies protocols by the Ether-type value of an EthernetV2 format-based frame.

LLC value

Identifies protocols by the LLC value (DSAP,SSAP) of a 802.3 format-based frame.

SNAP Ether-type value

Identifies protocols by the Ether-type value of a 802.3 format-based frame. Only frames with LLC
value of AA AA 03 are identified.

Correspond a protocol to a VLAN after creating the protocol at configuration. More than one protocol can correspond
to one protocol VLAN.
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17.5.3 Protocol Port and Trunk Port
Protocol port identifies the protocols of an Untagged frame. Set a port used as a protocol VLAN as a protocol port.
VLANs that are different in more than one protocol can be allocated at the protocol port. Use a trunk port to connect
more than one protocol VLAN to LAN switches. The trunk port does not identify VLANs with protocol but with
VLAN Tag.

17.5.4 Native VLAN at Protocol Port
Frames with the protocol that does not match the configuration received at the protocol port are handled by a native
VLAN. A native VLAN is VLAN 1 (default VLAN) if it is not specified at configuration. You can change it to other
port VLAN at configuration.
An example of a configuration where native VLANs are used at protocol ports is shown in the figure below. In the
configuration below, IPX protocol is one VLAN across the whole network, and other protocols (IPv4, etc.) are port
VLANs. VLAN#A and VLAN#B are set as native VLANs at each port. In this configuration example, VLAN#A and
VLAN#B can be set as IPv4 protocol VLANs.
Figure 17-6: Configuration Example of Using Native VLANs at Protocol Ports
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17.6 Configuration of Protocol VLAN
17.6.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of protocol VLANs is shown in the table below:
Table 17-9: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

protocol

Sets a protocol that identifies VLANs by protocol VLAN.

switchport mode

Sets the type of ports (protocol and trunk).

switchport protocol vlan

Sets the VLAN at the protocol port.

switchport trunk

Sets a VLAN at the trunk port.

vlan-protocol

Sets the protocol name and value for the protocol VLAN.

vlan protocol-based

Creates a protocol VLAN. In addition, it sets VLAN-related items in VLAN configuration
mode.

17.6.2 Creating Protocol VLAN
The procedure for setting a protocol VLAN is indicated below. An example of System#1 setting is shown in the figure
below.
Set IPv4 protocol VLAN 10 at ports 0/1 and 0/5. Set IPv4 protocol VLAN 20 at ports 0/2 , 0/3 and 0/6.Set IPv6
protocol VLAN 30 at ports 0/7. Port 0/3 belongs to VLAN 20 as well as to IPv6 protocol VLAN 30. Port 0/4 is the
trunk port where all VLANs are set.
Figure 17-7: Setting Example of Protocol VLAN

(1) Creating protocol that identifies VLANs
[Point of setting]
Before creating VLANs, set a protocol that identifies the VLANs using vlan-protocol command in the protocol
VLAN. The protocol sets the protocol name and value. More than one protocol value can also be associated with
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one name.
In IPv4 protocol, Ether-type of ARP is required to be specified as well as Ether-type of IPv4, thus associate two
protocol values with IPv4.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan-protocol IPV4 ethertype 0800 ethertype 0806
Create a protocol with name IPV4. Ether-type value 0800 of IPv4 and Ether-type value 0806 of ARP are associated
as protocol values.
The protocol determines only Ethernet V2 format-based frames only in this setting.
2. (config)# vlan-protocol IPV6 ethertype 86dd
Creates a protocol with name IPV6. Ether-type value 86DD of IPv6 is associated as a protocol value.

(2) Creating protocol VLAN
[Point of setting]
Creates a protocol VLAN. Specify a VLAN ID and protocol-based parameter when creating a VLAN. Specify the
created protocol as the protocol that identifies the VLAN.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan 10,20 protocol-based
Creates VLAN 10 and VLAN 20 as protocol VLANs. Set VLAN 10 and VLAN 20 as a batch to make them identical
IPv4 protocol VLANs. Use this command to shift to the VLAN configuration mode.
2. (config-vlan)# protocol IPV4
(config-vlan)# exit
Specifies the created IPv4 protocol as the protocol that identifies VLAN 10 and VLAN 20.
3. (config)# vlan 30 protocol-based
(config-vlan)# protocol IPV6
Creates VLAN 30 as a protocol VLAN. Specify the created IPv6 protocol as the protocol that identifies VLAN 30.

(3) Setting of protocol port
[Point of setting]
Set a protocol port as a port that identifies VLANs by protocol VLAN. Untagged frames are handled at this port.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/1
Moves to the Ethernet interface configuration mode with ports 0/1.
2. (config-if-range)# switchport mode protocol-vlan
(config-if-range)# switchport protocol vlan 10
(config-if-range)# exit
Sets ports 0/1 as protocol ports. It also sets VLAN 10.
3. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/5
(config-if-range)# switchport mode protocol-vlan
(config-if-range)# switchport protocol vlan 10
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(config-if-range)# exit
Sets ports 0/5 as protocol ports. It also sets VLAN 10.
4. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/2-3
(config-if-range)# switchport mode protocol-vlan
(config-if-range)# switchport protocol vlan 20
(config-if-range)# exit
Sets ports 0/2 and 0/3 as protocol ports. It also sets VLAN 20.
5. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/6
(config-if-range)# switchport mode protocol-vlan
(config-if-range)# switchport protocol vlan 20
(config-if-range)# exit
Sets ports 0/6 as protocol ports. It also sets VLAN 20.
6. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/7
(config-if-range)# switchport mode protocol-vlan
(config-if-range)# switchport protocol vlan 30
(config-if-range)# exit
Sets ports 0/7 as protocol ports. It also sets VLAN 30.
7. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/3
(config-if)# switchport protocol vlan add 30
Adds VLAN 30 to port 0/3. IPv4 and IPv6 protocol VLANs are set at port 0/3.

[Note]
switchport protocol vlan command does not add settings to the previous configuration but changes the setting to the
specified <VLAN ID list>. Use switchport protocol vlan add and switchport protocol vlan remove commands to
add or delete VLANs at the port where the protocol VLAN is running.

(4) Setting of trunk port
[Point of setting]
In the protocol VLAN, set a port that handles a Tagged frame as a trunk port and set a VLAN to the trunk port.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/5
Changes to port 0/5 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
2. (config-if)# switchport mode trunk
(config-if)# switchport trunk allowed vlan 10,20,30
Sets port 0/5 as the trunk port. It also sets VLAN 10, VLAN 20 and VLAN 30.

17.6.3 Setting Native VLAN at Protocol Port
[Point of setting]
If you want to handle an Untagged frame that does not match the protocol set at the protocol port, set a native VLAN
as the VLAN that handles the frame. Only port VLAN can be set as a native VLAN.
The native VLAN with VLAN ID specified using switchport protocol native vlan command is a VLAN that handles
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an Untagged frame that does not match the protocol set at the protocol port. A native VLAN is VLAN 1 (default
VLAN) if it is not specified at configuration explicitly.
If status suspend is set for the native VLAN, frames that do not match the protocol set will not be relayed.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan 10,20 protocol-based
(config-vlan)# exit
(config)# vlan 30
(config-vlan)# exit
Creates VLAN 10 and VLAN 20 as protocol VLANs. It also creates VLAN 30 as a port VLAN.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# switchport mode protocol-vlan
Changes to port 0/1 Ethernet interface configuration mode. It sets the port as the protocol port.
3. (config-if)# switchport protocol native vlan 30
(config-if)# switchport protocol vlan 10,20
Sets the native VLAN at protocol port 0/1 as a port VLAN, which handles an Untagged frame that does not match
the protocol set. It also sets protocol VLAN 10 and VLAN 20.
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17.7 MAC VLAN Overview
17.7.1 Outline of MAC VLAN
Group VLANs by source MAC address. MAC address registration to VLANs includes registration at configuration and
dynamic registration with layer 2 authentication function.
A MAC VLAN can be set so that it can communicate only with permitted terminals by registering the MAC address of
a permitted terminal at configuration or registering the MAC address authenticated with the layer 2 authentication
function.
An example of MAC VLAN configuration is shown in the figure below. If a trunk port is set between the LANSW
modules that configure a VLAN, the VLAN is determined with VLAN Tag regardless of the source MAC address.
Therefore, you do not need to set the identical MAC address to all systems. Set the MAC address of a terminal that is
connected to the MAC port for each system.
Figure 17-8: Configuration Example of MAC VLAN

17.7.2 Connection between Systems and MAC Address Setting
If you want to configure a MAC VLAN with more than one system, it is recommended to use a trunk port to connect
the LANSW modules. The VLAN for the received frame at the trunk port is judged with VLAN Tag. Communication
is available with a MAC VLAN even if the source MAC address is not set in the VLAN. See "Figure 17-8:
Configuration Example of MAC VLAN" when the LANSW modules are connected at the trunk port.
All MAC addresses that belong to the VLAN must be set in all of the LANSW modules when connecting the LANSW
modules at MAC ports. Register the MAC address of a router if any. Register the MAC address of a virtual router if
VRRP is used.
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Shown below is a figure when the LANSW modules are connected at MAC ports.
Figure 17-9: Connecting the LANSW modules at MAC Ports

17.7.3 Cooperation with Layer 2 Authentication Function
MAC VLAN collaboratively works with the layer 2 authentication function to register a MAC address to the VLAN
dynamically. Shown below is the layer 2 authentication function that is collaboratively working.
• IEEE802.1X function
• Web Authentication
• MAC Authentication
• VLAN Authentication
Register the MAC address of such a terminal as a printer or server that connects a MAC port without running the layer
2 authentication function to the VLAN at configuration.
If the same MAC address is set to the configuration and the layer 2 authentication function, register the MAC address
of the configuration.

17.7.4 Multicast for Mixed VLANs
If more than one MAC VLAN coexists at the same port or a port VLAN and MAC VLAN coexists, and terminals that
belong to each VLAN belong to the identical multicast group, the identical multicast frame is sent to the port for every
VLAN. Therefore, the terminal will receive the same frame more than once.
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Shown below is an example of network configuration that receives multicast data more than once at a terminal.
Figure 17-10: Multicast for Mixed VLANs
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17.8 Configuration of MAC VLAN
17.8.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of MAC VLANs is shown in the table below:
Table 17-10: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

mac-address

Sets the MAC address of a terminal that belongs to a VLAN in a MAC VLAN at configuration.

mac-based-vlan static-only

The number of registration of MAC addresses by configuration command macaddress is enhanced.

switchport mac-vlan

Sets a VLAN at a MAC port.

switchport mode

Sets the type of ports (MAC and trunk).

switchport trunk

Sets a VLAN at the trunk port.

vlan mac-based

Creates a MAC VLAN. In addition, it sets VLAN-related items in VLAN configuration mode.

17.8.2 Setting MAC VLAN
The procedure for setting a MAC VLAN is indicated below. This is an example of setting the MAC addresses that
belong to the MAC VLAN and VLAN at configuration. For coordination with IEEE802.1X, see "Configuration
Settings, Vol. 2, 6 Configuration and Operation of IEEE 802.1X".
An example of System#1 setting is shown in the figure below. Set MAC VLAN 10 at port 1/0. Set MAC VLAN 10 and
MAC VLAN 20 at port 0/2 and MAC VLAN 20 at port 0/3. However, terminal D for which the MAC address is not
registered is connected at port 0/3.
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Figure 17-11: Setting Example of MAC VLAN

(1) Creation of MAC VLAN and registration of MAC address
[Point of setting]
Create a MAC VLAN. Specify a VLAN ID and mac-based parameter when creating a VLAN.
Set the MAC address that belongs to the VLAN. Register terminal A to C , ServerBlade#1 and ServerBlade#2 to
each VLAN in the sample configuration. Terminal D is not registered because it will be a terminal for which MAC
VLAN communication is not available.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan 10 mac-based
Creates VLAN 10 as a MAC VLAN. Use this command to shift to the VLAN configuration mode.
2. (config-vlan)# mac-address 0012.e200.00a0
(config-vlan)# mac-address 0012.e200.00b0
(config-vlan)# mac-address 0012.0200.0010
(config-vlan)# exit
Registers terminal A (0012.e200.00a0) , terminal B (0012.e200.00b0) and ServerBlade#1(0012.0200.0010) in MAC
VLAN 10.
3. (config)# vlan 20 mac-based
(config-vlan)# mac-address 0012.e200.00c0
(config-vlan)# mac-address 0012.0200.0020
Creates VLAN 20 as a MAC VLAN and registers terminal C (0012.e200.0003) and ServerBlade#1(0012.0200.0020)
in MAC VLAN 20.
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[Note]
For MAC addresses to register in a MAC VLAN, the identical MAC address cannot be registered in more than one
VLAN.

(2) MAC port setting
[Point of setting]
Set a MAC port as a port that identifies VLANs by source MAC address in a MAC VLAN. Untagged frames are
handled at this port.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/1-2
Moves to the Ethernet interface configuration mode with ports 0/1 and 0/2. Specify as a batch because MAC VLAN
10 is set to ports 1/0 and 0/2.
2. (config-if-range)# switchport mode mac-vlan
(config-if-range)# switchport mac vlan 10
(config-if-range)# exit
Sets ports 0/1 and 0/2 as MAC ports. It also sets VLAN 10.
3. (config)# interface range gigabitethernet 0/2-3
(config-if-range)# switchport mode mac-vlan
(config-if-range)# switchport mac vlan add 20
(config-if-range)# exit
Sets ports 0/2 and 0/3 as MAC ports. It also sets VLAN 20. Use switchport mac vlan add command to add VLAN
10 because VLAN 10 has already been set to port 0/2. Port 0/3 means new setting.
4. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/5
Changes to port 0/5 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
5. (config-if-range)# switchport mode mac-vlan
(config-if-range)# switchport mac vlan 10
(config-if-range)# exit
Sets ports 0/5 as MAC ports. It also sets VLAN 10.
6. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/6
Changes to port 0/5 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
7. (config-if-range)# switchport mode mac-vlan
(config-if-range)# switchport mac vlan 10
(config-if-range)# exit
Sets ports 0/6 as MAC ports. It also sets VLAN 10.
[Note]
switchport mac vlan command does not add settings to the previous configuration but changes the setting to the
specified <VLAN ID list>. Use switchport mac vlan add and switchport mac vlan remove commands to add or
delete VLANs at the port where the MAC VLAN is running.

(3) Setting of trunk port
[Point of setting]
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In the MAC VLAN, set a port that handles a Tagged frame as a trunk port and set a VLAN to the trunk port.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/4
Changes to port 0/4 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
2. (config-if)# switchport mode trunk
(config-if)# switchport trunk allowed vlan 10,20
Sets port 0/4 as the trunk port. It also sets VLAN 10 and VLAN 20.

17.8.3 Setting Native VLAN at MAC Port
[Point of setting]
If you want to handle an Untagged frame that does not match the MAC address registered in the MAC VLAN at
the MAC port, set a native VLAN as the VLAN that handles the frame. A native VLAN can set only port VLANs.
The native VLAN with VLAN ID specified using switchport mac native vlan command is a VLAN that handles an
Untagged frame that does not match the MAC address registered on the MAC port. A native VLAN is VLAN 1
(default VLAN) if it is not specified at configuration explicitly.
If status suspend is set for the native VLAN, frames that do not match the registered MAC address will not be
relayed.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan
(config-vlan)#
(config)# vlan
(config-vlan)#

10,20 mac-based
exit
30
exit

Creates VLAN 10.20 as a MAC VLAN. It also creates VLAN 30 as a port VLAN.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# switchport mode mac-vlan
Changes to port 0/1 Ethernet interface configuration mode. It sets the port as the MAC port.
3. (config-if)# switchport mac vlan 10,20
Sets VLAN 10 and VLAN 20 at port 1/0.
In this status, port 0/1 allows only MAC VLANs 10 and 20 to communicate. The MAC addresses not registered are
not available for communication. If you want to communicate from a MAC address not registered, set so that a native
VLAN can communicate.
4. (config-if)# switchport mac native vlan 30
(config-if)# switchport mode vlan add 30
Sets the native VLAN at port 0/1 to port VLAN 30. and adds Setting of VLAN30.VLAN 30 handles Untagged
frames from a MAC address that is not registered at port 0/1.

17.8.4 Setting the Extended Number of MAC Addressed Registered
[Point of setting]
If the "mac-based-vlan static-only" configuration command is set, it is possible to increase the number of addresses
registered with the "mac-address" configuration command to meet the MAC VLAN accommodation conditions.
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[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# mac-based-vlan static-only
(config)# vlan 10 mac-based
(config-vlan)# mac-address 0012.e200.0004
(config-vlan)# exit
(config)# vlan 20 mac-based
(config-vlan)# mac-address 0012.e200.0005
(config-vlan)# exit
VLAN 10 is created as a MAC VLAN to register the MAC address (0012.e200.0004). And VLAN 20 is created as
a MAC VLAN to register the MAC address (0012.e200.0005).
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17.9 VLAN Interface
17.9.1 Interface Requiring IP Address Setting
Set an IP address to the VLAN to use the LANSW module as a layer 3 switch. Creating more than one VLAN and
setting an IP address to the VLANs respectively enables the LANSW module to work as a layer 3 switch.
Use the configuration command interface vlan to set an IP address. This interface is called "VLAN interface".

17.9.2 MAC Address of VLAN Interface
VLAN interface with an IP address set uses one of the MAC addresses for the LANSW module as the MAC address for
the interface. The MAC addresses to be used are shown below.
• System MAC address
• MAC address per VLAN
A system MAC address is used as default. Configuration enables to set the MAC address for each VLAN.
The MAC address of the VLAN interface can be changed during operation in configuration. When a value is changed
during operation, the MAC address learned by the neighbor layer 3 systems (a router, layer 3 switch, and terminal)
using an ARP or NDP becomes inconsistent with the MAC address of the LANSW module, and the communication
may be temporarily disabled.
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17.10 Configuration of VLAN Interface
17.10.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of basic configuration commands that set an IP address to VLAN interface to use the LANSW module as a
layer 3 switch is shown in the table below.
Table 17-11: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

interface vlan

Sets VLAN interface. It also shifts the mode to the interface mode.

ip address

Sets the IPv4 address of interface.

vlan-mac

Sets to use the MAC address for each VLAN.

vlan-mac-prefix

Sets the prefix of the MAC address for each VLAN.

17.10.2 Setting VLAN as Layer 3 Interface
[Point of setting]
VLAN can be used as layer 3 interface by setting an IP address to it. interface vlan command and VLAN interface
configuration mode enables setting of a variety of layer 3 functions.
An example where an IPv4 address is set to VLAN interface is shown here. For the layer 3 functions that can be set
for VLAN interface, see the chapters of each function.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface vlan 10
Shifts to the VLAN interface configuration mode of VLAN 10. If the VLAN ID specified with interface vlan
command has not yet been set, a port VLAN is automatically created and vlan command is set.
2. (config-if)# ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
Sets IPv4 address 192.168.1.1 and subnet mask 255.255.255.0 to VLAN 10.

[note]
Once an IP address is set, you will unable to modify it any longer. Delete the IP address that is already set with the
"no ip address" command and then set a new IP address.

17.10.3 Setting MAC Address of VLAN Interface
A system MAC address is used for every VLAN interface as default in the LANSW module. Usually a LAN switch
learns the MAC address for each VLAN, thus the identical MAC address is available in different VLANs. However, if
a LAN switch that manages one MAC address table per System, not per VLAN is used on the same network, using the
identical MAC address in different VLANs may cause unstable MAC address learning. In that case, the network can be
made stable by changing the MAC address of VLAN interface to the MAC address for each VLAN.
[Point of setting]
The MAC address of VLAN interface can be changed when you use a VLAN as layer 3 interface. Use
vlan-mac-prefix and vlan-mac commands to set the MAC address.
For the MAC address for each VLAN, use vlan-mac-prefix command to specify the prefix of up to higher 34 bits,
and for each VLAN, use vlan-mac command to set to use the MAC address per VLAN. VLAN ID is used for lower
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12 bits in the MAC address.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# vlan-mac-prefix 0012.e200.0000 ffff.ffff.c000
Specifies the prefix (higher 34 bits) to be used in the MAC address per VLAN. Mask is 34 bits of ffff.ffff.c000 when
specified.
2. (config)# vlan 10
Shifts to the VLAN configuration mode of VLAN 10.
3. (config-vlan)# vlan-mac
Sets to use the MAC address for each VLAN in VLAN 10. VLAN ID is used for lower 12 bits in the MAC address,
and in this case, the MAC address of VLAN 10 is 0012.e200.000a.
The value of the MAC address can be checked with the operation command show vlan.

[Note]
The MAC address of VLAN interface will be changed in the MAC address setting for each VLAN. The MAC
address learned by the neighbor layer 3 systems (a router, layer 3 switch, and terminal) using an ARP or NDP
becomes inconsistent with the MAC address of the LANSW module, and the communication may be temporarily
disabled. It is recommended to set this function before the start of VLAN interface operation or when there are less
impacts on communication.
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17.11 VLAN Operation
17.11.1 List of Operation Commands
The list of VLAN operation commands is shown in the table below:
Table 17-12: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show vlan

Displays the variety of VLAN information.

show vlan mac-vlan

Displays the MAC addresses registered in MAC VLAN.

restart vlan

Restarts VLAN program.

dump protocols vlan

Outputs into a file the detailed event trace information and the control table extracted by the
VLAN program.

17.11.2 Checking VLAN Status
(1) Checking VLAN setting status
Use show vlan command to check VLAN information. Make sure that the VLAN setting is correct using VLAN ID,
Type, and IP Address. In addition, Untagged is a port that handles Untagged frames in the VLAN, and Tagged is a port
that handles Tagged frames in the VLAN. Also, make sure that the port setting set in the VLAN is correct.
Figure 17-12: Execution Result of show vlan Command
> show vlan
Date 2007/01/26 17:01:40 UTC
VLAN counts:2
VLAN ID:1
Type:Port based
Status:Up
Learning:On
Tag-Translation:
BPDU Forwarding:
EAPOL Forwarding:
Router Interface Name:VLAN0001
IP Address:10.215.201.1/24
Source MAC address: 0012.e212.ad1e(System)
Description:VLAN0001
Spanning Tree:PVST+(802.1D)
AXRP RING ID:
AXRP VLAN group:
GSRP ID:
GSRP VLAN group:
L3:
IGMP snooping:
MLD snooping:
Untagged(18) :0/1-4,13-26
VLAN ID:3
Type:Port based
Status:Up
Learning:On
Tag-Translation:On
BPDU Forwarding:
EAPOL Forwarding:
Router Interface Name:VLAN0003
IP Address:10.215.196.1/23
3ffe:501:811:ff08::5/64
Source MAC address: 0012.e212.ad1e(System)
Description:VLAN0003
Spanning Tree:Single(802.1D)
AXRP RING ID:
AXRP VLAN group:
GSRP ID:
GSRP VLAN group:
L3:
IGMP snooping:
MLD snooping:
Untagged(8)
:0/5-12
Tagged(2)
:0/25-26
Tag-Trans(2) :0/25-26
>

(2) Checking VLAN communication status
Use show vlan detail command to check VLAN communication status. Check Up/Down, Forwarding/Blocking of the
port with Port Information. In Blocking status, the cause of Blocking is indicated in parenthesis.
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Figure 17-13: Execution Result of show vlan detail Command
> show vlan 3 detail
Date 2007/01/26 17:01:40 UTC
VLAN counts:2
VLAN ID:3
Type:Port based
Status:Up
Learning:On
Tag-Translation:On
BPDU Forwarding:
EAPOL Forwarding:
Router Interface Name:VLAN0003
IP Address:10.215.196.1/23
ee80::220:afff:fed7:8f0a/64
Source MAC address: 0012.e212.ad1e(System)
Description:VLAN0003
Spanning Tree:Single(802.1D)
AXRP RING ID:
AXRP VLAN group:
GSRP ID:
GSRP VLAN group:
L3:
IGMP snooping:
MLD snooping:
Port Information
0/5
Up
Forwarding
Untagged
0/6
Up
Blocking(STP)
Untagged
0/7
Up
Forwarding
Untagged
0/8
Up
Forwarding
Untagged
0/9
Up
Forwarding
Untagged
0/10
Up
Forwarding
Untagged
0/11
Up
Forwarding
Untagged
0/12
Up
Forwarding
Untagged
0/25(CH:9)
Up
Forwarding
Tagged
Tag-Translation:103
0/26(CH:9)
Up
Blocking(CH)
Tagged
Tag-Translation:103
>

(3) Checking VLAN ID list
Use show vlan summary command to check the type, number, and VLAN ID of VLANs that have been set.
Figure 17-14: Execution Result of show vlan summary Command
> show vlan summary
Date 2005/10/14 12:14:38 UTC
Total(4)
:1,10,20,4094
Port based(2)
:1,4094
Protocol based(1)
:10
MAC based(1)
:20
>

(4) Checking with VLAN list display
show vlan list command displays the outline of VLAN setting status in one line. This command enables for checking
the VLAN setting status and the setting status of layer 2 redundant function and IP addresses on a list. Specifying a
VLAN, port, or channel group as a parameter can list only the VLAN status with specified parameters for checking.
Figure 17-15: Execution Result of show vlan list Command
> show vlan list
Date 2007/01/26 17:01:40 UTC
VLAN counts:4
ID
Status Fwd/Up /Cfg Name
Type Protocol
1 Up
16/ 18/ 18 VLAN0001
Port STP PVST+:1D
3 Up
9/ 10/ 10 VLAN0003
Port STP Single:1D
AXRP (Control-VLAN)
GSRP GSRP ID:VLAN Group ID(Master/Backup)
S:IGMP/MLD snooping T:Tag Translation
4:IPv4 address configured 6:IPv6 address configured
>

(5) Checking registered MAC address of MAC VLAN
Use show vlan mac-vlan command to check the MAC address registered in the MAC VLAN.
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The function that registered the MAC address is indicated in parenthesis.
• "static" is the MAC address registered at configuration.
• "dot1x" refers to the MAC address registered with IEEE802.1X.
Figure 17-16: Execution Result of show vlan mac-vlan Command
> show vlan mac-vlan
Date 2005/10/14 12:16:04 UTC
VLAN counts:2
Total MAC Counts:5
VLAN ID:20
MAC Counts:4
0012.e200.0001 (static)
0012.e200.0002 (static)
0012.e200.0003 (static)
0012.e200.0004 (dot1x)
VLAN ID:200 MAC Counts:1
0012.e200.1111 (dot1x)
>
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VLAN Extended Function
This chapter outlines the extended functions that apply to VLAN and explains how to
use them.

18.1 VLAN Tunneling Overview
18.2 Configuration of VLAN Tunneling
18.3 Tag Translation Overview
18.4 Configuration of Tag Translation
18.5 L2 Protocol Frame Transparent Function Overview
18.6 Configuration of L2 Protocol Frame Transparent Function
18.7 Inter-port Relay Block Function Overview
18.8 Configuration of Inter-port Relay Block Function
18.9 Describing the VLAN debounce function
18.10 VLAN debounce function configuration
18.11 Layer 2 Relay Block Function Overview
18.12 Configuration of Layer 2 Relay Block Function
18.13 Operation of VLAN Extended Function
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18.1 VLAN Tunneling Overview
18.1.1 Outline of VLAN Tunneling
VLAN tunneling function aggregates and "tunnels" VLANs of multiple users to another VLAN. Stacking IEEE802.1Q
VLAN Tag passes a frame that belongs to other VLAN transparently in one VLAN. Multi-point connection that
connects more than three sites is available for tunnels.
The figure below shows the overview of VLAN tunneling (with wide area Ethernet service implemented). In VLAN
tunneling, stacking VLAN Tag identifies a VLAN within the VLAN tunneling network.
In this sample, the wide area Ethernet service, which is a layer 2 VPN service, is implemented. Implement the VLAN
tunneling function in the LANSW module. In VLAN tunneling, stacking VLAN Tag identifies a VLAN within the
VLAN tunneling network. The port that accommodates user sites is called an "access line" and the port connected
within the VLAN tunneling network is called a "backbone line". Add VLAN Tag to the frame from the access line and
relay it to the backbone line. Remove the VLAN Tag from the frame from the backbone line and relay it to the access
line.
Figure 18-1: VLAN Tunneling Overview (Application Example of Wide Area Ethernet Service)

18.1.2 Requirements for Using VLAN Tunneling
The network needs to be built on the conditions shown below when using the VLAN tunneling function.
• Use a port VLAN.
• Define the access line as the tunneling port and the backbone line as the trunk port in a VLAN with the VLAN
tunneling function implemented.
• A frame larger than 4 bytes should be handled because VLAN Tag is stacked at the backbone line within the VLAN
tunneling network.
• An access port and tunneling port cannot coexist in the LANSW module. Setting any tunneling port forces other ports
including a port specified as access port to operate as a tunneling port.

18.1.3 Notes on Using VLAN Tunneling
(1) Coexistence with another function
The default VLAN is not included automatically. Make explicit settings for all VLANs.
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(2) Default VLAN
Please refer to “15.3 Coexistence of Layer 2 Switch Function and Other Functions“

(3) Native VLAN at trunk port
The trunk port in VLAN tunneling stacks VLAN Tag but a native VLAN does not stack the VLAN Tag. The port
works the same way as the access port does when sending a frame from the LANSW module, and it handles only an
Untagged frame when receiving a frame. The operation is different from other VLANs', thus this cannot be used as a
VLAN for the backbone line within the VLAN tunneling network. It is recommended to make the native VLAN at the
trunk port suspended when using VLAN tunneling.
The default VLAN is used as native VLAN of trunk port unless the native VLAN is specified explicitly by the
configuration command "switchport trunk native vlan". When using the VLAN tunneling function with the default
VLAN, use "switchport trunk native vlan" to set the native VLAN as a VLAN other than the default VLAN.

(4) About User Priority of the frame
Please refer to "Configuration Settings, Vol. 2, 3.7 Marker Overview" for User Priority when the VLAN tunneling is
used.
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18.2 Configuration of VLAN Tunneling
18.2.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of the VLAN tunneling function is shown in the table below:
Table 18-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

mtu

Sets a jumbo frame at the backbone line.

switchport access

Sets the access line.

switchport mode

Sets the type of a port to set the access line and backbone line.

switchport trunk

Sets the backbone line.

18.2.2 Setting VLAN Tunneling
(1) Setting of access line and backbone line
[Point of setting]
VLAN tunneling function uses a port VLAN to define the access line as the tunneling port and the backbone line
as the trunk port.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
Changes to port 0/1 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
2. (config-if)# switchport mode dot1q-tunnel
(config-if)# switchport access vlan 10
Sets port 0/1 as the trunk port. It also sets VLAN 10.

For the configuration of the trunk port, see "17.4 Configuration of Port VLAN".

(2) Setting of jumbo frame on backbone line
[Point of setting]
The backbone line handles a frame larger than 4 bytes to stack VLAN Tag. Therefore, a jumbo frame should be set.
[Setup using commands]
See "13.2.5 Setting Jumbo Frame" for the configuration of a jumbo frame.
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18.3 Tag Translation Overview
18.3.1 Outline of Tag Translation
Tag translation function translates the VLAN ID field of VLAN Tag in the frame to another value when layer
2-switch-relaying a Tagged frame. This function enables for connecting the established VLAN that had been set with
different VLAN ID as one VLAN.
Specify the Tag translation function at the trunk port. When you do not use the Tag translation function, use the VLAN
ID of the VLAN in the VLAN ID field of the VLAN Tag. Use the ID if the Tag translation function is specified.
An example of the Tag translation function is shown in the figure below. In port 1 shown in the figure, the Tag
translation function is not specified. The Tag translation function is set to ports 2 and 3, and the VLAN ID field of
VLAN Tag is translated for relay. Also, when receiving a frame, handle the frame of VLAN Tag with the ID set in each
port in VLAN 100.
Figure 18-2: Configuration Example of Tag Translation Function

18.3.2 Notes on Using Tag Translation
(1) User priority in VLAN Tag when using Tag translation
When a frame to be Tag translated is received at the port using Tag translation, the user priority of VLAN Tag is
defaulted to "3". Use the marker function in QoS control to change the default value of the user priority when using
Tag translation.

(2) TPID for Tag translation
Set TPID 0x8100 only for the port running Tag translation.
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18.4 Configuration of Tag Translation
18.4.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of Tag translation is shown in the table below:
Table 18-2: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

switchport vlan mapping

Sets the ID to translate.

switchport vlan mapping enable

Enables Tag translation at the designated port.

18.4.2 Setting Tag Translation
The procedure for Tag translation setting is shown in the figure below. An example of port 0/2 setting is shown in the
figure below.
In the configuration example, Tag translation is applied at port 0/2. At port 0/2 VLAN 100 frames are received/sent
with VLAN Tag 1000, and VLAN 200 frames are received/sent with VLAN Tag 100. If Tag translation is performed in
VLAN 100, VLAN Tag 100 will be available in other VLANs. At port 0/2 VLAN Tag 200 frames are not handled as
VLAN 200 but are discarded as a VLAN Tag that has not been set.
Figure 18-3: Setting Example of Tag Translation

[Point of setting]
Tag translation works by enabling the Tag translation function and setting an ID to translate. Tag translation settings
are valid only at the trunk port.
Use switchport vlan mapping command to set Tag translation. Use switchport vlan mapping enable command to
enable the translation that has been set. When Tag translation is enabled, a VLAN where no translation is set at the
port stops sending/receiving frames.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# switchport mode trunk
(config-if)# switchport trunk allowed vlan 100,200
Sets port 0/2 as the trunk port and set VLAN and VLAN 200.
2. (config-if)# switchport vlan mapping 1000 100
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(config-if)# switchport vlan mapping 100 200
Sets Tag translation for VLAN 100 and 200 at port 0/2. Sets to receive/send frames with VLAN Tag 1000 in VLAN
100 and with VLAN Tag 100 in VLAN 200.
3. (config-if)# switchport vlan mapping enable
Enables Tag translation at port 0/2. Tag translation will not work until this command is set.

[Note]
Tag translation setting is required in all VLANs at the port that uses Tag translation. Set to translate to the same
value for the VLAN does not perform translation. The accommodating condition of Tag translation is 768, the
number of configuration settings including the setting that translates to the identical value.
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18.5 L2 Protocol Frame Transparent Function Overview
18.5.1 Outline of L2 Protocol Frame Transparent Function
This function relays protocol frames in layer 2. Frames to be relayed are BPDU of a spanning tree and EAPOL of IEEE
802.1X. Usually these protocol frames in layer 2 are not relayed.
Frames to be relayed are handled as simple multicast frames in the LANSW module and not used as protocols for the
LANSW module.

(1) BPDU forwarding function
BPDU can be relayed when a spanning tree is not used in the LANSW module. Using this function in VLAN tunneling
enables a user/s BPDU to pass. In this case BPDU forwarding function needs to be set in all edge devices and core
devices in the VLAN tunneling network.

(2) EAPOL forwarding function
EAPOL can be relayed when IEEE 802.1X is not used in the LANSW module. Use this function when using this device
as an L2 switch between Authenticator and a terminal (Supplicant).
Figure 18-4: Application Example of EAPOL Forwarding Function

18.5.2 Notes of L2 protocol frame penetration function
(1) Coexistence with another function
Please refer to "Coexistence of 14.3 layer two switch function and another function".
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18.6 Configuration of L2 Protocol Frame Transparent
Function
18.6.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of L2 protocol frame transparent function is shown in the table below:
Table 18-3: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

l2protocol-tunnel eap

Forwards EAPOL of IEEE 802.1X.

l2protocol-tunnel stp

Forwards BPDU of the spanning tree.

18.6.2 Setting L2 Protocol Frame Transparent Function
(1) Setting of BPDU forwarding function
[Point of setting]
The setting of this function is enabled per device. When enabled, this function forwards BPDU via all VLANs.
To set the BPDU forwarding function, the spanning tree of the LANSW module must be stopped beforehand.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree disable
(config)# l2protocol-tunnel stp
Sets BPDU forwarding function. Stop the spanning tree beforehand and set the BPDU forwarding function. This
device does not handle but relays BPDU as a protocol frame.

(2) Setting of EAPOL forwarding function
[Point of setting]
The setting of this function is enabled per device. When enabled, this function forwards EAPOL via all VLANs.
EAPOL forwarding function and IEEE802.1X function cannot be used simultaneously.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# l2protocol-tunnel eap
Sets EAPOL forwarding function. This device does not handle but relays EAPOL as a protocol frame.
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18.7 Inter-port Relay Block Function Overview
18.7.1 Outline of Inter-port Relay Block Function
Inter-port relay block function blocks all communication at the designated port. This enables for ensuring security by
applying to connection to servers that allow access only from specific ports or connection with terminals you want to
block direct communication.
An implementation example is shown below. In this example the administrator-dedicated server blocks access from
ordinary terminals and allows access only from the administrator-dedicated terminal. Direct communication is blocked
between terminals to ensure the security of the terminals.
Figure 18-5: Application Example of Inter-port Relay Block Function

18.7.2 Notes on Using Inter-port Relay Block Function
(1) Block between ports where more than one VLAN is set at each port
Inter-port Relay Block function blocks all communication both in layer 2 relay in a VLAN or layer 3 relay between
VLANs. If communication between ports where more than one VLAN is set at each port is blocked at the trunk port,
layer 3 relay between VLANs will become unavailable between those ports.

(2) Notes on using the spanning tree at the same time
Operating the spanning tree at the port where communication has been blocked may disable communication due to its
topology.
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18.8 Configuration of Inter-port Relay Block Function
18.8.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of inter-port relay block function is shown in the table below:
Table 18-4: List of Configuration Commands
Command
switchport isolation

Description
Blocks the relay to the designated port.

18.8.2 Setting Inter-port Relay Block Function
The procedure for setting the inter-port relay block function is indicated below. An example of configuration setting is
shown in the figure below.
In the example communication from port 0/1 to port 0/5 is blocked. In addition, communication between ports 0/1 and
0/2 is blocked. Port 0/6 is available for communication with any ports.
Figure 18-6: Setting Example of Inter-port Relay Block Function

[Point of setting]
Set the inter-port relay block function by specifying ports that are not allowed to communicate from in the Ethernet
interface configuration mode. To block two-way communication, set the function at each port you want to block.
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[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
Changes to port 0/1 Ethernet interface configuration mode.
2. (config-if)# switchport isolation interface gigabitethernet 0/
2,gigabitethernet 0/5
(config-if)# exit
Blocks the relay from ports 0/2 and 0/5 at port 0/1. With this setting, one-way relay from port 0/1 is blocked.
3. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# switchport isolation interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# exit
Shifts to the Ethernet interface configuration mode of port 0/2 and the relay from port 0/1 is blocked at port 0/2. With
this setting, two-way communication is blocked between ports 0/1 and 0/2.
4. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/5
(config-if)# switchport isolation interface gigabitethernet 0/1
Shifts to the Ethernet interface configuration mode of port 0/5 and the relay from port 0/1 is blocked at port 0/4. With
this setting, two-way communication is blocked between ports 0/1 and 0/5.

18.8.3 Changing Ports to Block
[Point of setting]
Use switchport isolation add and switchport isolation remove commands to change the port to block using the
inter-port relay block function. Specification as a batch with switchport isolation <interface-id list> at the port that
has been set will be enabled.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# switchport isolation interface gigabitethernet 0/2-10
Shifts to the Ethernet interface configuration mode of port 0/1 and the relay from port 0/1 to port 0/2 through 0/10 is
blocked.
2. (config-if)# switchport isolation interface add gigabitethernet 0/11
(config-if)# switchport isolation interface remove gigabitethernet 0/5
Includes port 0/11, which is to block from port 0/1. Reset port 0/5 setting. In this status port 0/1 blocks
communication between ports 0/2 through 0/4 and 0/6 through 0/11.
3. (config-if)# switchport isolation interface gigabitethernet 0/3-4
Sets ports 0/3 and 04 as ports that blocks the relay from port 0/1. The previous settings are all overwritten and only
ports 0/3 and 0/4 are blocked with other ports enabled for communication.
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18.9 Describing the VLAN debounce function
18.9.1 Overview
The VLAN interface becomes up when VLAN becomes communicable. It becomes down when a VLAN port is down
or is blocked with a function such as the spanning tree and so communication becomes impossible.
The VLAN debounce function makes delay the VLAN interface up or down to change a network topology and delete a
log message, SNMP Trap, and the like.
If an error occurs when the redundant configuration for layer 2 is used such as the spanning tree and Ring Protocol, the
relevant route is generally switched to an alternative one in a short time as compared with a topology change in layer 3.
If the VLAN debounce function delays the VLAN interface down until the time for switching to the alternative route in
layer 2, the layer 3 topology need not be changed and so communication availability can be obtained.
When the redundant configuration in layer 3 is used, both systems are prevented from running as the master during
recovery from an error in the master. To do this, the VLAN interface up can be delayed with the VLAN debounce
function.

18.9.2 Relationship between the VLAN Debounce Function and Other
Functions
(1) Spanning Tree
In the spanning tree, the time necessary for a spanning tree topology change is required from when a port error occurs
until the relevant route is changed to the alternative one. Meanwhile, if the VLAN interface must not be down, set the
VLAN interface down delay time longer than the time required for the topology change.

(2) Ring Protocol
When Ring Protocol is used, the primary port is in the "forwarding" status and the secondary port is in the "blocking"
status. If the VLAN debounce function is not used and an error occurs in the primary port, the VLAN interface goes
down once. After the secondary port is unblocked, the VLAN interface goes up again.In this case, to prevent VLAN
from going down once, set the VLAN interface down delay time. However, set the down delay time longer than the
protection time specified with the health-check holdtime command.

(3) Other Redundancy Functions
If redundancy functions other than the spanning tree and Ring Protocol are used and VLAN repeats up or down in a
short time, up or down can be suppressed with the VLAN debounce function.

18.9.3 Notices on Using the VLAN Debounce Function
(1) Notices on the Down Delay Time
Setting the down delay time causes the VLAN down to be delayed even if an unrecoverable error occurs.
Communication is disabled while down is delayed with the VLAN debounce function. Set necessary down delay time
according to the network configuration and operation.
If, for example, the status command specifies "suspend" for VLAN or all VLAN ports have been deleted, the relevant
VLAN does not become communicable as long as the configuration is not changed. In this case, setting the down delay
time does not cause the VLAN down to be delayed.
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(2) Notices on the Up Delay Time
If the up delay time is set, VLAN that went up once goes down. Afterwards, up is delayed when that VLAN goes up
again. If the device restarts or the VLAN program is restarted with the restart vlan command, VLAN enters the initial
condition. So, VLAN up is not delayed even if the up delay time is set.

(3) Notices on Delay Time Errors
Since the software timer is used, the up or down delay time may be longer than the set time if the CPU usage rate is
high.
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18.10 VLAN debounce function configuration
18.10.1 Configuration command list
The table below lists the configuration commands of the VLAN debounce function.
Table 18-5: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

down-debounce

Specify the VLAN interface down delay time.

up-debounce

Specify the VLAN interface up delay time.

18.10.2 Setting the VLAN Debounce Function
Shown below is the procedure for setting the VLAN debounce function.
[Point of setting]
Specify the optimum VLAN debounce function delay time according to the network configuration and operation.
[Setting with the command]
1. (config)# interface vlan 100
Switch to the VLAN 100 VLAN interface mode.
2. (config-if)# down-debounce 2
(config-if)# exit
Set the VLAN 100 down delay time to 2 seconds.
3. (config)# interface range vlan 201-300
Switch to the multiple-VLAN interface mode of VLAN 201-300.
4. (config-if-range)# down-debounce 3
(config-if-range)# exit
Set the VLAN 201-300 down delay time to 3 seconds.
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18.11 Layer 2 Relay Block Function Overview
18.11.1 Outline of Layer 2 Relay Block Function
The Layer 2 relay block function allows only Layer 3 relay without Layer 2 relay on the LANSW module. Layer 2
relay is disabled for all the frames containing broadcast frames and multicast frames in VLAN using this function.
This function can be used to block the communications between terminals. In addition, the setup of this function
enables to accommodate the multiple terminals in a single VLAN to utilize the IP addresses.
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18.12 Configuration of Layer 2 Relay Block Function
18.12.1 List of Configuration Commands
The configuration commands of the Layer 2 relay block function are listed in the table below.
Table 18-6: List of configuration commands
Command
l2-isolation

Description
Blocks Layer 2 forwarding within a VLAN.

18.12.2 Setting Layer 2 Relay Block Function
The procedures for setting the Layer 2 relay block function are provided below.
[Setting with the command]
1. (config)# l2-isolation
Sets the Layer 2 relay blocking functionality.
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18.13 Operation of VLAN Extended Function
18.13.1 List of Operation Commands
The list of VLAN extended function's operation commands is shown in the table below:
Table 18-7: List of Operation Commands
Command
show vlan

Description
Checks the setting status of VLAN extended functions.

18.13.2 Checking VLAN Extended Function
(1) Checking VLAN communication status
Use show vlan detail command to check the setting status of VLAN extended functions. How to check the VLAN
extended functions with show vlan detail command is shown in the figure below.
Table 18-8: Method of Checking VLAN Extended Functions with show vlan detail Command
Function

Method for Checking

VLAN tunneling

Displays "VLAN tunneling enabled" on the top.

Tag translation

Displays "Tag-Translation" in Port Information.

L2 protocol frame transparent function

Displayed in the columns of BPDU Forwarding and EAPOL Forwarding.

Figure 18-7: Execution Result of show vlan detail Command
>show vlan 10 detail
Date 2005/10/15 16:28:23 UTC
VLAN counts:1
VLAN tunneling enabled
VLAN ID:10
Type:Port based
Status:Up
Learning:On
Tag-Translation:On
BPDU Forwarding:On
EAPOL Forwarding:
:
:
:
:
Port Information
0/2
Up
Forwarding
Tagged
0/3
Down Tagged
0/4
Up
Forwarding
Tagged
>

...1
...3

Tag-Translation:1000
Tag-Translation:2000

1. Indicates that the VLAN tunneling is enabled.
2. Indicates that Tag translation is set for this port.
3. Indicates that the BPDU forwarding function is enabled and the EAPOL forwarding function is not.
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Spanning Tree
This chapter outlines spanning tree function and explains how to use it.
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19.1 Spanning Tree Overview
19.1.1 Outline of Spanning Tree
A spanning tree protocol protects layer 2 from looping. Using a spanning tree protocol makes layer 2 network
redundant and protects it from looping.
The overview of a network where spanning tree is applied is shown in the figure below.
Figure 19-1: Network Overview with Spanning Tree Applied

In the configuration in the figure, switches that work as core of the network are made redundant and communication
path from the edge switches that accommodate terminals are made redundant. Making the LANSW module and
communication path redundant allows communication to continue with an alternative route if a failure in the ordinary
communication path occurred.
Making the layer 2 network redundant configures layer 2 looping. Layer 2 looping causes problems including broadcast
storm or unstable MAC address learning. A spanning tree protocol protects the layer 2 from looping by selecting the
position at which you want to stop communicating and entering Blocking status in the layer 2 network of redundant
loop configuration.

19.1.2 Types of Spanning Trees
In the LANSW module, three types of spanning trees, PVST+, Single spanning tree, and multiple spanning tree are
supported. Each spanning tree has different configuration unit respectively. The overview and types of spanning trees
are shown in the table below.
Table 19-1: Types of Spanning Trees
Name
PVST+
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Construction Unit
VLAN

Outline
Constructs a tree by VLAN. If more than one VLAN belongs to
one port, different tree construction result is applied for each
VLAN.
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Name

Construction Unit

Outline

Single spanning tree

System

A tree is constructed for the ports of the entire system. The tree
construction result is applied to all ports in the LANSW module
regardless of VLAN configuration.

Multiple spanning tree

MST instance

Constructs a spanning tree by group called MST instance that
consolidates more than one VLAN. If more than one VLAN
belongs to one port, different tree construction result is applied
for each MST instance.

Spanning trees above can be used standalone or combined in the LANSW module. Combination of spanning trees and
application range are shown in the table below.
Table 19-2: Spanning Tree Combination and Application Range
Tree Building Conditions

Applicable Scope of Topology Calculation Results

PVST+ only

Apply a spanning tree by VLAN where PVST+ is working. No spanning
trees are applied to other VLANs.
PVST+ works on the port VLAN as default in the LANSW module.

Single spanning tree only

Apply single spanning tree to all VLANs.
All PVST+s are suspended in this configuration.

Combination of PVST+ and single spanning tree

Apply a spanning tree by VLAN where PVST+ is working. Apply single
spanning tree to the rest of the VLANs.

Multiple spanning tree only

Apply multiple spanning tree to all VLANs.

Note: Multiple spanning tree cannot be used in combination with other trees.

19.1.3 Spanning Tree and Rapid Spanning Tree
PVST+ and single spanning tree have two types; IEEE802.1D spanning tree and IEEE802.1w rapid spanning tree. The
former is called "PVST+ and Rapid PVST+" and the latter "STP and Rapid STP".
In topology calculation of spanning tree protocols, communication at ports is made unavailable (Blocking status) then
the ports go through more than one state and enter the communicable status (Forwarding status) when changing the
communication path. IEEE 802.1D spanning tree performs state transition with a timer, thus it takes a given time period
of time to become communicable. IEEE 802.1w rapid spanning tree skips the wait time with the timer in this state
transition and performs rapid state transition to minimize the time of unavailable communication due to the change of
topology.
In addition, multiple spanning tree is standardized as IEEE802.1s and has the same time it takes for state transition as
IEEE802.1w's. The state transition of each protocol and time it takes for the transition are shown below.
Table 19-3: State Transition of PVST+, STP (Single Spanning Tree)
Status

Overview of State

Transition to Next State

Disable

Ports are disabled. They shift to Blocking immediately after enabled.

-

Blocking

Not communicable and there is no MAC address learning. Ports that enter
Blocking immediately after link-up or stable topology enter this state.

After 20 seconds (available for
change) or when received BPDU

Listening

Not communicable and there is no MAC address learning. Period to wait
until topology becomes stable before the port enters Learning.

15 seconds (available for
change)

Learning

Not communicable. However, MAC address learning takes place. Period
to learn the MAC address before the port enters Forwarding.

15 seconds (available for
change)

Forwarding

Communicable status. Topology is stable.

-
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(Legend) -: Not applicable

Table 19-4: State Transition of Rapid PVST+ and Rapid STP (Single Spanning Tree)
Status

Overview of State

Transition to Next State

Disable

Ports are disabled. They shift to Discarding immediately after enabled.

-

Discarding

Not communicable and there is no MAC address learning. Period to wait
until topology becomes stable before the port enters Learning.

Skipped or 15 seconds (available
for change)

Learning

Not communicable. However, MAC address learning takes place. Period
to learn the MAC address before the port enters Forwarding.

Skipped or 15 seconds (available
for change)

Forwarding

Communicable status. Topology is stable.

-

(Legend) -: Not applicable

In Rapid PVST+ and Rapid STP, Discarding and Learning states are skipped by receiving BPDU from the counterpart
system. This changes rapid topology.
Set the conditions when using a rapid spanning tree. If the conditions are not met, Discarding and Learning may not be
skipped and rapid state transition may not take place.
• Construct the whole topology with the same protocol (Rapid PVST+ or Rapid STP) (see "19.3.2 PVST+ at Access
Port" for interconnecting Rapid PVST+ and Rapid STP).
• Implement Point-to-Point connection between the LANSW modules where spanning tree is working.
• Set PortFast at a port to which the LANSW module in which spanning tree is working is not connected.

19.1.4 Components of Spanning Tree Topology
To design the topology of spanning tree, there are parameters including an identifier used to determine how bridges and
ports should work. This section describes these components and how to use them in topology design.

(1) Role of bridges
The role of bridges is shown in the table below. Start designing topology of spanning tree by determining a root bridge.
Table 19-5: Role of Bridges
Role of Bridges

Outline

Root bridge

Switch logically placed as a core when constructing topology. Only one root bridge should be in
the topology.

Specified bridge

Switches other than the root bridge. They transfer frames coming from the direction of the root
bridge.

(2) Role of ports
The table below gives the role of the ports. A specified bridge works as three types of ports. All ports are specified ports
in the root bridge.
Table 19-6: Role of Ports
Role of Ports
Root port
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Outline
Port at communication path from a specified bridge to the root bridge. Communication is enabled
in this port.
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Role of Ports

Outline

Designated port

Port communicable other than the root port. This port connects the downstream of the topology
via communication path from the root bridge.

Non-designated port

Ports other than the root port and designated ports. A non-designated port is in the
incommunicable state. This becomes communicable when a failure occurred and is used as an
alternative route.

(3) Bridge identifier
A parameter that identifies the LANSW module in the topology is called "bridge identifier". A system with the smallest
bridge identifier is prioritized and selected as the root bridge.
A bridge identifier consists of bridge priority (16 bits) and bridge MAC address (48 bits). The low order 12 bits of the
bridge priority is the extended system ID. The extended system ID contains 0 for single spanning tree or multiple
spanning tree and a VLAN ID for PVST+. The following figure shows the bridge identifier.
Figure 19-2: Bridge Identifier

(4) Path cost
A cost value that corresponds to the baud rate at each port on a switch is called "path cost". The accumulated value of
cost at all ports through which communication must route to reach the root bridge from a specified bridge. If there are
more than two routes to reach the root bridge, use the route with the smallest path cost.
It is recommended to reduce the path cost of faster ports. The value of the path cost corresponds to the port speed as
default and can be changed at configuration.

(5) Port identifier
A parameter that identifies each port in a switch is called "port identifier". A port identifier is used at the selection of
communication path when more than two redundant connection is implemented between two systems and changing the
path cost is not available at each port. However, it is recommended that redundant connection between two switches
should use link aggregation. Use a spanning tree when connecting redundantly with a system for which link
aggregation is not supported.
The port identifier consists of priority (4 bits) and port number (12 bits). The figure below shows the port identifier.
Figure 19-3: Port Identifier
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19.1.5 Topology Design of Spanning Tree
Spanning tree constructs topology with a bridge identifier and path cost. The basic procedure for topology design is
shown in the figure below. In the sample configuration in the figure two switches are made redundant as core switches
and a switch that accommodates a terminal is located as an edge switch.
Figure 19-4: Topology Design of Spanning Tree

(1) Nominating the root bridge with bridge identifier
The root bridge nominates the LANSW module with the smallest bridge identifier. Usually set the bridge priority of the
LANSW module you want it to become the root bridge to the smallest value (highest priority). In the sample System A
is set to be the root bridge. Systems B and C are specified bridges.
Set a switch that works as an alternative root bridge to be System B when a failure occurred in the root bridge. Set
System C to have the lowest priority.
In topology design of spanning tree, it is recommended that the LANSW module that works as the network core is the
root bridge and the core is made redundant as an alternative root bridge as shown in the sample figure.

(2) Design of communication path
Determine the communication path used to reach the root bridge from each specified bridge after nominating the root
bridge.
(a) Nominating the root port with path cost
In Systems B and C, determine that the route to reach the root bridge is the smallest root path cost value. In the sample
figure all ports have path cost 200000. The port directly connected respectively has the smallest root path cost and are
nominated as the root post.
Root path cost calculation is compared using the total path cost of the port at which each System sends towards the root
bridge in a route from a specified bridge to the root bridge. For example, the route where System C routes System B has
path cost 400000 and is not selected as the root port.
As default, the path cost has smaller value when the port is faster. Compare the total cost to the root bridge to select the
root port. Usually the path cost value does not have to be changed when you want to prioritize a faster port or route with
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less steps of the LANSW module. If you want to prioritize a slower port than a faster port, change so at the
configuration to design the route you want to use in communication.
(b) Nominating designated port and non-designated port
Connect Systems B and C at ports other than the root port. Either port will be a non-designated port and enters Blocking
status. Spanning tree avoids looping by putting either side into Blocking status.
Nominate a designated port and non-designated port as shown below.
• The LANSW module with smaller path cost is the designated port and the one with larger path cost is the
non-designated port.
• When the root path cost is identical, the LANSW module with smaller bridge identifier is the designated port and one
with larger bridge identifier is the non-designated port.
In the sample figure, the root path cost is identical. Bridge priority puts System B as the designated port, System C as
the non-designated port, and System C enters Blocking status. If you want System B to be the port that enters Blocking
status, adjust the path cost and set the root path cost of System B to become larger.

19.1.6 STP-Compatible Mode
(1) Overview
If this device provides Rapid PVST+, or Rapid STP, or multiple spanning trees and if the opposite device provides
PVST+ or STP, the corresponding port operates in STP-compatible mode.
Operation in STP-compatible mode prevents high-speed transition at the corresponding port from taking place, so that
it will take a long time to restore the communication.
If the opposite device changes to Rapid PVST+ or Rapid STP in a multiple-spanning tree, this device restores from
STP-compatible mode so that high-speed transition becomes possible. Depending on the timing, however, this may
continue to operate the corresponding port and the opposite device in STP-compatible mode.
The STP-compatible mode restoration function will forcibly restore the port operating in STP-compatible mode to
enable normal high-speed transaction.

(2) Restoration function
Executing the "clear spanning-tree detected-protocol" operation command enables forced restoration from
STP-compatible mode. The function operates even if the link type of the corresponding port is point-to-point or shared.

(3) Automatic restoration function
The STP-compatible mode restoration function automatically operates if the link type of the corresponding port is
point-to-point.
If the function operates in STP-compatible mode when the corresponding port is not specified, STP-compatible mode is
cancelled by sending RST BPDU or MST BPDU from the corresponding port.
If the link type of the corresponding port is "shared", the automatic restoration mode will not operate because the mode
does not operate correctly.

19.1.7 Notes Common to Spanning Trees
(1) CPU overload
If the CPU is overloaded, BPDUs sent/received by the LANSW module will be discarded, a timeout message will be
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output, the topology is changed, and communication will be disconnected temporarily.

(2) About 10GbpsLAN Switch module
it makes it to "Shutdown", Because neither port 0/3 0/4 of the 10GbpsLAN switch modules exist. When these ports are
changed to "No shutdown", the communication might temporarily be broken off because of the topology change.
Please change neither port 0/3 nor 0/4 of the 10GbpsLAN switch modules to "No shutdown".
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19.2 Configuration of Spanning Tree Operation Mode
Set the operation mode of spanning tree.
The operation mode will be pvst if the LANSW module is activated without no configuration set.

19.2.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands in the spanning tree operation mode is shown in the table below:
Table 19-7: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

spanning-tree disable

Sets to stop spanning tree functions.

spanning-tree mode

Sets the operation mode of spanning tree functions.

spanning-tree single mode

Selects STP and Rapid STP of single spanning tree.

spanning-tree vlan mode

Selects PVST+ and Rapid PVST+ for each VLAN.

19.2.2 Setting Operation Mode
A variety of spanning trees are available by setting the operation mode of the LANSW module. The following table
shows the operating modes of the LANSW module. Spanning tree works in pvst mode if no operation mode has been
set.
Note that the default of single spanning tree is STP even if rapid-pvst is specified as the operation mode.
Table 19-8: Spanning Tree Operation Mode
Command

Description

spanning-tree disable

Disables the spanning tree.

spanning-tree mode pvst

PVST+ and single spanning tree are available. PVST+ works as default. Single spanning
tree does not work as default.

spanning-tree mode rapid-pvst

PVST+ and single spanning tree are available. Rapid PVST+ of a rapid spanning tree
works as default. Single spanning tree does not work as default.

spanning-tree mode mst

Enables multiple spanning tree.

(1) Setting of operation mode pvst
[Point of setting]
Set the operation mode of the LANSW module to pvst. If a port VLAN is created, PVST+ will work automatically
in the VLAN. Changing to Rapid PVST+ is available for each VLAN.
Single spanning tree does not work as default but works after set. In this case, STP works as default and can be
changed to Rapid STP.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mode pvst
Sets the operation mode of spanning tree to pvst. PVST+ will work automatically in the port VLAN.
2. (config)# spanning-tree vlan 10 mode rapid-pvst
Changes the operation mode of VLAN 10 to Rapid PVST+. Other port VLANs work in PVST+ and VLAN 10 in
Rapid PVST+.
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3. (config)# spanning-tree single
Enables single spanning tree. Apply this to a VLAN where PVST+ is not in use. STP works as default.
4. (config)# spanning-tree single mode rapid-stp
Changes single spanning tree to Rapid STP.

(2) Setting of operation mode rapid-pvst
[Point of setting]
Set the operation mode of the LANSW module to rapid-pvst. If a port VLAN is created, Rapid PVST+ will work
automatically in the VLAN. Changing to PVST+ is available for each VLAN.
Single spanning tree does not work as default but works after set. Note that the default of single spanning tree is
STP even if rapid-pvst is specified as the operation mode.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mode rapid-pvst
Sets the operation mode of spanning tree to rapid-pvst. Rapid PVST+ will work automatically in the port VLAN.
2. (config)# spanning-tree vlan 10 mode pvst
Changes the operation mode of VLAN 10 to PVST+. Other port VLANs work in Rapid PVST+ and VLAN 10 in
PVST+.
3. (config)# spanning-tree single
Enables single spanning tree. Apply this to a VLAN where PVST+ is not in use. STP works as default.
4. (config)# spanning-tree single mode rapid-stp
Changes single spanning tree to Rapid STP.

(3) Setting of operation mode mst
[Point of setting]
Set the operation mode of the LANSW module to mst when using multiple spanning tree. Multiple spanning tree
applies to all VLANs. This cannot be used with PVST+ or single spanning tree.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mode mst
Enables multiple spanning tree.

(4) Setting to stop spanning tree
[Point of setting]
When you do not use a spanning tree, setting disable stops all spanning trees in the LANSW module.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree disable
Stops spanning tree operation.
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19.3 PVST+ Overview
PVST+ constructs a tree by VLAN. As a tree can be constructed per VLAN, load balancing is available. At access ports
connection with the switch that is working with single spanning tree is enabled.

19.3.1 Load Balancing by PVST+
In a network as shown in the following figure, where Systems and Network LAN Switch are connected with a
redundant path, if a single spanning-tree is built, traffic from each terminal to the server concentrates on Port 1 between
Systems and Network LAN Switch. In this case building up more than one VLAN and setting a separate topology per
VLAN using PVST+ enables for redundant path and load balancing. Load balancing by port priority is shown in the
following figure.
In this example, load balancing of access to the server from the terminals is implemented per VLAN by setting higher
port priority to port 0/1 than port 0/2 for VLAN 100 and setting higher port priority to port 0/2 than port 1/0 for VLAN
200.
Figure 19-5: Load Balancing by PVST+
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19.3.2 PVST+ at Access Port
(1) Overview
Network can be constructed using the LANSW module that uses single spanning tree, or the LANSW module that
supports functions equivalent to the single spanning tree with one tree (simply called "single spanning tree" hereafter)
and PVST+. The LANSW module operating with single spanning tree is configured as edge switch and the LANSW
module is configured as core switch. Construction this kind of network has the following advantages:
• When there is a fault with the edge switch, the change in topology does not affect other edge switches
• The load can be balanced between core switches
Single spanning tree can be connected at an access port. The figure below shows an example of this case. In this
example, the edge switches work single spanning tree and the core switches work PVST+. In the core switches ports
connected to the edge switches are access ports. A single VLAN is set in each edge switch.
Figure 19-6: Connection with Single Spanning Tree

(2) When single spanning tree is mixed at access ports
If PVST+ and single spanning tree are set together, single spanning tree is at stop state (Disable) at access ports.

(3) Configuration conflict detection function
For ports connected in the same VLAN, communication in the VLAN will be unavailable if either an access port,
protocol port, or MAC port is set (using Untagged frames) in the LANSW module and a trunk port is set (using Tagged
frames) in the counterpart system. Such port is detected as configuration conflict. Detection criteria is that an access
port is set in the LANSW module and a trunk port is set in the counterpart system (using Tagged frames). In this case
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the port enters stop state (Disable). If trunk port setting (using Tagged frames) is deleted in the peer system, stop state
will automatically be released after hello-time value × 3 seconds (default value is 6 seconds).

19.3.3 Notes on Using PVST+
(1) Coexistence with another function
Please refer to "Coexistence of 14.3 layer two switch function and another function".

(2) PVST+ in VLAN 1 (default VLAN) and single spanning tree
Single spanning tree and PVST+ in VLAN 1 cannot work simultaneously. PVST+ in VLAN 1 will stop if single
spanning tree starts to work.

(3) Prohibited configuration
Configure the LANSW module operating as single spanning tree with the LANSW module as a single spanning tree.
The topology will not be correct when configured with multiple spanning trees.
The figure below shows the prohibited configuration. In this example correct topology is not implemented because
single spanning tree in System E configures more than one PVST+ spanning tree and topology.
Figure 19-7: Prohibited Configuration Example for Single Spanning Tree
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19.4 Configuration of PVST+
19.4.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the PVST+ configuration commands is shown in the table below:
Table 19-9: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

spanning-tree cost

Sets the default value of the path cost per port.

spanning-tree pathcost method

Sets the default value of the range of values used for the path cost per port.

spanning-tree port-priority

Sets the default value of the port priority per port.

spanning-tree vlan

Sets to work or stop PVST+.

spanning-tree vlan cost

Sets the path cost value per VLAN.

spanning-tree vlan forward-time

Sets time it takes for state transition of a port.

spanning-tree vlan hello-time

Sets the interval at which BPDU is transmitted.

spanning-tree vlan max-age

Sets the maximum valid time of the transmitted BPDU.

spanning-tree vlan pathcost method

Sets the range of values used for the path cost per VLAN.

spanning-tree vlan port-priority

Sets the port priority per VLAN.

spanning-tree vlan priority

Sets the bridge priority.

spanning-tree vlan transmission-limit

Sets the maximum number of BPDUs that can be transmitted per hello-time.

19.4.2 Setting PVST+
[Point of setting]
If operation mode pvst, rapid-pvst is set, PVST+ automatically works in a port VLAN but changing the mode for
each VLAN and stopping/working of PVST+ can be set. Use no spanning-tree vlan command to stop PVST+.
If you create a VLAN where you do not want to work PVST+, no spanning-tree vlan command can be set before
the VLAN is created.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# no spanning-tree vlan 20
Stops PVST+ operation in VLAN 20.
2. (config)# spanning-tree vlan 20
Resumes PVST+ in VLAN 20.

[Note]
• PVST+ is automatically running when there is no display in the configuration. After PVST+ stopped with no
spanning-tree vlan command, you can confirm it is in stop state at configuration.
• PVST+ works in up to 250 port VLANs. It does not work automatically if port VLANs are created more than that.

19.4.3 Setting PVST+ Topology
(1) Bridge priority settings
Bridge priority is a parameter to determine the root bridge. In topology design, set the highest priority to the LANSW
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module you want it to be the root bridge, and set the second highest priority to another system you want it to be the root
bridge in case of failures occurred in the root bridge.
[Point of setting]
For bridge priority, the smaller the value is, the higher the priority is, and the LANSW module with the smallest
value set is the root bridge. The root bridge is determined with a bridge identifier consisting of the bridge priority
and the MAC address of the LANSW module, thus the LANSW module with the smallest MAC address will be the
root bridge if this parameter has not been set.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree vlan 10 priority 4096
Sets 4096 as the bridge priority of PVST+ in VLAN 10.

(2) Path cost settings
Path cost is a parameter to determine the communication path. In topology setting of a spanning tree, use this parameter
to design the root port of a specified bridge (communication path from the specified bridge to the root bridge) after the
bridge priority has been determined.
[Point of setting]
Set the value of path cost to each port in a specified bridge. Using a smaller value makes a port likely to be selected
as the root port. If this has not been set, the default value depends on the speed of a port, and the faster the port is,
the more likely it will be selected as the root port.
Set path cost when you want to prioritize a slower port than a faster port for using as a route. There is no need of
setting the path cost if you want a topology with a faster port prioritized.
Path cost values include short (16-bit value) and long (32-bit value), which should be consistent in the topology. It
is recommended to use long (32-bit value) if you use 10GB Ethernet. short (16-bit value) is applied as default.
Automatic setting with Ethernet interface speed depends whether short (16-bit value) or long (32-bit value) is used.
The following table shows the default values of path cost.
Table 19-10: Default Values of Path Cost
Port Speed

Default Values of Path Cost
short (16-bit Value)

long (32-bit Value)

10Mbit/s

100

2000000

100Mbit/s

19

200000

1Gbit/s

4

20000

10Gbit/s

2

2000

[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree cost 100
(config-if)# exit
Sets the path cost of port 0/1 to 100.
2. (config)# spanning-tree pathcost method long
(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree vlan 10 cost 200000
Changes the cost value at port 0/1 in VLAN 10 to 200000 after setting to be able to use the path cost of long (32-bit
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value). The path cost at port 0/1 is 200000 in VLAN 10 only and 100 in other VLANs.

[Note]
If you use link aggregation, the default value of the path cost in a channel group is the value of speed at one port,
not the total of all ports in the channel group. When using multi speed mode of link aggregation, the value of speed
at the slowest port is used.

(3) Port priority settings
Port priority is set to determine which port to use if connection between two systems is made redundant with a spanning
tree and the path cost value is identical.
One of the functions that make connection between two systems redundant is link aggregation, and it is recommended
to use link aggregation usually. Use this function if the counterpart system to connect does not support link aggregation
and redundancy with a spanning tree is required.
[Point of setting]
For port priority, the smaller the value is, the higher the priority will be. When connection is redundant between two
systems, a port with higher priority in the LANSW module close to the root bridge is used as communication path.
A port with smaller port number is prioritized if this parameter is not set.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree port-priority 64
(config-if)# exit
Sets the port priority of port 0/1 to 64.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree vlan 10 port-priority 144
Changes the port priority at port 0/1 in VLAN 10 to 144. The port priority at port 0/1 is 144 in VLAN 10 only and
64 in other VLANs.

19.4.4 Setting PVST+ Parameter
The parameters must be set to meet "2 × (forward-time - 1) ≥ max-age ≥ 2 × (hello-time + 1). If you change parameters,
the parameters should be consistent in all Systems where a spanning tree is constructed.

(1) BPDU transmission interval settings
Topology change is easier to be detected when BPDU transmission interval is shortened. When the BPDU transmission
interval is long, it takes more time to detect topology change while reducing the load from BPDU traffic and the
spanning tree program in the LANSW module.
[Point of setting]
By default, BPDU is sent every two seconds. Usually you do not have to set this.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree vlan 10 hello-time 3
Sets 3 seconds as the BPDU transmission interval of PVST+ in VLAN 10.
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[Note]
Shortening the interval of BPDU transmission makes it easy to change topology while growing BPDU traffic
increases spanning tree program load. Bring the value back to the default value if a timeout message is frequently
output or topology change frequently takes place caused by a value shorter than the default value (2 seconds) of this
parameter.

(2) Settings of the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit
In a spanning tree, you can determine the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit per hello-time (BPDU transmission
interval) to minimize the CPU load. If topology change takes place continuously, a large amount of BPDUs will be sent
to notify and converge topology change, resulting in the growth of BPDU traffic and CPU load. Minimize this by
limiting the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit.
[Point of setting]
By default, the maximum number of BPDUs per hello-time (BPDU transmission interval) will be 3. Valid
configuration of this parameter is Rapid PVST+ only and PVST+ works with 3 (fixed). Usually you do not have to
set this.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree vlan 10 transmission-limit 5
Sets the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit per hello-time of Rapid PVST+ in VLAN 10 to 5.

(3) Settings of the BPDU maximum valid time
Set the BPDU maximum valid time to transmit from the root bridge. BPDU counter increments every time BPDU goes
through the LANSW module, and BPDUs that exceeded the maximum valid time are ignored as invalid BPDUs.
[Point of setting]
BPDUs will reach many systems by setting the large value of maximum valid time. By default, the maximum valid
time is 20.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree vlan 10 max-age 25
Sets 25 seconds as the BPDU maximum valid time of PVST+ in VLAN 10.

(4) Settings of state transition time
The state of a port shifts with a certain time of interval if PVST+ works with a timer in PVST+ mode or Rapid PVST+
mode. In the case of PVST+ mode the mode shifts from Blocking to Listening, Learning, then Forwarding, and in the
case of Rapid PVST+ mode it shifts from Discarding to Learning, then Forwarding. You can set the time it takes for this
state transition. The smaller the value set is, the faster the mode shifts to Forwarding state.
[Point of setting]
By default, the state transition time is 15 seconds. When you change time to shorter time in this parameter, set so
that the relationship between BPDU maximum valid time (max-age) and transmission interval (hello-time) meets
"2 × (forward-time-1) ≥ max-age ≥ 2 × (hello-time + 1)".
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree vlan 10 forward-time 10
Sets 10 as the state transition time of PVST+ in VLAN 10.
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19.5 PVST+ Operation
19.5.1 List of Operation Commands
The list of PVST+ operation commands is shown in the table below:
Table 19-11: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show spanning-tree

Displays the spanning tree information.

show spanning-tree statistics

Displays the spanning tree statistics information.

clear spanning-tree statistics

Clears the spanning tree statistics information.

restart spanning-tree

Restarts the spanning tree program.

dump protocols spanning-tree

Outputs the detailed event trace information and the control table information
extracted by spanning tree into a file.

19.5.2 Checking PVST+ Status
PVST+ information is shown in the execution result of show spanning-tree command. You can use Mode to check the
operation mode of PVST+ and Rapid PVST+. To check if the topology is correctly constructed, make sure that the
content of Root Bridge ID is correct and that Status and Role in Port Information are correct.
Figure 19-8: Execution Result of show spanning-tree Command
> show spanning-tree vlan 1
Date 2005/09/04 11:39:43 UTC
VLAN 1
PVST+ Spanning Tree:Enabled Mode:PVST+
Bridge ID
Priority:32769
MAC Address:0012.e205.0900
Bridge Status:Designated
Root Bridge ID
Priority:32769
MAC Address:0012.e201.0900
Root Cost:1000
Root Port:0/1
Port Information
0/1
Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Root
0/2
Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Designated
0/3
Up
Status:Blocking
Role:Alternate
0/4
Down Status:Disabled
Role:>
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19.6 Single Spanning Tree Overview
Single spanning tree constructs a topology that covers the whole System.

19.6.1 Outline of Single Spanning Tree
Single spanning tree can avoid loop in all VLANs. This can handle more VLANs than PVST+ can, which controls per
VLAN.
The figure below shows an example of network configuration by single spanning tree. In this figure, VLAN 10 and
VLAN 20 are set for Systems A, B, and C, and PVST+ is suspended in all VLANs and single spanning tree is applied.
Communication takes place using one topology in all VLANs.
Figure 19-9: Network Configuration with Single Spanning Tree

19.6.2 Using with PVST+
PVST+ is not available in a protocol VLAN and MAC VLAN. The maximum number of VLANs where PVST+ can
work is 250, and PVST+ cannot be used in VLANs that exceeds the number. Using single spanning tree enables to
apply a spanning tree to these VLANs while using PVST+.
Apply single spanning tree to all VLANs where PVST+ is not working. The figure below shows the VLANs that
operates under single spanning tree when using single spanning tree with PVST+.
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Table 19-12: VLAN Operating under Single Spanning Tree
Item

VLAN

VLAN which is operating under
PVST+.

VLAN under which PVST+ is working.
PVST+ automatically works under up to 250 port VLANs.

VLAN operating under single
spanning tree

More than 251 port VLANs
VLAN under which PVST+ is suspended (specified with no spanning-tree vlan command)
Default VLAN (port VLAN with VLAN ID 1)
Protocol VLAN
MAC VLAN

19.6.3 Notes on Using Single Spanning Tree
(1) Coexistence with another function
Please refer to "Coexistence of 14.3 layer two switch function and another function".

(2) PVST+ in VLAN 1 (default VLAN) and single spanning tree
Single spanning tree and PVST+ in VLAN 1 cannot work simultaneously. PVST+ in VLAN 1 will stop if single
spanning tree starts to work.
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19.7 Configuration of Single Spanning Tree
19.7.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of single spanning tree is shown in the table below:
Table 19-13: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

spanning-tree cost

Sets the default value of the path cost per port.

spanning-tree pathcost method

Sets the default value of the range of values used for the path cost per port.

spanning-tree port-priority

Sets the default value of the port priority per port.

spanning-tree single

Sets to work or stop single spanning tree.

spanning-tree single cost

Sets the path cost of single spanning tree.

spanning-tree single forward-time

Sets time it takes for state transition of a port.

spanning-tree single hello-time

Sets the interval at which BPDU is transmitted.

spanning-tree single max-age

Sets the maximum valid time of the transmitted BPDU.

spanning-tree single pathcost method

Sets the range of values used for the path cost of single spanning tree.

spanning-tree single port-priority

Sets the port priority of single spanning tree.

spanning-tree single priority

Sets the bridge priority.

spanning-tree single transmission-limit

Sets the maximum number of BPDUs that can be transmitted per hello-time.

19.7.2 Setting Single Spanning Tree
[Point of setting]
Set to work or stop single spanning tree. Single spanning tree does not work even if only the operation mode pvst,
rapid-pvst has been set. Setting single spanning tree lets it start working.
VLAN 1 (default VLAN) and single spanning tree cannot be used simultaneously. PVST+ in VLAN 1 will stop if
single spanning tree is set.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree single
Enables single spanning tree. With this setting, PVST+ in VLAN 1 stops and VLAN 1 works under single spanning
tree.
2. (config)# no spanning-tree single
Stops single spanning tree. PVST+ in VLAN 1 automatically starts working if PVST+ in VLAN 1 has not been set
to stop and 250 PVST+s are not working.

19.7.3 Setting Single Spanning Tree Topology
(1) Bridge priority settings
Bridge priority is a parameter to determine the root bridge. In topology design, set the highest priority to the LANSW
module you want it to be the root bridge, and set the second highest priority to another system you want it to be the root
bridge in case of failures occurred in the root bridge.
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[Point of setting]
For bridge priority, the smaller the value is, the higher the priority is, and the LANSW module with the smallest
value set is the root bridge. The root bridge is determined with a bridge identifier consisting of the bridge priority
and the MAC address of the LANSW module, thus the LANSW module with the smallest MAC address will be the
root bridge if this parameter has not been set.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree single priority 4096
Sets the bridge priority of single spanning tree to 4096.

(2) Path cost settings
Path cost is a parameter to determine the communication path. In topology setting of a spanning tree, use this parameter
to design the root port of a specified bridge (communication path from the specified bridge to the root bridge) after the
bridge priority has been determined.
[Point of setting]
Set the value of path cost to each port in a specified bridge. Using a smaller value makes a port likely to be selected
as the root port. If this has not been set, the default value depends on the speed of a port, and the faster the port is,
the more likely it will be selected as the root port.
Set path cost when you want to prioritize a slower port than a faster port for using as a route. There is no need of
setting the path cost if you want a topology with a faster port prioritized.
Path cost values include short (16-bit value) and long (32-bit value), which should be consistent in the topology. It
is recommended to use long (32-bit value) if you use 10GB Ethernet. short (16-bit value) is applied as default.
Automatic setting with Ethernet interface speed depends whether short (16-bit value) or long (32-bit value) is used.
The following table shows the default values of path cost.
Table 19-14: Default Values of Path Cost
Port Speed

Default Values of Path Cost
short (16-bit Value)

long (32-bit Value)

10Mbit/s

100

2000000

100Mbit/s

19

200000

1Gbit/s

4

20000

10Gbit/s

2

2000

[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree cost 100
(config-if)# exit
Sets the path cost of port 0/1 to 100.
2. (config)# spanning-tree pathcost method long
(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree single cost 200000
Changes the path cost at port 0/1 in single spanning tree to 200000 after setting to be able to use the path cost of long
(32-bit value). At port 0/1 the path cost is 200000 under single spanning tree only and PVST+ used at the same port
works with 100.
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[Note]
If you use link aggregation, the default value of the path cost in a channel group is the value of speed at one port,
not the total of all ports in the channel group. When using multi speed mode of link aggregation, the value of speed
at the slowest port is used.

(3) Port priority settings
Port priority is set to determine which port to use if connection between two systems is made redundant with a spanning
tree and the path cost value is identical.
One of the functions that make connection between two systems redundant is link aggregation, and it is recommended
to use link aggregation usually. Use this function if the counterpart system to connect does not support link aggregation
and redundancy with a spanning tree is required.
[Point of setting]
For port priority, the smaller the value is, the higher the priority will be. When connection is redundant between two
systems, a port with higher priority in the LANSW module close to the root bridge is used as communication path.
A port with smaller port number is prioritized if this parameter is not set.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree port-priority 64
(config-if)# exit
Sets the port priority of port 0/1 to 64.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree single port-priority 144
Changes the port priority at port 0/1 under single spanning tree to 144. At port 0/1 the port priority is 144 under single
spanning tree only and PVST+ used at the same port works with 64.

19.7.4 Setting Single Spanning Tree Parameter
The parameters must be set to meet "2 × (forward-time - 1) ≥ max-age ≥ 2 × (hello-time + 1). The parameters should be
consistent in the whole topology when you want to change parameters.

(1) BPDU transmission interval settings
Topology change is easier to be detected when BPDU transmission interval is shortened. When the BPDU transmission
interval is long, it takes more time to detect topology change while reducing the load from BPDU traffic and the
spanning tree program in the LANSW module.
[Point of setting]
By default, BPDU is sent every two seconds. Usually you do not have to set this.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree single hello-time 3
Sets the BPDU transmission interval under single spanning tree to 3 seconds.

[Note]
Shortening the interval of BPDU transmission makes it easy to change topology while growing BPDU traffic
increases spanning tree program load. Bring the value back to the default value if a timeout message is frequently
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output or topology change frequently takes place caused by a value shorter than the default value (2 seconds) of this
parameter.

(2) Settings of the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit
In a spanning tree, you can determine the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit per hello-time (BPDU transmission
interval) to minimize the CPU load. If topology change takes place continuously, a large amount of BPDUs will be sent
to notify and converge topology change, resulting in the growth of BPDU traffic and CPU load. Minimize this by
limiting the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit.
[Point of setting]
By default, the maximum number of BPDUs per hello-time (BPDU transmission interval) will be 3. Valid
configuration of this parameter is Rapid STP only and STP works with 3 (fixed). Usually you do not have to set this.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree single transmission-limit 5
Sets the BPDU maximum transmission number per hello-time under single spanning tree to 5.

(3) BPDU maximum valid time
Set the BPDU maximum valid time to transmit from the root bridge. BPDU counter increments every time BPDU goes
through the LANSW module, and BPDUs that exceeded the maximum valid time are ignored as invalid BPDUs.
[Point of setting]
BPDUs will reach many systems by setting the large value of maximum valid time. By default, the maximum valid
time is 20.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree single max-age 25
Sets the BPDU maximum valid time under single spanning tree to 25.

(4) Settings of state transition time
The state of a port shifts with a certain time of interval if STP works with a timer in STP mode or Rapid STP mode. In
the case of STP mode the mode shifts from Blocking to Listening, Learning, then Forwarding, and in the case of Rapid
STP mode it shifts from Discarding to Learning, then Forwarding. You can set the time it takes for this state transition.
The smaller the value set is, the faster the mode shifts to Forwarding state.
[Point of setting]
By default, the state transition time is 15 seconds. When you change time to shorter time in this parameter, set so
that the relationship between BPDU maximum valid time (max-age) and transmission interval (hello-time) meets
"2 × (forward-time-1) ≥ max-age ≥ 2 × (hello-time + 1)".
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree single forward-time 10
Sets the state transition time of single spanning tree to 10.
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19.8 Single Spanning Tree Operation
19.8.1 List of Operation Commands
The list of operation commands of single spanning tree is shown in the table below:
Table 19-15: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show spanning-tree

Displays the spanning tree information.

show spanning-tree statistics

Displays the spanning tree statistics information.

clear spanning-tree detected-protocol

STP compatible mode of the spanning tree compulsion recovers.

show spanning-tree port-count

The number of accommodation of spanning trees is displayed.

clear spanning-tree statistics

Clears the spanning tree statistics information.

restart spanning-tree

Restarts the spanning tree program.

dump protocols spanning-tree

Outputs the detailed event trace information and the control table information
extracted by spanning tree into a file.

19.8.2 Checking the State of Single Spanning Tree
Use show spanning-tree command to check single spanning tree information. You can use Mode to check the operation
mode of STP and Rapid STP. To check if the topology is correctly constructed, make sure that the content of Root
Bridge ID is correct and that Status and Role in Port Information are correct.
Figure 19-10: Single Spanning Tree Information
> show spanning-tree single
Date 2005/09/04 11:42:06 UTC
Single Spanning Tree:Enabled Mode:Rapid STP
Bridge ID
Priority:32768
MAC Address:0012.e205.0900
Bridge Status:Designated
Root Bridge ID
Priority:32768
MAC Address:0012.e205.0900
Root Cost:0
Root Port:Port Information
0/1
Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Root
0/2
Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Designated
0/3
Up
Status:Blocking
Role:Alternate
0/4
Down Status:Disabled
Role:>
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19.9 Multiple Spanning Tree Overview
19.9.1 Outline of Multiple Spanning Tree
Multiple spanning tree has the following characteristics. An MST instance enables for load balancing. An MST region
segments a large-scale network configuration into smaller configuration to facilitate network design. Following is a
functional overview of multiple spanning tree which makes these things possible.

(1) MST instance
Multiple spanning tree forms a spanning tree from a group of MST instances (MSTI: Multiple Spanning Tree Instance),
which is a collection of multiple VLANs, and enables load balancing by MST instance. Load balancing with PVST+
needed trees for the number of VLANs but in multiple spanning tree only the number of trees based on the planned load
balancing is needed because of an MST instance. As a result, unlike PVST+ the growth of CPU load and network load
that are generated as the number of VLANs grows can be reduced. Up to 16 MST instances can be set in the LANSW
module.
The figure below is an MST instance scenario.
Figure 19-11: MST Instance Scenario
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(2) MST region
Multiple spanning tree can group more than one System and handle it as an MST region. In order to belong to the same
MST region, the region name, revision no., MST instance no. and the association with VLAN must be the same. This is
performed with the configuration. Construct trees separately between MST regions and within MST regions, and
topology in an MST region can be constructed per MST instance.
Explained below is a spanning tree working between MST regions and within MST regions.
z CST
CST (Common Spanning Tree) controls the connection between bridges in which single spanning tree is used or
between MST regions. Load balancing is not possible, because the topology is the same as single spanning tree and
is calculated for each physical port.
z IST
IST (Internal Spanning Tree) refers to the topology that runs by default within the MST region in order to connect to
the outside of the MST region and is assigned the MST instance No. 0. A port connecting with the outside of the MST
region is called a boundary port. This is only the MST instance that receives/sends an MST BPDU within regions or
between regions. Topology information on all MST instances are encapsulated in an MST BPDU for notification.
z CIST
CIST (Common and Internal Spanning Tree) indicates a topology of IST combined with CST.
The outline of multiple spanning tree is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 19-12: Outline of Multiple Spanning Tree

19.9.2 Network Design of Multiple Spanning Tree
(1) Load balancing configuration per MST instance
Multiple spanning tree provides load balancing per MST instance. The figure below shows an example of a
load-balancing configuration. In this example, VLANs 10 and 20 are set as MST instance 1 and VLANs 30 and 40 as
MST instance 2 to offer two load balancing. Multiple spanning tree provides load balancing by managing only two
trees if there are four VLANs as shown in the example.
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Figure 19-13: Load Balancing Configuration of Multiple Spanning Tree

(2) Network design by MST region
Network complexity increases as the network configuration becomes larger. However, network design can be
facilitated by dividing the network into mid to small size configurations with MST regions because load balancing by
MST region can be performed for example.
The figure below shows an example of network design by MST region. In this example, Systems A, B, and C are set as
MST region #1 and Systems D, E, and F as MST region #2 and Systems G, H, and I as MST region #3 to segment the
network into three MST regions.
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Figure 19-14: Network Configuration by MST Region

19.9.3 Compatibility with Other Spanning Trees
(1) Compatibility with single spanning tree
Multiple spanning tree is compatible with STP and Rapid STP that work under single spanning tree. These are treated
as other MST regions when connected. Fast state transition is provided when connected with Rapid STP.

(2) Compatibility with PVST+
Multiple spanning tree is not compatible with PVST+. However, the access port of the LANSW module under which
PVST+ is working works the same way as single spanning tree does and can be connected with multiple spanning tree.
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19.9.4 Notes on Using Multiple Spanning Tree
(1) Coexistence with another function
Please refer to "Coexistence of 14.3 layer two switch function and another function".

(2) MST region
Available VLAN range may be different between the LANSW module and other systems. If you want to handle those
systems as the same MST region, put the VLANs to MST instance 0.

(3) When it takes time to converge topology
When an event shown in the following table occurs on CIST root bridge or MST instance root bridge, it may take some
time for the topology to settle. During the period communication may be shut down or the MAC address table may be
cleared.
Table 19-16: Events on Root Bridge
Event
Configuration
change

Others

Contents

Event Occurring Root
Bridge Type

Affected Topology

To change region name (1), revision no. (2), or
instance no. and association with VLAN (3)
with configuration and divide the region or
make them the same:
(1) name command in MST configuration mode
(2) revision command in MST configuration
mode
(3) instance command in MST configuration
mode

CIST root bridge

CIST

Root bridge at MST instance 0
(IST)

CIST

Root bridge after MST instance
1

Relevant MST
instance

When lowered the bridge priority with
spanning-tree mst root priority command (set a
larger value than the current one)

CIST root bridge

CIST

Root bridge after MST instance
1

Relevant MST
instance

When the LANSW module stops

CIST root bridge

CIST

Root bridge at MST instance 0
(IST)

CIST

Root bridge after MST instance
1

Relevant MST
instance

CIST root bridge

CIST

Root bridge at MST instance 0
(IST)

CIST

Root bridge after MST instance
1

Relevant MST
instance

When all ports shut down in the LANSW
module with loop configuration for the
counterpart system connected with the LANSW
module (when the LANSW module ceased to be
the root bridge from the loop configuration's
point of view)
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19.10 Configuration of Multiple Spanning Tree
19.10.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of multiple spanning tree is shown in the table below:
Table 19-17: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

instance

Sets a VLAN that belongs to an MST instance of multiple spanning tree.

name

Specifies a character string that identifies a region of multiple spanning tree.

revision

Specifies a revision number that identifies a region of multiple spanning tree.

spanning-tree cost

Sets the default value of the path cost per port.

spanning-tree mode

Sets the operation mode of spanning tree functions.

spanning-tree mst configuration

Sets information required for forming an MST region of multiple spanning tree.

spanning-tree mst cost

Sets the path cost per MST instance of multiple spanning tree.

spanning-tree mst forward-time

Sets time it takes for state transition of a port.

spanning-tree mst hello-time

Sets the interval at which BPDU is transmitted.

spanning-tree mst max-age

Sets the maximum valid time of the transmitted BPDU.

spanning-tree mst max-hops

Sets the maximum number of hops within an MST region.

spanning-tree mst port-priority

Sets the port priority per MST instance of multiple spanning tree.

spanning-tree mst root priority

Sets the bridge priority per MST instance.

spanning-tree mst transmission-limit

Sets the maximum number of BPDUs that can be transmitted per hello-time.

spanning-tree port-priority

Sets the default value of the port priority per port.

19.10.2 Setting Multiple Spanning Tree
(1) Setting of multiple spanning tree
[Point of setting]
Setting the operation mode of a spanning tree to multiple spanning tree stops all PVST+ and single spanning trees
and starts working multiple spanning tree.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mode mst
Sets to use multiple spanning tree, and CIST starts to work.

[Note]
If operation mode setting of multiple spanning tree is deleted with no spanning-tree mode command, the mode
shifts to the default operation mode pvst. In this case, PVST+ will start to work automatically at a port VLAN.

(2) Settings of region and instance
[Point of setting]
For MST region, Systems you want to add to the same region should have the identical settings for region name,
revision number, and MST instance.
For MST instance, set an instance number and the belonging VLAN at the same time. To match regions, you can
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add VLAN IDs that have not yet been set in the LANSW module to the instance. VLANs that are not specified to
belong to the instance will automatically belong to CIST (instance 0).
Up to 16 MST instances including CIST (instance 0) can be set.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mst configuration
(config-mst)# name "REGION TOKYO"
(config-mst)# revision 1
Shifts to the multiple spanning tree configuration mode and sets name (region name) and revision (revision no.).
2. (config-mst)# instance 10 vlans 100-150
(config-mst)# instance 20 vlans 200-250
(config-mst)# instance 30 vlans 300-350
Sets instances 10, 20, and 30 and sets the VLANs that belong to each instance. VLANs 100 to 150 are set as instance
10 and VLANs 200 to 250 as instance 20 and VLAN s 300 to 350 as instance 30. Other unspecified VLANs belong
to CIST (instance 0).

19.10.3 Setting Multiple Spanning Tree Topology
(1) Settings of bridge priority per instance
Bridge priority is a parameter to determine the root bridge. In topology design, set the highest priority to the LANSW
module you want it to be the root bridge, and set the second highest priority to another System you want it to be the root
bridge in case of failures occurred in the root bridge.
[Point of setting]
For bridge priority, the smaller the value is, the higher the priority is, and the LANSW module with the smallest
value set is the root bridge. The root bridge is determined with a bridge identifier consisting of the bridge priority
and the MAC address of the LANSW module, thus the LANSW module with the smallest MAC address will be the
root bridge if this parameter has not been set.
Set the bridge priority of multiple spanning tree for each instance. If the value is changed for each instance, load
balancing per instance (construction of different topology) will be implemented.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mst 0 root priority 4096
(config)# spanning-tree mst 20 root priority 61440
Sets the bridge priority of CIST (instance 0) to 4096 and the bridge priority of instance 20 to 61440.

(2) Settings of path cost per instance
Path cost is a parameter to determine the communication path. In topology setting of a spanning tree, use this parameter
to design the root port of a specified bridge (communication path from the specified bridge to the root bridge) after the
bridge priority has been determined.
[Point of setting]
Set the value of path cost to each port in a specified bridge. Using a smaller value makes a port likely to be selected
as the root port. If this has not been set, the default value depends on the speed of a port, and the faster the port is,
the more likely it will be selected as the root port.
Set path cost when you want to prioritize a slower port than a faster port for using as a route. There is no need of
setting the path cost if you want a topology with a faster port prioritized.
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The following table shows the default values of path cost.
Table 19-18: Default Values of Path Cost
Port Speed

Default Values of Path Cost

10Mbit/s

2000000

100Mbit/s

200000

1Gbit/s

20000

10Gbit/s

2000

[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mst configuration
(config-mst)# instance 10 vlans 100-150
(config-mst)# instance 20 vlans 200-250
(config-mst)# instance 30 vlans 300-350
(config-mst)# exit
(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree cost 2000
Sets MST instances 10, 20, and 30 and sets the path cost of port 0/1 to 2000. The path cost of port 0/1 in CIST
(instance 0) and MST instances 10, 20, and 30 is 2000.
2. (config-if)# spanning-tree mst 20 cost 500
Changes the path cost of port 0/1 in MST instance 20 to 500. The path cost of instances other than instance 20 is 2000.

[Note]
When the link aggregation is used, the default value of the passing cost of the channel group reaches the value at
the speed of not all port in channel group total but one port. When the different speed coexistence mode of the link
aggregation is used, it becomes a value at the speed of the slowest port.

(3) Settings of port priority per instance
Port priority is set to determine which port to use if connection between two systems is made redundant with a spanning
tree and the path cost value is identical.
One of the functions that make connection between two systems redundant is link aggregation, and it is recommended
to use link aggregation usually. Use this function if the counterpart system to connect does not support link aggregation
and redundancy with a spanning tree is required.
[Point of setting]
For port priority, the smaller the value is, the higher the priority will be. When connection is redundant between two
systems, a port with higher priority in the LANSW module close to the root bridge is used as communication path.
A port with smaller port number is prioritized if this parameter is not set.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree port-priority 64
(config-if)# exit
Sets the port priority of port 0/1 to 64.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
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(config-if)# spanning-tree mst 20 port-priority 144
Sets port priority 144 to port 1/0 in instance 20. The port priority at port 0/1 is 144 in instance 20 only and 64 in other
instances.

19.10.4 Setting Multiple Spanning Tree Parameter
The parameters must be set to meet "2 × (forward-time - 1) ≥ max-age ≥ 2 × (hello-time + 1). The parameters should be
consistent in the whole topology when you want to change parameters.

(1) BPDU transmission interval settings
Topology change is easier to be detected when BPDU transmission interval is shortened. When the BPDU transmission
interval is long, it takes more time to detect topology change while reducing the load from BPDU traffic and the
spanning tree program in the LANSW module.
[Point of setting]
By default, BPDU is sent every two seconds. Usually you do not have to set this.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mst hello-time 3
Sets the BPDU transmission interval under multiple spanning tree to 3 seconds.

[Note]
Shortening the interval of BPDU transmission makes it easy to change topology while growing BPDU traffic
increases spanning tree program load. Bring the value back to the default value if a timeout message is frequently
output or topology change frequently takes place caused by a value shorter than the default value (2 seconds) of this
parameter.

(2) Settings of the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit
In a spanning tree, you can determine the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit per hello-time (BPDU transmission
interval) to minimize the CPU load. If topology change takes place continuously, a large amount of BPDUs will be sent
to notify and converge topology change, resulting in the growth of BPDU traffic and CPU load. Minimize this by
limiting the maximum number of BPDUs to transmit.
[Point of setting]
By default, the maximum number of BPDUs per hello-time (BPDU transmission interval) will be 3. Usually you
do not have to set this.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mst transmission-limit 5
Sets the BPDU maximum transmission number per hello-time under multiple spanning tree to 5.

(3) Settings of maximum number of hops
Set the BPDU maximum number of hops to transmit from the root bridge. BPDU counter increments every time BPDU
goes through the LANSW module, and BPDUs that exceeded the maximum number of hops are ignored as invalid
BPDUs.
Parameters of the maximum valid time (max-age), not the maximum number of hops (max-hops), are used at ports
connected to systems in single spanning tree. The count of the number of hops is a parameter valid between systems in
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multiple spanning tree.
[Point of setting]
BPDUs will reach many systems by setting the large value of maximum number of hops. By default, the maximum
number of hops is 20.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mst max-hops 10
Sets the BPDU maximum number of hops in multiple spanning tree to 10.

(4) Settings of the BPDU maximum valid time
In multiple spanning tree the maximum valid time (max-age) is a parameter valid at ports connected to systems in
single spanning tree. This parameter is not required to be set when the whole topology consists of Systems under which
multiple spanning tree is working.
Set the BPDU maximum valid time to transmit from the root bridge. BPDU counter increments every time BPDU goes
through the LANSW module, and BPDUs that exceeded the maximum valid time are ignored as invalid BPDUs.
[Point of setting]
BPDUs will reach many systems by setting the large value of maximum valid time. By default, the maximum valid
time is 20.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mst max-age 25
Sets the BPDU maximum valid time under multiple spanning tree to 25.

(5) Settings of state transition time
In the case of timer operation mode, the port state shifts from Discarding to Learning then Forwarding at every fixed
interval. You can set the time it takes for this state transition. The smaller the value set is, the faster the mode shifts to
Forwarding state.
[Point of setting]
By default, the state transition time is 15 seconds. When you change time to shorter time in this parameter, set so
that the relationship between BPDU maximum valid time (max-age) and transmission interval (hello-time) meets
"2 × (forward-time-1) ≥ max-age ≥ 2 × (hello-time + 1)".
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree mst forward-time 10
Sets the BPDU maximum valid time under multiple spanning tree to 10.
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19.11 Multiple Spanning Tree Operation
19.11.1 List of Operation Commands
The list of operation commands of multiple spanning tree is shown in the table below:
Table 19-19: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show spanning-tree

Displays the spanning tree information.

show spanning-tree statistics

Displays the spanning tree statistics information.

clear spanning-tree statistics

Clears the spanning tree statistics information.

restart spanning-tree

Restarts the spanning tree program.

dump protocols spanning-tree

Outputs the detailed event trace information and the control table information
extracted by spanning tree into a file.

19.11.2 Checking the State of Multiple Spanning Tree
Use show spanning-tree command to check multiple spanning tree information. Check the items below to see if the
topology has been constructed correctly.
• Region settings (VLAN Mapped of Revision Level, Configuration Name, MST Instance) are correct.
• The content of Regional Root is correct.
• Status and Role in Port Information is correct.
The result of the show spanning-tree command result is shown in the figure below.
Figure 19-15: Execution Result of show spanning-tree Command
> show spanning-tree mst
Date 2005/09/04 11:41:03 UTC
Multiple Spanning Tree: Enabled
Revision Level: 65535 Configuration Name: MSTP001
CIST Information
VLAN Mapped: 1-99,151-4095
CIST Root
Priority: 32768
MAC
: 0012.e207.7200
External Root Cost
: 2000
Root Port: 0/1
Regional Root Priority: 32768
MAC
: 0012.e207.7200
Internal Root Cost
: 0
Bridge ID
Priority: 32768
MAC
: 0012.e205.0900
Regional Bridge Status : Designated
Port Information
0/1
Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Root
0/2
Up
Status:Discarding Role:Backup
0/3
Up
Status:Discarding Role:Alternate
0/4
Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Designated
MST Instance 10
VLAN Mapped: 100-150
Regional Root Priority: 32778
MAC
: 0012.e207.7200
Internal Root Cost
: 2000
Root Port: 0/1
Bridge ID
Priority: 32778
MAC
: 0012.e205.0900
Regional Bridge Status : Designated
Port Information
0/1
Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Root
0/2
Up
Status:Discarding Role:Backup
0/3
Up
Status:Discarding Role:Alternate
0/4
Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Designated
>

...1

1. For displaying the instance mapping VLAN (VLAN Mapped)
With the LANSW module, 1 to 4094 VLAN IDs are supported, whereas 1 to 4095 VLAN IDs are supported for
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setting the region according to the standard. The display indicates VLAN ID 1 to 4095 so that the instance to which
each ID belongs can be identified.
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19.12 Spanning Tree Common Function Overview
19.12.1 PortFast
(1) Outline
PortFast function is targeted at ports connected to terminals in which no loop is expected to occur. PortFast is not
included in the topology calculation of a spanning tree and becomes available for communication immediately after
link-up.

(2) BPDU reception when applying PortFast
A port where PortFast is set is assumed not to receive BPDUs but if a BPDU is received on the port where PortFast is
set, it is likely that a switch exists ahead and there is loop taking place. Therefore, the port stops the PortFast function
and starts working as a port under which normal spanning tree including topology calculation and BPDU transmission.
After starting operations as a port under the spanning tree, the PortFast function is enabled again after the link goes
down and up.

(3) BPDU transmission when applying PortFast
BPDU transmission does not take place at a port where PortFast is set because it does not work a spanning tree.
However, to detect erroneous state of connecting ports where PortFast is set, only 10 frames of BPDU will be sent from
the point at which the PortFast function made it immediately communicable.

(4) BPDU guard
One of the functions applied to PortFast is BPDU guard function. Once the function is applied to a port, the port does
not function as one under the spanning tree on receiving a BPDU but is made inactive state.
Releasing the port in inactive state with activate command links up the port as PortFast to which BPDU guard function
is applied and resumes communication.

19.12.2 BPDU Filter
(1) Outline
The port with the BPDU filtering function stops sending and receiving BPDU.

(2) Notes on BPDU filter
Beware of a possible loop in topology when the BPDU filter function has been set on any port other than the one with
PortFast applied.

19.12.3 Loop Guard
(1) Outline
Loop may occur if such a one-way link failure as the breakage of one of the paired wires and BPDU reception stopped.
Loop guard function prevents loop from taking place in this case.
The figure below presents problems encountered in a one-way link failure.
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Figure 19-16: Problems Caused by a One-way Link Failure

The loop guard function shifts the state of a port at which BPDU reception stopped to untransferable state until BPDU
reception resumed. When BPDU reception resumed, it starts working as a port under normal spanning tree.
The loop guard function cannot be set on a port to which PortFast (function to specify the port to connect a terminal) or
the root guard function is applied.

(2) Notes on the loop guard
Loop guard is not available for multiple spanning tree.
If any one of the events listed below occurs after the loop guard function is set, the loop guard operates to block the
port. Afterwards, the loop guard remains unreleased until BPDU is received.
•
•
•
•

Start of the device
Port up (including the link aggregation up)
Restart of the spanning tree program
Change of the spanning tree protocol type (STP/high-speed STP, PVST+/high-speed PVST+)

However, set the loop guard function for both the specified port and the opposed device. If it is set for the specified port
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only, the specified port may not receive BPDU even if any one of the above events occurs.
In this case, it takes time to release the loop guard. This is because, to release the loop guard, it is necessary to wait
BPDU to be transmitted after a BPDU receive timeout is detected.
Moreover, even if the loop guard is specified for both ports, it may take time to release the loop guard with BPDU not
received with the specified port even once. The concrete example is that the bridge priority, port priority, or path cost is
changed so that the opposed port becomes the specified one.
The opposed port detects the BPDU timeout and the loop guard operates. If this port becomes the specified one, it may
not receive BPDU; so, it takes time to release the loop guard.
If the loop guard function is set during operation, the loop guard does not operate at that time. The loop guard set during
operation operates when a BPDU receive timeout occurs.
If a device that does not relay BPDU exists between this device's port and opposed device's port, and a port links up
while the loop guard function is set for both ends of the port, the loop guard remains active for the ports at both ends. To
recover from this status, it is necessary to enable the BPDU relay function of the device that exists between ports and to
have the port linked up again.

19.12.4 Root Guard
(1) Outline
When the LANSW module is connected in a place where the network management does not cover, or when its setting
is changed, the topology may turn out to be an unexpected one. If the root bridge for the unexpected topology does not
have high performance, concentration of traffic may occur, causing a network failure. The root guard function prevents
such a network failure by specifying candidates for root bridge.
The figure below shows the problem of improper system connection.
z Operation Using Systems A and B as Root Bridge Candidates
Figure 19-17: Operation Using Systems A and B as Root Bridge Candidates

z When System C with higher bridge priority than Systems A and B is connected, System C becomes the root bridge,
resulting in traffic concentrating on it.
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Figure 19-18: Connecting System C with Higher Bridge Priority than Systems A and B

The root guard function protects the topology by detecting a bridge with higher priority than the current root bridge and
discarding its BPDU. It also prevents a loop by blocking the relevant ports. The root guard function cannot be set on the
port with the loop guard function enabled.
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19.13 Configuration of Spanning Tree Common
Functions
19.13.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of spanning tree common functions is shown in the table below:
Table 19-20: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

spanning-tree bpdufilter

Sets the BPDU filter function for each port.

spanning-tree guard

Sets the loop guard function or root guard function for each port.

spanning-tree link-type

Sets the link type of a port.

spanning-tree loopguard default

Sets the loop guard function to be used as default.

spanning-tree portfast

Sets the PortFast function for each port.

spanning-tree bpduguard

Sets the BPDU guard function for each port.

spanning-tree portfast bpduguard default

Sets the BPDU guard function to be used as default.

spanning-tree portfast default

Sets the PortFast function to be used as default.

19.13.2 Setting PortFast
(1) PortFast settings
PortFast is applied when you want to make a port where it is known no loop would take place including ports that
connect terminals immediately communicable.
[Point of setting]
Setting spanning-tree portfast default command applies the PortFast function to the access ports, protocol ports, and
MAC ports as default. Set spanning-tree portfast disable command to disable the function separately by port after
the function was applied as default.
The function can be applied with specification per port for the trunk ports.
As for the server connection port of this device, (port 0/5 to 0/24), PortFast is set by default. Because the server
connection port is a port where the loop is not generated, we will recommend being used in the state of default.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree portfast default
Sets to apply the PortFast function to all access ports, protocol ports, and MAC ports.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# switchport mode access
(config-if)# spanning-tree portfast disable
(config-if)# exit
Sets not to use the PortFast function at port 0/1 (access port).
3. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/3
(config-if)# switchport mode trunk
(config-if)# spanning-tree portfast trunk
Specifies port 0/3 as a trunk port to apply the PortFast function. The trunk port is not applied as default. Specify trunk
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parameter to specify the trunk port per port.

(2) BPDU guard settings
BPDU guard function makes the port inactive when a BPDU is received at port where PortFast is applied. Usually it is
assumed that the PortFast function specifies a port that is not a redundant route and there is no spanning tree systems
connected to the port. Set this when you want to work around unintended topology change caused by BPDU reception.
[Point of setting]
The PortFast function must be set together with the BPDU guard function. spanning-tree portfast bpduguard default
command applies the BPDU guard as default to all ports where the PortFast function is applied. Set spanning-tree
bpduguard disable command to disable the BPDU guard function when applying as default.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree portfast default
(config)# spanning-tree portfast bpduguard default
Sets the PortFast function to all access ports, protocol ports, and MAC ports. In addition it sets the BPDU guard
function for all ports at which the PortFast function is applied.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree bpduguard disable
(config-if)# exit
Sets not to use the BPDU guard function at port 0/1 (access port). The ordinary PortFast function is applied to port
0/1.
3. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# switchport mode trunk
(config-if)# spanning-tree portfast trunk
Sets the PortFast function to port 0/2 (trunk port). It sets the BPDU guard function. Set the function for each port
because the PortFast function is not applied to the trunk port as default. When the BPDU guard function is set as
default, setting the PortFast function automatically applies BPDU guard. If not set as default, use the spanning-tree
bpduguard enable command.

19.13.3 Setting BPDU Filter
The BPDU filter function discards the received BPDU. Also, it disables any BPDU to be sent. In general, this function
is set to a port that does not belong to a redundant path.
[Point of setting]
Set the BPDU filter function to a relevant port on interface-by-interface basis.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree bpdufilter enable
Sets the BPDU filter function on the port 0/1.
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19.13.4 Setting Loop Guard
Loop may occur if such a one-way link failure as the breakage of one of the paired wires and BPDU reception stopped.
Set the loop guard to prevent the loop from taking place like this.
[Point of setting]
Loop guard works at a port where the PortFast function is not set.
Setting spanning-tree loopguard default command applies loop guard to all ports other than the one where PortFast
is set. Set spanning-tree guard none command if you want to disable loop guard when applying as default.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# spanning-tree loopguard default
Sets to apply the loop guard function for all ports other than the one where PortFast is set.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree guard none
(config-if)# exit
Sets port 0/1 to disable loop guard with loop guard applied as default.
3. (config)# no spanning-tree loopguard default
(config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# spanning-tree guard loop
Deletes the setting in which loop guard is applied as default. Apply loop guard for port 0/2 in port settings.

19.13.5 Setting Root Guard
When the root bridge is changed by a wrong system connection to the network or a change in the setting, the topology
may turn out to be unexpected. To prevent such an unexpected topology, set the root guard function.
[Point of setting]
The root guard function is set for the designated port. It is applied to every connection points at any system other
than the root bridge candidates.
In PVST+ operation, this function blocks only the relevant VLAN ports. In multiple spanning tree operation, it
blocks only the ports related with the relevant event. However, if the port is a boarder port, it blocks the ports of all
instances.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree guard root
Sets the root guard function on port 0/1.

19.13.6 Setting Link Type
Link type represents the connection status of a port. Point-to-point connection between switches must be implemented
to make a fast state transition with Rapid PVST+, Rapid STP of single spanning tree, and multiple spanning tree. In
shared connection a fast state transition does not take place, and state transition with timer as with STP of single
spanning tree will be made.
[Point of setting]
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The connection status can be set for each port. By default, the connection is point-to-point if the ports are connected
in the full-duplex mode and shared if in the half-duplex mode.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# spanning-tree link-type point-to-point
Assumes port 0/1 to be point-to-point connection.

[Note]
In a configuration where actual network connection mode is not one-to-one connection, do not specify
point-to-point with this command. Configuration that is not one-to-one connection has more than two spanning tree
systems adjacent to one port.
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19.14 Operation of Spanning Tree Common Functions
19.14.1 List of Operation Commands
The list of spanning tree common operation commands is shown in the table below:
Table 19-21: List of Operation Commands
Command
show spanning-tree

Description
Displays the spanning tree information.

19.14.2 Checking the State of Spanning Tree Common Functions
Use show spanning-tree detail command to check spanning tree information. An example of PVST+ in VLAN 10 is
shown in the figure below.
Item PortFast show that PortFast is set to port 0/3, 0/4 and 0/5. PortFast is set in port 0/3 and BPDU guard is also set in
port 0/4 as well as PortFast. Both ports are working correctly without receiving unintended BPDUs. The port 0/5 is set
with BPDU filter.
Item Loop Guard shows that the loop guard function is set on port 0/2. Item Root Guard shows that the root guard
function is set on port 0/6. Check the link type with Item Link Type for each port. All ports are working point-to-point.
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Figure 19-19: Spanning Tree Information
> show spanning-tree vlan 10 detail
Date 2005/10/21 18:13:59 UTC
VLAN 10
PVST+ Spanning Tree:Enabled Mode:Rapid PVST+
Bridge ID
Priority:32778
MAC Address:0012.e210.3004
Bridge Status:Designated
Path Cost Method:Short
Max Age:20
Hello Time:2
Forward Delay:15
Root Bridge ID
Priority:32778
MAC Address:0012.e210.1004
Root Cost:4
Root Port:0/1
Max Age:20
Hello Time:2
Forward Delay:15
Port Information
Port:0/1 Up
Status:Forwarding
Role:Root
Priority:128
Cost:4
Link Type:point-to-point
Compatible Mode:Loop Guard:OFF
PortFast:OFF
BpduFilter:OFF
Root Guard:OFF
BPDU Parameters(2005/10/21 18:13:59):
Designated Root
Priority:32778
MAC address:0012.e210.1004
Designated Bridge
Priority:32778
MAC address:0012.e210.1004
Root Path Cost:0
Port ID
Priority:128
Number:1
Message Age Time:0(3)/20
Port:0/2 Up
Status:Discarding
Role:Alternate
Priority:128
Cost:4
Link Type:point-to-point
Compatible Mode:Loop Guard:ON
PortFast:OFF
BpduFilter:OFF
Root Guard:OFF
BPDU Parameters(2005/10/21 18:13:58):
Designated Root
Priority:32778
MAC address:0012.e210.1004
Designated Bridge
Priority:32778
MAC address:0012.e210.2004
Root Path Cost:4
Port ID
Priority:128
Number:1
Message Age Time:1(3)/20
Port:0/3 Up
Status:Forwarding
Role:Designated
Priority:128
Cost:4
Link Type:point-to-point
Compatible Mode:Loop Guard:OFF
PortFast:ON (BPDU not received)
BpduFilter:OFF
Root Guard:OFF
Port:0/4 Up
Status:Forwarding
Role:Designated
Priority:128
Cost:4
Link Type:point-to-point
Compatible Mode:Loop Guard:OFF
PortFast:BPDU Guard(BPDU not received)
BpduFilter:OFF
Root Guard:OFF
Port:0/5 Up
Status:Forwarding
Role:Designated
Priority:128
Cost:4
Link Type:point-to-point
Compatible Mode:Loop Guard:OFF
PortFast:ON (BPDU not received)
BpduFilter:ON
Root Guard:OFF
Port:0/6 Up
Status:Forwarding
Role:Designated
Priority:128
Cost:4
Link Type:point-to-point
Compatible Mode:Loop Guard:OFF
PortFast:OFF
BpduFilter:OFF
Root Guard:ON
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20

General Description of Ring
Protocol
This chapter describes the autonomous extensible ring protocol.
Autonomous extensible ring protocol (hereafter, referred to as ring protocol) is a
redundant protocol of layer 2 network in the ring topology.

20.1 Ring Protocol Overview
20.2 Basic Principle of Ring Protocol
20.3 Single-ring Operation Overview
20.4 Multi-ring Operation Overview
20.5 Multi-Fault Monitoring Function for Ring Protocol
20.6 Ring Protocol Network Design
20.7 Notes on Using Ring Protocol
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20.1 Ring Protocol Overview
20.1.1 Outline of Ring Protocol
Ring protocol is the redundant protocol of the layer 2 network to detect a failure and provide the subsequent route
switchover in the network connecting switches in a ring shape.
The spanning tree is sometimes used as redundant protocol of layer 2 network, which has some disadvantages such as
slow convergence time at a failure. On the other hand, using the ring protocol reduces the required time to switch routes
due to a failure. In addition, the use of ring topology requires less transmission paths and interfaces than mesh topology.
The Ring Protocol of this device is compatible with the Ring Protocol supported by the AX3600S and AX2400S series
from ALAXALA Networks Corp. For this reason, it is possible to build a ring configuration handling this device as
well as the AX3600S and AX2400S series.
The following figure shows an example of applying the Ring Protocol. This Ring Protocol is supported by the devices
A to C shown in Figure 19-1, "Example of Applying Ring Protocol (#1)" and the devices A to L shown in Figure 19-2,
"Example of Applying Ring Protocol (#2)".
The figure below shows an example of ring protocol application.
Figure 20-1: Application of Ring Protocol (Example 1)
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Figure 20-2: Application of Ring Protocol (Example 2)

The figure below outlines the ring network using the ring protocol. Device A , B and D in the chart supports this
RingProtocol.
Figure 20-3: Outline of Ring Protocol

One of the nodes comprising the ring is designated as a master node, and the rest are used as transit nodes. Two ports
connecting nodes are called ring port. A master node has two ring ports; the primary port and the secondary port. The
master node fragments the ring configuration by logically blocking the secondary port, which prevents loop of data
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frames. It sends a control frame (health check frame) periodically to monitor the state of ring. Depending on whether it
receives the traversed health check frame or not, it determines if a failure occurs in the ring. When a master node
detects a failure or failure recovery, it logically blocks or unblocks the secondary port to switch routes and recover the
communication.

20.1.2 Feature
(1) Ethernet-base ring network
Ring protocol is a redundant protocol based on Ethernet. While the traditional ring networks mainly use fiber optics of
double-link, the ring protocol allows a ring network using Ethernet.

(2) Simple operation
The network using the ring protocol has simple configuration using one master node and transit nodes. The master node
typically provides the monitoring of ring state (failure and failure recovery) and route switchover, and the transit nodes
provides the route switchover according to the instruction from the master node.

(3) Control frame
The ring protocol uses its own control frames. The master node uses the control frames to monitor the ring state, and to
instruct the transit nodes to switch the routes. The control frames are sent/received on the dedicated VLAN, thus data
frames and control frames are not handled on the same VLAN, which can happen with a normal spanning tree. Since
the control frames are always processed first, they are not affected by the increase of data traffic.

(4) Load distribution
By logically grouping VLANs used within a ring, data flow can be divided into clockwise and counterclockwise
direction with reference with the master node. It is useful when routes must be divided based on load distribution or
VLAN.

20.1.3 Support Specifications
The items and specification supported by the ring protocol are shown in the table below.
Table 20-1: Item/Specification Supported by Ring Protocol
Item
Applicable layer

Ring
configuration

Layer 2

Y

Layer 3

N

Single-ring

Y

Multi-ring

Y (including multi-ring configuration with shared link)

Maximum number of ring IDs per system

8

Ring port (number of ports per ring ID)

2 (physical port or link aggregation)

Number of
VLANs

Number of control VLANs per ring ID

1 (default VLAN setting not allowed)

Maximum number of data transfer VLAN
groups per ring ID

2

Maximum number of VLANs per data transfer
VLAN group

1023

Transmission interval of health check frame
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500 to 60000 milliseconds; in increments of 1 millisecond
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Item

Contents

Failure monitoring time

500 to 300000 milliseconds; in increments of 1
millisecond

Load distribution

Enabled by using two data transfer VLAN groups

(Legend) Y: Supported N: Not supported
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20.2 Basic Principle of Ring Protocol
20.2.1 Network Configuration
The basic configuration of network using the ring protocol is shown below.

(1) Single-ring configuration
The figure below shows the single-ring configuration.
Figure 20-4: Single-ring Configuration

The ring configuration consisting of one master node and some transit nodes is referred to as single-ring configuration.
Nodes comprising the ring are connected with a ring port which can be a physical port or link aggregation. All nodes
comprising the ring must use the same VLAN as control VLAN, and share VLANs for transferring data frames. A
control frame transmitted from the master node traverses the control VLAN. The VLANs used for sending/receiving
data frames are converged into one logical group, called VLAN group. A VLAN group can aggregate multiple VLANs,
and one ring can have up to two VLAN groups for transferring data frames; one for clockwise direction and the other
for counterclockwise direction with reference to the master node.

(2) Multi-ring configuration
The figure below shows the multi-ring configuration where the neighboring rings have only one common node. Device
A , B and D in the chart supports this RingProtocol.
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Figure 20-5: Multi-ring Configuration

Nodes comprising each ring operate within its ring without being affected by the other ring. Therefore, detection of ring
failure and failure recovery is provided for individual ring.

(3) Multi-ring configuration with shared link
The figure below shows the multi-ring configuration where the neighboring rings have more than one common node.
Device A to E in the chart supports this RingProtocol.
Figure 20-6: Multi-ring Configuration with Shared Link

When multiple single-ring are connected with more than one node, these rings share a link. This link is called shared
link, and the multi-ring configuration having a shared link is called multi-ring configuration with shared link. On the
other hand, the configuration where multiple rings are connected with one node (as described in (2)) is called multi-ring
configuration without shared link because it does not have a shared link.
For the multi-ring configuration with shared link, if a failure occurs in the shared link when the neighboring rings use
the same VLANs as VLAN group for data transfer, the master node of each neighboring ring detects the failure,
resulting in a loop across multiple rings (called super loop). Therefore, this configuration requires the failure detection
and switchover operations different from the single-ring configuration.
With the ring protocol, one of the rings containing the shared link is designated to monitor a failure and failure recovery
in the shared link (shared link monitoring ring), and the rest are specified not to monitor those events (shared link
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non-monitoring ring). The nodes terminating the shared link on each end are called edge nodes of shared link
non-monitoring ring (also called shared nodes). In this way, master nodes are prevented from monitoring the same ring
to avoid a loop caused by duplicate detection of shared link failure.

20.2.2 Control VLAN
The network using the ring protocol uses the dedicated VLAN for sending/receiving control frames in order to limit the
transmission range of control frames. This VLAN is called control VLAN, and all nodes comprising a ring use the same
control VLAN. Since the control VLAN uses the common VLAN in each ring, you must be sure to use different VLAN
for each of the neighboring rings when configuring a multi-ring.

20.2.3 Failure Monitoring
Ring failure monitoring of ring protocol is enabled by the master node sending a control frame (health check frame)
periodically to see if the health check frame is returned. If the master node fails to receive the health check frame within
a certain period, it determines a ring failure and provides an operation for failure. When it receives the health check
frame during the ring failure, it determines that the ring is recovered from the failure and provides an operation for
failure recovery.

20.2.4 Communication Route Switchover
When the master node detects a ring failure, it changes the secondary port status from blocking to forwarding for
switching to the alternative route. When it detects a ring failure recovery, it changes the secondary port status form
forwarding to blocking for switching back to the route. Along with this operation, all nodes within the ring must clear
the entries from the MAC address table to recover the communication immediately. If the entries are not cleared form
the MAC address table, data frames are transferred according to the information obtained before the switchover (or
switch back), which may make data unreachable. To recover the communication, the entries must be cleared from the
MAC address table at all the nodes comprising the ring.
The switchover operation at each of the master node and transit node is executed as follows.
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Figure 20-7: Outline of Route Switchover Operation with Ring Protocol
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(1) Route switchover at master node
The master node unblocks the secondary port when it detects a ring failure. It also clears the entries from the MAC
address table of ring port. By doing so, it provides the flooding until MAC addresses are learned. MAC addresses are
learned from frames sent and received via the secondary port, and then the switchover to a new route completes.

(2) Route switchover at transit node
When the master node detects a ring failure, it requests the transit nodes having the same control VLAN within the ring
to clear the entries from the MAC address table by sending a control frame called flush control frame. When a transit
node receives the flush control frame, it clears the entries from the MAC address table of the ring port. By doing so, it
provides the flooding until MAC addresses are learned. MAC addresses are learned from frames sent and received via a
new route, and the switchover of communication route completes.
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20.3 Single-ring Operation Overview
20.3.1 Ring in Normal Operation
The figure below shows the ring in normal operation.
Figure 20-8: Ring in Normal Operation

(1) Operation of master node
To prevent incorrect failure detection due to one-way link failure, the master node sends a health check frame from two
ring ports. Then, it monitors to see if the health check frame is returned from both of the ports within the specified time.
Data frames are transferred at the primary port. The secondary port does not operate for data frame transfer or MAC
address learning because it is logically blocked.

(2) Operation of transit node
A transit node does not monitor the health check frame sent by the master node. When it receives the health check
frame, it transfers it to the next node within the ring. Data frames are transferred at both ring ports.

20.3.2 Operation at Failure Detection
The figure below shows the operation when a failure is detected in a single-ring.
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Figure 20-9: Operation for Ring Failure

(1) Operation of master node
The master node determines a failure when the health check frame is not returned from both directions within the
specified time. When the master node detects a failure, it provides the switchover operation in the following procedure.
1. Changing the status of data transfer ring VLAN
Changes the status of secondary port ring VLAN from blocking to forwarding. The table below shows the status
change of ring VLAN when a failure is detected.
Table 20-2: Data Transfer Ring VLAN Status at Failure Detection
Ring Port

Before Status Change (Normal
Status)

After Status Change (at Failure)

Primary port

Forwarding

Forwarding

Secondary port

Blocking

Forwarding

2. Sending flush control frame
Sends a flush control frame from the primary and secondary ports of master node.
3. Clearing MAC address table
Clears the ring port related entries from the MAC address table. Clearing the entries from MAC address table
enables the switchover to an alternative route.
4. Changing monitoring status
When the master node detects a ring failure, it is changed from failure monitoring status to failure recovery
monitoring status.

(2) Operation of transit node
When a transit node receives the flush control frame sent by the master node at failure detection, it operates as follows.
5. Transferring flush control frame
Transfers the received flush control frame to the next node.
6. Clearing MAC address table
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Clears the ring port related entries from the MAC address table. Clearing the entries from MAC address table
enables the switchover to an alternative route.

20.3.3 Operation at Failure Recovery Detection
The figure below shows the operation when a failure recovery is detected in a single ring.
Figure 20-10: Operation for Failure Recovery

(1) Operation of master node
When the health check frame is returned to the master node after a ring failure is detected, it determines the failure
recovery and provides the following recovery operation.
1. Changing the status of data transfer ring VLAN
Changes the status of secondary port ring VLAN from forwarding to blocking. The table below shows the status
change of ring VLAN when a failure recovery is detected.
Table 20-3: Data Transfer Ring VLAN Status at Failure Recovery Detection
Ring Port

Before Status Change (at Failure)

After Status Change (at Failure
Recovery)

Primary port

Forwarding

Forwarding

Secondary port

Forwarding

Blocking

2. Sending flush control frame
Sends a flush control frame from the primary and secondary ports of master node. When a ring failure is recovered,
the flush control frame transferred by each transit node is returned to the master node, but it discards the received
flush control frames.
3. Clearing MAC address table
Clears the ring port related entries from the MAC address table.
Clearing the entries from MAC address table enables the switchover to an alternative route.
4. Changing monitoring status
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When the master node detects a ring failure recovery, it is changed from failure recovery monitoring status to failure
monitoring status.

(2) Operation of transit node
When a transit node receives the flush control frame sent by the master node, it provides the following operation.
5. Transferring flush control frame
Transfers the received flush control frame to the next node.
6. Clearing MAC address table
Clears the ring port related entries from the MAC address table.
Clearing the entries from MAC address table enables the switchover to an alternative route.
At the transit node with a link failure, when a ring failure is recovered, the ring VLAN status of ring port is blocked to
prevent a loop. The blocking status is released when the transit node receives the flush control frame sent by the master
node, or when the protection time for receiving flush control frame (forwarding-shift-time) is timed out at its ring port.
The protection time for receiving flush control frame (forwarding-shift-time) is set when a link failure is recovered at
the ring port.

20.3.4 Operation when path switchback is suppressed and cleared
When the path switchback suppression functionality is applied and a ring fault is detected on a master node, the master
node status changes to recovery from restoration suppression, and the master node does not perform restoration
operations immediately. To enable this functionality, the preempt-delay configuration command must be set.
The path switchback suppression status is cleared when the following occur:
• Path switchback suppression is cleared by executing the clear axrp preempt-delay operation command
• The path switchback suppression time specified by the preempt-delay configuration command elapses
• The preempt-delay configuration command enabling path switchback suppression functionality is deleted
When the restoration suppression status is cleared, the master node switches to the recovery monitoring status again.
Then restoration operations are performed if recovery from the ring fault is detected again. When the restoration is
completed, the master node switches to the fault monitoring status.
Even if a ring fault is detected in the path switchback suppression status, the master node status remains recovery
suppression. When the clear axrp preempt-delay operation command is executed to clear the path switchback
suppression status, the master node status changes to recovery monitoring again. Here, because ring fault recovery is
not detected, restoration operations are not performed. Then, after recovery from all faults on the ring network, the
master node detects fault recovery, and performs restoration operations instantly.
The figure below shows the operations performed when the clear axrp preempt-delay operation command is executed
to clear path switchback suppression. The same operation is performed when this status is cleared by other means.
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Figure 20-11: Operation when operation commands are executed to clear path switchback suppression

The switchback suppression status is also cleared for paths, and the master node status changes to fault monitoring
status when the following events occur:
• A device starts up (including by execution of the reload and ppupdate operation commands).
• Reflecting to configuration file operation (executing the copy operation command)
• A Ring Protocol program is restarted (including by execution of the restart axrp operation command).
• A VLAN program is restarted (including by execution of the restart vlan operation command).
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20.4 Multi-ring Operation Overview
This section describes the operation in the multi-ring configuration with shared link. The operation in the multi-ring
configuration without shared link is same as the operation in the single-ring described in "20.3 Single-ring Operation
Overview".
In this section, HC, HC(M), and HC(S) denote health check frame, health check frame sent by the master node, and
health check frame sent by the shared node, respectively.

20.4.1 Ring in Normal Operation
The figure below shows the multi-ring configuration with shared link in normal operation.
Figure 20-12: Ring in Normal Operation

(1) Shared link non-monitoring ring
A shared link non-monitoring ring consists of one master node and multiple transit nodes. Because it does not monitor
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a failure in the shared link, it supports the monitoring by sending a health check frame from the edge nodes (shared
nodes) to the master node. This health check frame is sent from the ring port which is not the shared link. In this way,
the master node does not detect a failure as long as it receives the health check frame sent from the edge nodes (shared
nodes) of the shared link non-monitoring ring, even if it fails to receive its own health check frame when a failure
occurs in the shared link.
Figure 20-13: Shared Link Non-monitoring Ring in Normal Operation

(a) Operation of master node
To prevent incorrect failure detection due to one-way link failure, the master node sends a health check frame (HC(M))
from two ring ports. Then, it monitors to see if the HC(M) is returned from both of the ports within the specified time.
Apart from the HC(M) sent by the master node, the HC(S) sent from the edge nodes (shared nodes) of the shared link
non-monitoring ring is monitored. Data frames are transferred at the primary port. The secondary port does not operate
for data frame transfer or MAC address learning because it is logically blocked.
(b) Operation of transit node
The operation of transit node is same as the single-ring. The transit node does not monitor HC(M) or HC(S). When it
receives the HC(M) or HC(S), it transfers it to the next node within the ring. Data frames are transferred at both ring
ports.
(c)

Shared link non-monitoring ring edge node in normal operation

The shared link non-monitoring ring edge nodes (shared nodes) sends HC(S) to the master node of the shared link
non-monitoring ring. This HC(S) is sent from the ring port which is not the shared link. For HC(M) sent by the master
node and data frame transfer, the operation of transit node is applied.

(2) Shared link monitoring ring
As in the case of single-ring, the shared link monitoring ring consists of one master node and multiple transit nodes.
The nodes locating at the edges of shared link operate as the master node or transit node as in the case of single-ring.
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Figure 20-14: Shared Link Monitoring Ring in Normal Operation

(a) Operation of master node
To prevent incorrect failure detection due to one-way link failure, the master node sends a health check frame (HC(M))
from two ring ports. Then, it monitors to see if the HC(M) is returned from both of the ports within the specified time.
Data frames are transferred at the primary port. The secondary port does not operate for data frame transfer or MAC
address learning because it is logically blocked.
(b) Operation of transit node
The operation of transit node is same as the single-ring. The transit node does not monitor HC(M) sent by the master
node. When it receives the HC(M), it transfers it to the next node within the ring. Data frames are transferred at both
ring ports.

20.4.2 Operation for Shared Link Failure and Recovery
The operations for shared link failure and failure recovery in the multi-ring configuration with shared link are as
follows.

(1) Operation at failure detection
The figure below shows the operation when a shared link failure is detected.
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Figure 20-15: Operation for Shared Link Failure

(a) Operation of master node of shared link monitoring ring
When a failure occurs in the shared link, the master node is disabled to receive HC(M) from both direction so that it
detects a ring failure. When the master node detects a failure, it provides the operation for failure in the following
procedure as in the case of single-ring.

1. Changing the status of data transfer ring VLAN
2. Sending flush control frame
3. Clearing MAC address table
4. Changing monitoring status
(b) Operation of transit node of shared link monitoring ring
As in the case of single-ring, when a transit node receives the flush control frame sent by the master node, it provides
the following operation.

5. Transferring flush control frame
6. Clearing MAC address table
(c)

Operation of master and transit nodes of shared link non-monitoring ring

The master node of the shared link non-monitoring ring does not provide any operation for failure since it does not
detect a ring failure in the shared link. Therefore, transit nodes does not provide the route switchover either.

(2) Operation at failure recovery detection
The figure below shows the operation when a shared link failure recovery is detected.
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Figure 20-16: Operation for Shared Link Failure Recovery

(a) Operation of master node of shared link monitoring ring
When the HC(M) is returned to the master node after a ring failure is detected, it determines the failure recovery and
provides the following recovery operation as in the case of single-ring.

1. Changing the status of data transfer ring VLAN
2. Sending flush control frame
3. Clearing MAC address table
4. Changing monitoring status
(b) Operation of transit node of shared link monitoring ring
As in the case of single-ring, when a transit node receives the flush control frame sent by the master node, it provides
the following operation.

5. Transferring flush control frame
6. Clearing MAC address table
(c)

Operation of master and transit nodes of shared link non-monitoring ring

Since the master node of the shared link non-monitoring ring does not detect a ring failure, the master node and transit
nodes do not provide any operation for failure recovery.

20.4.3 Operation for Failure and Recovery Detected in Link Other than
Shared Link of Shared Link Non-monitoring Ring
The operations for ring failure and failure recovery in a link other than the shared link of the shared link non-monitoring
ring are as follows.

(1) Operation at failure detection
The figure below shows the operation when a failure is detected in a link other than the shared link of the shared link
non-monitoring ring.
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Figure 20-17: Operation for Failure Detected in Link Other than Shared Link of Shared Link Non-monitoring
Ring

(a) Operation of master node of shared link non-monitoring ring
The master node of the shared link non-monitoring ring fails to receive neither of HC(M) from both directions nor
HC(S) sent by the shared node so that it detects a ring failure. When the master node detects a failure, it provides the
operation for failure in the following procedure as in the case of single-ring.

1. Changing the status of data transfer ring VLAN
2. Sending flush control frame
3. Clearing MAC address table
4. Changing monitoring status
(b) Operation of transit and shared nodes of shared link non-monitoring ring
As in the case of single-ring, when a transit node receives the flush control frame sent by the master node, it provides
the following operation.

5. Transferring flush control frame
6. Clearing MAC address table
(c)

Operation of master and transit nodes of shared link monitoring ring

Any operation for failure is not provided since the failure does not exist within the shared link monitoring ring.

(2) Operation at failure recovery detection
The figure below shows the operation when a failure recovery is detected in a link other than the shared link of the
shared link non-monitoring ring.
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Figure 20-18: Operation for Failure Recovery Detected in Link Other than Shared Link of Shared Link
Non-monitoring Ring

(a) Operation of master node of shared link non-monitoring ring
When the master node has HC(M) returned or receives HC(S) sent by the shared node, it determines the failure
recovery and provides the following recovery operation as in the case of single-ring.

1. Changing the status of data transfer ring VLAN
2. Sending flush control frame
3. Clearing MAC address table
4. Changing monitoring status
(b) Operation of transit and shared nodes of shared link non-monitoring ring
As in the case of single-ring, when a transit node receives the flush control frame sent by the master node, it provides
the following operation.

5. Transferring flush control frame
6. Clearing MAC address table
(c)

Operation of master and transit nodes of shared link monitoring ring

Any operation for failure recovery is not provided since the failure does not exist within the shared link monitoring
ring.

20.4.4 Operation for Failure and Recovery Detected in Link Other than
Shared Link of Shared Link Monitoring Ring
The operations for ring failure and failure recovery in a link other than the shared link of the shared link monitoring ring
are as follows.

(1) Operation at failure detection
The figure below shows the operation when a failure is detected in a link other than the shared link of the shared link
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monitoring ring.
Figure 20-19: Operation for Failure Detected in Link Other than Shared Link of Shared Link Monitoring Ring

(a) Operation of master node of shared link monitoring ring
When a failure occurs in the shared link monitoring ring, the master node is disabled to receive HC(M) from both
direction so that it detects a ring failure. When the master node detects a failure, it provides the operation for failure in
the following procedure as in the case of single-ring.

1. Changing the status of data transfer ring VLAN
2. Sending flush control frame
3. Clearing MAC address table
4. Changing monitoring status
(b) Operation of transit node of shared link monitoring ring
As in the case of single-ring, when a transit node receives the flush control frame sent by the master node, it provides
the following operation.

5. Transferring flush control frame
6. Clearing MAC address table
(c)

Operation of master and transit (shared) nodes of shared link non-monitoring ring

Any operation for failure is not provided since the failure does not exist within the shared link non-monitoring ring.

(2) Operation at failure recovery detection
The figure below shows the operation when a failure recovery is detected in a link other than the shared link of the
shared link monitoring ring.
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Figure 20-20: Operation for Failure Recovery Detected in Link Other than Shared Link of Shared Link
Monitoring Ring

(a) Operation of master node of shared link monitoring ring
When the HC(M) is returned to the master node after a ring failure is detected, it determines the failure recovery and
provides the following recovery operation as in the case of single-ring.

1. Changing the status of data transfer ring VLAN
2. Sending flush control frame
3. Clearing MAC address table
4. Changing monitoring status
(b) Operation of transit node of shared link monitoring ring
As in the case of single-ring, when a transit node receives the flush control frame sent by the master node, it provides
the following operation.

5. Transferring flush control frame
6. Clearing MAC address table
(c)

Operation of master and transit (shared) nodes of shared link non-monitoring ring

Any operation for failure recovery is not provided since the failure does not exist within the shared link non-monitoring
ring.

20.4.5 Operation when path switchback is suppressed and cleared
For details about path switchback suppression and clearing for multi-ring configurations, see 20.3 Single-ring
Operation Overview.
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20.5 Multi-Fault Monitoring Function for Ring Protocol
20.5.1 Outline
(1) VLAN Mapping and Data Transfer VLAN
Multi-fault monitoring function enables to monitor the multiple failures on shared link monitoring ring to switch the
route to shared link non-monitoring ring when the multiple failures are detected in the multi-ring configuration with
shared link. If this is the case, the shared link non-monitoring ring used for the route switchover is referred to Backup
ring.
The failures to be detected by the multi-fault monitoring function are shared link failures, other link failures in the
shared link monitoring ring, and system failures associated with link failures.
The figure below shows an example of the failure occurrence in the shared link monitoring ring, and the table below
shows the combinations of failures detected by the multi-fault monitoring function.
Figure 20-21: Example of a fault on a shared link monitoring ring

Table 20-4: Combinations of faults that can be detected by the multi-fault monitoring function
Failure type
Link fault

ChaDevice fault

Detectable combinations
Link fault 1 (shared link fault)

Link fault 2 (other link fault)

Link fault 1 (shared link fault)

Link fault 3 (other link fault)

Link fault 1 (shared link fault)

Link fault 4 (other link fault)

Device fault 1 (shared node fault) only
Device fault 4 (shared node fault) only
Device fault 2 (transit node fault)

Link fault 1 (shared link fault)

Device fault 3 (transit node fault)

Link fault 1 (shared link fault)

20.5.2 Basic Configuration of Multi-Fault Monitoring Function
The multi-fault monitoring function can apply to the multi-ring configuration with shared link that consists of a shared
link monitoring ring and a corresponding shared link non-monitoring ring for the backup ring. If this is the case, the
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shared node should be set as a master node on the shared link monitoring ring.
The figure below shows an example of basic configuration of the multi-fault monitoring function.
Figure 20-22: Basic configuration example for the multi-fault monitoring function

20.5.3 Operation Overview of Multi-Fault Monitoring Function
The multiple failures can be monitored by shared nodes located at both ends of shared link in the multi-ring
configuration with shared link. The shared nodes can transmit a control frame (referred to a multi-fault monitoring
frame) to monitor the multiple failures in the shared link monitoring ring. The corresponding shared nodes can monitor
the reception of the multi-fault monitoring frames. The multi-fault monitoring frames can be transmitted on the
dedicated VLAN (referred to a multi-fault monitoring LAN).
The figure below shows operation overview of multi-fault monitoring.
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Figure 20-23: Overview of multi-fault monitoring operation

(1) Operation of each node on shared link monitoring ring
The master nodes and transit nodes on the shared link monitoring ring can operate in the same way as multi-ring. Refer
to “20.3.1 Ring in Normal Operation(2) Shared link monitoring ring”.
The shared node can monitor the multiple failures on the shared link monitoring ring. The shared node can transmit the
multi-fault monitoring frames from the both ring ports, and also monitor to make sure that the corresponding node can
receive the multi-fault monitoring frames transmitted by the both ring ports within a specific time period.

(2) Operation of each node on backup ring
The master node and transit nodes on backup ring can operate in the same way as multi-rings. Refer to “20.4.1 Ring in
Normal Operation(1) Shared link non-monitoring ring”.

20.5.4 Operation in the event of Multiple Failures
This section explains the operations in the event of multiple failures caused by shared link failures and other link
failures in the shared link monitoring ring.

(1) Operation in the event of shared link failures
The figure below shows the operations in the event of shared link failures on the shared link monitoring ring.
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Figure 20-24: Operation during shared link faults

(a) Operation of each node on shared link monitoring ring
1. A ring fault is detected by lack of HC(M) reception.
The master node is unable to receive the both directions of HC(M) so that it detects the link failures. When link failures
are detected, the master nodes and transit nodes can operate in the same way as multi-ring. Refer to “20.4.2 Operation
for Shared Link Failure and Recovery (2) Operation at failure recovery detection”.
2. Multi-fault monitoring frames cannot be received between shared links.
Although the shared node is unable to receive the multi-fault monitoring frames between shared links, the multi-fault
monitoring is continued since the corresponding ring port can received them.
(b) Operation of each node on backup ring
Although the backup ring is unable to receive HC(M) transmitted by the master node, it does not perform the operation
for detecting the failures since HC(S) transmitted by the shared nodes can be received.

(2) Operation in the event of multiple failures
The figure below shows the operations in the event of multiple failures caused by shared link failures and the other link
failures in the shared link monitoring ring.
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Figure 20-25: Operation when multi-faults occur

(a) Operation of each node on shared link monitoring ring
1. A multi-fault is detected for the shared link monitoring ring.
The shared node is unable to receive the multi-fault monitoring frames at the both ring ports so that it detects the
multiple failures.
(b) Operation of each node on backup ring
2. HC(S) sending is stopped.
When detecting the multiple failures, the shared node stops the HC(S) transmission of the backup ring.

(3) Switch over operation to backup ring
The figure below shows the switchover operation to the backup ring due to the detection of multiple failures.
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Figure 20-26: Operation for switching to the backup ring

(a) Operation of each node on backup ring
1. A ring fault is detected due to no reception of HC(S)s.
The master node is unable to receive both directions of HC(M) transmitted by itself and HC(S) transmitted by the
shared node so that it detects the ring failures. When link failures are detected, the master nodes and transit nodes can
operate in the same way as multi-ring. Refer to “20.4.3 Operation for Failure and Recovery Detected in Link Other
than Shared Link of Shared Link Non-monitoring RingÅ(2) Operation at failure recovery detection”.
(b) Operation of each node on shared link monitoring ring
2. Flush control frames are sent from shared nodes.
When receiving the flash control frames transmitted by the master node on backup ring, the shared node transmits the
flash control frames, which enable to only clear MAC address tables, to the shared link monitoring ring.
3. The MAC address table is cleared.
The transit nodes can receive the flash control frames transmitted by the shared node so that it clears MAC address
table.

20.5.5 Operation at Multiple Failures Recovery
This section explains the operations for the recovery from multiple failures occurred on the shared link monitoring ring.

(1) Operation for the partial recovery from multiple failures
The figure below shows the operations for the partial recovery from multiple failures occurred on the shared link
monitoring ring.
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Figure 20-27: Operation during partial recovery from a multi-fault

(a) Operation of each node on shared link monitoring ring
1. Multi-fault recovery is detected.
The shared node can receive the multi-fault monitoring frames transmitted by the corresponding shared node so that it
detects the recovery from the multiple failures.
(b) Operation of each node on backup ring
2. HC(S) sending is restarted.
When detecting the recovery from multiple failures, the shared node restarts the HC(S) transmission of backup ring.

(2) Restore Operation from backup ring
The figure below shows the restore operation from backup ring.
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Figure 20-28: Switch-back operation from backup rings

(a) Operation of each node on backup ring
1. Ring restoration is detected due to reception of HC(S)s.
When receiving the both directions of HC(S) transmitted by the shared node, the master node determines that the
recovery from the ring failures has completed so that it performs the recovery operation. When the recovery is detected,
the master nodes and transit nodes can operate in the same way as multi ring. Refer to “20.4.3 Operation for Failure and
Recovery Detected in Link Other than Shared Link of Shared Link Non-monitoring Ring(2) Operation at failure
recovery detection”.
(b) Operation of each node on shared link monitoring ring
2. Flush control frames are sent from shared nodes.
When receiving the flash control frames transmitted by the master node on backup ring, the shared node transmits the
flash control frames, which enable to only clear MAC address tables, to the shared link monitoring ring.
3. The MAC address table is cleared.
The transit nodes can receive the flash control frames transmitted by the shared nodes so that it clears MAC address
table.
4. The Blocking status is maintained.
The ring VLAN status of the ring ports recovered from link failures enables to keep the blocking since the master node
is unable to detect the ring recovery. For disabling the blocking, refer to “20.7 Notes on Using Ring Protocol”.

(3) Recovery Operation from shared link failures
The figure below shows the recovery operations from shared link failures.
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Figure 20-29: Operation during recovery from a shared link fault

(a) Operation of each node on shared link monitoring ring
1. Ring restoration is detected due to HC(M) reception.
When receiving HC(M) transmitted by itself, the master node determines that the recovery from the ring failures has
completed so that it performs the recovery operation. When the recovery is detected, the master nodes and transit nodes
can operate in the same way as multi ring. Refer to “20.4.2 Operation for Shared Link Failure and Recovery(2)
Operation at failure recovery detection”.
2. The MAC address table is cleared.
The transit node can receive the flash control frames transmitted by the master node so that it clears MAC address table.
3. The status is changed to Forwarding.
When the transit node receives the flash control frames transmitted by the master nodes, the ring VLAN status of the
ring ports recovered from the link failures is changed to Forwarding.
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20.6 Ring Protocol Network Design
20.6.1 Using the VLAN mapping
(1) VLAN Mapping and Data Transfer VLAN
If two or more ring IDs are set for a single device in the multi-ring configuration or the like, two or more same VLANs
need to be set for each ring ID. In this case, the list of VLANs used as data transfer VLANs (called the VLAN mapping)
can be set in advance. This can simplify the setting of data transfer VLANs used in the multi-ring configuration or
prevent a loop or the like caused by a configuration setting error.
In VLAN mapping, VLAN to be used for data transfer is assigned to the VLAN mapping ID. This VLAN mapping ID
is set in the VLAN group to manage VLAN as the data transfer VLAN.
Figure 20-30: Example of VLAN mapping assignment for each ring

(2) VLAN Mapping When PVST+ Is Used Together
To use Ring Protocol and PVST+ together, VLAN used for PVST+ is set for the VLAN mapping. In this case, only one
VLAN should be assigned for the VLAN mapping. The data transfer VLANs other than VLANs used together with
PVST+ are set for another VLAN mapping, and are set in the VLAN group in combination with the VLAN mapping
used together with PVST+.

20.6.2 Using forwarding-delay-time of control VLAN
If Ring Protocol operates from the initial condition, for example, device start of the transit node and program restart
(operation command "restart axrp"), the data transfer VLAN is logically blocked. The transit node releases this logical
block by receiving the flash control frame from the master node.
However, if the error monitoring time (health-check holdtime) of the master node is long at program restart or the like,
a ring network status change may not be able to be recognized. In this case, the logical block is not released until the
flash control frame reception wait protection time (forwarding-shift-time) is timed out; so, data VLAN of the transit
node becomes incommunicable.
Such a case can be avoided since operation occurs in the following procedure if the forwarding transition time
(forwarding-delay-time) of control VLAN is set:
1. The transit node logically blocks control VLAN once immediately after the device start or program restart.
2. Since control VLAN of the transit node was logically blocked, the master node detects an error (however, at start of
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the device, the error is detected before this error detection). So, the communication route is switched to the bypass one.
3. The transit node releases the control VLAN blocking by a timeout of the control VLAN forwarding transition time
(forwarding-delay-time).
4. The master node detects the recovery when receiving the health check frame and then transmits the flash control
frame.
5. The transit node releases the logical block of the data transfer VLAN by receiving this flash control frame. With this,
communication for data transfer VLAN is re-opened and the normal communication route is restored for the entire ring
network.

(1) In relationship between the control VLAN forwarding transition time
(forwarding-delay-time) and error monitoring time (health-check holdtime)
Specify the control VLAN forwarding transition time (forwarding-delay-time) greater than the error monitoring time
(health-check holdtime).
It is recommended that the control VLAN forwarding transition time (forwarding-delay-time) is about twice of the
error monitoring time (health-check holdtime). If the former is smaller than the latter, the master node cannot detect the
error. Therefore, the route is not switched to the bypass one and a communication disconnection time may become
long.

(2)

In the relationship between the control VLAN forwarding transition time
(forwarding-delay-time) and flash control frame reception wait protection time
(forwarding-shift-time)

Specify the control VLAN forwarding transition time (forwarding-delay-time) smaller than the data transfer VLAN
flash control frame reception wait protection time (forwarding-shift-time).
If the specified control VLAN forwarding transition time (forwarding-delay-time) is greater than the flash control
frame reception wait protection time (forwarding-shift-time), a loop may occur. This is because data transfer VLAN
forwarding occurs before error detection by the master node.

20.6.3 Automatic Designation of Primary Port
The primary port of the master port is automatically designated according to the user-defined information on two ring
ports. As shown in the table below, the port with the higher priority operates as the primary port. By setting the priority
in reverse order for each VLAN group, the transparent route allocation is enabled.
Table 20-5: Primary Port Selection Criteria (VLAN Group 1)
Ring Port 1

Ring Port 2

Priority Port

Physical port

Physical port

Port with smaller port number operates as the primary port.

Physical port

Channel group

The physical port operates as the primary port.

Channel group

Physical port

The physical port operates as the primary port.

Channel group

Channel group

Port with smaller channel group number operates as the primary
port.
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Table 20-6: Primary Port Selection Criteria (VLAN Group 2)
Ring Port 1

Ring Port 2

Priority Port

Physical port

Physical port

Port with greater port number operates as the primary port.

Physical port

Channel group

The channel group operates as the primary port.

Channel group

Physical port

The channel group operates as the primary port.

Channel group

Channel group

Port with greater channel group number operates as the primary
port.

Other than the above, the configuration command axrp-primary-port allows users to designate the primary port for each
VLAN group.

20.6.4 Configuration Using Different Node Types Within System
(1) Setting different types of nodes
When the LANSW module belongs to two different rings, it can be operated as the master node in one ring, and as the
transit node in the other ring.

20.6.5 Configuration Using Different Node Types for Shared Node
In the multi-ring configuration with shared link, the nodes locating at the edges of shared link can operate as the master
nodes. In this case, the ring port on the shared link is always designated as the primary port of the master node
regardless of data transfer VLAN group. Therefore, the load distribution using two data transfer VLAN groups cannot
be applied to this configuration.
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Figure 20-31: Port Status When Using Shared Node as Master Nodes

20.6.6 Setting Failure Monitoring Time for Configuration with Link
Aggregation
For the configuration using link aggregation for the ring port, when a failure occurs in the port within the link
aggregation to which a health check frame is transferred, the control frame is discarded until the switchover or degrade
of link aggregation completes. If the master node failure monitoring time (health-check holdtime) is shorter than the
time required to complete the switchover or degrade of link aggregation, the master node detects a false ring failure and
provides the route switchover. As a result, a loop may occur.
When configuring the ring port using link aggregation, be sure to set the greater value for master node failure
monitoring time than the time for the link aggregation to complete the switchover or degrade.
When using LACP link aggregation, note that the default value of LACPDU transmission interval is "long" (30
seconds), which may cause a loop. To use LACP link aggregation, change the master node failure monitoring time, or
change the LACPDU transmission interval to "short" (1 second).
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Figure 20-32: Failure Detection for Configuration Using Link Aggregation

20.6.7 Usage with IEEE802.3ah/UDLD Function
This protocol does not provide a failure detection or switchover for a one-way link failure. To enable the switchover for
a one-way link failure, IEEE802.3ah/UDLD function must be used as well. Set the IEEE802.3ah/UDLD function on
the ring port connecting nodes within a ring. With the IEEE802.3ah/UDLD function set, the corresponding port is
blocked when a one-way link failure is detected. This allows the master node monitoring the corresponding ring to
detect a ring failure and provide the switchover operation.

20.6.8 Usage with link-down detection timers and link-up detection timers
When the link status of ports used in a ring port (physical ports or physical ports belonging to a link aggregation) is
unstable, the master node might continuously detect ring faults and ring fault recovery, causing unstable ring network
status, loops, and extended communication cut-offs. To avoid such situations, a link-down detection timer and link-up
detection timer can be used for ports used in a ring port. For details about settings for link-down detection timers and
link-up detection timers, see 13.2.6 Setting Link Down Detection Timer and 13.2.7 Setting the linkup detection timer.
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20.6.9 Inhibited Configuration for Ring Protocol
The figure below shows the inhibited network configuration using the ring protocol.

(1) Configuration with more than one master node within a ring
Do not set more than one master node within a ring. When multiple master nodes exist in a same ring, the secondary
port is logically blocked, thereby the network is fragmented, interrupting proper communication.
Figure 20-33: Configuration with More than One Master Node within a Ring

(2) Configuration with more than one shared link monitoring ring
For the multi-ring configuration with shared link, be sure to have only one shared link monitoring ring within a
network. Otherwise, the failure monitoring is fragmented in the shared link non-monitoring ring, disabling the correct
failure monitoring.
Figure 20-34: Configuration with More than One Shared Link Monitoring Ring

(3) Multi-ring configuration example to cause a loop
When the multi-ring is configured as shown in the figure below, a loop is configured among transit nodes.
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Figure 20-35: Configuration with More than One Shared Link Monitoring Ring

(4) Configuration in which the master node's primary port cannot be determined
Do not set a node located at one of the two terminal nodes of a shared link non-monitoring ring as the master node
(shown in the figure below). In such configuration, the two ring ports of the master node will be shared links, and the
primary port cannot be correctly determined.
Figure 20-36: Configuration in which the master node's primary port cannot be determined

20.6.10 Prohibited configurations for the multi-fault monitoring
functionality
The prohibited configurations when the multi-fault monitoring functionality is used are as follows.
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(1) Configuration in which multiple shared link monitoring rings use the same backup
ring
Shared link monitoring rings and shared link non-monitoring rings used as backup rings during multi-fault detection
must be configured with a one-to-one association. When multiple shared link monitoring rings use the same shared link
non-monitoring ring as a backup ring, and a multi-fault is detected on one of the shared link monitoring rings, another
shared link monitoring ring turns into a loop configuration spanning the backup ring.
Figure 20-37: Configuration in which multiple shared link monitoring rings use the same backup ring

(2) Configuration in which multi-faults are monitored on shared nodes within shared
links
Shared nodes monitoring multi-faults need to be placed at both ends of shared links. Therefore, monitoring cannot be
performed properly for configurations like that shown in the figure below, in which shared nodes within a shared link
monitor multi-faults. Also, switching cannot be performed properly to the backup ring when a multi-fault occurs.
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Figure 20-38: Configuration in which multi-faults are monitored on shared nodes within shared links

20.6.11 Configurations in which both ring ports of a master node are
shared links
In a multi-ring configuration shown in the figure below, both ring ports of the master node (switch 3 of ring 1) are
shared links. In such a configuration, set the master node of a shared link non-monitoring ring (switch 1 of ring 2) to
send flush control frames for neighboring rings using the flush-request-transmit vlan configuration command.
If a ring fault occurs in a shared link non-monitoring ring with this configuration, the master nodes can switch to a new
communication path by sending flush control frames for neighboring rings to neighboring devices in the ring. The same
applies to the case where a shared link non-monitoring ring is recovered from a fault.
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Figure 20-39: Example configuration in which both ring ports of a master node are shared links

If you do not configure the settings to send flush control frames for neighboring rings in this configuration and a ring
fault occurs in a shared link non-monitoring ring, the path is switched in the shared link non-monitoring ring but is not
switched in neighboring shared link monitoring rings. As a result, old MAC address learning data is left on devices in
the shared link monitoring rings and it may take some time to switch the communication path. The same applies to the
case where a shared link non-monitoring ring is recovered from a fault.
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20.7 Notes on Using Ring Protocol
(1) Coexistence with another function
Please refer to "Coexistence of 14.3 layer two switch function and another function".

(2) VLANs used for control VLAN
The ring protocol uses a tagged frame as control frames. Therefore, VLANs used for control VLAN must have the
trunk port set to "allowed vlan" (native VLAN not allowed).

(3) Ring VLAN status of transit node
For transit nodes, when the LANSW module or ring port is recovered from a failure, the ring VLAN of ring port is
blocked to prevent a loop. This blocking status is released when the protection time for receiving the flush control
frame (forwarding-shift-time) expires. In this case, if the value of forwarding-shift-time is smaller than the value of
health check transmission interval (health-check interval), the master node detects a ring failure recovery and changes
the status of transit node ring port to forwarding before the secondary port is blocked, which may cause a loop.
Therefore, set the forwarding-shift-time to a value greater than the value of health-check interval.

(4) VLAN configuration in multi-ring with shared link
The shared link commonly used among multiple ring must use the same VLAN in each ring. For VLAN between
shared links, the port forwarding/blocking control is provided by the shared link monitoring ring. If the shared link
monitoring ring and shared link non-monitoring ring use different VLANs, the VLAN used by the shared link
non-monitoring ring remains blocked, disabling the communication.

(5) Network configuration using the ring protocol
A network using the ring protocol is basically in a loop configuration. When configuring a network, the following
measures must be taken.
• Before defining the ring protocol configuration, disable the ports (ports used for a ring) on the LANSW module, for
example, by setting to shutdown.
• When the ring protocol is set on all systems in the network, reset the shutdown status of ring ports.

(6) Changing configuration during operation
When changing the ring protocol configuration during operation, care must be taken not to cause a loop. Actions to be
taken according to the configuration are listed below.
1. When changing the operation mode (mode command)
For a node operating with the ring protocol, when its operation mode is changed between master and transit, the
protocol is temporarily disabled, which may cause a loop. Before changing the operation mode, make sure not to
cause a loop, for example, by setting the ring port to shutdown.
2. When changing the control VLAN (control-vlan command) and data transfer VLAN (axrp vlan-mapping command,
vlan-group command)
When the control VLAN or data transfer VLAN used within a ring is changed, a loop is caused due to the network
configuration. Therefore, deactivate the VLAN to be changed or shutdown the ring port before changing.
3. When changing the primary port operating with the ring protocol
There may be a case that the primary port of master node needs to be changed during operation with the ring protocol.
If it is changed, the protocol operation is disabled temporarily, which may cause a loop. Before changing, make sure
not to cause a loop, for example, by setting the ring port to shutdown. The primary port must be changed in the
following cases.
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• When the primary port is changed due to the primary port setting (configuration command "axrp-primary-port")
• When configuring a multi-ring with shared link, the LANSW module operating as the master node of the shared
link monitoring ring is set to operate also as the shared link non-monitoring ring edge node, thereby the primary
port of the master node of shared link monitoring ring is changed

(7) Transmission interval and failure monitoring time of health check frame
For the failure monitoring time (health-check holdtime), set a value greater than the transmission interval (health-check
interval). Otherwise, the reception timeout may occur, resulting in a false failure detection. Also, carefully set the
failure monitoring time and transmission time taking into consideration of network configuration. It is recommended to
set the value of failure monitoring time twice as much as the transmission interval. If the value is smaller than that, a
failure may be detected when a failure of receiving a health check frame occurs only once. Therefore, a false failure
detection may be resulted when a delay occurs due to network load.

(8) Interoperation
Note, however, that mutual operation is possible with any device supported by this Ring Protocol if it belongs to the
AX series from ALAXALA Networks Corp.

(9) Systems comprising a ring
• When a third-party switch or transmission device not supporting the ring protocol is placed between the LANSW
modules within the network using the ring protocol, the entries are not immediately cleared from the MAC address
table because the flush control frame sent by the master node of the LANSW module cannot be interpreted. As a
result, data frames are transferred according to the information obtained before the switchover (or switch back),
which may make data unreachable.
• When configuring a ring network using the product from AX6300S or AX6700S series as the master node and the
LANSW module as a transit node, set the health check frame transmission interval and failure monitoring time of the
master node to 500 seconds or more. Otherwise, the CPU usage of the LANSW module may increase, resulting in
incorrect ring operation.

(10) Failure in master node
When the master node is disabled to communicate due to a system failure, the ring network failure monitoring is also
disabled. In such a case, the communication between transit nodes continues because the switchover to an alternative
route is not provided. Also, when the master node is recovered from a system failure, it sends a flush control frame to
transit nodes within the ring. Therefore, communication may be interrupted temporarily.

(11) Multiple failures within network
Even if more than one failure occurs between nodes within a ring (multiple failure), the master node can detect only the
first failure. It cannot detect a recovery from multiple failure either, because it cannot receive the health check frame
until all failures are recovered. As a result, the communication may be disabled when any of the failures still remains
(as a ring failure).

(12) Operation with CPU overloaded
When the CPU is overloaded, the delay occurs in discarding or receiving the ring protocol control frame by the
LANSW module being as the master node. In such a case, the route switchover due to a false failure detection or
temporary communication interruption may occur. When the CPU overload occurs frequently, increase the value of
control frame transmission interval (health-check interval) and failure monitoring time (health-check holdtime).

(13) Route switchover for a failure causing the VLAN to be down
When a failure such as a link down occurs in the primary port of the master node, the VLAN set for the data transfer
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VLAN group may be down temporarily. In such a case, the communication may take a long time to get recovered by
route switchover.

(14) Number of operations for sending flash control frames
You need to adjust the number of flash control frames to be sent by the master node depending on the configuration
made up, for example, of the number of VLANs applied to the ring network and the number of VLAN maps. The
number of send operations must be set to 4 or higher if a single ring port uses at least 64 VLAN maps. If the number is
3 or lower, it is not possible to clear the address table entry properly, implying that it will take much time to switch
channels.
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21

Configuration and Operation of Ring
Protocol
This chapter provides configuration examples of the ring protocol.

21.1 Configuration
21.2 Operation
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21.1 Configuration
For the ring protocol to operate, the settings of axrp, axrp vlan-mapping, mode, control-vlan, vlan-group, and
axrp-ring-port are required. Provide the appropriate configuration for all relevant nodes.

21.1.1 List of Configuration Commands
The following table provides a list of ring protocol configuration commands.
Table 21-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

axrp

Sets the ring ID.

axrp vlan-mapping

Specifies the VLAN mapping and VLANs to be joined to the mapping.

axrp-primary-port

Specifies the primary port.

axrp-ring-port

Specifies the ring port.

control-vlan

Specifies the VLAN to be used as control VLAN.

disable

Disables the ring protocol function.

flush-request-count

Specifies the number of times to send a flush control frame.

forwarding-shift-time

Specifies the protection time to wait for a flush control frame to be received.

health-check holdtime

Specifies the protection time of health check frame.

health-check interval

Specifies the transmission interval of health check frame.

mode

Sets the operation mode for the ring.

name

Specifies the name to identify the ring.

vlan-group

Specifies the VLAN group and VLAN mapping ID to be used for the ring protocol function.

21.1.2 Ring Protocol Setting Flow
To operate the ring protocol properly, the settings according to the configuration are required. The setting flow is as
follows.

(1) Stopping the spanning tree
To use Ring Protocol, it is recommended that the spanning tree is stopped in advance. However, the spanning tree need
not be stopped when this device uses together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree. For details of the stop of the
spanning tree, see "19 Spanning Tree".

(2) Setting the common items of ring protocol
Set the following items which do not depend on the ring configuration or the position of the LANSW module within the
ring.
•
•
•
•

Ring ID
Control VLAN
VLAN mapping
VLAN group

(3) Setting the mode and port
Set the following items which depend on the ring configuration or the position of the LANSW module within the ring.
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If there is any conflict among the settings, the ring protocol function does not operate properly.
• Mode
• Ring port

(4) Setting various parameters
The ring protocol function operates with default setting values when the following items are not set. To change these
values, use the appropriate command.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Function disabling
Transmission interval of health check frame
Protection time to wait for a health check frame to be received
Protection time to wait for a flush control frame to be received
Transmission interval of flush control frame
Primary port

21.1.3 Setting Ring ID
[Point of setting]
Set the ring ID. Set the same ring ID on all systems belonging to the ring.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
Sets the ring ID to 1.

21.1.4 Setting Control VLAN
(1) Setting Control VLAN
[Point of setting]
Specify the VLAN to be used as control VLAN. VLANs used for data transfer cannot be specified as control VLAN.
The VLAN ID used for any other ring cannot be specified.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
Moves to the axrp configuration mode of ring ID 1.
2. (config-axrp) control-vlan 2
Specifies VLAN2 as control VLAN.

(2) Setting the control VLAN forwarding transition time
[Point of setting]
When Ring Protocol is in the initial condition, the control VLAN forwarding transition time is set for the transit node.
This setting is invalid for other nodes.
The control VLAN forwarding transition time (set with the forwarding-delay-time command) for the transit node
should be greater than the health check frame protection time (set with the health-check holdtime command) for the
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master node.
However, specify the above control VLAN forwarding transition time smaller than the flash control frame reception
wait protection time (set with the forwarding-shift-time command). If the ring port of the transit node enters the
forwarding status before the master node detects a setting error recovery, a loop may occur temporarily.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
Moves to the axrp configuration mode of ring ID 1.
2. (config-axrp)# control-vlan 2 forwarding-delay-time 10
Set the control VLAN forwarding transition time to 10 seconds.

21.1.5 Setting VLAN Mapping
(1) Setting new VLAN
[Point of setting]
Associate the data transfer VLAN with the VLAN mapping. One VLAN mapping can be used as the common
definition among multiple rings. Up to 128 VLAN mappings can be set. More than one VLAN can be set for the
VLAN mapping in a form of list.
Data transfer VLAN used within the ring network needs to be the same for all nodes. However, it is only necessary
that VLANs of the VLAN mapping specified for the VLAN group match. So, the VLAN mapping IDs need not
match in all nodes in the ring network.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp vlan-mapping 1 vlan 5-7
Specifies VLAN ID 5, 6, and 7 for VLAN mapping ID 1.

(2) Adding VLAN
[Point of setting]
Add a VLAN ID to a defined VLAN mapping. When the ring to which the VLAN mapping with VLAN ID added
is applied is in operation, the change is applied immediately. When the VLAN mapping is applied to more than one
ring, the change is applied to those rings at the same time. If a VLAN mapping is changed while the ring is in
operation, a loop may occur.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp vlan-mapping 1 vlan add 8-10
Adds VLAN ID 8, 9, and 10 to VLAN mapping ID 1.

(3) Deleting VLAN
[Point of setting]
Delete a VLAN ID from a defined VLAN mapping. When the ring to which the VLAN mapping with VLAN ID
deleted is applied is in operation, the change is applied immediately. When the VLAN mapping is applied to more
than one ring, the change is applied to those rings at the same time. If a VLAN mapping is changed while the ring
is in operation, a loop may occur.
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[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp vlan-mapping 1 vlan remove 8-9
Deletes VLAN ID 8 and 9 from VLAN mapping ID 1.

21.1.6 Setting VLAN Group
[Point of setting]
Specify the VLAN ID to belong to the VLAN group used for the ring protocol by assigning the corresponding
VLAN mapping to the VLAN group. Up to two VLAN groups can be set for a ring. For a VLAN group, up to 128
VLAN mapping IDs can be specified in a form of list.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# vlan-group 1 vlan-mapping 1
Specifies VLAN mapping ID 1 for VLAN group 1.

21.1.7 Setting Mode and Ring Port (Single-ring Configuration and
Multi-ring Configuration without Shared Link)
The single-ring configuration and the multi-ring configuration without shared link are shown in "Figure 21-1:
Single-ring Configuration" and "Figure 21-2: Multi-ring Configuration without Shared Link", respectively.
Figure 21-1: Single-ring Configuration

Figure 21-2: Multi-ring Configuration without Shared Link

The mode and ring port settings regarding to the master node and transit nodes are same for the single-ring
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configuration and the multi-ring configuration without shared link.

(1) Master node
[Point of setting]
Set the operation mode of the LANSW module in the ring to master mode. Specify the Ethernet interface or port
channel interface as the ring port. Two ring ports must be set for each ring. The ring port is M3 node in "Figure
21-1: Single-ring Configuration", and M1 and M6 nodes in "Figure 21-2: Multi-ring Configuration without Shared
Link".
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 2
(config-axrp)# mode master
Sets the operation mode of ring ID 2 to master mode.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 2
(config-if)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 2
Moves to the interface mode of port 0/1 and 0/2, and specifies the corresponding interfaces as ring port of ring ID 2.

(2) Transit node
[Point of setting]
Set the operation mode of the LANSW module in the ring to transit mode. Specify the Ethernet interface or port
channel interface as the ring port. Two ring ports must be set for each ring. The ring ports are T1, T2, and T4 in
"Figure 21-1: Single-ring Configuration", and T2, T3, T4, T5, and T7 in "Figure 21-2: Multi-ring Configuration
without Shared Link".
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 2
(config-axrp)# mode transit
Sets the operation mode of ring ID 2 to transit mode.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 2
(config-if)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 2
Moves to the interface mode of port 0/1 and 0/2, and specifies the corresponding interfaces as ring port of ring ID 2.

21.1.8 Setting Mode and Ring Port (Multi-ring Configuration with Shared
Link)
For the multi-ring configuration with shared link, the setting patterns of parameters for mode and ring port are as
follows.

(1) Multi-ring configuration with shared link (basic configuration)
The figure below shows the multi-ring configuration with shared link (basic configuration).
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Figure 21-3: Multi-ring Configuration with Shared Link (Basic Configuration)

(a) Master node of shared link monitoring ring
The master node setting is same as in the case of single-ring. See "21.1.7 Setting Mode and Ring Port (Single-ring
Configuration and Multi-ring Configuration without Shared Link) (1) Master node". In "Figure 21-3: Multi-ring
Configuration with Shared Link (Basic Configuration)", the corresponding node is M3.
(b) Transit node of shared link monitoring ring
The transit node setting is same as in the case of single-ring. See "21.1.7 Setting Mode and Ring Port (Single-ring
Configuration and Multi-ring Configuration without Shared Link) (2) Transit node". In "Figure 21-3: Multi-ring
Configuration with Shared Link (Basic Configuration)", the corresponding nodes are T2, T4, and T5.
(c)

Master node of shared link non-monitoring ring

[Point of setting]
Set the operation mode of the LANSW module in the ring to master mode. Set the attribute of the ring containing
the LANSW module and the LANSW module positioning in the ring to shared link non-monitoring ring. Specify
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the Ethernet interface or port channel interface as the ring port. Two ring ports must be set for each ring. In "Figure
21-3: Multi-ring Configuration with Shared Link (Basic Configuration)", the corresponding node is M1.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# mode master ring-attribute rift-ring
Sets the operation mode of ring ID 1 to master mode, and the ring attribute to shared link non-monitoring ring.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 1
(config-if)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 1
Moves to the interface mode of port 0/1 and 0/2, and specifies the corresponding interfaces as ring port of ring ID 1.
(d) Transit node of shared link non-monitoring ring
The transit node setting is same as in the case of single-ring. See "21.1.7 Setting Mode and Ring Port (Single-ring
Configuration and Multi-ring Configuration without Shared Link) (2) Transit node". In "Figure 21-3: Multi-ring
Configuration with Shared Link (Basic Configuration)", the corresponding node is T6.
(e) Shared link non-monitoring ring edge node (transit)
[Point of setting]
Set the operation mode of the LANSW module in the ring to transit mode. Set the attribute of the ring containing
the LANSW module and the LANSW module positioning in the ring to shared link non-monitoring ring edge node.
To identify each edge node in the shared link non-monitoring ring, specify edge node ID (1 or 2). In "Figure 21-3:
Multi-ring Configuration with Shared Link (Basic Configuration)", the corresponding nodes are S2 and S5. For the
ring port setting, specify "shared-edge" only on the port in the shared link side. In "Figure 21-3: Multi-ring
Configuration with Shared Link (Basic Configuration)", ring port [R2] in each of S2 and S5 nodes is equivalent.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# mode transit ring-attribute rift-ring-edge 1
Sets the operation mode of ring ID 1 to transit mode, the ring attribute to shared link non-monitoring ring edge port,
and edge node ID to 1.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 1
(config-if)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 1 shared-edge
Moves to the interface mode of port 0/1 and 0/2, and specifies the corresponding interfaces as ring port of ring ID 1.
Also, "shared-edge" parameter must be set for port 0/2 as shared link.

[Note]
Two edge nodes of shared link non-monitoring ring must have edge node ID different from each other.

(2) Multi-ring configuration with shared link (extended configuration)
The figure below shows the multi-ring configuration with shared link (extended configuration). For settings other than
the shared link non-monitoring ring edge node (master node) and nodes within the shared link (transit), see "(1)
Multi-ring configuration with shared link (basic configuration)".
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Figure 21-4: Multi-ring Configuration with Shared Link (Extended Configuration)

(a) Shared link non-monitoring ring edge node (master node)
[Point of setting]
Set the operation mode of the LANSW module in the ring to master mode. Set the attribute of the ring containing
the LANSW module and the LANSW module positioning in the ring to shared link non-monitoring ring edge node.
To identify each edge node in the shared link non-monitoring ring, specify edge node ID (1 or 2). In "Figure 21-4:
Multi-ring Configuration with Shared Link (Extended Configuration)", the corresponding node is M5. For the ring
port setting, specify "shared-edge" only on the port in the shared link side. In "Figure 21-4: Multi-ring
Configuration with Shared Link (Extended Configuration)", ring port [R2] in M5 node is equivalent.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# mode master ring-attribute rift-ring-edge 2
Sets the operation mode of ring ID 1 to master mode, the ring attribute to shared link non-monitoring ring edge port,
and edge node ID to 2.
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2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 1
(config-if)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 1 shared-edge
Moves to the interface mode of port 0/1 and 0/2, and specifies the corresponding interfaces as ring port of ring ID 1.
Also, "shared-edge" parameter must be set for port 0/2 as shared link.

[Note]
Two edge nodes of shared link non-monitoring ring must have edge node ID different from each other.
(b) Node within shared link of shared link non-monitoring ring (transit)
[Point of setting]
Set the operation mode of the LANSW module in the ring to transit mode. In "Figure 21-4: Multi-ring
Configuration with Shared Link (Extended Configuration)", S7 node is equivalent. Specify "shared" for both of the
ring ports to set them as shared port. In "Figure 21-4: Multi-ring Configuration with Shared Link (Extended
Configuration)", ring port [R3] in S7 node is equivalent.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# mode transit
Sets the operation mode of ring ID 1 to transit mode.
2. (config)# interface gigabitethernet 0/1
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 1 shared
(config-if)# interface gigabitethernet 0/2
(config-if)# axrp-ring-port 1 shared
Moves to the interface mode of port 0/1 and 0/2, and specifies the corresponding interfaces as shared link port of ring
ID 1.

[Note]
1. If a transit node within the shared link of shared link monitoring ring has port setting with "shared" specified,
the ring protocol function does not operate properly.
2. For the node specified as "shared" within the shared link of shared link non-monitoring ring, the master mode
cannot be specified.

21.1.9 Setting Various Parameters
(1) Disabling ring protocol function
[Point of setting]
Disable the ring protocol function by specifying the command. Note that a loop may occur if the ring protocol
function is disabled during operation due to the network configuration. To prevent such a case, stop the interface
operating with the ring protocol function, for example, by using the shutdown command before disabling the ring
protocol function.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# disable
Moves to the axrp configuration mode of the corresponding ring ID 1. The execution of disable command disables
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the ring protocol function.

(2) Transmission interval of health check frame
[Point of setting]
Set the transmission interval of health check frame at the master node or shared link non-monitoring ring edge node.
This setting is not valid on nodes other than these.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# health-check interval 500
Sets the transmission interval of health check frame to 500 milliseconds.

[Note]
In the multi-ring configuration, the master node and the shared link non-monitoring edge node within a ring must
have the same value for the transmission interval of health check frame. Otherwise, the failure detection process
does not operate properly.

(3) Protection time to wait for a health check frame to be received
[Point of setting]
Set the protection time to wait for a health check frame to be received at the master node. This setting is not valid
on nodes other than the master node. The failure detection time can be adjusted by changing the protection time.
The protection time (value set in the health-check holdtime command) must have a greater value than the
transmission interval (value set in the health-check interval command).
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# health-check holdtime 1500
Sets the protection time to wait for a health check frame to 1500 milliseconds.

(4) Protection time to wait for a flush control frame to be received
[Point of setting]
Set the protection time to wait for a flush control frame to be received at the transit node. This setting is not valid
on nodes other than the transit node. The protection time of the transit node to wait for a flush control frame (value
set in the forwarding-shift-time command) must have a greater value than the transmission interval of health check
frame at the master node (value set in the health-check interval command). If the ring port of transit node is changed
to forwarding status before the master node detects a failure recovery due to incorrect setting, a loop may occur
temporarily.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# forwarding-shift-time 100
Sets the protection time to wait for a flush control frame to 100 seconds.

(5) Setting primary port
[Point of setting]
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The primary port can be set on the master node. Set it for the interface specified as ring port (axrp-ring-port
command) of the master node. If the LANSW module is set as shared link non-monitoring ring edge node, the
setting is not applied. When the primary port is changed by setting or changing the axrp-primary-port command,
the ring operation is interrupted temporarily because, in normal operation, the primary port is allocated
automatically.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface port-channel 10
(config-if)# axrp-primary-port 1 vlan-group 1
Moves to the port channel interface mode, and specifies the corresponding interface as the primary port of ring ID 1
and VLAN group ID 1.

21.1.10 Configuring the multi-fault monitoring functionality
(1) Setting multi-fault monitoring VLANs
[Point of setting]
Sets the VLAN to be used as the multi-fault monitoring VLAN for each node in a shared link monitoring ring. Note
that VLANs used as the control VLAN and VLAN for data transfer cannot be used. Note that VLAN IDs with the
same value as the VLAN ID of a multi-fault monitoring VLAN used in a different ring cannot be used.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
Switches to axrp configuration mode for ring ID 1.
2. (config-axrp)# multi-fault-detection vlan 20
Sets VLAN 20 as the multi-fault monitoring VLAN.

[Note]
Set the multi-fault monitoring VLAN on all nodes in shared link monitoring rings to which the multi-fault
monitoring functionality is applied.

(2) Setting monitoring modes for the multi-fault monitoring functionality
[Point of setting]
Sets the monitoring mode for multi-fault monitoring for each node in a shared link monitoring ring, as well as the
ring ID of the shared link non-monitoring ring used as the backup ring during multi-fault detection. Sets the
monitoring mode to monitor-enable for shared nodes performing multi-fault monitoring, and to transport-only on
other devices. Sets the ring ID of the backup ring for shared nodes.
(a) Shared nodes for shared link monitoring ring
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
Switches to axrp configuration mode for ring ID 1.
2. (config-axrp)# multi-fault-detection mode monitor-enable backup-ring 2
Sets the monitoring mode for multi-fault monitoring to monitor-enable and the ring ID of the backup ring to 2.
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[Note]
Set the monitor-enable monitoring mode for multi-fault monitoring on the two shared nodes placed at the ends of
a shared link. When it is set for just one node, multi-fault monitoring is not performed.
(b) Other nodes for shared link monitoring rings
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
Switches to axrp configuration mode for ring ID 1.
2. (config-axrp)# multi-fault-detection mode transport-only
Sets the monitoring mode for multi-fault monitoring to transport-only.

(3) Sending intervals for multi-fault monitoring frame
[Point of setting]
Sets the sending interval for multi-fault monitoring frames on shared nodes in a shared link monitoring ring. This
setting is ignored if performed for other nodes.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# multi-fault-detection interval 1000
Sets the sending interval for multi-fault monitoring frames to 1000 ms.

(4) Reception hold times for multi-fault monitoring frames
[Point of setting]
Sets the reception hold time for multi-fault monitoring frames on shared nodes in a shared link monitoring ring.
This setting is ignored if performed for other nodes.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# multi-fault-detection holdtime 3000
Sets the reception hold time for multi-fault monitoring frames to 3000 ms.

[Note]
Set the reception hold time (value set using the multi-fault-detection holdtime command) to a value greater than the
sending interval of the opposing shared node (value set using the multi-fault-detection interval command).

21.1.11 Configuring flush control frames for neighboring rings
The figure below shows a configuration in which both ring ports of the master node are shared
links. For such configurations, set the master node of a shared link non-monitoring ring to send
flush control frames for neighboring rings.
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Figure 21-5: Configurations in which both ring ports of a master node are shared links

[Point of setting]
In a multi-ring configuration shown in Figure 21-5: Configurations in which both ring ports of a master node are
shared links, both ring ports of the master node (switch 3 of ring 1) are shared links. In such configurations, set the
master node of a shared link non-monitoring ring (switch 1 of ring 2) to send flush control frames for neighboring
rings.
At that point, also bind a VLAN, which is used to send flush control frames for neighboring rings, to VLAN
mapping on each node of sending-destination rings.
Do not use this VLAN for data transfer and use it only for sending flush control frames for neighboring rings.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp 2
(config-axrp)# flush-request-transmit vlan 10
Enters configuration mode for ring ID 2 (master node of a shared link non-monitoring ring) and sets it to send flush
control frames for neighboring rings to VLAN ID 10 when a fault or recovery occurs on ring ID 2.
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21.2 Operation
21.2.1 List of Operation Commands
Table below shows the ring protocol operation command list.
Table 21-2: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show axrp

Displays the information on ring protocol.

clear axrp

Clears the statistical information on ring protocol.

dump protocols axrp

Outputs the detailed event trace information and the control table information collected by the ring
protocol program into a file.

restart axrp

Restarts the ring protocol program.

show port

Displays the ring protocol usage on the port.

show vlan

Displays the ring protocol usage on the VLAN.

21.2.2 Checking Ring Protocol Status
(1) Checking the configuration and operating status
The configuration and operating status of ring protocol can be checked by the show axrp command. Check that the ring
protocol settings defined by the configuration command are applied correctly. To check the status of each ring, use the
show axrp <ring id list> command.
The display items depend on the "Oper State". When "Oper State" displays "enable", the ring protocol is operating. In
this case, the operating status of all items is displayed. When "Oper State" displays "-", some of the required
configuration commands are missing. When "Oper State" displays "Not Operating", the ring protocol is disabled due to
some reason such as conflicts in the configuration. The configuration must be checked when "Oper State" displays "-"
or "Not Operating".
The display examples of the show axrp command and the show axrp detail command are shown below.
Figure 21-6: Execution Result of show axrp Command
> show axrp
Date 2007/01/27 12:00:00 UTC
Total Ring Counts:2
Ring ID:1
Name:RING#1
Oper State:enable
VLAN Group ID
1
2

Ring Port
0/1
0/1

Ring ID:2
Name:RING#2
Oper State:enable
VLAN Group ID
1
2

Ring Port
1(ChGr)
1(ChGr)

Mode:Master

Attribute:-

Role/State
primary/forwarding
secondary/blocking

Mode:Transit
Role/State
-/forwarding
-/forwarding

Ring Port
0/2
0/2

Role/State
secondary/blocking
primary/forwarding

Attribute:Ring Port
2(ChGr)
2(ChGr)

Role/State
-/forwarding
-/forwarding

>
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The show axrp detail command displays the detail information including the statistics and the ring status of master ring.
The statistical information displays "0" when the ring protocol function is disabled (when "Oper State" is not "enable").
Figure 21-7: Execution Result of show axrp detail Command
> show axrp detail
Date 2007/01/27 12:00:00 UTC
Total Ring Counts:2
Ring ID:1
Name:RING#1
Oper State:enable
Mode:Master
Attribute:Control VLAN ID:5
Ring State:normal
Health Check Interval (msec):1000
Health Check Hold Time (msec):3000
Flush Request Counts:3
VLAN Group ID:1
VLAN ID:6-10,12
Ring Port:0/1
Ring Port:0/2

Role:primary
Role:secondary

State:forwarding
State:blocking

VLAN Group ID:2
VLAN ID:16-20,22
Ring Port:0/1
Ring Port:0/2

Role:secondary
Role:primary

State:blocking
State:forwarding

Last Transition Time:2007/01/24 10:00:00
Fault Counts
Recovery Counts
Total Flush Request Counts
1
1
12
Ring ID:2
Name:RING#2
Oper State:enable
Mode:Transit
Control VLAN ID:15
Forwarding Shift Time (sec):10
Last Forwarding:flush request receive
VLAN Group ID:1
VLAN ID :26-30,32
Ring Port:1(ChGr)
Ring Port:2(ChGr)

Role:Role:-

State:forwarding
State:forwarding

VLAN Group ID:2
VLAN ID:36-40,42
Ring Port:1(ChGr)
Ring Port:2(ChGr)

Role:Role:-

State:forwarding
State:forwarding

>
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Using together Ring Protocol and
the spanning tree/GSRP
This chapter describes the combined use of Ring Protocol and the spanning tree in the
same device and the combined use of Ring Protocol and GSRP in the same device.

22.1 Using together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree
22.2 Using together Ring Protocol and GSRP
22.3 Virtual Link Configuration
22.4 Virtual Link Operation
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22.1 Using together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree
This device can use together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree. For details of the protocol types of the spanning tree
that can be used together with Ring Protocol, see "15.3 Coexistence of Layer 2 Switch Function and Other Functions"
For details of Ring Protocol, see "20 General Description of Ring Protocol"

22.1.1 Overview
Using together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree in the same device enables a network to be configured in which the
core network is used as Ring Protocol and the access network as the spanning tree. For example, a network consisting
entirely of the spanning tree can be used by changing only the core network to Ring Protocol without changing most of
the existing equipment of the access network.
Ring Protocol can be used together with the spanning tree in either of the single-ring and multi-ring (including a
multi-ring for which a shared link is available) configurations.
The figure below shows an example of using together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree in the single-ring or
multi-ring configuration. The spanning tree topology is configured among this device A, G, and I, among B, F, and J,
and among C, D, and K. Ring Protocol and the spanning tree are running at the same time among this device A, B, C,
and D and between F and G.
Figure 22-1: Example of Using Together Ring Protocol and Spanning Tree (Single-Ring Configuration)
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Figure 22-2: Example of Using Together Ring Protocol and Spanning Tree (Multi-Ring Configuration)

22.1.2 Operation specifications
To use together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree, any two devices in which two functions coexist need be connected
via a virtual line. This virtual line is called a virtual link. The virtual link is constructed between two devices on the ring
network. To construct the virtual link, the following are required: the virtual link ID for identifying the virtual link and
the virtual link VLAN for transmitting and receiving the control frame between virtual links.
The node using together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree configures the spanning tree topology using devices
having the same virtual link ID as that of the local device. The group of the devices having the same virtual link IDs is
called a base. Each base configures an independent spanning tree topology.
The following figure gives an outline of the virtual link:
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Figure 22-3: Outline of the virtual link

(1) Virtual Link VLAN
Virtual link VLAN is used to transmit and receive the control frame between virtual links. This virtual link VLAN used
is one of VLANs managed as ring port data transfer VLANs. Moreover, virtual link VLAN can use the same VLAN ID
in two or more bases.

(2) Handling Control VLAN of Ring Protocol
Control VLAN of Ring Protocol is not a spanning tree target.
Therefore, PVST+ does not construct the tree of the relevant VLAN. Moreover, the transfer statuses of the single and
multiple spanning trees are not applied.

(3) Ring Port Status and Configuration Set Value
The transfer status of the ring port data transfer VLAN is determined with Ring Protocol.
For example, even if blocking is determined from the spanning tree topology, if forwarding is determined with Ring
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Protocol, the port enters the forwarding status.
Therefore, a loop may occur if a topology resulting in ring port blocking in the spanning tree is constructed. To avoid
this, the ring port needs always to be in the forwarding status. To do so, in the spanning tree coexisting with Ring
Protocol, the initial value of the bridge priority is automatically increased so that this device becomes a route bridge or
is given second priority. If a value is set with the configuration, it is used for operation.
The following table lists the bridge priority set values:
Table 22-1: Bridge Priority Set Values
Set value
Bridge Priority

Related configuration
spanning-tree single priority
spanning-tree vlan priority
spanning-tree mst root priority

Initial value
0

Moreover, the virtual link port operates with a fixed value and so a value set wit the configuration is not used.
The following table lists the virtual link port set values:
Table 22-2: Virtual Link Port Set Values
Set value

elated configuration

Initial value(fixed)

Link Type

spanning-tree link-type

point-to-point

Port Priority

spanning-tree port-priority
spanning-tree single port-priority
spanning-tree vlan port-priority
spanning-tree mst port-priority

0

Path Cost

spanning-tree cost
spanning-tree single cost
spanning-tree vlan cost
spanning-tree mst cost

1

(4) Spanning Tree Function for the Ring Port
The ring port does not support the following spanning tree functions:
•
•
•
•
•

BPDU filter
BPDU Guard
Loop guard function
Root guard function
PortFast function

(5) Clearing the MAC Address Table When the Spanning Tree Topology Is Changed
When the spanning tree topology is changed, the flash control frame for prompting the clearing of the MAC address
table entry is sent to the single ring or the entire multi-ring network. When each device in the ring network receives this
frame, it clears the MAC address table entry for the ring port for which Ring Protocol is running. A device of the base
in which the topology changed clears the MAC address table entry using the spanning tree protocol.

(6) Temporary Blocking of a Port Other Than the Ring Ports
If any one of the following events occurs in the device that uses together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree, the port
in which the spanning tree is running is temporarily blocked excluding the ring port.
• Device start (including the device restart)
• Reflection of the configuration file in the running configuration
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• restart vlan command
• restart spanning-tree command
If a topology is constructed only within the access network before the spanning tree can transmit or receive the control
frame via the virtual link, any port is not blocked because no loop is configured in this case.
Therefore, if this status remains, the loop is configured extending over the ring network and access network. This
function prevents the loop by temporary blocking. It runs also for the port where the PortFast function is set. It provides
the blocking in either of the following cases:
• 20 seconds continuing from event generation
• 6 seconds continuing from when the control frame is received via the virtual link within 20 seconds continuing from
event generation
To enable this function effectively, set the configuration, shown in the table blow, within the range of "set values."
Otherwise, a temporary loop may occur.
Table 22-3: Set Values Used When Ports Other Than the Ring Port Are Temporarily Blocked
Set value

Related configuration

Initial value

Ring Protocol flash control frame
reception wait protection time

forwarding-shift-time

10 seconds or less
(default: 10 seconds)

Spanning tree control frame
transmission interval

spanning-tree single hello-time
spanning-tree vlan hello-time
spanning-tree mst hello-time

2 seconds or less
(default: 2 seconds)

22.1.3 Coexistence with Various Types of Spanning Trees
(1) Coexistence with PVST+
If only one VLAN is available which is set for the Ring Protocol VLAN mapping, PVST+ can coexist with Ring
Protocol using that VLAN. When a virtual link is set with configuration command axrp virtual-link, a topology with the
virtual link is configured and the coexistence with Ring Protocol starts.
All of PVST+ in operation are stopped by the first Ring Protocol configuration setting. Afterwards, PVST+ runs in
sequence via VLAN for which the VLAN mapping is set. If two or more VLANs are set for the VLAN mapping,
PVST+ does not run via those VLANs. However, VLAN for which PVST+ is stopping may be looped. By port
blocking or the like, avoid loop configuration.
If a virtual link is not set with configuration command axrp virtual-link, it cannot be established and so an intended
topology is not constructed. As a result, a loop may occur.
The figure below shows the configuration in which PVST+ and Ring Protocol coexist. Here, only one VLAN30 is set
for VLAN mapping 128; so, PVST+ runs. Two or more VLANs are set for VLAN mapping 1; so, PVST+ does not run.
Moreover, devices C and D set VLAN 100 for virtual link VLAN; so, a virtual link is constructed between both
devices.
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Figure 22-4: Configuration in Which PVST+ and Ring Protocol Coexist

(2) ÉCoexistence with the Single Spanning Tree
The single spanning tree can coexist with all data VLANs that are operated on Ring Protocol.
If a virtual link is set with configuration command axrp virtual-link, the single spanning tree constructs a topology with
the virtual link and starts coexisting with Ring Protocol.
If a virtual link is not set with configuration command axrp virtual-link, it cannot be established and so an intended
topology is not constructed. As a result, a loop may occur.
The figure below shows the configuration in which the single spanning tree and Ring Protocol coexist. Here, the single
spanning tree is set for devices C, D, and G, and two VLAN groups of Ring Protocol are set for devices A, B, C, D, E,
and F.
Each single spanning tree topology is reflected in VLAN belonging to the all-VLAN group (all-VLAN mapping).
Moreover, devices C and D set VLAN 100 for virtual link VLAN; so, a virtual link is constructed between both
devices.
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Figure 22-5: Configuration in Which Single spanning-tree and Ring Protocol Coexist

(3) Concurrent Operation Between PVST+ and Single Spanning Tree
Even during coexistence with Ring Protocol, the concurrent operation of PVST+ and the single spanning tree is
possible. In this case, All VLANs not running on PVST+ operate for the single spanning tree (same concurrent
operation as the normal one).
The figure below shows the configuration in which the single spanning tree, PVST+, and Ring Protocol coexist. Here,
only one VLAN30 is set for VLAN mapping 128; so, PVST+ runs. PVST+ does not run for VLAN mapping 1; so, the
single spanning tree runs and the topology is reflected. Moreover, devices C and D set VLAN 100 for virtual link
VLAN; so, a virtual link is constructed between both devices.
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Figure 22-6: Configuration in Which Single spanning-tree , PVST+ and Ring Protocol Coexist

(4) Coexistence with the Multiple Spanning Tree
The multiple spanning tree can coexist with all data transfer VLANs that are operated on Ring Protocol.
If a virtual link is set with configuration command axrp virtual-link, the multiple spanning tree constructs a topology
with the virtual link and starts coexisting with Ring Protocol.If a virtual link is not set with configuration command
axrp virtual-link, it cannot be established and so an intended topology is not constructed.As a result, a loop may occur.
cIf the same VLAN as that belonging to the MST instance is set with the Ring Protocol VLAN mapping, the operation
in which the MST instance and Ring Protocol coexist is possible. If the VLANs that are set do not match, the
unmatched VLAN is blocked.
The figure below shows the configuration in which the multiple spanning tree and Ring Protocol coexist. Here, the
multiple spanning tree is set for devices C, D, and G, and both Ring Protocol and the VLAN group are set for devices A,
B, C, D, E, and F. Here, the multiple spanning tree is set for devices C, D, and G, and two VLAN groups of Ring
Protocol are set for devices A, B, C, D, E, and F.
Ring Protocol VLAN group 1 and VLAN group 2 are incorporated as CIST and MST instance 3, respectively, in the
multiple spanning tree topology. Moreover, devices C and D set VLAN 100 for virtual link VLAN; so, a virtual link is
constructed between both devices.
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Figure 22-7: Configuration in Which Multiple spanning-tree and Ring Protocol Coexist

(5) VLANs without Coexistence Operation
• VLAN for which only Ring Protocol is applied
If PVST+ is stopped by setting the configuration, only Ring Protocol is applied to the relevant VLAN.
During single or multiple spanning tree operation, the coexistence operation of the data transfer VLAN handled with
Ring Protocol is surely performed.
• VLAN for which only PVST+ is applied
If the VLAN mapping not belonging to the VLAN group is set for Ring Protocol, only PVST+ is applied to VLAN.
• VLAN for which only the single spanning tree is applied
VLAN not belonging to the VLAN group for Ring Protocol becomes the one to which only the single spanning tree
is applied.
• VLAN for which only the multiple spanning tree is applied
VLAN not belonging to the VLAN group for Ring Protocol becomes the one to which only the multiple spanning
tree is applied.

22.1.4 Inhibited Configuration
(1) Number of Devices Per Base
Two devices using together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree can be placed in one base. Three or more devices
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cannot configure one base. The following figure shows the inhibited configuration of the virtual link:
Figure 22-8: Inhibited Configuration of the Virtual Link

22.1.5 Notices on Using Together Ring Protocol and the Spanning Tree
(1) Making Correspondence between the Virtual Link VLAN and VLAN Mapping
VLAN to be specified as the virtual VLAN needs to belong to the data transfer VLAN in the ring (this belonging is set
for the VLAN mapping and VLAN group).

(2) Virtual Link VLAN Setting Range
• Setting to the ring network
In the ring network making up the virtual link, both the single ring and multi-ring (including a multi-ring
configuration having a shared link ) require that a virtual link VLAN be set as data transfer VLAN for all nodes that
may able to transmit or receive the control frame between virtual links. If the setting is insufficient, the control frame
cannot be transmitted or received using the virtual link between the base nodes, resulting in an error mis-detection.
• Setting to the spanning tree network
The virtual link VLAN cannot be used for the downstream spanning tree because it is used within the ring network.
For this reason, a loop may occur if the virtual link VLAN is set for the downstream port controlled with the spanning
tree.

(3) Spanning Tree Used When the Virtual Link VLAN Is Not Set
If the virtual link VLAN is not set, the virtual link is not established and so an intended topology is not constructed. As
a result, a loop may occur.

(4) Stopping the Spanning Tree by Setting Ring Protocol
All of PVST+ and multiple spanning trees in operation are stopped by setting the first Ring Protocol configuration. If
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PVST+ or the multiple spanning tree stops, the relevant VLAN may be looped. By port blocking or the like, avoid loop
configuration.

(5) Network Construction at Combined Use of Ring Protocol and the Spanning Tree
A network is generally looped which uses Ring Protocol and the spanning tree. Before constructing the spanning tree in
an access network for the existing ring network, set the spanning tree network configuration port (physical port or
channel group) for "shutdown" to make it go down.

(6) Ring Protocol Error Monitoring Time and Spanning Tree BPDU Transmission Interval
The health check frame error monitoring time (health-check holdtime) of Ring Protocol should be smaller than BPDU
timeout detection time (hello-time x 3 (seconds)) of the spanning tree. If a larger value is set, the spanning tree will
detect a BPDU timeout before Ring Protocol detects an error when the error occurs within the ring network. As a result,
a topology is changed and a loop may occur.

(7) Action to Be Taken for a Program Restart in the Transit Node
Before restarting the Ring Protocol program (with operation command restart axrp), make the spanning tree network
configuration port (physical port or channel group) go down by setting it to shutdown or the like. After the restart, wait
for a timeout of the flash control frame reception wait protection time (forwarding-shift-time) of the transit node, or
release shutdown or the like of the down port after switching the route using the forwarding transition time
(forwarding-delay-time) of the control VLAN.

(8) Handling a Single-Direction Link Error in the Ring Network
Ring Protocol does note detect a ring error of the single-direction link error. If a single-direction link error occurs in the
ring network, a virtual link control frame cannot be transmitted or received. So, the spanning tree may mistakenly
detect a BPDU timeout. As a result, a loop occurs and may continue until the single-direction link error is removed.
Using together Ring Protocol and the IEEE802.3ah/UDLD function can detect the single-direction link error. This
prevents the loop from being generated with that single-direction link error.

(9) Procedure for Recovery from a Multiple Error in an Environment in which the
Spanning Tree is Also Used Together
If two or more errors (multiple error) occur within the ring network, the virtual link control frame cannot be transmitted
and received, resulting in the possibility of a spanning tree topology change. The multiple error also includes errors
generated in both ring ports in the device that uses together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree. To recover from all
errors in the ring network in this case, use the following recovery procedure:
1. Have the spanning tree network configuration port (physical port or channel group) go down by shutdown or the like.
2. Recover from the errors in the ring network and have the maser node detect the ring error recovery.
3. Cancel shutdown or the like of the spanning tree network configuration port to be restored.

(10) Consistency between the Ring Protocol VLAN Mapping and VLAN Belonging to the
MST Instance of the Multiple Spanning Tree
If the Ring Protocol VLAN mapping and the setting of VLAN belonging to the MST instance of the multiple spanning
tree do not match completely in procedure for changing the configuration, the unmatching VLAN is blocked and no
communication may be enabled.
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22.2 Using together Ring Protocol and GSRP
This device can use Ring Protocol and GSRP together. For details of Ring Protocol, see "20 General Description of
Ring Protocol"

22.2.1 Operation Overview
In the device where Ring Protocol and GSRP are running together, it is necessary that the Ring Protocol VLAN
mapping and VLAN information of the GSRP VLAN group match. The ring port of this device is excluded from GSRP
control and Ring Protocol controls the ring port data transfer status.
In the ring network, Ring Protocol independently performs error monitoring and route switching at error generation; in
the GSRP network, GSRP independently does so. However, the device that changed to the master at route switching in
the GSRP network clears the MAC address table of the GSRP switch and aware/unaware device.
At the same time, it sends the ring network flash control frame to clear the MAC address table of the devices making up
the ring network. The GSRP direct link can use the same line as that of the ring network. Alternatively, it can use
another line.
The following figure shows an example of the combined use of Ring Protocol and GSRP:
Figure 22-9: Example of the Combined Use of Ring Protocol and GSRP (When the Direct Link Is Used in the
Ring Network)
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Figure 22-10: Example of the Combined Use of Ring Protocol and GSRP (When the direct link is not used in
the ring network)

22.2.2 Condition for the Combined Use
Shown below is the condition for the combined use of Ring Protocol and GSRP.

(1) Condition for Setting VLAN for Which Ring Protocol and GSRP Are to Be Operated
Combindely
Match all of Ring Protocol VLAN mapping VLANs and GSRP VLAN group VLANs.

(2) Condition for Setting VLAN for Which Ring Protocol or GSRP Is to Be Singly
Operated
All VLANs need not be operated coexistently. To operate a different protocol for each VLAN, make sure that there is
no matching VLAN between Ring Protocol VLAN mapping VLANs and GSRP VLAN group VLANs.

22.2.3 Handling Ring Ports
The ring port operates as the one excluded from GSRP control, regardless of whether or not the setting of configuration
command gsrp exception-port is available. The data transfer status of the ring port is controlled with Ring Protocol
only.
Moreover, setting the next configuration command in the ring port is invalidated.
• gsrp reset-flush-port(Port that executes the port reset function)
• gsrp no-flush-port(Port that does not transmit the request frame)

22.2.4 Handling Control VLAN of Ring Protocol
If Ring Protocol control VLAN is set for the GSRP VLAN group, the relevant VLAN is excluded from the VLAN
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group. The VLAN excluded from the VLAN group is not displayed with operation command show gsrp.

22.2.5 Clearing the MAC Address Table Used at GSRP Network
Switching
If Ring Protocol and GSRP are used together, it is necessary to clear the MAC address table of the device making up the
ring network at switching of the GSRP network route. If the MAC address table is not cleared, communication may not
be restored at once.To clear the MAC address table of the device on the ring network, the ring network flash control
frame is transmitted at transition to the GSRP master. This transmission is done by using the virtual link VLAN set on
the ring network.
This virtual link VLAN needs to belong to the data transfer VLAN group of Ring Protocol. The MAC address table is
cleared when the ring configuration device receives the flash control frame the GSRP master transmitted. Moreover, the
transmission count conforms to the GSRP configuration (flush-request-count).

22.2.6 Notices on Operation at Combined Use of Ring Protocol and GSRP
(1) Setting the Virtual Link VLAN
Before Ring Protocol and GSRP are used together, the virtual link VLAN needs to be set to transmit the flash control
frame. This virtual link VLAN needs to belong to the data transfer VLAN group of Ring Protocol. The following figure
shows the setting of the virtual link ID:
The same virtual link ID must be set for the same GSRP group devices. Moreover, Its value must be uniquely set within
the ring network for which the same virtual link VLAN is set. If virtual link ID 50 is set for this device A, C, D, and F
not belonging to the same GSRP group, the relevant device cannot clear the MAC address table using the flash control
frame.
Figure 22-11: Setting the Virtual Link VLAN
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(2) Changing the Ring Protocol VLAN Mapping or GSRP VLAN Group
To use together Ring Protocol and GSRP, all of Ring Protocol VLAN mapping VLANs and GSRP VLAN group
VLANs must be made to match. However, if a VLAN mismatch occurs while the configuration is changed, the VLAN
blocking occurs among the VLANs that were set, resulting in the possibility that an incommunicable VLAN is
generated.
For this reason, before the configuration is changed to use together Ring Protocol and GSRP, it is necessary to perform
the setting with the priority or backup-lock command or the like in the GSRP backup device so that the switching to the
master does not occur.For this reason, before the configuration is changed to use together Ring Protocol and GSRP, it is
necessary to perform the setting with the priority or backup-lock command or the like in the GSRP backup device so
that the switching to the master does not occur.

(3) Number of VLANs That Can Be Set per VLAN Group
If 511 or more VLANs belong to the VLAN group used jointly with Ring Protocol, the ring port is temporarily blocked
when the status of the relevant VLAN group is changed.
Set 510 or less as the number of VLANs to be made to belong to the VLAN group used jointly with Ring Protocol.

22.2.7 Overview of Single Operation (Example of Using the Layer 3
Redundancy Switching Function)
If each of Ring Protocol and GSRP is being singly operated for a different VLAN, the layer 3 redundancy switching
function is used to connect to the ring network. The figure below shows an example of this case. The layer 3 relay is
used in this device A from a downstream network (such as a PC) to establish communication with an upstream network
via the VLAN 100 ring network.
In this case, if an error occurs in this device A, the downstream and upstream networks use the layer 3 relay in device B
(when the direct link error detection function is set) to establish communication via the VLAN 200 ring network.
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Figure 22-12: Layer 3 Redundancy Switching Function(Normal operation)
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Figure 22-13: Layer 3 Redundancy Switching Function(an error occurs)
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22.3 Virtual Link Configuration
The virtual link is set which is used to use together Ring Protocol and the spanning tree protocol in the same device.
Moreover, at the combined use of Ring Protocol and GSRP, the virtual link VLAN needs to be set to transmit the flash
frame.

22.3.1 Configuration Command List
The following table lists virtual link configuration commands:
Table 22-4: List of Configuration Commands
Command
axrp virtual-link

Description
The virtual link ID is set.

22.3.2 Setting the Virtual Link
[Point of setting]
The virtual link ID and virtual link VLAN are set. Setting virtual links allows the combined use of Ring Protocol
and the spanning tree or of Ring Protocol and GSRP. Set the same virtual link ID and the same virtual link VLAN
for the opposed device in the same base. Moreover, be sure to select the virtual link VLAN from among VLANs
used as data transfer VLANs.
［Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp virtual-link 10 vlan 100
Set the virtual link ID to 10 and virtual link VLAN to 100.

22.3.3 Setting the Combined Use of Ring Protocol and PVST+
[Point of setting]
To use together Ring Protocol and PVST+, it is necessary to set VLAN ID to be jointly used, for the VLAN
mapping. In this case, only one VLAN ID is specified for the VLAN mapping. If VLAN ID of VLAN other than
VLAN jointly used with PVST+ is set, PVST+ does not run for the relevant VLAN.
［Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp vlan-mapping 1 vlan 10
Using the VLAN mapping ID as 1, set VLAN ID 10 to be jointly used with PVST+.
2. (config)# axrp vlan-mapping 2 vlan 20,30
Using the VLAN mapping ID as 2, set VLAN ID 20 and 30 to be used only for Ring Protocol.
3. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# vlan-group 1 vlan-mapping 1-2
Set VLAN mapping ID 1 and 2 for VLAN group 1.Set VLAN mapping ID 1 and 2 for VLAN group 1.
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22.3.4 Setting the Combined Use of Ring Protocol and the Multiple
Spanning Tree
[Point of setting]
To use together Ring Protocol and the multiple spanning tree, the VLAN ID to be jointly used needs to be set for
the VLAN mapping. In this case, it is necessary to match the VLAN ID specified for the VLAN mapping and the
VLAN ID specified for VLAN that belongs to the MST instance. If they do not agree, all ports of an unmatching
VLAN are blocked.
［Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp vlan-mapping 1 vlan 10,20,30
Using the VLAN mapping ID as 1, set VLAN ID 10, 20, and 30 to be jointly used with MST instance 10.
2. (config)# axrp vlan-mapping 2 vlan 40,50
Using the VLAN mapping ID as 2, set VLAN ID 40 and 50 to be jointly used with MST instance 20.
3. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# vlan-group 1 vlan-mapping 1-2
(config-axrp)#exit
Set VLAN mapping ID 1 and 2 for VLAN group 1.
4. (config)# spanning-tree mst configuration
(config-mst)# instance 10 vlans 10,20,30
Set VLAN ID 10, 20, and 30 specified in vlan-mapping 1, for VLAN belonging to MST instance 10, and start
coexisting with Ring Protocol.
5. (config-mst)# instance 20 vlans 40,50
Set VLAN ID 40 and 50 specified in vlan-mapping 2, for VLAN belonging to MST instance 20 and start coexisting
Ring Protocol.

22.3.5 Setting the Combined Use of Ring Protocol and GSRP
[Point of setting]
To use together Ring Protocol and GSRP, the VLAN ID to be jointly used needs to be set for the VLAN mapping
and for the GSRP VLAN group. In this case, the VLAN group ID and GSRP VLAN group ID need not match with
each other.
［Setup using commands]
1. (config)# axrp vlan-mapping 1 vlan 10,15
Set the VLAN mapping ID to 1 and set VLAN ID 10 and 15 to be jointly with GSRP.
2. (config)# axrp 1
(config-axrp)# vlan-group 1 vlan-mapping 1
(config-axrp)# exit
Set VLAN mapping ID 1 for VLAN group 1.
3. (config)# gsrp 1
(config-gsrp)# vlan-group 3 vlan 10,15
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Set VLAN ID 10 and 15 to be jointly with Ring Protocol, for GSRP VLAN group 3.
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22.4 Virtual Link Operation
22.4.1 Operation Command List
The table below lists virtual link operation commands.
Table 22-5: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

show spanning-tree

Displays virtual link application status in the spanning tree.

show gsrp

Displays the application of the virtual link in GSRP.

22.4.2 Checking the Virtual Link Status
Check the virtual link information with the show spanning-tree command. From Port Information, check that the link
port exists.
The following figure shows the show spanning-tree command execution results:
Figure 22-14: show spanning-tree Command Execution Results
> show spanning-tree vlan 2
Date 2007/11/04 11:39:43 UTC
VLAN 2
PVST+ Spanning Tree:Enabled Mode:PVST+
Bridge ID
Priority:4096
MAC Address:0012.e205.0900
Bridge Status:Designated
Root Bridge ID
Priority:0
MAC Address:0012.e201.0900
Root Cost:0
Root Port:0/2-3(VL:10)
--- 1
Port Information
0/1
Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Designated
VL(10) Up
Status:Forwarding Role:Root
--- 1
>
1. VL indicates the virtual link ID.
The show gsrp detail command can be used to check if the virtual link is being operated. Using Virtual Link ID, check
the virtual link ID and virtual link VLAN.
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Figure 22-15: show gsrp detail Command Execution Results
>show gsrp detail
Date 2008/04/10 12:00:00 UTC
GSRP ID: 3
Local MAC Address
Neighbor MAC Address
Total VLAN Group Counts
GSRP VLAN ID
Direct Port
GSRP Exception Port
No Neighbor To Master
Backup Lock
Port Up Delay
Last Flush Receive Time
Layer 3 Redundancy
Virtual Link ID
Advertise
Advertise
Advertise
Selection

Hold Time
Hold Timer
Interval
Pattern

VLAN Group ID
1
2
8
>

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

0012.e2a8.2527
0012.e2a8.2505
3
105
0/10-11
0/1-5
manual
disable
0
On
100(VLAN ID : 20)

Local
Neighbor
: 5
5
: 4
: 1
1
: ports-priority-mac ports-priority-mac

Local State
Backup
(disable)
Master

Neighbor State
Master
-
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General Description of IGMP
snooping/MLD snooping
IGMP snooping/MLD snooping is the function that controls multicast traffic in a
VLAN with layer 2 switch. This chapter describes IGMP snooping/MLD snooping.

23.1 IGMP snooping/MLD snooping Overview
23.2 Supported IGMP snooping/MLD snooping Functions
23.3 IGMP snooping
23.4 MLD snooping
23.5 Notes on Using IGMP snooping and MLD snooping
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23.1 IGMP snooping/MLD snooping Overview
This section explains the outline of multicast, IGMP snooping and MLD snooping.

23.1.1 Outline of Multicast
In unicast, a sender duplicates data for transmission proportionally to the number of receivers when transmitting the
same information to multiple receivers. Therefore, the load to the sender and network increases. In multicast, a sender
transmits data to the group selected in a network. Since the sender does not require duplicate data for each receiver, the
load to the network can be reduced irrespective of the number of receivers. The outline of multicast is shown in the
figure below.
Figure 23-1: Outline of Multicast

A multicast group address is used for the destination address when transmitting data by multicast. The multicast group
address is shown in the table below.
Table 23-1: Multicast Group Address
Protocol
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Address Range

IPv4

224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255

IPv6

IPv6 address where higher 8 bits are ff (hexadecimal)
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23.1.2 Outline of IGMP snooping and MLD snooping
Layer 2 switch relays multicast traffic to all ports in the VLAN. Therefore, if multicast is used in the network to which
the layer 2 switch is connected, unnecessary multicast traffic will flow into the ports at which there are no receivers of
multicast traffic.
IGMP snooping and MLD snooping monitors IGMP or MLD messages to relay multicast traffic to the ports at which
receivers are connected. By using this function, the relaying of unnecessary multicast traffic can be suppressed and a
network can be used efficiently. The outline of IGMP snooping/MLD snooping is shown in the figure below.
Figure 23-2: General Description of IGMP snooping/MLD snooping

To detect a port that the receiver of multicast traffic connects, the LANSW module monitors the packet of a group
management protocol. The group management protocol transmits and receives group membership information between
a router and host. IGMP is used in an IPv4 network: MLD is used in an IPv6 network. It is learned to which connection
port multicast traffic should be relayed by detecting the packet, indicating group join and detachment report,
transmitted from the host.
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23.2 Supported IGMP snooping/MLD snooping Functions
IGMP snooping/MLD snooping functions supported in the LANSW module are shown in the table below.
Table 23-2: Support Function
Item

Remarks

Interface type

The whole Ethernet is supported.
The frame format is Ethernet V2 only.

-

IGMP support version
MLD support version

IGMP: Version 1, 2, and 3
MLD: Version 1 and 2

-

IPv4

0100.5e00.0000 to 0100.5eff.ffff

See RFC1112.

IPv6

3333.0000.0000 to 3333.ffff.ffff

See RFC2464.

IGMP querier
MLD querier

Querier action should follow IGMPv2/IGMPv3 and
MLDv1/MLDv2 specifications.

-

Setting of multicast router connection port

static setting at configuration

-

Range of learning MAC
address using this function

(Legend) -: Not applicable
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23.3 IGMP snooping
This section explains the functions and actions of IGMP snooping. The format and timer of IGMP messages received/
sent by the LANSW module conform with RFC2236. The IGMP version 3 (hereinafter referred to as IGMPv3)
message format and default values comply with RFC3376.

23.3.1 MAC Address Learning
IGMP snooping learns multicast MAC addresses dynamically by receiving IGMP messages in the VLAN in which
IGMP snooping has been set. Learned multicast MAC addresses are registered in the MAC address table.

(1) Registration of entry
When an IGMPv1/IGMPv2 Report or IGMPv3 Report (join request) message is received, the LANSW module learns
the multicast MAC address from the multicast group address in the message and creates an entry that transfers traffic to
the multicast group only at ports at which the IGMPv1/IGMPv2/IGMPv3 Report message was received.
The destination MAC address of IPv4 multicast data is created by copying the lower 23 bits of the IP address to the
MAC address. Therefore, IP addresses with the identical lower 23 bits have the same MAC address. For example, both
224.10.10.10 and 225.10.10.10 have the multicast MAC address 0100.5E0A.0A0A. These addresses are handled as
packets to the identical MAC address at layer 2 relay. The relationship of an IPv4 multicast address with the MAC
address is shown in the figure below.
Figure 23-3: Correlation between IPv4 Multicast Address and MAC Address

(2) Deletion of entry
The multicast MAC address learned will be deleted when all group members disappeared from all ports in either case
below:
• When an IGMPv2 Leave message was received:
From the LANSW module to the port that received an IGMPv2 Leave message, Group-Specific Query message is
sent twice at 1 second interval (Group-Specific Query message is sent only when the querier is set). When the querier
is not set, the message is sent from the designated querier) Only this port is deleted from an entry when there is no
response (the relay of multicast traffic to this port is suppressed). The entry itself will be deleted when no group
members disappeared from the all ports in the VLAN.
• When an IGMPv3 Report (leave request) message is received:
From the LANSW module to the port that received an IGMPv3 Report (leave request) message, Group-Specific
Query message is sent twice at 1 second interval (Group-Specific Query message is sent only when the querier is set.
When the querier is not set, the message is sent from the designated querier). Only this port is deleted from an entry
when there is no response (the relay of multicast traffic to this port is suppressed). The entry itself will be deleted
when all group members disappear from the all ports in the VLAN. However, if the received IGMPv3 Report message
has the multicast address record type of BLOCK_OLD_SOURCES, a Group-Specific Query message is sent and the
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entry is deleted only when the querier is set on the local system.
• When a certain period of time elapsed after reception of IGMPv1/IGMPv2/IGMPv3 Report (join request) message:
The multicast router checks whether a group member exists or not on the directory-connected interface and sends a
Query message periodically. The LANSW module will relay an IGMP Query message received from a router to all
ports in the VLAN. Only this port will be deleted from the entry when there is no response to the IGMP Query
message. The entry itself is deleted when no response is made from all ports.
The corresponding entry will be deleted when no IGMPv1/IGMPv2/IGMPv3 Report (join request) messages are
received for 260 seconds in the LANSW module.

23.3.2 Layer 2 Relay of IPv4 Multicast Packet
Layer 2 relay within the VLAN that received an IPv4 multicast packet is processed based on the MAC address.
Depending on the result of IGMP snooping, layer 2 relay will be done to all ports that received an IGMP Report
message of the IP multicast address mapped to the identical MAC address.
Multicast MAC addresses 224.10.10.10 and 225.10.10.10 described in the example of "20.3.1 MAC Address Learning
(1) Registration of entry" become 0100.5E0A.0A0A. Therefore, data is also relayed to the port that receives the
IGMPv1/IGMPv2/IGMPv3 Report (join request) message to 225.10.10.10 when the multicast data to 224.10.10.10 is
relayed via layer 2.

23.3.3 Connection to Multicast Router
An adjacent multicast router as well as the group-subscribed host is also manipulated as the destination to which
multicast packets are relayed. When using IGMP snooping by connecting the LANSW module with a multicast router,
specify the port connected to the multicast router to relay multicast packets to the multicast router (referred to as
"multicast router port") at configuration.
The LANSW module relays all multicast packets to the specified multicast router port.
In addition, IGMP is a protocol that receives/sends between router hosts, and the IGMP message is received by the
router and host. The LANSW module relays IGMP messages as shown in the table below.
Table 23-3: Operation for IGMPv1/IGMPv2 Message
Types of IGMP
Messages

Transfer Port in VLAN

Membership Query

Relayed to all ports.

Version 2 Membership
Report

Relayed only to the multicast router port.

Leave Group

Not relayed to any port when a group member still exists in other ports.
Relayed to a multicast router port when the group member does not exist in other ports.

Version 1 Membership
Report

Relayed only to the multicast router port.

Remarks

*

*
Relay operation when the querier is set on the local system. When the querier is not set, the message is always sent to the multicast
router port. If an IGMPv2 Leave message is received at the port that has not received an IGMPv1/IGMPv2/IGMPv3 Report (join
request) message, the IGMPv2 Leave message will not be relayed regardless of the querier setting.
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Table 23-4: Operation for IGMPv3 Message
IGMPv3 Message Type

Transfer Port in VLAN

Version3 Membership Query

Relayed to all ports.

Version 3
Membership
Report

Report on join request

Relayed only to the multicast router port.

Report on leave request

Not relayed to any port when a group member still exists in other
ports. Relayed to a multicast router port when the group member
does not exist in other ports.

Remarks

*

*
Relay operation when the querier is set on the local system. When the querier is not set, the message is always sent to the multicast
router port. If an IGMPv3 Report message is received at the port that has not received an IGMPv1/IGMPv2/IGMPv3 Report (join
request) message, the IGMPv3 Report (leave request) message will not be relayed regardless of the querier setting.

23.3.4 IGMP Querier Function
IGMP querier function allows the LANSW module to send IGMP Query messages to the receiving port by proxy in an
environment where there are no multicast routers but only sending/receiving hosts of a multicast packet in the VLAN.
The multicast router periodically sends an IGMP Query message and receives a response from the host to check if a
group member exists or not. When there are no multicast routers, a group member cannot be monitored because there is
no response from the reception host. This function enables for IGMP snooping function if there are no multicast routers
in the VLAN. The LANSW module sends an IGMP Query message every 125 seconds.
To use the IGMP querier function, an IP address must be set to the VLAN that makes use of the IGMP snooping
function.
The lower source IP address of an IGMP Query message transmits the IGMP Query message as a designated querier
when a system that transmits an IGMP Query message exists in a VLAN. If other System is a designated querier in the
VLAN, the LANSW module stops sending a Query message with the IGMP querier function.
A new designated querier is selected when a failure occurs in a designated querier. Sending a Query message starts
when the LANSW module has been determined to be the designated querier due to failures in other Systems in the
VLAN. In the LANSW module time monitored by the designated querier is defined to be 255 seconds.
The IGMP Query version that the LANSW module sends is set to IGMPv2 by default. Once the LANSW module starts,
the IGMP Query version is set to the IGMP version of the designated querier.

23.3.5 IGMP instant detachment functionality
The IGMP instant detachment functionality stops multicast communication to the corresponding ports as soon as an
IGMPv2 Leave or IGMPv3 Report (detachment request) message is received.
For IGMPv3 Report (detachment request) messages, only those whose multicast address record type is
CHANGE_TO_INCLUDE_MODE are supported by this functionality.
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23.4 MLD snooping
This section explains the functions and actions of MLD snooping. The format and default value of an MLD frame sent/
received with the LANSW module comply with RFC2710. The MLD version 2 (hereinafter referred to as MLDv2)
message format and default values comply with RFC3810.

23.4.1 MAC address control method
(1) MAC address learning
For VLANs for which MLD snooping is set, multicast MAC addresses are dynamically learned when MLD
messages are received. The learned multicast MAC addresses are registered to the MAC address table.

(a) Registering entries
When an MLDv1 Report message and or MLDv2 Report (membership request) message is received, the multicast
MAC address is learned from the multicast group address included in the message, and an entry is created that
forwards traffic bound for a multicast group only to ports for which MLDv1 or MLDv2 Report messages have been
received. Destination MAC addresses for IPv6 multicast data are generated by copying the lowest 32 bits of the IP
address to the MAC address.
IPv6 multicast addresses have two types of formats for group ID fields that identify multicast groups: a 112-bit
format and a 32-bit format. When group ID fields use the 112-bit address format, duplicate MAC addresses occur
the same as for IPv4 multicast addresses. The following figure shows the correspondence between IPv6 multicast
addresses and MAC addresses.
Figure 23-4: Correspondence between IPv6 multicast addresses and MAC addresses

(b) Deleting entries
Learned multicast MAC addresses are deleted in any of the following cases when group members no longer exist on
all ports:
• An MLDv1 Done message is received.
Group-Specific Query messages are sent from the Switch to the port that received MLDv1 Done messages,
twice every second (Group-Specific Query messages are only sent when a querier is set and are sent from a
representative querier otherwise). If there is no response, only that port is deleted from the entries (forwarding
of multicast traffic to this port is suppressed). If no group members are left in all ports in the VLAN, the entry
itself is deleted.
• An MLDv2 Report (detachment request) message is received.
Group-Specific Query messages are sent from the Switch to the port that received MLDv2 Report (detachment
request) messages, twice every second (Group-Specific Query messages are only sent when a querier is set and
are sent from a representative querier otherwise). If there is no response, only that port is deleted from the
entries (forwarding of multicast traffic to this port is suppressed). If no group members are left in all ports in
the VLAN, the entry itself is deleted. However, when an MLDv2 Report message whose multicast address
record type is BLOCK_OLD_SOURCES is received, Group-Specific Query messages are sent and entry
deletion processing is performed only when a querier has been set for the local device.
• A set time elapses after an MLDv1 or MLDv2 Report (membership request) message is received.
Multicast routers regularly send MLD Query messages to check that group members exist in directly
connected interfaces. When the Switch receives an MLD Query message from a router, it forwards it to all
ports in the VLAN. If there is no response to the MLD Query message, only that port is deleted from the entries.
When no response is received from any port, the entry itself is deleted.
If the Switch does not receive an MLDv1 or MLDv2 Report (membership request) message within 260
seconds, it deletes the corresponding entries.
The timeout time for deleting entries is 260 seconds (default value) for the Switch. If the switch does not
receive an MLDv1 or MLDv2 Report (membership request) message within 260 seconds, it deletes the
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corresponding entries.
When another device is the representative querier for a VLAN running with MLDv2, the timeout time is
calculated from MLDv2 Query messages (QQIC field) from the representative querier. If the local device is
the representative querier, or is running with MLDv1, the default value is used. In this case, 125 seconds is
used for the Query Interval on the corresponding VLAN.
[Note]
The timeout time is calculated as follows: query-interval (value of the QQIC field) x 2 + query-response-interval

(2) Layer 2 forwarding for IPv6 multicast packets
Layer 2 forwarding within VLANs receiving IPv6 multicast packets is performed based on MAC address, just as for
IPv4 multicast packets. Layer 2 forwarding based on MLD snooping results is performed for all ports that receive MLD
Report (membership request) messages whose IPv6 multicast address is mapped to the same MAC address.

23.4.2 IP address control method
The swrt_multicast_table command can be set on the Switch to use both IPv6 multicast and MLD snooping at the same
time on the same VLAN. When using IPv6 multicast and MLD snooping at the same time, make sure that you use IPv6
multicasts on the corresponding VLAN.

(1) IP address learning
Multicast IP addresses are learned dynamically when MLD messages are received on VLANs for which MLD
snooping is set. Information about learned multicast IP addresses is set in multicast forwarding entries for IPv6
multicast.

(a) Registering entries
When an MLDv1 Report message or MLDv2 Report (membership request) message is received, the multicast IP
address is learned from the multicast group address included in the message, and an entry is created that forwards
traffic bound for the multicast group only to ports for which MLDv1 or MLDv2 Report messages were received.

(b) Deleting entries
Learned multicast IP addresses are deleted in any of the following cases when group members no longer exist on all
ports:
• An MLDv1 Done message is received.
Group-Specific Query messages are sent from the Switch to the port that received MLDv1 Done messages,
twice every second (Group-Specific Query messages are only sent when the Switch is the representative
querier). If there is no response, only that port is deleted from the entries (forwarding of multicast traffic to this
port is suppressed). If no group members are left in all ports in the VLAN, the entry itself is deleted.
• An MLDv2 Report (detachment request) message is received.
When an MLDv2 Report (detachment request) message whose multicast address record type is
CHANGE_TO_INCLUDE_MODE is received, Group-Specific Query messages are sent from the Switch to
the port that received the message, twice every second (Group-Specific Query messages are only sent when
the Switch is the representative querier). If there is no response, only that port is deleted from the entries. If no
group members are left in all ports in the VLAN, the entry itself is deleted. When an MLDv2 Report message
whose multicast address record type is BLOCK_OLD_SOURCES is received, Group-and-Source-Specific
Query messages are sent from the Switch, twice every second (Group-and-Source-Specific Query messages
are only sent when the Switch is the representative querier). Entries are deleted on timeout regardless of the
response to Group-Source-and-Specific Query messages.
[Note]
The timeout time is calculated as follows: query-interval (value of the QQIC field) x 2 + query-response-interval
•

A set time elapses after an MLDv1 or MLDv2 Report (membership request) message is received.
Multicast routers regularly send MLD Query messages to check that group members exist in directly
connected interfaces. When the Switch receives an MLD Query message from a router, it forwards it to all
ports in the VLAN. If there is no response to the MLD Query message, only that port is deleted from the entries.
When no response is received from any port, the entry itself is deleted.
The timeout time for deleting entries is 260 seconds (default value) for the Switch. If the switch does not
receive an MLDv1 or MLDv2 Report (membership request) message within 260 seconds, it deletes the
corresponding entries.
The timeout time is set dynamically as follows:
• When another device is the representative querier (for MLDv2 operation)
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•

•

The timeout time is calculated from MLDv2 Query messages (QQIC field) from the representative
querier.
When the local device is the representative querier
The timeout time is calculated from Query Interval set for the local device regardless of MLDv1 or
MLDv2 (with the default value used if no Query Interval is set).
When another device is the representative querier (for MLDv1 operation)
The timeout time is calculated from Query Interval set for the local device (with the default value used
if no Query Interval is set).

[Note]
The timeout time is calculated as follows: query-interval (value of the QQIC field) x 2 + query-response-interval

(2) Layer 2 forwarding for IPv6 multicast packets
Layer 2 forwarding within VLANs receiving IPv6 multicast packets is performed based on IP address. Layer 2
forwarding based on MLD snooping results is performed for all ports that receive MLD Report (membership request)
messages.

(3) Layer 3 forwarding for IPv6 multicast packets
When Layer 3 forwarding based on IPv6 multicast is performed between VLANs and MLD snooping is running on the
forwarding destination VLAN, multicast traffic for which Layer 3 forwarding is performed is forwarded according to
the learning results for MLD snooping within the forwarding destination VLAN.

(4) Specific query transmission during concurrent usage of IPv6 multicast
IPv6 multicast can be run so that when the Switch is the representative querier in the VLAN, Group-Specific Queries or
Group-and-Source-Specific Queries sent due to MLD Done message or MLDv2 Report (detachment request) message
reception are sent to all ports in the VLAN, and not just the recipient port.

23.4.3 Connection to Multicast Router
An adjacent multicast router as well as the group-subscribed host is also manipulated as the destination to which
multicast packets are relayed. When using MLD snooping by connecting the LANSW module with a multicast router,
specify the port connected to the multicast router to relay multicast packets to the multicast router (referred to as
"multicast router port") at configuration.
The LANSW module relays all multicast packets to the specified multicast router port.
In addition, MLD is a protocol that receives/sends between router hosts, and the MLD message is received by the router
and host. The LANSW module relays MLD messages as shown in the table below.
Table 23-5: Operation for MLDv1 Message
MLDv1 Message Type

Transfer Port in VLAN

Multicast Listener Query

Relayed to all ports.

Multicast Listener Report

Relayed only to the multicast router port.

Multicast Listener Done

Not relayed to any port when a group member still exists in other ports.
Relayed to a multicast router port when the group member does not exist in other ports.

Remarks

*

*
Relay operation when the querier is set on the local system. When the querier is not set, the message is always sent to the multicast
router port. If an MLDv1 Done message is received at the port that has not received an MLDv1/MLDv2 Report (join request)
message, the MLDv1 Done message will not be relayed regardless of the querier setting.
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Table 23-6: Operation for MLDv2 Message
Type of MLDv2 Messages

Transfer Port in VLAN

Version2 Multicast Listener Query

Relayed to all ports.

Version2 Multicast
Listener Report

Report on join
request

Relayed only to the multicast router port.

Report on leave
request

Not relayed to any port when a group member still exists in other
ports. Relayed to a multicast router port when the group member
does not exist in other ports.

Remarks

*

*
Relay operation when the querier is set on the local system. When the querier is not set, the message is always sent to the multicast
router port. If an MLDv2 (leave request) Report message is received at the port that has not received an MLDv1/MLDv2 Report
(join request) message, the MLDv2 Report message will not be relayed regardless of the querier setting.

23.4.4 MLD Querier Function
MLD querier function allows the LANSW module to send MLD Query messages to the receiving port by proxy in an
environment where there are no multicast routers but only sending/receiving hosts of a multicast packet in the VLAN.
The multicast router periodically sends an MLD Query message and receives a response from the host to check if a
group member exists or not. When there are no multicast routers, a group member cannot be monitored because there is
no response from the reception host. This function enables for MLD snooping function if there are no multicast routers
in the VLAN. The LANSW module sends a Query message every 125 seconds.
To use the MLD querier function, an IP address must be set to the VLAN that makes use of the MLD snooping
function.
The lower source IP address of an MLD Query message transmits the MLD Query message as a designated querier
when a system that transmits an MLD Query message exists in a VLAN. If other System is a designated querier in the
VLAN, the LANSW module stops sending an MLD Query message with the MLD querier function.
A new designated querier is selected when a failure occurs in a designated querier. Sending an MLD Query message
starts when the LANSW module has been determined to be the designated querier due to failures in other Systems in
the VLAN. In the LANSW module time monitored by the designated querier is defined to be 255 seconds.
The MLD Query version that the LANSW module sends is set to MLDv1 by default. Once the LANSW module starts,
the MLD Query version is set to the MLD version of the designated querier.
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23.5 Notes on Using IGMP snooping and MLD snooping
(1) Coexistence with another function
Please refer to "Coexistence of 14.3 layer two switch function and another function".

(2) Flooding of control packet
The multicast traffic that IGMP snooping/MLD snooping treat for suppression is data traffic. The control packet of a
routing protocol must be flooded in a VLAN so that all the routers or hosts in the VLAN can receive the control packet.
Therefore, in the LANSW module, a packet that has the destination IP address contained in the address range shown in
the table below will be relayed to all ports in the VLAN. A packet that has the destination IP address in the address
range shown in the table below is replayed according to the result what the multicast MAC address learned.
Table 23-7: Flooding of Control Packet
Protocol

Address Range

IGMP snooping

224.0.0.0 to 224.0.0.255

MLD snooping

ff02::/16

Be careful not to receive Untagged control packets if a trunk port is set. Set a native VLAN if you handle Untagged
control packets at the trunk port because of the configuration.

(3) Setting multicast router port
(a) In redundant configuration
In redundant configuration using spanning tree, the port connected to router may change due to topology change. In this
case the multicast router port setting must be applied to all ports that may connect to the router after the topology
change.
(b) Connection between layer 2 switches
In a VLAN consisting only of multiple layer 2 switches, the ports connected to the layer 2 switches accommodating
sending host of multicast traffic must be set as the multicast router port.
If you select redundant configuration, multicast router port must be set for all ports that possibly connect a layer 2
switch that accommodates the transmission host. However, when connecting between these Systems, do not set a
multicast router port at both connection ports.
(c)

Notes on the LANSW module connecting the multicast router port

For the LANSW module connecting the multicast router port (which may be layer 2 switch and layer 3 switch), be sure
to enable the IGMP/MLD snooping function (which means the LANSW module must be connected with devices that
support the snooping function).

(4) Connection with IGMP version 3 host
When setting an IGMPv3 host, be sure to connect an IGMPv3 router and set its IP address so that it becomes the
designated querier. When the designated querier is an IGMPv2 router, the network operates in IGMPv2 mode.

(5) Connection with MLD version 2 host
When setting an MLDv2 host, be sure to connect an MLDv2 router and set its IP address so that it becomes the
designated querier. When the designated querier is an MLDv1 router, the network operates in MLDv1 mode.
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(6) Relearning of MAC address with operation command
If you run the commands below as well as IGMP/MLD snooping operation command, the learned multicast MAC
address is cleared and relearning the address starts. Multicast communication is temporarily interrupted after the
operational command is executed.
• When running-config is overwritten with copy command
• restart vlan command

(7) Coexistence of IPv4 multicast/IPv6 multicast functions
IPv4 multicast/IPv6 multicast functions cannot coexist with IGMP snooping/MLD snooping in the LANSW module.
When you use IGMP snooping/MLD snooping, delete all IPv4 multicast/IPv6 multicast functions.
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24

Setting and Operation of IGMP
snooping/MLD snooping
IGMP snooping/MLD snooping is the function that controls multicast traffic in a
VLAN on layer 2. This chapter describes how to set and operate IGMP snooping/MLD
snooping.

24.1 Configuration of IGMP snooping
24.2 IGMP snooping Operation
24.3 Configuration of MLD snooping
24.4 MLD snooping Operation
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24.1 Configuration of IGMP snooping
24.1.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of IGMP snooping is shown in the table below:
Table 24-1: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

ip igmp snooping

Sets to use the IGMP snooping function.

ip igmp snooping mrouter interface

Sets an IGMP multicast router port.

ip igmp snooping querier

Sets IGMP querier function.

no ip igmp snooping

Sets to suppress the IGMP snooping function.

24.1.2 Setting IGMP snooping
[Point of setting]
To enable IGMP snooping, make the following setting in VLAN interface configuration mode of the corresponding
VLAN.
This example enables IGMP snooping on VLAN2.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface vlan 2
(config-if)# ip igmp snooping
Changes to VLAN interface configuration mode of VLAN2, and enables the IGMP snooping function.

24.1.3 Setting IGMP Querier Function
[Point of setting]
IGMP querier function needs to be enabled if there is no multicast routers in the VLAN in which IGMP snooping
has been set. Make the following setting in VLAN interface configuration mode of the corresponding VLAN.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config-if)# ip igmp snooping querier
Enables the IGMP querier function.

[Note]
This setting is not available when no IPv4 addresses are set in the interface.

24.1.4 Setting Multicast Router Port
[Point of setting]
When a multicast router is connected within the VLAN on which IGMP snooping is set, make the following setting
in VLAN interface configuration mode of the corresponding VLAN. This example is based on when a multicast
router is connected to the gigabit Ethernet interface at port 0/1 in the VLAN.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config-if)# ip igmp snooping mrouter interface gigabitethernet 0/1
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Specifies a multicast router port with the interface.
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24.2 IGMP snooping Operation
24.2.1 List of Operation Commands
The list of IGMP snooping operation commands is shown in the table below:
Table 24-2: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show igmp-snooping

Displays IGMP snooping information.

clear igmp-snooping

Clears IGMP snooping information.

restart snooping

Restarts snooping program.

dump protocols snooping

Outputs the file of event trace information and control table information.

24.2.2 Checking IGMP snooping
The contents on IGMP snooping to be checked when the IGMP snooping function is used are as follows:

(1) Checking after configuration
Execute the show igmp-snooping command and make sure that the setting on IGMP snooping is correct.
Figure 24-1: Displaying IGMP snooping Setting Status
> show igmp-snooping 100
Date 2006/10/01 15:20:00 UTC
VLAN: 100
IP address: 192.168.11.20/24
Querier: enable
IGMP querying system: 192.168.11.20
Port(5): 0/1-5
Mrouter-port: 0/1,3
Group Counts: 3

(2) Checking during operation
Check the IGMP snooping operation status using the commands below.
z Check the learned MAC addresses, IPv4 multicast addresses relayed in the VLAN, and relay destination port list
status using the show igmp-snooping group command.
Figure 24-2: Execution Result of show igmp-snooping group Command
> show igmp-snooping group 100
Date 2006/10/01 15:20:00 UTC
VLAN counts: 1
VLAN: 100 Group counts: 3
Group Address
MAC Address
224.10.10.10
0100.5e0a.0a0a
Port-list:0/1-3
225.10.10.10
0100.5e0a.0a0a
Port-list:0/1-2
239.192.1.1
0100.5e40.0101
Port-list:0/1

Version
V2

Mode
-

V3

INCLUDE

V2,V3

EXCLUDE

z Check the example of displaying the joined group for each port using the show igmp-snooping port command.
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Figure 24-3: Execution Result of show igmp-snooping port Command
> show igmp-snooping port 0/1
Date 2006/10/01 15:20:00 UTC
Port 0/1 VLAN counts: 2
VLAN: 100 Group counts: 2
Group Address
Last Reporter
224.10.10.10
192.168.1.3
239.192.1.1
192.168.1.3
VLAN: 150 Group counts: 1
Group Address
Last Reporter
239.10.120.1
192.168.15.10

Uptime
00:10
02:10

Expires
04:10
03:00

Uptime
01:10

Expires
02:30
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24.3 Configuration of MLD snooping
24.3.1 List of Configuration Commands
The list of the configuration commands of MLD snooping is shown in the table below:
Table 24-3: List of Configuration Commands
Command

Description

ipv6 mld snooping

Sets to use the MLD snooping function.

ipv6 mld snooping mrouter interface

Sets an MLD multicast router port.

ipv6 mld snooping querier

Sets MLD querier function.

no ipv6 mld snooping

Sets to suppress the MLD snooping function.

24.3.2 Setting MLD snooping
[Point of setting]
To enable MLD snooping, make the following setting in VLAN interface configuration mode of the corresponding
VLAN. This example enables IGMP snooping on VLAN2.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config)# interface vlan 2
(config-if)# ipv6 mld snooping
Changes to VLAN interface configuration mode of VLAN2, and enables the MLD snooping function.

24.3.3 Setting MLD Querier Function
[Point of setting]
MLD querier function needs to be enabled if there is no multicast routers in the VLAN in which MLD snooping
has been set. Make the following setting in VLAN interface configuration mode of the corresponding VLAN.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config-if)# ipv6 mld snooping querier
Enables the MLD querier function.

[Note]
This setting is not available when no IPv6 addresses are set in the interface.

24.3.4 Setting Multicast Router Port
[Point of setting]
When a multicast router is connected within the VLAN on which MLD snooping is set, make the following setting
in VLAN interface configuration mode of the corresponding VLAN. This example is based on when a multicast
router is connected to the gigabit Ethernet interface at port 0/1 in the VLAN.
[Setup using commands]
1. (config-if)# ipv6 mld snooping mrouter interface gigabitethernet 0/1
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Specifies a multicast router port with the interface.
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24.4 MLD snooping Operation
24.4.1 List of Operation Commands
The list of MLD snooping operation commands is shown in the table below:
Table 24-4: List of Operation Commands
Command

Description

show mld-snooping

Displays MLD snooping information.

clear mld-snooping

Clears MLD snooping information.

restart snooping

Restarts snooping program.

dump protocols snooping

Outputs the file of event trace information and control table information.

24.4.2 Checking MLD snooping
The contents of checking on MLD snooping when the MLD snooping function is used are as follows:

(1) After configuration setting
Execute the show mld-snooping command and make sure that the setting on MLD snooping is correct.
Figure 24-4: Displaying MLD snooping Setting Status
> show mld-snooping 100
Date 2005/12/01 15:20:00 UTC
VLAN: 100
IP address: fe80::b1
Querier: enable
MLD querying system: fe80::b1
Querier version: V2
Port(5): 0/1-5
Mrouter-port: 0/1,3
Group Counts: 3

(2) Checking during operation
Check the MLD snooping operation status using the commands below.
z Check the learned MAC addresses, IPv6 multicast addresses relayed into the VLAN, and relay destination port list
status using the show mld-snooping group command.
Figure 24-5: Execution Result of show mld-snooping group Command
> show mld-snooping group 100
Date 2005/12/01 15:20:00 UTC
VLAN: counts: 1
VLAN: 100 Group counts: 2
Group Address
MAC Address
ff35::1
3333:0000:0001
Port-list:0/1-3
ff35::2
3333:0000:0002
Port-list:0/1-2

Version
V1,V2

Mode
EXCLUDE

V2

EXCLUDE

z Check the examples of displaying the joined group for each port using the show mld-snooping port command.
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Figure 24-6: Execution Result of show mld-snooping port Command
> show mld-snooping port 0/1
Date 2005/12/01 15:20:00 UTC
Port 0/1 VLAN counts: 1
VLAN: 100 Group counts: 2
Group Address
Last Reporter
ff35::1
fe80::b2
ff35::2
fe80::b3

Uptime
00:10
02:10

Expires
04:10
03:00
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Appendix A

Conformed Standards

Appendix A.1 RADIUS/TACACS+
Table A-1: Conformed Standard and Recommendation for RADIUS/TACACS+
Standard No. (Issued Date)

Standard Name

RFC 2865 (Jun. 2000)

Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS)

RFC 2866 (Jun. 2000)

RADIUS Accounting

draft-grant-tacacs-02.txt
(Jan. 1997)

The TACACS+ Protocol Version 1.78

Appendix A.2 NTP
Table A-2: Conformed Standard and Recommendation for NTP
Standard No. (Issued Date)
RFC 1305 (Mar. 1992)

Standard Name
Network Time Protocol (Version 3) Specification, Implementation and Analysis

Appendix A.3 DNS
Table A-3: Conformed Standard and Recommendation for DNS Resolver
Standard No. (Issued Date)

Standard Name

RFC 1034 (Mar. 1987)

Domain names - concepts and facilities

RFC 1035 (Mar. 1987)

Domain names - implementation and specification

Appendix A.4 Ethernet
Table A-4: Conformed Standard for Ethernet Interface
Type
10BASE-T,
100BASE-TX,
1000BASE-T,
10GBASE-R

10GBASE-R
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Standard

Name

IEEE802.3 2000 Edition

Carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) access
method and physical layer Specifications

IEEE802.2 1998 Edition

IEEE Standard for Information Technology - Telecommunications and
Information Exchange Between Systems - Local and Metropolitan Area
Networks - Specific Requirements - Part 2: Logical Link Control

IEEE802.3x-1997

IEEE Standards for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks:Specification
for 802.3 Full Duplex Operation

IEEE802.3ah 2004

Amendment: Media Access Control Parameters, Physical Layers, and
Management Parameters for Subscriber Access Networks

IEEE802.3ae
Standard-2002

Media Access Control (MAC) Parameters, Physical Layer, and
Management Parameters for 10Gb/s Operation

Appendix A. Conformed Standards

Appendix A.5 Link Aggregation
Table A-5: Conformed Standard for Link Aggregation
Standard
IEEE802.3ad
(IEEE Std 802.3ad-2000)

Name
Aggregation of Multiple Link Segments

Appendix A.6 VLAN
Table A-6: Conformed Standard and Recommendation for VLAN
Standard
IEEE802.1Q
(IEEE Std 802.1Q-2003)

Name
Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks*

* GVRP/GMRP not supported.

Appendix A.7 Spanning Tree
Table A-7: Conformed Standard and Recommendation for Spanning Tree
Standard

Name

IEEE802.1D
(ANSI/IEEE Std 802.1D-1998
Edition)

Media Access Control (MAC) Bridges
(The Spanning Tree Algorithm and Protocol)

IEEE802.1t
(IEEE Std 802.1t-2001)

Media Access Control (MAC) Bridges Amendment 1

IEEE802.1w
(IEEE Std 802.1w-2001)

Media Access Control (MAC) Bridges Amendment 2: Rapid Reconfiguration

IEEE802.1s
(IEEE Std 802.1s-2002)

Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks Amendment 3: Multiple Spanning Trees

Appendix A.8 IGMP snooping/MLD snooping
Table A-8: Conformed Standard and Recommendation for IGMP snooping/MLD snooping
Standard No. (Issued Date)
draft-ietf-magma-snoop-12.txt
(Aug. 2005)

Standard Name
IGMP and MLD snooping switches
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CMU DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CMU BE LIABLE FOR
ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER
RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE
OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
*****************************************************************************
Some of this software has been modified by BBN Corporation and is a derivative of software developed by
Carnegie Mellon University. Use of the software remains subject to the original conditions set forth above.
*****************************************************************************
Some of this software is Copyright 1989 by TGV, Incorporated but subject to the original conditions set forth above.
*****************************************************************************
Some of this software is Copyright (C) 1983,1988 Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted provided that this notice is preserved and that due
credit is given to the University of California at Berkeley. The name of the University may not be used to endorse
or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. This software is provided
''as is'' without express or implied warranty.
*****************************************************************************
* Primary Author:
Steve Waldbusser
* Additional Contributors:
Erik Schoenfelder (schoenfr@ibr.cs.tu-bs.de): additions, fixes and enhancements for Linux by 1994/1995.
David Waitzman: Reorganization in 1996.
Wes Hardaker <hardaker@ece.ucdavis.edu>: Some bug fixes in his UC
Davis CMU SNMP distribution were adopted by David Waitzman
David Thaler <thalerd@eecs.umich.edu>: Some of the code for making the agent embeddable into another
application were adopted by David Waitzman
Many more over the years...
[NTP]
The following copyright notice applies to all files collectively called the Network Time Protocol Version 4
Distribution. Unless specifically declared otherwise in an individual file, this notice applies as if the text was
explicitly included in the file.
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Copyright (C) David L. Mills 1992-2003 Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears
in all copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and
that the name University of Delaware not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
software without specific, written prior permission. The University of Delaware makes no representations about
the suitability this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
[PIM sparse-mode pimd]
/*
* Copyright (c) 1998-2001
* The University of Southern California/Information Sciences Institute.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
/*
* Part of this program has been derived from mrouted.
* The mrouted program is covered by the license in the accompanying file
* named "LICENSE.mrouted".
*
* The mrouted program is COPYRIGHT 1989 by The Board of Trustees of
* Leland Stanford Junior University.
*
*/
[pim6dd]
/*
* Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.
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* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
[pim6sd]
/*
* Copyright (C) 1999 LSIIT Laboratory.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
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* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
/*
* Questions concerning this software should be directed to
* Mickael Hoerdt (hoerdt@clarinet.u-strasbg.fr) LSIIT Strasbourg.
*
*/
/*
* This program has been derived from pim6dd.
* The pim6dd program is covered by the license in the accompanying file
* named "LICENSE.pim6dd".
*/
/*
* This program has been derived from pimd.
* The pimd program is covered by the license in the accompanying file
* named "LICENSE.pimd".
*
*/
[RADIUS]
Copyright 1992 Livingston Enterprises, Inc.
Livingston Enterprises, Inc. 6920 Koll Center Parkway Pleasanton, CA 94566
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that this copyright
and permission notice appear on all copies and supporting documentation,
the name of Livingston Enterprises, Inc. not be used in advertising or
publicity pertaining to distribution of the program without specific
prior permission, and notice be given in supporting documentation that
copying and distribution is by permission of Livingston Enterprises, Inc.
Livingston Enterprises, Inc. makes no representations about the suitability
of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express
or implied warranty.
[totd]
WIDE
Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following
acknowledgement:
This product includes software developed by WIDE Project and and its contributors.
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4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
University of Tromso
Copyright (C) 1999,2000,2001,2002 University of Tromso, Norway. All rights reserved.
Author: Feike W. Dillema, The Pasta Lab, Institutt for Informatikk University of Tromso, Norway
Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation is hereby granted, provided that
both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software, derivative works or
modified versions, and any portions thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.
THE UNIVERSITY OF TROMSO ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION.
THE UNIVERSITY OF TROMSO DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
The author requests users of this software to send back any improvements or extensions that they make and grant
him and/or the University the rights to redistribute these changes without restrictions.
Invenia Innovation A.S.
Copyright (C) Invenia Innovation A.S., Norway. All rights reserved.
Author: Feike W. Dillema, Invenia Innovation A.S., Norway.
Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation is hereby granted, provided that
both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software, derivative works or
modified versions, and any portions thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.
INVENIA INNOVATION A.S. ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION.
INVENIA INNOVATION A.S. DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
The author requests users of this software to send back any improvements or extensions that they make and grant
him and/or the Invenia Innovation the rights to redistribute these changes without restrictions.
Todd C. Miller
Copyright (C) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com> All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
[libtacplus]
Copyright (C) 1998, 2001, 2002, Juniper Networks, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
[tftp]
Copyright (C) 1983, 1993
The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following
acknowledgement:
This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.
4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
[libfetch]

All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in this position and unchanged.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
specific prior written permission
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
[IPv6 DHCP]
Copyright (C) 1998-2004 WIDE Project.
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
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OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
[iides]
Internet Initiative Japan Inc.
Copyright (c) 1996 Internet Initiative Japan Inc.
All rights reserved.
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
2. Redistribution with functional modification must include prominent notice stating how and when and by whom
it is modified.
3. Redistributions in binary form have to be along with the source code or documentation which include above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
4. All commercial advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following
acknowledgement:
This product includes software developed by Internet Initiative Japan Inc.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
[Net-SNMP]
CMU/UCD
Copyright 1989, 1991, 1992 by Carnegie Mellon University
Derivative Work - 1996, 1998-2000
Copyright 1996, 1998-2000 The Regents of the University of California
All Rights Reserved
Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee
is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both that copyright notice
and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of CMU and The Regents of the
University of California not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without
specific written permission.
CMU AND THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH
REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL CMU OR THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
Networks Associates Technology, Inc
Copyright (c) 2001-2003, Networks Associates Technology, Inc
All rights reserved.
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the Networks Associates Technology, Inc nor the names of its contributors may be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Cambridge Broadband Ltd.
Portions of this code are copyright (c) 2001-2003, Cambridge Broadband Ltd.
All rights reserved.
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* The name of Cambridge Broadband Ltd. may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara,
California 95054, U.S.A. All rights reserved.
Use is subject to license terms below.
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This distribution may include materials developed by third parties.
Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo and Solaris are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems,
Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the Sun Microsystems, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Sparta, Inc
Copyright (c) 2003-2004, Sparta, Inc
All rights reserved.
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Sparta, Inc nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Cisco/BUPTNIC
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Copyright (c) 2004, Cisco, Inc and Information Network
Center of Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications.
All rights reserved.
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Cisco, Inc, Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, nor the names of their
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License Version 2.0
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by
Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is
granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are
controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,
whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding
shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permission granted by this
License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to
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software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to
software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under
the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example
is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or
derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other
modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License,
Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by
name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any
modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted
to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity
authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its
representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code
control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the
purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously
marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a
Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor
hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby
grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as
stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell import, and otherwise
transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such
Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their
Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the
Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent
infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall
terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in
any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the
following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this
License; and
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(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You
changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all
copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of
the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative
Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any
erivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution
notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places:
within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the
Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such
third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for
informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an
addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional
attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or
different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the
Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally
submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions
of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing
herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service
marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in
describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides
the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without
limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY,
or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your
exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent
acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this
License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of
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goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages
or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof,
You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other
liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such
obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any
other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for
any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any
such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields
enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the
brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We
also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same
"printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is
distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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